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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reversibility

Being able to reverse a computation is an important feature of computing systems. Reversibility is a
key aspect in every system that needs to achieve distributed consensus [11] to escape local states where
the consensus cannot be found. In such problems, several computing agents have to reach a common
solution. Allowing independent agents to backtrack and explore the solution space enables them to
reach a globally accepted state if given enough time and if a common solution exists. For example, the
dining philophers problem [35] requires a backtracking mechanism to prevent deadlocks. By adding a
commitment phase whenever the consensus is reached, one blocks the further exploration of the solution
space. In order to speed up the search for a solution, compensations can be added on the unexplored
paths [42]. Reversibility is also commonly used in transactional systems. Transactions are participative
computations that commit if every participant is satisfied. However, if one of them cancels the transaction,
none of the remaining participants can complete [22]. In such systems, commitment is modelled as an
irreversible action. Rewinding a computation step by step is also a common way to debug programs. In
such settings the step by step approach is often more useful than restarting the program from an initial
state1.

Importantly, the backtracking mechanism can be integrated to the operational semantics of a pro-
gramming language, instead of adding a tailor-made implementation on top of each program. It is then
transparent to the programmer, except for a reversible or irreversible tag that she has to attach to certain
actions.

A formal model for reversible concurrent systems needs to address two challenges at the same time:
(i) how to compute without forgetting and (ii) what is an optimal notion of legitimate backward moves.
Roughly speaking, the first point is about syntax: processes need to carry a memory that keeps track
of everything that has been done (and of the choices that have not been made). Importantly the needed
information to backtrack is recorded in a distributed fashion instead of using a centralized store. The
latter can be a potential bottleneck for the computation. The second point is tied to the choice of the
computation’s semantics. In a sequential program, one backtracks computations in the opposite order
to the execution. However, in a concurrent setting, we do not want to undo the actions precisely in
the opposite order than the one in which they were executed, as this order may not materialise. The
concurrency relation between actions has to be taken into account. It can be argued that the most liberal
notion of reversibility is the one that just respects causality: an action can be undone precisely after
all the actions that causally depend on it have also been undone. Then an acceptable backward path is
causally consistent with the forward computation.

1Reversibility does not always have the same meaning. In a reversible Petri nets the initial state is always reachable
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Causal models

In interleaving models one cannot observe the internal relations between different events. In particular
causality is not treated as a primitive concept. On the other hand, non-interleaving semantics have a
primitive notion of concurrency between computation events. As a consequence one can also derive
a causality relation, generally defined as the complement of concurrency. These models are therefore
sometimes called true-concurrent or causal or, if causality is represented as a partial order on events,
partial order semantics2.

A causal model is often an alternative representation of an existing interleaving semantics that helps
in understanding the relations between computations in the latter. Usually in such models, sets of events
are considered computational states. Each set, called a configuration, represents a reachable state in the
run of the process. The behaviour of a system is encoded as a collection of such sets. The set inclusion
relation between the configurations stands for the possible paths followed by the execution. Concurrency
and causality are derivable from set inclusion. In their generality, such models are called configuration
structures [32]. It is a causal model that is syntax free and can potentially be used to interpret several
calculi.

Calculus of Communicating Systems

The calculus of communicating systems (CCS), introduced by Milner [46], is a model for concurrent
agents in a network that has a fixed topology. The agents, called processes and ranged over by P , Q . . . ,
synchronise if they agree on the communication channel. Denote a.P for a process that can synchronise
on channel a and continue afterwards as P . Parallel composition, denoted P | Q, enables the indepedent
execution of P andQ but also synchronisations between the two. Denote νa(P ) the restriction3 operator
which declares channel a private to P . One can also model nondeterministic sum a.P + b.Q where only
one side of the sum is executed and the other side is discarded.

Reduction semantics Reductions4 specify the evolution of closed systems, without any external in-
teraction. In the reduction semantics for CCS the reductions are the (internal) synchronisations. Two
processes synchronise if they use dual channel names:

a.P | a.Q −→ P | Q

and after the synchronisation both processes continue their executions independently. The reduction
semantics is equipped with a structural congruence ≡ that relates syntactically similar processes. The
parallel composition forms a monoid with neutral element the empty process, denoted 0:

P | Q ≡ Q | P (P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R) P | 0 ≡ P.

Structural congruence can also change the scope of the restriction in rule νa(P ) | Q ≡ νa(P | Q),
whenever a is a free name in Q.

2Event and configuration structures were introduced by Winskel and Plotkin to define domains for concurrency. Causal
models are thus often but inaccurately, called denotational. In sequential computations a denotational model is invariant w.r.t.
reductions. However, event structures are not invariant w.r.t. reductions.

3In CCS the operator is called and denoted differently (see also subsection 2.1.2), but we introduce this notation to foresee
the π-calculus.

4Sobociǹscki [62] and Sewell [61] use the term reaction, as reduction is connotated with termination.
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Labelled transition systems In the design of a (model of a) programming language, the reduction
semantics essentially describes the computations. An LTS is developed consequently to enable a modular
reasoning: one can reason on open processes and, thanks to the label composition, preserve the reasoning
in the closed system. The labelled transitions in the LTS correspond to external interactions with the
context. In the transition a.P a−→ P the process interacts with the context on channel a. The internal
activities, denoted τ , are considered silent transitions. One can derive silent transitions from the labelled
ones thanks to the inference rule:

P
a−→ P ′ Q

a−→ Q′

P | Q τ−→ P ′ | Q′

A labelled transition is called a partial event to highlight that it takes part in a synchronisation with the
context. The partial events then await a suitable context to become concrete and they only exist for the
sake of compositionality. On the other hand the silent moves are complete events.

Deriving an LTS is in most cases an ad-hoc development, hence the need of correctness criteria. A
first natural correctness criterion for LTS, called the harmony lemma states that every labelled transition
correctly represents a reduction.

There have been several attempts to derive an LTS from a reduction semantics in a systematic way.
Sewell [61] made the observation that the labels stand for possible contexts that trigger a reduction and
showed it to be the case for CCS. Leifer andMilner [43] interpreted such contexts in a categorical setting.

Behavioural equivalence Behavioural equivalences are a major motivation in the study of formal
semantics. For instance, one wants to verify that the execution of a program satisfies its expected
behaviour, or that a compiled version behaves as the original code. Thus the interesting equivalences
equate terms that behave the same. Moreover the equivalence should be a congruence: two processes
are equivalent if they behave similarly in any context. Loosely speaking it aims at identifying process
that have a common external behaviour.

The equivalences defined on reduction semantics are often hard to prove. A proof technique in this
case is to define an LTS-based equivalence that is equivalent with the reduction-based one and carry
the proofs in LTS semantics. It is what a second correctness criteria for an LTS states: a behavioural
equivalence defined on the LTS should be sound (and possibly complete) with respect to an equivalence
defined on the reduction semantics.

Behavioural equivalences are defined on the operational semantics and thus cannot access the struc-
ture of a term. The observations one canmake during the execution of a process are called the observables
of the relation. For instance one observes whether the process terminates or whether it interacts with the
environment [36].

Reversible models There are already several accounts of reversible operational semantics. For a
reversible CCS, Danos and Krivine proposed RCCS [20, 22] and Phillips and Ulidowski proposed the
CCSK [54, 53]. In these works, reversibility is added on top of a process calculus. A natural correctness
criterion is to verify that the forward moves of a reversible LTS correspond to moves in the natural
semantics of the calculus. Danos and Krivine [20] proposed several other correctness criteria. The loop
lemma verifies that reversible actions can indeed be trigered in both directions. Square lemma pemutes
concurrent actions in a trace. Lastly, causal consistency is guaranteed by defining (causal) equivalent
traces and ensuring that a process can only backtrack on a trace that is causally equivalent to its forward
execution. These correctness criteria were generalised to labelled transition systems by Phillips and
Ulidowski [53].

Causal models Winskel adapted configuration structures to CCS by defining stable families [69],
which are configuration structures equipped with a set of axioms. A more compact and more commonly
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used representation of the stable families is given by event structures [68].
Morphisms of stable families (as defined by Winskel) capture sub-behaviour on processes and form

a category of stable families. Process combinators then correspond to universal constructions in this
category. The correspondence with CCS is established through an operational semantics defined on
stable families.

Another approach consists in deriving a causal semantics on top of the LTS by decorating the
transitions with information about the structure of the process. Such causal semantics for CCS were
introduced by Boudol and Castellani [10] and Degano [23], inspired by the work of Levy on the
permutation of transitions in the λ-calculus [44]. In CCS the structure of a term is sufficient to derive
the causal relation between the transitions.

Causality and reversibility Causality and reversibility are tightly connected notions [24, 20]. Causal
consistency is a correctness criterion for reversible computations. Therefore whenever a reversible
semantics is proposed, the calculus has to be equipped first with a causal semantics. Nielsen, Plotkin and
Winskel [50] showed that an LTS with certain properties, called a prime LTS, generates a prime event
structure. Phillips and Ulidowski [54] then showed that a reversible LTS is indeed prime and moreover
that the forward and backward reductions correspond to reductions in its causal representation. Thus a
reversible model and a causal one are easily derivable from each other.

Notably the connection between reversibility and causality is useful to define meaningful reversible
equivalences. Causal equivalences are more discriminating than the traditional operational ones. How-
ever on a reversible operational semantics one can define equivalences of the same expressivity. Causal
equivalences have been extensively studied [55, 5, 4, 67]. Of particular interest is the hereditary history
preserving bisimulation, which was shown to correspond to an LTS-based equivalence for a reversible
CCS by Phillips and Ulidowski [54].

The π-calculus

The π-calculus [27, 47] is an extension of CCS where the network topology can change during execution.
This is achieved by enabling agents to exchange channel names during synchronisations. Thus the
π-calculus is also called a calculus with name-passing or name mobility. Denote a〈b〉.P for a process
that sends b on channel a and continues execution as P . Conversely, the process a(c).Q can receive a
name on channel a, and use it for future communications.

Reduction semantics and the LTS Inspired by the abstract machine of Berry and Boudol [7], Mil-
ner gave the reduction semantics of the π-calculus [47]. As in CCS, reductions consist in process
synchronisations. Additionally, a name substitution occurs in the continuation process:

b〈a〉.P | b(c).Q −→ P | Q[a/c]

In the associated LTS the reduction decomposes into two actions b〈a〉.P b〈a〉−−→ P and b(c).Q b(c)−−→ Q.
One derives a synchronisation by composing the two:

P
b〈a〉−−→ P ′ Q

b(c)−−→ Q′

P | Q τ−→ P ′ | Q′[a/c]
.

The difficulty in deriving an LTS for the π-calculus resides in the treatment of private names. One
can indeed send a private name to the environment

P
b〈a〉−−→ P ′

νaP
b〈νa〉−−−→ P ′

6



and consequently the name is no longer private to P ′, denoted syntactically by the lack of the restriction
operator. However if two processes synchronise and exchange a private name then the name remains
private to the two of them:

P
b〈νa〉−−−→ P ′ Q

b(c)−−→ Q′

P | Q τ−→ νa(P ′ | Q′[a/c])
and the restriction "reappears" in the continuation process. Thus the scope of the private name can
expand during execution. The phenomenon is called scope extrusion.

The correctness criteria proposed for CCS also hold for the LTS of the π-calculus. However, the
LTS of the π-calculus is not a trivial extension from the one of CCS and has several variants each
generating different behavioural equivalences. Rathke and Sobociǹski showed that in (a fragment of) the
π-calculus labels are also minimal reactive contexts [57]. However, a general theory of deriving LTS is
still underdeveloped. Thus designing an LTS is still, at least to some extent, a try-and-fail process. The
extensive theory to verify its correctness has been developed as a way to make an educated choice when
having several LTS for the same reduction semantics.

The question of how to decide whether an LTS is better than another in the context of reversible
computations is one of the main interest in this thesis.

Causality and reversibility in the π-calculus The causality relation in process calculi is a relation
defined on reductions, induced by the prefix operator (the "dot") and propagated through communications,
also called structural dependence. Which notion of causality should then be considered on labelled
transitions? For a simple calculus like CCS the answer cannot be disputed because causality between
labelled transitions is also structural. But this is no longer true in the π-calculus due to the dependency
induced by the scope extrusion. To be as liberal as possible, the causality between labelled transitions,
that should not be violated when backtracking, is the smallest relation that is consistent with the structural
causality between reductions. More precisely, there should be a causal relation between two consecutive
labelled transitions of a process only if the corresponding reductions obtained by "completion" of those
transitions (by parallel composition) are also causally related. This would guarantee that if a backward
labelled transition is not derivable in our semantics, it is because any corresponding reduction would
violate the structural causality.

One can reformulate this condition by saying that the causal relation of an open term is either induced
by the structure of the term or by the context. The morphisms in the category of stable families (a causal
model for CCS [69] mentioned above) do just that. However this condition is not naturally imposed in
causal semantics that are syntax-driven, such as a decorated LTS.

Several causal semantics for the π-calculus have been proposed [17, 9, 25, 38, 49, 14, 12, 26].
Crafa, Varacca and Yoshida proposed a causal model ressembling the event structures [17, 16, 66] while
Boreale, Sangiorgi [9] and Degano, Priamo [25] added causal information on top of the LTS.

Lanese, Mezzina and Stefani implemented reversibility on top of the reduction semantics of the
higher-order π-calculus [41], however only for a reduction semantics.

Contributions and Outline

This thesis studies reversible models for concurrency. We propose a reversible LTS for the π-calculus, a
process calculus with name mobility. We argue that a complete theory of reversible computations should
include a non-interleaving model to help defining meaningful equivalences. Thus we propose a causal
model for the π-calculus, based on rigid families which are a variant of stable families. A multitude of
causal models for the π-calculus have been previously defined. We propose several correctness criterion
for causal models and argue that only ours satisfies them all. Our main motivation is to have a causal
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model for the reversible π-calculus, therefore we also show how these criteria adapt to the reversible
setting and that they are necessary for a correct interpretation of reversibility.

The equivalence relations on reversible π processes are the missing ingredient. Research on equiva-
lences in reversibility is still at an incipient phase. Our contribution consists in defining an equivalence
on the reduction semantics of reversible CCS, a simpler formalism than the π-calculus, and show that it
corresponds to an equivalence in causal models for CCS.

Contextual reversible equivalences Hereditary history preserving bisimulation (HHPB) is an equiv-
alence relation defined on stable families that corresponds to an LTS-based equivalence defined on
reversible CCS [54]. We define a reduction semantics equivalence on reversible CCS and show that
it corresponds to HHPB. Consequently, we establish the correspondence between reversible equiva-
lences defined on the LTS and on the reduction semantics. Moreover, stable families lack a natural
notion of context. By using the correspondence between CCS and stable families, we give a contextual
characterisation to hereditary history preserving bisimulation.

The reversible π-calculus We believe that the existing approaches for a reversible semantics are not
fully satisfactory. Distributed computations modelled with CCS are rather limited in scope because
of the absence of name mobility. As soon as name creation (and exchange) is enabled, computing
without forgetting becomes difficult because of the variable substitutions and also because the scope of a
name that may increase in forward computation, should decrease accordingly when backtracking. Also,
although the reversible higher order π-calculus [41] is a clear gain in expressivity over CCS, it is only
given in terms of reduction semantics and therefore is not compositional.

The reversible π-calculus provides a compositional definition of a reversible calculus, that features
both concurrency primitives and name mobility. As we will see, achieving compositionality is far from
trivial, in the same way as the standard labelled transition semantics of the π-calculus is not a trivial
extension of its reduction semantics.

As a byproduct of being reversible, Rπ can also be considered a non-interleaving semantics of the
π-calculus. We introduce a correctness criterion for causality in an LTS that states that the causal relation
defined on labelled transitions foresees causality on the reductions. We show that the criterion holds for
Rπ, but not for previous causal semantics for the π-calculus defined on the LTS [9, 25].

Correctness criteria for causal models Several causal models have been proposed in the literature
for process calculi (see for instance Refs. [68, 10] for CCS and Refs. [17, 9, 25, 38, 49, 14, 12, 26] for
the π-calculus). Each model is proved to be correct, in some sense. But can a model be more correct
than another one? What are the criteria one uses to make such evaluation?

Compositionality. The interpretation of a term in a causal model is computed from the interpretations
of its subterms.

Soundness. One can define an operational semantics on the causal model. Then criterion asks that the
LTS defined on the causal models and the one of CCS or of the π-calculus to be bisimilar.

Realisability. This correctness criterion is the equivalent to the harmony lemma in process algebra,
which states that any labelled transition correctly represents a reduction. If for a labelled transition
of an open term there exists a context that produces a reduction when composed with the open term,
then the transition is said to be realisable. Such a context closes the open transition. Harmony
lemma can then be reformulated to say that a labelled semantics is correct if all its traces are
realisable. Such a criterion should hold in causal semantics as well: each configuration in the
interpretation of a process is realisable.
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Denotationality. Another correctness criterion would be the preservation the rules of structural con-
gruence in the causal semantics as well. Our criterion is not so strong: we require that the scope
extension rule of structural congruence is preserved by the causal model. Preserving structural
congruence in the causal semantics authorises one to say that the causal model is denotational:
the interpretation of a term is invariant w.r.t. the scope extinsion.

Rigid families for CCS and the π-calculus We propose a novel causal semantics for concurrency,
in which we take a notion of precedence as the fundamental relation between events. Precedence is a
partial order that can be seen as a temporal observation, specific to a given run of a process. In a given
run, two events may also not be related by any precedence relation, in which case one can see them as
having occurred either simultaneously or in such a way that no common clock can be used to compare
them. More traditional causality and concurrency relations are derivable from precedence.

The interpretation of a process is built by induction on the process constructors and defined using
operations on rigid families [33, 13]. In this sense, our semantics resembles the encoding of CCS in
configuration structures [68]. The operations on rigid families that are used to encode CCS can be easily
adapted to the π-calculus. Importantly, in rigid families private names are handled similarly for both
calculi, that is interpret the restriction operator in the same manner. It consists in removing from the
model the executions that are not allowed. However, in previous causal models for the π-calculus [17, 9]
the restriction introduced new orders between events. We argue that the interpretation of the restriction
operator for the π-calculus previously proposed leads to models that are not realisable or denotational.

Acausalmodel for the reversibleπ-calculus Weargue that themodel of rigid familieswe introduced is
the only causal model proposed so far that is suitable for the reversible π-calculus. With the interpretation
that a causal model is a reversible one, none of the previously proposed causal models for the π-calculus
satisfies all correctness criteria. However, the causal models in Refs. [17, 25] satisfy the correctness
criteria we proposed when restricted to the traditional "forward-only" computations.

The most problematic criterion is the realisability one, which now requires that every reversible trace
is realisable.

Realisability holds in Rπ where it is expressed as the correctness criterion on causality. If in a
reversible trace one can derive backward moves that do not respect the causality induced in the closed
term, there are indeed no contexts that close the trace. And therefore the trace is not realisable.

A causal model based on configuration structures has a natural definition of reversibility. Forward
moves correspond to the set inclusion relation between configurations and the backward moves to the
inverse set inclusion. In such a setting, realisability is expressed as a stability axiom. Intuitively, stability
ensures that the causal relation is not ambiguous: each occurrence of an event has a unique causal history.
In particular, event structures and stable families are stable models.

Outline.

chapter 2 This chapter covers notions from concurrency theory necessary for the further development
for this thesis. CCS and the π-calculus, process calculi equipped with an operational semantics are
introduced. We are interested in causal models that are either decorated LTS or that have a partial
order semantics, similarly to configuration structures. Lastly, we introduce a reversible variant of
CCS and correctness criteria for reversible computations.

chapter 3 In reversible semantics one can make finer observations on terms, hence the equivalences in
the operational setting become as powerful as those on causal models. In this chapter we show that
barbed congruence in RCCS corresponds to hereditary history preserving bisimulation, defined on
stable families. Consequently, we provide a contextual characterisation of equivalences defined in
non-interleaving semantics. This chapter is an enriched version of [3].
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chapter 4 We introduce a labelled transition semantics for the reversible π-calculus. It is the first account
of a compositional definition of a reversible calculus, that features both concurrency primitives and
name mobility. The notion of reversibility is strictly linked to the notion of causality. We discuss
the notion of causality induced by our calculus, and we compare it with the existing notions in
the literature. We show that causality is either forced by the structure of the term or foresees the
causality in the context. This chapter is published in [18].

chapter 5 In this chapter we introduce a causal model for CCS and for the π-calculus, based on rigid
families. We introduce the category of rigid families and of rigid morphisms, a new model for
concurrent computations that resembles configuration structures. We show how to interpret CCS
and the π-calculus in rigid families and show that the correctness criteria we proposed hold. This
chapter is published in [37].

chapter 6 Lastly, we show that rigid families indeed can interpret reversible calculi. We show the
encoding of RCCS and of Rπ. We show that the same causal relations are defined in RCCS and in
their interpretation in rigid families. This is not the case for Rπ, where the causality induced by
Rπ is finer than needed for satisfying reversible realisability.

Limitations We do not consider irreversible actions in this thesis. Irreversibility could however be
added into the calculus without much difficulty. Recursive definitions are gathered in section 5.5,
instead of trailing recursion throughout the thesis. Recursion is technically cumbersome, but for our
work on Rπ (chapter 4) and on rigid families (chapter 5), it does not bring any interesting theoretical
considerations. For the equivalence relations we consider in chapter 3 both irreversibility and recursion
may have an important impact. We plan to investigate this further in future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Interleaving semantics

We start by presenting general concepts on labelled transitions system in subsection 2.1.1. In subsec-
tion 2.1.2 we introduce CCS, which is a process calculus for communicating agents that only synchronise,
without exchanging data. Then we introduce in subsection 2.1.3 the π-calculus, an extension of CCS
with name passing capabilities.

For a more detailed introduction and the missing proofs we refer the reader to Refs. [2, 51, 8] for
labelled transition systems and to Refs. [46, 47, 59, 2, 19] for CCS and the π-calculus.

2.1.1 Labelled transition systems

A labelled transition system is a multi-graph where the nodes are called states and the edges, transitions.
Transitions are labelled and the labels are called actions.

Definition 1 (Labelled Transition System). A labelled transition system (→, S,Act) consists of a relation
→⊆ S ×Act× S, a set S of states and a set Act of actions (or labels).

It is similar to the notion of automaton except that we are not interested neither in final states (as we
are not interested in termination), nor in the initial states. Since we associate a process to each state of
the automaton, each state is in a sense, initial. Importantly→ is a relation on states and not a function,
thus accomodating nondeterminism.

Notations 1. • Let s range over states and a, b range over actions. Write s a−→ s′ for (s, a, s′) ∈→
and s→ s′ for s a−→ s′ for some a ∈ Act.

• Let t range over elements of −→, called transitions t : s a−→ s′. Two transitions, t and t′ are
composable, written t; t′, if the target of t is the source of t′.

Definition 2 (Trace). A trace, denoted by σ : t1; . . . ; tn is a sequence of composable transitions. Denote
ε the empty trace. Except for the empty trace, all traces have a source and a target. Two traces are
coinitial if they have the same source and cofinal if they have the same target. Let Act? be the set of
sequences in Act.

Define −→?⊆ S ×Act? × S the reachability relation as follows:

s
α1−→ . . .

αn−−→ s′ ⇐⇒ ∃t1, . . . , tn and s1, . . . , sn+1 such that ti : si
αi−→ si+1 and s = s1, s

′ = sn+1.

Thus sometimes a trace is denoted σ : t1; . . . ; tn. In the trace s1 −→? s2, s2 is reachable from s1 in
automata theory. In process algebra, s2 is a derivative of s1.
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Equivalences. One can define a variety of equivalence relations on transition systems [58, Chapter
1.3]. We only consider trace equivalence and the strong bisimilarity. Trace equivalence compares all the
possible executions.

Definition 3 (Trace equivalence). Two states s and t are trace equivalent if the set of traces from s
coincides with the set of traces from t.

The strong bisimulation, henceforth called simply bisimulation, is the most discriminative equiv-
alence on LTSs. It was first proposed by Park [52] as an equivalence relation on nondeterministic
automata, behaving as agents in concurrent computations. It captures the idea that only the interactive
behaviour of a process counts when establishing an equivalence relation. Two processes are bisimilar if
any move of one of the processes can be simulated by the other and vice-versa.

Definition 4 (Bisimulation). Let →⊆ S × Act × S a labelled transition system. A bisimulation is a
symmetric binary relationR ⊆ S × S such that if (s, t) ∈ R then

∀a ∈ Act,∀s′ ∈ S s.t. s a−→ s′∃t′ ∈ S s.t. t a−→ t′ and (t′, s′) ∈ R

Write s R t for (s, t) ∈ R. Bisimilarity, denoted ∼, is the union of all bisimulations, i.e. one has
then that s ∼ t if there exists a bisimulationR such that sR t.

2.1.2 Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS)

CCS defines a grammar for the terms and a set of rewriting rules. The labelled transition system of CCS
is induced by the rewriting rules: each term is a state that can be rewriten (reduced) into an new term.
The syntax of the term dictates which rules are applicable and what are the possible transitions. Let
us introduce a set of process constructors on the terms, that can be generalised to constructors on the
LTS [51]. There is a single set of labels for all CCS terms, hence any CCS term is a state in the same
(large) LTS.

We start by describing the syncronisations followed by defining the term grammar and the operational
semantics.

Synchronisations Be N be a set of names N = {a, b, c, . . . } and N a set of co-names N =

{a, b, c, . . . }. The complement of a (co-)name is given by a bijection [·] : N → N , whose inverse
is also denoted by [·] so that a = a. A synchronisation is a pair of a name and a co-name that complement
each other (a, a) and that is denoted with a special symbol τ . The complement of τ is not defined.
Actions are labelled using the set L of event labels defined by the following grammar:

α, β ::= a
∣∣∣ a ∣∣∣ τ

ACCS process can do two actions. First, it can emit on a channel, that is to propose a synchronisation
to the context. P a−→ Q reads as P interacts with the context on channel a and becomes, or continues, as
Q. One says that an event is partial if it is labelled by a name or a co-name. Alternatively, it can do an
(internal) synchronisation, to which the context does not participate. The internal synchronisations are
sometimes called also silent moves.

Process constructors Let a, b, . . . range over L. Prefixes, ranged over by π, λ, and processes, ranged
over by P , Q, are constructed with the following grammar:

π, λ ::= a
∣∣∣ a

P,Q ::= π.P
∣∣∣ P | Q ∣∣∣ π.P + λ.Q ∣∣∣ P\a ∣∣∣ 0
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In
a.P

a−→ P
Out

a.P
a−→ P

Hide
P

α−→ P ′

P\a α−→ P ′\a
if α < {a, a}

Com
P

α−→ P ′ Q
α−→ Q′

P | Q τ−→ P ′ | Q′
ParL

P
α−→ P ′

P | Q α−→ P ′ | Q
ParR

Q
α−→ Q′

P | Q α−→ P | Q′

SumL
P

α−→ P ′

P +Q
α−→ P ′

SumR
Q

α−→ Q′

P +Q
α−→ Q′

Figure 2.1: The LTS of CCS

a.P +R | a.Q +R′ −→ P ′ | Q′
P −→ P ′

P\a −→ P ′\a
P ≡ P ′ −→ Q ≡ Q′

P −→ Q′

Figure 2.2: The reduction semantics of CCS

The inference rules associated to each operators are presented in Figure 2.1. The prefix constructor
a.P stands for sequential composition, the process interacts on a before continuing with P . Its behaviour
is given by rule In and simiarly for the ouput by rule Out. Parallel composition P | Q can employ
several rules to derive a transition. Rule Com synchronises two prefixes in P and Q. Notice that since
the complement of τ is not defined, only inputs and outputs can synchronise. The rules ParL and ParR
allows the left and or the right process respectively, to compute independently of the rest of the process.
P + Q is the nondeterministic choice between P (that is the left part of the sum) or Q (the right part).
This is what the rules SumL and SumR state. Hiding P\a makes the name a private to the process P . It
cannot be used to interact with the environment as it is shown in rule Hide.

Lastly the null process, denoted 0, cannot perform any transition. We will often omit it, so for
example we write a | b instead of a.0 | b.0.

Private names are bound names, whereas the rest of the names are free. Define formally the set of
free names by structural induction on P :

fn(P\a) = fn(P ) \ {a} fn(a.P ) = fn(a.P ) = {a} ∪ fn(P )

fn(P | Q) = fn(P +Q) = fn(P ) ∪ fn(Q) fn(0) = ∅

Denote nm(P ) the set of names in P and bn(P ) = nm(P ) \ fn(P ) the set of bound names.
One can also describe the behaviour of a process using the reduction semantics of Figure 2.2.

Reduction semantics instead of observing interactions with the environment, only accounts for the
internal moves of a process. It uses structural congruence, defined below, to move closer syntactic
entities in a process. For instance it ignores the order in which processes are composed or summed.

Whenever the private name a is encountered in the environment, α-renaming of a is done inside the
term, which consists in renaming the bound name in a process, as shown by the rule:

P\a =α (P [b/a])\b

where P [b/a] stands for process P in which b subtitutes a. Then the hiding operator is a binder for the
private name a.

Definition 5 (Structural congruence). Structural congruence is the least congruence relation≡ satisfying
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the following rules:

P | 0 ≡ P P | Q ≡ Q | P (P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R) (monoid laws for |)
P + 0 ≡ P P +Q ≡ Q + P (P +Q) +R ≡ P + (Q +R) (monoid laws for +)
P ≡ Q if P =α Q (alpha-conversion)
(P\a)\b ≡ (P\b)\a (P | Q)\a ≡ P\a | Q if a < fn(Q) P\a ≡ P if a < fn(P )

(laws for hiding)

Note that the set of names in a process is not preserved structural congruence.
The constructors above assemble small processes into larger ones. One can also call them process

combinators or operators. It allows one to reason on subparts of a system and then combine the local
reasoning. This feature is called modularity. Importantly, in a process calculus one also wants to
guarantee compositionality1. It implies that (i) a process can split into smaller processes and that (ii) the
computation on a process can be projected into partial computations on its subparts. Modularity allows
us to compose systems and compositionality to decompose them. A notable example of modular but not
compositional model for concurrency are the Petri nets [46].

The component of a system is said to be open, to highlight that it is part of a greater whole. Conversely,
a system is closed when one can reason on it independently of any context.

Equivalences One is interested in defining equivalences based on the reduction semantics and based
on the LTS that coincide. For the LTS-based equivalence we use the bisimulation relation. P and Q
are bisimilar, denoted P ∼ Q if they are bisimilar according to Definition 4 and w.r.t. the LTS defined
above.

Example 2.1.1. The processes a.(b+c) and a.b+a.c, known as the coffee machine examples of Ref. [46],
are trace equivalent but not bisimilar.

For a reduction based equivalence, Milner and Sangiorgi first proposed a contextual equivalence for
CCS [48]. Two terms are in a contextual equivalence, if one can replace one with the other in any context.

Definition 6 (Contextual equivalence). P andQ are contextually equivalent if for any contextC[·], C[P ]
and C[Q] have the same observables.

For a contextual equivalence on CCS terms, the context and the observables have to be formally
introduced.

Definition 7 (Context). A context is a process with a hole defined formally by the grammar:

C[·] ::= [·]
∣∣∣ π.C[·]

∣∣∣ P |C[·]
∣∣∣ C[·]\a

As we will see in Definition 9, reductions are part of the observables. However, observing only the
reductions results in a too coarse relation [48]. One defines other possible observations on a process on
the form of predicates, called barbs. Barbs are often ad-hoc notions, specific to a language, though in
CCS, the π-calculus and variants of these calculi Madiot characterised a barb as a potential interaction
with a context that terminates immediately after [45].

Definition 8 (Barbs). Write P ↓α if there exists P ′ such that P α−→ P ′.

Let us define a contextual equivalence for CCS terms.

1Structurality is the term employed by Milner [46].
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Definition 9 (Barbed bisimulation). Define the barbed bisimulation as a symmetric relation R on
processes such that whenever PRQ the following conditions hold:

• closed by reduction: P −→ P ′ =⇒ there exists Q′ such that Q −→ Q′ and QRQ′;

• barb preserving: P ↓ α =⇒ Q ↓ α.

Denote P ·∼
τ
Q if there exists a barbed bisimulation between P and Q.

Note that in the definition above the observable are the reductions and the barbs.

Definition 10 (Barbed congruence). Two processes P and Q are barbed congruent denoted P ∼τ Q if
∀C[·], C[P ] ·∼τ C[Q].

Correctness criteria for an LTS

Criterion 1 (Harmony). Labelled transitions represent the reductions.

Formally, the criterion is proved by the following lemma. Denote α−→ for the LTS in Figure 2.1 and
−→ for the reduction semantics in Figure 2.2.

Lemma 1 (Harmony Lemma). 1. If P τ−→ P ′ then P −→ P ′.

2. If P −→ P ′ then P τ−→ P ′′ and P ′ ≡ P ′′.

Criterion 2 (LTS-based equivalence is contextual). The equivalence relation defined on the LTS coincides
with a contextual equivalence defined on the reduction semantics.

In our case, the bisimilarity defined on the LTS, and barbed congruence, defined on the reduction
semantics, should coincide. The criterion allows one to use a contextual equivalence but use the proof
techniques of an LTS-based equivalence.

Lemma 2 (Bisimilarity is equivalent to a contextual equivalence). P ∼τ Q ⇐⇒ P ∼ Q.

A consequence is that bisimularity is a congruence in CCS.

2.1.3 The π-calculus

One can extend CCS to include the capability of sending names along channels. Importantly, the names
received can be used as channel names in future communications. This feature is called name mobility.
Moreover private names can be sent to the environment and as a consequence, the name is free or public
in the continuation process. However, if two synchronising partners exchange a private name, the name
remains private to the two of them. Name passing CCS along with the treatment of the private names
described above led to the introduction of the π-calculus.

As with CCS, we start by looking at the synchronisations and continue with the operational semantics
and the correctness criteria.

Synchronisations In the π-calculus the label of an action is a pair of names, one used to designate the
communication channel and the other is the name passed along the channel. The actions of a π term
are (i) either to do an input, that is receive a name from the environment, (ii) do an output, consisting of
sending a name into the environment or (iii) do an internal synchronisation.

A synchronisation occurs when an input and an output agree on the communication channel. Thus
inputs and outputs are complements to each other. Label the output of a name b on channel a as a〈b〉 and
an input on channel a as a(c), for some c ∈ N . One observes then that in the label of an ouput there are
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In
b(c).P b(c)−−→ P

Out
b〈a〉.P b〈a〉−−→ P

Open
P

b〈a〉−−→ P ′

νaP
b〈νa〉−−−→ P ′

Res
P

α−→ P ′

νaP
α−→ νaP ′

if a < α

Com
P

b〈a〉−−→ P ′ Q
b(c)−−→ Q′

P | Q τ−→ P ′ | Q′[a/c]
Close

P
b〈νa〉−−−→ P ′ Q

b(c)−−→ Q′

P | Q τ−→ νa(P ′ | Q′[a/c])
if a < fn(Q)/{c}

ParL
P

α−→ P ′

P | Q α−→ P ′ | Q
if bn(α) ∩ fn(Q) = ∅ SumL

P
α−→ P ′

P +Q
α−→ P ′

ParR
Q

α−→ Q′

P | Q α−→ P | Q′
if bn(α) ∩ fn(Q) = ∅ SumR

Q
α−→ Q′

P +Q
α−→ Q′

Figure 2.3: LTS of π calculus

two syntactic markers. One of them specifies that the action is an output and is syntatic, while the other
stands for the complementation function which is a semantic notion. This abuse of notation is due to the
asymmetry of input and output in the π-calculus.

As in CCS there are the two sets of names N , N and α, β ranges over the set of labels L. However
one uses different labels in π to account for the name passing mechanism.

α, β ::= b〈a〉
∣∣∣ b〈νa〉 ∣∣∣ d(c)

∣∣∣ τ
Define two functions subj and obj on the label of an action to retrieve the name used for the channel

(also called the subject) and the name passed along the channel (called the object of the label).

subj(b〈a〉) = {b} subj(b〈νa〉) = {b} subj(d(c)) = {d} subj(α, β) = subj(α) ∪ subj(β)

obj(b〈a〉) = {a} obj(b〈νa〉) = {a} obj(d(c)) = {c} obj(α, β) = obj(α) ∪ obj(β)

Notations 2. We use the notations b and d as in CCS to stand for b〈c〉 and d(c), respectively, when we
do not care about the object of the label.

Process constructors The grammar of prefixes and processes is given below:

π, λ ::= b〈a〉
∣∣∣ d(c)

P,Q ::= π.P
∣∣∣ P | Q ∣∣∣ π.P + λ.Q ∣∣∣ νaP ∣∣∣ 0

and the LTS is defined in Figure 2.3. Most process constructs behave the same as in CCS, with a few
notable exceptions. First, after a synchronisation a name substitution occurs in the continuation process.
Then the input prefix is also a binder (along with the binder of a private name). Redefine the sets of free
and bound names to take into account the new binder:

fn(νaP ) = fn(P ) \ {a} fn(b〈a〉.P ) = fn(P ) fn(b(a).P ) = {a} ∪ fn(P )

fn(P | Q) = fn(P +Q) = fn(P ) ∪ fn(Q) fn(0) = ∅

and with bn(P ) = nm(P ) \ fn(P ) the set of bound names.
A second notable distinction with the LTS in Figure 2.1 is in the treatment of private names.

To highlight the difference between the π-calculus and CCS, the hiding operator from CCS is called
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restriction in the π-calculus and is denoted νaP . The difference comes from the rules Open and Close.
A private name can be sent out to the context, and is consequently free in the continuation process. Indeed
in the rule Open the restriction disappears after the transition. However if another process receives the
private name, as depicted in rule Close, then the name becomes private to the two processes involved
in the communication. Thus the restriction operator reappears in the syntax of the continuation process.
Note that the LTS has to distinguish between communications that involve free names (on which one
applies rule Com) and the ones that involve private names. To make the distinction, one adds in the label
information about the communicated name. Thus the label b〈νa〉 says that a is a private name to the
sender. As in CCS, rule Res forbids communications on the private channel.

Remark 1 (On late and early semantics). The LTS in Figure 2.3 is called the "late" semantics of the
π-calculus, because the substitution occurs in the synchronisations rules (rules Com and Close). In an
"early" LTS one applies the substitutions in the rule Open instead.

Instantiator of a name An input action that binds a name c is an instantiator for c. One can extend
the notion of instantiator to an action or a label in an obvious manner. An action with label c〈d〉 can thus
have two instantiators, one for the subject c and one for the object d. If it is a synchronisation (with the
label (b〈a〉, d(c))) there are up to three instantiators (for the names b, a and d).

Extruder of a private name Whenever a private name is sent out to the context, the name is extruded.
The output action responsible for the extrusion is called an extruder of the private name. Syntactically,
the first extruder of a name a is denoted b〈νa〉.

2.2 Causal semantics

Causal models take causality and concurrency between events as primitives. In stable families, config-
urations model computational states and the set inclusion represents the executions. For each state one
can infer a local order on the events based on the set inclusion. In subsection 2.2.1 we introduce the
stable families of Winskel. The operations from process algebra are extended to stable families.

Stable families have a more abstract representation as prime algebraic domains (subsection 2.2.2)
and a more compact one as event structures (subsection 2.2.3). In subsection 2.2.4, we introduce the
rigid families of Hayman and Winskel [33, 13], a variant of stable families. We invite the reader to
consult Refs.[51, 69, 32] for a more detailed account of these causal models.

One can also obtain a causal semantics of a process calculus, by decorating its LTS. In subsection 2.2.5
we briefly show how to interpret CCS terms in stable families and how to decorate its LTS to derive
causal information from the transitions. Lastly, in subsection 2.2.6 we survey the previously proposed
causal models and semantics for the π-calculus.

2.2.1 Stable families

Let E be a set,⊆ be the usual set inclusion relation and C be a family of subsets of E. ForX ⊆ C,X is
compatible, denoted X ↑fin., if ∃y ∈ C finite such that ∀x ∈ X , x ⊆ y. Denote x ↑fin. y for {x, y} ↑fin..

Definition 11 (Configuration structures and stable families). A configuration structure C is a pair (E,C)
where E is a set of events and C ⊆ P (E) a set of subsets of events, called configurations, which are
ordered by set inclusion, denoted ⊆.

A stable family is a configuration structure satisfying the following axioms:

• finiteness: ∀x ∈ C,∀e ∈ x, ∃z ∈ C finite such that e ∈ z and z ⊆ x
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Figure 2.4: Structures that are not coincidence free, finite complete and stable, respectively

• coincidence freeness: ∀x ∈ C,∀e, e′ ∈ x, e , e′ ⇒
(
∃z ∈ C, z ⊆ x and (e ∈ z ⇐⇒ e′ < z)

)
• finite completeness: ∀X ⊆ C if X ↑fin. then ∪X ∈ C

• stability: ∀x, y ∈ C if x ∪ y ∈ C then x ∩ y ∈ C.

Denote 0 the stable family with an empty set of events.

A stable family consists of set of events and a family of configuration that satisfy a set of axioms.
Intuitively, events are the actions occurring during the run of a process, while configurations represents
computational states. The first axiom, finiteness, guarantees that for each event the set of causes is
finite. Coincidence freeness states that each computation step consists of a single event. Axioms finite
completeness and stability are more abstract and are better explained on some examples. Consider the
structures in Figure 2.4. The structure on the left does not satisfy the second axiom, as two events occur
in a single step. The middle structure does not satisfy finite completeness. The example on the right
of Figure 2.4 does not satisfies stability and the intuition is that the causes of event e3 are either e1 or e2,
but not both.

Notations 3. Let x a configuration in a stable family.

• If there exists an event e such that e < x and x′ = x∪{e} is a configuration, then denote the relation
between x and x′ as x e−→ x′. Intuitively, x e−→ x′ is a step upwards in the lattice of configurations.

• If there exists an event e such that e ∈ x and x′ = x \ {e} is a configuration, then denote the
relation between x and x′ as x

e
x′. The intuition here is that x e−→ x′ is a step downwards in the

lattice.

Definition 12 (Labelled stable family). A labelled stable family C = (E,C, `) is a stable family endowed
with a labelling function ` : E → L.

All configuration structures from now on will be supposed to be labelled, except for the sections
on domains (subsection 2.2.2) and event structures (subsection 2.2.3) where the addition of a labelling
function is a just a technicality.

Let us now define the morphisms on stable families. Intuitively, morphisms model the inclusion or
refinement relations between processes.

Definition 13 (Category of stable families). Amorphism of configurations structures f : (E1, C1, `1) →
(E2, C2, `2) is a partial function on the underlying sets f : E1 ⇀ E2 that is:
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• configuration preserving: ∀x ∈ C1, f (x) = {f (e) | e ∈ x} ∈ C2

• local injective: ∀x ∈ C1,∀e1, e2 ∈ x, f (e1) = f (e2) =⇒ e1 = e2

• label preserving: ∀x ∈ C1,∀e ∈ x, `1(e) = `2(f (e))

An isomorphism on stable families is denoted �. The stable families and their morphisms form a
category.

The operations of process algebras are extended to stable families, which in some cases have a nice
categorical interpretation. One can assemble stable families using these operations, which makes it a
modular model.

Definition 14 (Operations on stable families). Let C1 = (E1, C1, `1), C2 = (E2, C2, `2) be two stable
families and set E? = E ∪ {?}.

1. Product Let ? denote undefined for a partial function. Define the product of C1 and C2 as
C = C1 × C2, for C = (E,C, `), where E = E1 ×? E2 is the product in the category of sets and
partial functions2:

E1 ×? E2 = {(e1, ?) | e1 ∈ E1} ∪ {(?, e2) | e2 ∈ E2} ∪ {(e1, e2) | e1 ∈ E1, e2 ∈ E2}

with the projections σ1 : E → E?1 , σ2 : E → E?2 . Define the projections π1 : (E,C) → (E?1 , C1),
π2 : (E,C) → (E?2 , C2) such that π1(e) = σ1(e) and π2(e) = σ2(e) and define x ∈ C such that
the following hold:

• π1(x) ∈ C1 and π2(x) ∈ C2;
• ∀e, e′ ∈ x, if π1(e) = π1(e′) , ? or π2(e) = π2(e′) , ? then e = e′;
• ∀e ∈ x, ∃z ⊆ x finite s.t. π1(x) ∈ C1, π2(x) ∈ C2 and e ∈ z;
• ∀e, e′ ∈ x, e , e′ ⇒ ∃z ⊆ x s.t. π1(z) ∈ C1, π2(z) ∈ C2 and (e ∈ z ⇐⇒ e′ < z).

The labelling function ` is defined as follows:

`(e) =`1(e1) if π1(e) = e1, π2(e) = ?

`(e) =`2(e2) if π1(e) = ?, π2(e) = e2

`(e) =(`1(e1), `2(e2)) otherwise

2. Coproduct Define the coproduct of C1 and C2 as C = C1 + C2, for C = (E,C, `), where E =
({1} × E1) ∪ ({2} × E2) and C = {{1} × x | x ∈ C1} ∪ {{2} × x | x ∈ C2}. The injections
ζ1 : C1 → C and ζ2 : C2 → C are defined as follows:

ζ1 : E1 → E such that ζ1(e1) = (1, e1)

ζ2 : E2 → E such that ζ2(e2) = (2, e2)

The labelling function ` is defined as `(e) = `i(ei) when ei ∈ Ei and ζi(ei) = e.

3. Restriction Define the restriction of an upward closed set of configurations as (E,C, `) � X =
(E′, C ′, `′) where X ⊆ C, C ′ = C \ X and E′ = ∪C ′. The restriction of a name is then
(E,C, `) � a = (E,C, `) � Xa where Xa = {x ∈ C | ∃e ∈ x, `(e) , τ, a ∈ `(e)}.

2The category of sets and partial functions has sets as objects and as morphisms, functions that can take the value ?. See
Ref. [68, Appendix A.] for more details.
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4. Prefix Define the prefix operation on stable families as α.(E,C, `) = (e ∪ E,C ′, `′)3, for e < E
where x′ ∈ C ′ ⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ C, x′ = x ∪ e and `′(e) = α, and ∀e′ ∈ E′, e′ , e, `′(e′) = `(e′).

5. RelabellingDefine the relabelling of a stable family asC1◦` = (E1, C1, `), whereC1 = (E1, C1, `1)
and ` : E1 → L is a labelling function.

6. Parallel composition Define parallel composition C =
(
(C1 × C2) ◦ `

)
� E as the application of

product, relabeling and restriction, with ` and E defined below.

• First, C1 × C2 = C3 is the product with C3 = (E3, C3, `3);
• Relabel C′ = C3 ◦ ` with ` defined as follows:

`(e) = `3(e) if `3(e) ∈ {a; a}
`(e) = τ if `3(e) ∈ {(a, a); (a, a)}
`(e) = 0 otherwise

Denote C′ = (E3, C3, `).
• Finally, C = C′ � X is the resulted stable family, where X = {x ∈ C3 | ∃e ∈ x, `(e) = 0}.

In the defininition of the product (item 1 of Definition 14) there are several conditions that guarantee
that C1×C2 is the product in the category of stable families and that the projections π1, π2 are morphisms.
In particular, the third condition ensure that the projections are local injective. The forth and the fifth
conditions enforce the axioms of finiteness and coincidence-freeness hold in the resulted stable family.

Causality and concurrency

Definition 15 (Causality). Let (E,C, `) a stable family and consider x ∈ C, e1, e2 ∈ E such that
e1, e2 ∈ x. Then e1 ≤x e2 iff ∀y ∈ C, y ⊆ x, e2 ∈ y =⇒ e1 ∈ y.

If e1 ≤x e2, we say that e1 happens before e2 in x or that e1 causes e2 in x. As we will see
in chapter 5, one can interpret configurations as temporal observations, instead of causal orders present
in the structure of a term. Refering to the order as happens before instead of causality highlights the
observational nature of the order.

Definition 16 (Minimal event). An event e ∈ E is minimal in (E,C, `) if it is minimal w.r.t. the partial
order of Definition 15. Equivalently e is minimal if {e} is a configuration in C.

Definition 17 (Causal set). Define the causal set of e in a configuration x the set [e]x = {e′ ∈ x|e′ ≤x e}.

Causal sets are also called causal histories of an event. We we will see in subsection 2.2.2 that causal
sets are configurations in stable families. However, causal sets are parametric on the configuration. For
instance in the stable family in Figure 2.5 there are two causal sets for event e3 that is {e1, e3} and
{e2, e3}.

Let us now define the height of an event as the cardinality of its causal set, an useful notion in the
proofs. Denote Card(x) the cardinality of some set x.

Definition 18 (Height of an event in a configuration). Let (E,C, `,P) be a configuration structure. For
x ∈ C and e ∈ x define hx(e) = Card([e]x).

3Here α stands for the label of an event and not an CCS or π-calculus prefix.
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Figure 2.5: Causal sets

Morphisms on stable families reflect causality. Let π : C1 → C2 a morphism and x ∈ C1 a
configuration. Then

∀e1, e2 ∈ x, if π(e1) ≤π(x) π(e2) then e1 ≤x e2.

Another way is to express this condition is by using the causal set: [π(e1)]π(x) ⊆ π([e1]x).

Definition 19 (Concurrency). Let e, e′ ∈ E in a stable family (E,C, `). e and e′ are concurrent in a
configuration x, denoted e^xe′, if (i) e , e′, (ii) e, e′ are not in a causal relation in x and (iii) ∃x ∈ C
such that {e, e′} ⊆ x.

In the category of stable families, morphisms preserve concurrency:

∀e1, e2 ∈ x, if e1^xe2 then π(e1)^xπ(e2).

Equivalences on stable families One can define several equivalence relations on configuration struc-
tures and hence on stable families [63, 24]. We are interested in the hereditary history preserving
bisimulation (HHPB) introduced by Bednarczyk [5]. HHPB equates structures that can simulate each
others’ forward and backward moves and thus connects stable families to reversibility. It is considered a
canonical equivalence on configuration structures as it respects the causality and concurrency relations
between events and admits a categorical representation [39].

In the following we denote f � x with x ⊆ dom(f ) for the function defined as f on x and undefined
otherwise.

Definition 20 (HHPB). A hereditary history preserving bisimulation on labelled configuration structures
is a symmetric relationR ⊆ C1×C2×P (E1×E2) such that (∅, ∅, ∅) ∈ R and if (x1, x2, f ) ∈ R, then

f is a label and order preserving bijection between x1 and x2

x1
e1−→ x′1 =⇒ ∃x′2 ∈ C2 s.t. x2

e2−→ x′2 and f = f ′ � x1, (x′1, x
′
2, f
′) ∈ R

x1
e1
x′1 =⇒ ∃x′2 ∈ C2 s.t. x2

e2
x′2 and f ′ = f � x2, (x′1, x

′
2, f
′) ∈ R

2.2.2 Prime algebraic domains

Definition 21 (Domain). A partial order (D,≤) is a domain if is

• coherent: ∀X ⊆ D such that any two elements have an upper bound in D, then ∪X ∈ D;

• finitary: ∀x ∈ D the set {y ∈ D | y ≤ x} is finite;

• rooted: ∃⊥ ∈ D such that ∀x ∈ D, ⊥ < x.

Definition 22 (Complete primes). Let (D,≤) a partial order. p ∈ D is a complete prime iff ∀X ⊆ D
where ∪X ∈ D, if p ≤ ∪X =⇒ ∃x ∈ X such that p ≤ x.
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The base of a domain is a set of elements (and the order relation between them) from which one can
reconstruct the entire domain. Prime algebraic domains are then the domains that have complete primes
as base.

Definition 23 (Prime algebraic domain). (D,≤) is prime algebraic iff

∀x ∈ D,x = ∪{p ≤ x, p complete prime in D}.

Definition 24 (Category of prime algebraic domains).
A morphism on domains f : (D1,≤1) → (D2,≤2) is a function on the underlying sets that is

• continuous, i.e. it preserves upper bounds: ∀x, y ∈ D1, if there exists x ∪ y then f (x ∪ y) =
f (x) ∪ f (y);

• stable, i.e. it preserves lower bounds: ∀x, y ∈ D1, if there exists x∪y then f (x∩y) = f (x)∩f (y).

The domains and their morphisms form a category.

Theorem 1 (Underlying domain of a stable family). Let (E,C) be a stable family. Then (C,⊆) is a
prime algebraic domain. The causal sets of the stable family are the complete primes.

The theorem above implies that one can rewrite any configuration in C as the union of the causal
sets of its events: ∀x ∈ C, x = ∪e∈x[e]x.

2.2.3 Prime event structures

Let us introduce a class of event structures that are equivalent representations of the stable families.

Definition 25 (Elementary event structures). An elementary event structure is tuple (E,≤) consisting
of a set of events E and a partial order on events ≤, called causality such that ∀e ∈ E, the set
{e′ ∈ E | e′ ≤ e} is finite.

The condition in Definition 25 captures the finiteness axiom of Definition 11. A conflict relation on
events is introduced to capture the finite completeness property.

Definition 26 (Prime event structures). A prime event structure (E,≤, # ) is an elementary event struc-
ture equipped with a binary irreflexive symmetric relation on events, called conflict, that is hereditary:

∀e1, e2, e3 ∈ E, e1 # e2 ≤ e3 =⇒ e1 # e3.

A configuration in a prime event structure is a set of events downward-closed and conflict free:

x is a configuration ⇐⇒ x ⊆ E s.t. ∀e, e′ ∈ x,¬(e # e′) and ∀e ∈ x,∀e′ ∈ E with e′ ≤ e, e′ ∈ x.

Define concurrent events in event structures similar to Definition 19. Two events are concurrent if
the events are not causally ordered and are not in conflict:

e^e′ ⇐⇒ e′ � e, e � e′ and ¬(e′ # e).

Definition 27 (Category of prime event structures).
A morphism on prime event structures f : (E1,≤1, # 1) → (E2,≤2, # 2) is a partial function on

the underlying sets f : E1 ⇀ E2 that is

• configuration preserving: ∀x ∈ C1, f (x) = {f (e) | e ∈ x} ∈ C2;

• local injective: ∀x ∈ C1,∀e1, e2 ∈ x, f (e1) = f (e2) =⇒ e1 = e2
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where C1 and C2 are the sets of configurations of E1 and E2, respectively.

Theorem 2 (Stable families of an event structure). Define the family of configuration of an event structure
as all the conflict free, downward-closed subsets of E ordered by inclusion. The configurations of a
prime event structure (E,≤, # ) forms a stable family (E,L(E)). The construction L : (E,≤, # ) →
(E,L(E)) is a functor that admits a right adjoint.

Note that in the stable family (E,L(C)), one can associate to each event e ∈ E a unique configuration
[e] ∈ L(C). Intuitively, in a prime event structure, each event has a unique occurence, and this property
is preserved in the associated stable family.

Theorem 3 (Event structures of a prime algebraic domain). Let (D,≤) be a prime algebraic domain.
The triple (P,≤P , # ) is a prime event structure, where

• P ⊆ D is the set of complete primes in D;

• ≤P is the partial order of D restricted to the elements in P ;

• # denotes the incompability relation: p # p′ ⇐⇒ @x ∈ D such that p ≤ x and p′ ≤ x.

The map P : (D,≤) → (P,≤P , # ) is a functor between the categories of prime algebraic domains
and the prime event structures.

The following diagram summarises the constructions on event structures, domains and stable families

(D,≤)

(E, # ,≤) (E,C)

P

L

U

Let us denoteR = P ◦ U . R is the right adjoint to L with the unit and co-unit as follows:

(E, # ,≤) � R
(
L(E, # ,≤)

)
(unit)

L
(
R(E,C)

)
→ (E,C) (co-unit)

The process algebra operations have a cumbersome definition on event structures, especially the product.
The right adjoint allows us to define the product on the stable families and use the same construction in
event structures.

2.2.4 Rigid families

In rigid families computational states are represented as partially ordered sets of events. The inclusion
relation on partial orders is prefix-closed or rigid, as defined below.

Definition 28 (Rigid inclusion of partial orders). A set equipped with a partial order is denoted x, with
|x| the underlying set and e ≤x e′ whenever (e, e′) ∈ x. Rigid inclusion of partial orders x � y is
defined iff the following hold:

|x| ⊆ |y| and
{
∀e, e′ ∈ x : e ≤x e′ ⇐⇒ e ≤y e′

∀e ∈ y,∀e′ ∈ x, e ≤y e′ =⇒ e ∈ x
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Writing x a partial order is an abuse of notation. We use this notation because the partial orders are
the configurations in rigid families, as we will see in Definition 29.

One can extend the notion of compatibility between configurations, denoted x ↑fin. y, from sub-
section 2.2.1 to partial orders and rigid inclusion: x ↑fin. y if ∃z ∈ C finite such that x � z and
y � z.

Definition 29 (Rigid families). A rigid family F = (E,C) is a set of events E and a non-empty family
C of partial orders, called configurations, such that ∀x ∈ C, |x| ∈ P (E) and x is downward closed w.r.t
rigid inclusion: ∀y � x, y ∈ C.

A morphism on rigid families f : F1 → F2 is a partial function on partial orders such that

• it preserves compatible joins: f (∅) = ∅ and for every x, y ∈ F1, if x ↑fin. y then f (x ∪ y) =
f (x) ∪ f (y);

• it reflects contraction: for all x ∈ F1, if f (x) , ∅ then there exists z ∈ F1 such that f (z) ≺ f (x)
and there is no configuration y ∈ F2 such that f (z) ≺ y ≺ f (x);

• it is partial injective on compatible configurations: for all x, y ∈ F1, if f (x) = f (y) and x ↑fin. y
then f (x) = f (y) = f (x ∩ y).

Rigid families and their morphisms form a category.

As an example of rigid family consider the structure on the left in Figure 2.6.

∅

e1 e2

e1, e2e1 < e2

∅

e1 e2

e1, e2e1, e3

∅

e1 e2

e1, e2

Figure 2.6: A rigid family (left) and two possible stable families

One can obtain a rigid family from a prime event structure and the other way around, using construc-
tions similar to the ones in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.

Theorem 4 (Rigid family and prime event structures). Let F = (E,C) be a rigid family. Define
P (F ) = (P,≤P , # ) the following construction:

• P ⊆ C is the set of complete primes in C;

• ≤P is the rigid inclusion restricted to sets in P ;

• for all p, p′ ∈ P , p # p′ iff p and p′ are not compatible.

The configurations [e]x, for e ∈ E and x ∈ C, are the complete primes of C. P (F ) is a prime event
structure and P : F → (P,≤P , # ) is a functor.

Conversely, define the family of partial orders of an event structure as all the conflict free, downward
closed subsets of E ordered by inclusion. The order in each configuration x is the restriction of causal
dependency ≤ to |x|. The family of partial orders of a prime event structure E = (E,≤, # ), denoted
D(E ) = (E,C), forms a rigid family and D : (E,≤, # ) → (E,C) is a functor.
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Theorem 5 (Rigid families and stable families). Let C be a stable family. A rigid family F = S (C) is
obtained by extending the causal relation of Definition 15 as a partial order local to each configuration.

We can obtain a stable family from a rigid one using two possible constructions. The first one uses
the functor P : F → (P,≤P , # ) defined above to obtain a prime event structure and then the functor
L : (P,≤P , # ) → (P,L(P )) of Theorem 2 to construct the downward closed, conflict free subsets of
P . We denoteR1 = L ◦ P which is a functor from stable families to the rigid ones.

One can obtain a stable family from a rigid one also by forgetting the partial order in configurations.
We denote the constructionR2 : F → C and it is a functor as well.

Let F be the rigid family in the left of Figure 2.6. The stable familyR1(F ) is shown in the middle,
while the stable family obtained asR2(F ) is shown on the right.

Rigid families are a causal model for a process calculus introduced by Winskel that permits a simple
specification language for security protocols [33]. It uses a shared memory mechanism, hence agents do
not synchronise. The rigid family of a term is obtained from its encoding in a stable family on top of
which causality relations are added. The new obtained structure is a rigid family from which one can
retrieve the compact and elegant representation as an event structure. We will use (a variant of) rigid
families in section 5.1 to define causal models for CCS and the π-calculus.

2.2.5 Causal models for CCS

In an operational semantics, a causal dependence between two events is a temporal order observed in
all traces. In CCS causality results from the nesting of prefixes and is propagated by synchronisations.
For instance, in the execution of b.a, the transition labelled b occurs always before a, regardless of the
context. Similarly, in (b.a | a.c)\a, the transition on b occurs before the one on c. As it is induced by the
structure of term, causality in CCS is called structural.

An equivalence that observes the causal relations in a process is, as expected, more discriminating
than the LTS-based equivalences in subsection 2.1.2. For instance, there are different causal relations in
the terms a | b and a.b + b.a. However a | b is bisimilar to a.b + b.a.

One motivation to study causal models for CCS was to define bisimulations that differentiate between
the two processes. Thus one correctness criterion for a causal model consists in defining such a
bisimulation. Another, natural criterion is that the interpretation of a process is sound w.r.t. the reduction
semantics in CCS.

Criterion 3 (Soundness). The interpretation of a process can be equipped with an operational semantics
that corresponds to the natural reduction semantics of the process.

Criterion 4 (Causal bisimulation). Define an equivalence on the causal model that distinguishes between
the interpretations of a | b and a.b + b.a.

Interpretation of CCS in stable families by Winskel [51] We first show the interpretation of CCS
in stable families proposed by Winskel. The soundness of the causal model is proved by defining an
operational semantics on stable families and showing an operational correspondence between the two
worlds.

The interpretation of a CCS process as a stable family is defined using the operations of Definition 14
and by induction on the structure of a term:

[[a.P ]] = a.[[P ]] [[a.P ]] = a.[[P ]] [[P | Q]] = [[P ]] | [[Q]]
[[P +Q]] = [[P ]] + [[Q]] [[P\a]] = [[P ]] � Xa [[0]] = 0

Define an operational semantics on stable families as follows.
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Definition 30 (LTS on stable families). Let C = (E,C, `) a stable family. Define C \ e = (E \ e, C ′, `′)
where `′ is the restriction of ` to the set E \ e and

x ∈ C ′ ⇐⇒ x ∪ {e} ∈ C.

Define an LTS on stable families given by the following relation: C e−→ C \ e.

For any C, C \ e is also a labelled stable family. One can extend the notation to C `(e)−−→ C \ e and to
C x−→ C \ x, for x a configuration.

Lemma 3 (Operational correspondence between a process P and its encoding [[P ]]). Let P a process
and [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) its interpretation.

1. ∀α, P ′ such that P α−→ P ′, ∃e ∈ E such that `(e) = α and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]];

2. ∀e ∈ E, if {e} ∈ C then ∃P ′ such that P `(e)−−→ P ′ and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]].

The above lemma shows that labelled transitions are in correspondence, but labels are just a tool for
compositionality. The main result is that a process and its encoding can simulate each other reductions.
A configuration x is closed if all events in x are syncronisations.

Theorem 6 (Operational correspondence with CCS). Let P a process and [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) its
encoding.

1. ∀P ′ such that P τ−→ P ′, ∃{e} ∈ C closed such that [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]];

2. ∀e ∈ E, {e} ∈ C closed, ∃P ′ such that P τ−→ P ′ and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]].

The proof terms of Boudol and Castellani [10] Boudol and Castellani defined a causal semantics for
CCS by adding information in the labels about the structure of the terms. Hence one can detect on the
label of a transition if the action was fired by the left or right part of a parallel composition or of a sum.
Consider for examples the LTS for prefix, left parallel composition and synchronisations:

a.P
a,γa−−→ P

P
a,θ−−→ P ′

P | Q a,π0 (θ)−−−−→ P ′ | Q

P
a,θ−−→ P ′ Q

a,θ′
−−→ Q′

P | Q τ,δ(θ,θ′)−−−−−→ P ′ | Q′

Concurrent transitions are transitions generated by different sides of a parallel composition.

2.2.6 Causal models for the π-calculus

In the π-calculus one can distinguish between two types of causality. Structural causality, as in CCS,
is induced by the prefix operator. The second type of causality is induced by the restriction on private
names and is specific to the π-calculus. Consider the process P = νa(b〈a〉 |c〈a〉 | a). The transition
P

a−→ P ′ is not possible, according to rule Res. The name a is private, the context cannot use it as a
channel name to synchronise with P . However P can extrude the private name either using the output
on b or the output on c:

P
c〈νa〉

a

b〈νa〉
a
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In both cases the name a becomes public and can be used in a transition. There is a causal dependence
between the transition on a and one of the two extruders. Boreale and Sangiorgi [9] called the causality
induced by restriction, object causality and subject causality the structural one.

Equivalences in a causal model for the π-calculus should not distinguish between the two types of
causality. In particular one wants to equate the terms νa(b〈a〉 | a) and νa(b〈a〉.a). Even if they have
a different structure, the two processes induce the same overall dependencies between their transitions.
Having such a notion of bisimulation was a correctness criteria for most works on causal semantics for
π-calculus. Let us then reformulate Criterion 4.

Criterion 4 (Causal bisimulation). Define an equivalence on the causal model such that:

• it distinguishes between the interpretations of a | b and a.b + b.a;

• but not the interpretations of νa(b〈a〉 | a) and νa(b〈a〉.a).

The soundness criterion (Criterion 3) is imposed in causal models for π-calculus as well. We present
an informal summary of causal models proposed for the π-calculus and show, as an example, the causality
derived for the process P = νa(b〈a〉 |c〈a〉 | a).

The permitted configurations of Crafa, Varacca and Yoshida [17] The closest of a causal model à
la Winskel is the semantics proposed by Crafa, Varacca and Yoshida [17, 16]. A first issue in adapting
event structures to the π-calculus is name substitution. The authors propose a relabelling operations that
does not only look at the label of an event but also at its causal history, thus deriving the substitutions
that occured on that name. The rest of the process combinators are defined in a very similar fashion to
the ones in subsection 2.2.5. The event structure corresponding to P , defined above, is the following:

[[P ]] =
(
E = {e1; e2; e3},≤= ∅, # = ∅, ` = {e1 → b〈a〉; e2 → c〈a〉; e3 → a}

)
.

However the computational object is the set of configurations. The authors introduced the notions of
permitted configurations: not all configurations correspond to executions. Whenever a private name is
used as communication channel an extruder of that name has to be present in the configuration. For our
example, the permitted configurations are

{b〈a〉}, {c〈a〉}, {b〈a〉, c〈a〉}, {b〈a〉, a}, {c〈a〉, a}, {b〈a〉, c〈a〉, a}

where events are replaced by their labels. Notice that {a} is not a permitted configuration. Of particular
interest is the configuration {b〈a〉, c〈a〉, a}where two events are present to account for the extrusion of a.
One of the two is the cause of the communication on a but we cannot decide which one. The authors call
the phenomenon disjunctive causality. We come back to this causal model in section 4.3 and section 5.4
to show how it differs from the two causal models we propose, Rπ and rigid families.

Proof terms for the π-calculus of Boreale, Sangiorgi [9] and Degano, Priami [25] Boreale and
Sangiorgi add transition identifiers, called keys, on the syntax of a transition and on the process itself.
Causality is then retrieved from the keys in the terms. They distinguish between subject and object
causality. In the case of object causality the first temporal extruder is the cause of any other transition
that uses the extruded name. In the trace

P
b〈a〉−−→ c〈a〉−−→ a−→ P ′

the transition b〈a〉 is the cause of both transitions c〈a〉 and a, as the two use a as a free name.
The semantics proposed byDegano, Priami [25] is closed to the proof terms of Boudol and Castellani,

as all causal information is in the transitions. The authors propose a different notion of object causality:
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Figure 2.7: Execution of P b〈a〉−−→ c〈a〉−−→ a−→ P ′ in the model of [49]

an extruder is a cause of another transition only if it uses the extruded name as subject. In the trace above
then b〈a〉 is a cause only for the transition on a but is concurrent to c〈a〉.

All the causal models that follow induce a causal semantics either à la Boreale, Sangiorgi or à la
Degano, Priami. In section 4.3 and section 5.4 we compare these models to the ones we introduced.

Data flow analysis of Jagadeesan and Jagadeesan [38] Jagadeesan and Jagadeesan proposed an
encoding of CCS and the π-calculus as data flow charts, where processes are encoded as a set of
functions. Firing an action consists of applying the corresponding set of functions. Channel names are
modelled as points in a domain. Each time a channel is used one moves up on the lattice. For CCS the
domain of a name is the domain of vertical natural numbers, denotedNv. So, if a process uses n labels,
the domain associated is the product of n copies of Nv. The functions are defined as pomset operators
on the powerdomain of the product. For representing the π-calculus the domain has a more complicated
shape as it needs to model the send and receive of other names. Causality between actions is easily
traced in a data flow chart as it is encoded in the input-output relation on functions. For our example the
causality induced corresponds to the one of Degano, Priami [25].

Graph rewriting of Montanari and Pistore [49] Montanari and Pistore propose to encode processes
as graphs and the executions as graph rewriting rules. The authors use the double pushout approach in
which a rewriting rule consists of a span L ← K → R applied to a graph G. The rewriting of G is
denoted asG⇒ H . In its graph representation, a process has two types of nodes that represent processes
and names, respectively. Free names have a special marker to distinguish them from the private ones.
When a rewriting step is applied only process nodes and free names are matched with the left-hand side
of the rule. We show the encoding of P as a graph in the left of Figure 2.7. Also in Figure 2.7 the trace

P
b〈a〉−−→ c〈a〉−−→ a−→ P ′.

is shown. Causality is derived as a dependence between nodes and transitions. A transition depends
on all the free name it uses and a name that becomes public depends on the transition that extruded it.
Hence for our example, one derives the same causality as the one in Boreale and Sangiorgi [9].

Indexed labelled transition systems of Cattani and Sewell [14] Cattani and Sewell introduced
indexed labelled transition systems as abstract, syntax-free models for the π-calculus. Their aim is to
define transitions rules that do not have side conditions on the bound and free names of a process, as it is
the case in Figure 2.3. The obtained LTS can be turned into a causal model by adding on the transitions
a set of events and the concurrency relation between them. Hence each state in the LTS corresponds to a
configuration in an event structure. For our example the subject causality they deduce corresponds to the
one of Degano, Priami [25], where the first extruder is the cause of any event that use the private name
as a channel.
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Petri nets semantics for the π-calculus [12] Busi and Gorrieri proposed a Petri net (PN) semantics
with inhibitor arcs to encode the π-calculus. The role of inhibitor is to forbid transitions that use a private
name. Private names are handled in a similar manner to Ref. [49]: each name has associated a place in
the PN and a token in the place of a means that a is private. A transition that uses a name a is causally
dependent on the transition that consumed the token from the place of a. It is thus a causal model à la
Degano, Priami [25].

The sheaf model of Eberhart, Hirschowitz and Seiller [26] Eberhart, Hirschowitz and Seiller pro-
posed a sheaf model for the π-calculus, that is compositional in the sense that the interpretation of a term
is defined by structural induction on its subterms. However the behaviour of a term is given by a reduction
semantics. Causal information about a process are retrieved by showing that a causal bisimulation, such
as the fair testing has a correspondence in the sheaf model.

2.3 Reversible interleaving semantics

Reversibility provides an implicit mechanism to undo computations. Interleaving semantics use an LTS
to represent computations, henceforth refered to as the forward LTS. In a reversible semantics a second
LTS is defined that represents the backward moves. What characterises the backward LTS depends on
the nature of the computations.

In a sequential setting, computations are undone in the exact same order as the forward steps. In a
concurrent system computations are temporally ordered, however for the independent actions this order
is immaterial. Thus one should allow backtracking to permute the order of concurrent computations.
On the other hand, one should not allow causally dependent transitions to permute. The backtracking is
thus causal consistent. With few exceptions [56], in reversible semantics the permutations of concurrent
transitions in a trace and a causal consistent backtracking are considered correctness criteria.

In subsection 2.3.1 we introduce some notations and concepts of reversible computations on a generic
LTS. RCCS is a variant of reversible CCS proposed by Danos and Krivine [20, 21, 40] that we summarise
in subsection 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Reversible LTS

Let (−→, S,Act) and ( , S,Act) be two labelled transition systems defined on the same set of states and
actions. The relation−→ denotes the forward transitions and the backward ones. Define (�, S,Act)
a third LTS where s � t holds whenever s −→ t or s t: �=−→ ∪ . In s −→ t, t is a derivative
of s while in s t, t is an ancestor of s.

One can define a variety of semantically different backtracking mechanisms, depending on how 
is defined. For instance, one can model a language with only irreversible moves by taking  = ∅.
As another example consider an undo mechanism for sequential computations, where backward traces
should follow exactly the forward execution. One can model this case by imposing that −→ draws a tree
and that the backward LTS is symmetric to the forward one: s t ⇐⇒ t −→ s.

In concurrency, backward traces are allowed if they are equivalent to the forward ones, in the sense
that they are coinitial and cofinal (as in Definition 2).

Causality and concurrency Levy in his work on the λ-calculus [44] introduced equivalences between
traces identical up to permutation of concurrent transition. Boudol and Castellani [10] extended the
equivalence in a nonconfluent setting.

Assume that transitions s a−→ s0 and s b−→ s1 are concurrent. Define the transitions s0
b/a−−→ s′ and

s1
a/b−−→ s′′ as residuals of transitions on a and b, respectively such that s′ = s′′.
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Definition 31 (The diamond property). Transitions s a−→ s0 and s b−→ s1 are concurrent iff there exists a
unique s′ such that the following diagram holds:

s
a b

b/a a/b

s0 s1

s′

Definition 32 (Equivalence by permutation). Define the equivalence by permutation as the least equiv-
alence on traces such that

s
a−→ s0

b/a−−→ s′ � s
b−→ s0

a/b−−→ s′.

2.3.2 Reversible CCS

An RCCS term, also called a monitored process, is a CCS process equipped with a memory. A thread
is the term P guarded by a memory m and denoted m B P . Processes can be composed of several
threads. The memory acts as a stack for the previous computations. Each entry in the memory is called
a (memory) event and has a unique identifier. The forward transitions push events to the memories while
the backward moves pop them out.

Synchronisation As in CCS, synchronisations involve complementary actions and the forward syn-
chronisations are nondeterministic. However, backward synchronisations are deterministic. A backward
synchronisation involves the same participants as the forward one. One can imagine a reversible calculus
with nondeterministic forward and backward synchronisations. However, the events (that is the reduc-
tions) are backtracked and not the labelled transitions. Thus backward and forward execution should
contain the same set of events. A nondeterministic backward synchronisation can potentially lead to the
occurence of new events.

Transitions in both directions are decorated by the identifier of the associated event. Identifiers on
the (partial) events are used to remember their synchronisation partners. Thus to combine into a τ , the
transitions need complementary labels and the same identifier.

Notations 4. • We use I for the set of event identifiers, with a distinguished symbol ∗ ∈ I that will
denote an unknown identifier (see subsection 4.1.3). Let i, j, k range over elements of I and ∆, Γ
range over subsets of I.

• ForR a reversible process andm amemory, denote I(m) (resp. I(R)) the set of identifiers occurring
inm (resp. in R).

• The sets of names, free and bound, extend to memories and RCCS terms: fn(R), fn(m), ....

• In the transitions i:α−−→ (resp.
i:α

) for the forward (resp. backward) action, i ∈ I is the event

identifier. We use i:α−−−−� as a wildcard for i:α−−→ or
i:α

, and if there are indices i1, . . . , in and labels
α1, . . . , αn such that R1

i1:α1−−−−−� . . .
in:αn−−−−−� Rn, then we write R1 �

? Rn. We sometimes
omit the identifier or the label in the transition.
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Process constructors The grammar for RCCS terms is the following, where P is a CCS term

e ::= 〈i, α, P 〉 (memory events)

m ::= ∅
∣∣∣ g .m ∣∣∣ e.m (memory stacks)

R,S ::= m B P
∣∣∣ R|R ∣∣∣ R\a (RCCS processes)

An event e = 〈i, α, P 〉 contains an identifier i that tags transitions. The label α marks which action
has been fired (in the case of a forward transition), or what action should be restored (in the case of a
backward move). Finally, P saves the whole process that has been erased when firing a sum. The fork
symbol g marks a parallel composition. The memory is then copied in two local memories. We will see
the fork symbol at work in Example 2.3.1.

Remark 2 (On recording the past). To store the information needed to backtrack, RCCS attaches local
memories to each thread. Phillips and Ulidowski proposed CCSK [54], a variant of CCS in which
instead of rewriting a term after a reduction, the term is unchanged but for a pointer that moves inside
the term. Lanese, Mezzina and Stefani, in their reversible higher order π [41], use a centralised, global
memory to store the process before a reduction. Keys are associated to each reduction, thus reverting a
transition with key k consists in restoring the process associated to k from the global memory. The exact
mechanism used for recording does not have an impact on the theory except for the structural rules, as
we note in Remark 3.

The labelled transition system forRCCS is given by the rules of Figure 2.8. Rules In+,Out+ consumes
a prefix by adding in the memory the corresponding event. The backward move, described by the rules
In-, Out- removes an event at the top of a memory and restores the prefix and the nondeterministic sum.
Rules Com+ and Com- depicts forward and backward synchronisation, respectively, in which the two
synchronisation partners have to agree on the event identifier and trigger the transitions simultaneously.

Rules ParL, ParR and Hide describe the same behaviour as their corresponding rules in CCS. The
only difference is in the side condition i < I(S) for the parallel composition. In the forward direction,
the side condition ensures the uniqueness of the event identifiers. In the backward direction, it prevents
a part of a previous synchronisation to backtrack alone. Unlike the LTS of Figure 2.1, the structural
congruence, introduced in Definition 33, rewrites the terms under a memory. The structural congruence
is then applied on terms by the rule Congr.

In+
m B a.P +Q

i:a−→ 〈i, a,Q〉.m B P
i < I(m) Out+

m B a.P +Q
i:a−→ 〈i, a,Q〉.m B P

i < I(m)

In-
〈i, a,Q〉.m B P

i:a
m B a.P +Q

i < I(m) Out-
〈i, a,Q〉.m B P

i:a
m B a.P +Q

i < I(m)

Com+
R

i:γ−→ R′ S
i:γ−→ S′

R|S i:τ−→ R′|S′
Com-

R
i:γ

R′ S
i:γ

S′

R|S
i:τ

R′|S′
Hide

R
i:α−−−−� R′

R\a i:α−−−−� R′\a
a < α

ParL
R

i:α−−−−� R′

R|S i:α−−−−� R′|S
i < I(S) ParR

S
i:α−−−−� S′

R|S i:α−−−−� R′|S
i < I(R) Congr

R ≡ R′ i:α−−−−� S′ ≡ S

R
i:α−−−−� S

Figure 2.8: Rules of the LTS
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Definition 33 (Structural congruence). Structural congruence on monitored processes is the smallest
equivalence relation up to uniform renaming of identifiers generated by the following rules:

P ≡ Q
m B P ≡ m BQ

(CCS congruence)

m B (P |Q) ≡ (g.m B P | g .m B Q) (distribution memory)
m B P\a ≡ (m B P )\a with a < fn(m) (scope of restriction)

The second and third rules respectively distribute the memory between two forking processes and
move the restrictions at the process level.

The first rule implies that threads can be rewritten using the structural congruence on CCS. Notably,
the rule allows to consider CCS terms in which the sum is associative, commutative and on which one
can apply α-conversion. Thus the rule on CCS with congruence can be replaced with the following three:

m B (P +Q) ≡ m B (Q + P ) m B ((P +Q) +R) ≡ m B (P + (Q +R))
P =α Q

m B P ≡ m B Q

Note that it does not hold for parallel composition.

Example 2.3.1. Consider the following transition:

R1 = ∅ B α.(β1 | β2) i:α−−→ 〈i, α, 0〉.∅ B β1 | β2 = R2

The process R2 can undo the transition on α but cannot do a forward transition, without an application
of the structural congruence rule.

R2 = 〈i, α, 0〉.∅ B β1 | β2 ≡ g.〈i, α, 0〉.∅ B β1 | g.〈i, α, 0〉.∅ B β2 = R3.

and R3 can do now a transition forward either on β1 or β2.

Remark 3 (On reduction semantics). Correctness criteria for reversible semantics mostly relate it with
its only-forward counterpart. However one may be interested in defining a reduction semantics for the
LTS of Figure 2.8 if only to relate RCCS with other reversible semantics for CCS. One then needs a
congruence relation on RCCS terms that has the monoid structure for parallel composition and the null
process 0. However, due to the fork constructor, the associativity does not hold:

(R1|R2)|R3 6≡ R1|(R2|R3).

Other reversible calculi, in particular the higher order reversible π-calculus [41] fares better. The
congruence relation defined in RHoπ respects associativity, thanks to a mechanism that uses bounded
names for forking processes. Then α-renaming can be applied on these forking names.

Alternatively, one can use the reduction semantics proposed by Accattoli [1] where the inference
rules look for the parts of a redex within a term.

Semantic correctness In RCCS not all syntactically correct processes have an operational meaning.
For instance, the term g.〈i, α, α′.0〉.∅.P | 〈j, β, β′.0〉.∅.Q contains the fork marker on only one side of
the parallel composition. This term cannot be obtained by a forward computation from a CCS process,
somehow its memory is broken.

The problem with these semantically incorrect terms is that one can write them with the grammar
of RCCS terms, but their execution blocks. We consider only the semantically correct terms, called
coherent in the definition below.
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Definition 34 (Coherent process andOR). AnRCCS processR is coherent if there exists an CCS process
P such that ∅ B P −→? R.

This process P is unique up to structural congruence and denotedOR. Backtracking is nondetermin-
istic because one can choose one of several threads to backtrack. However, it is noetherian and confluent
as the backward synchronisations are deterministic. Thus the origin of a process is unique [22].

Coherent terms are also called reachable, as they are obtained by a forward execution from a process
with an empty memory. Coherence is preserved by transitions and structural congruence.

A more syntatic characterisation of coherence defines a coherence relation on memories (see the
coherence defined in Ref. [20]). It consists in the traversal of all memories in the process which is
basically the same thing as backtracking up to the origin.

Operational correspondence with CCS A first natural criterion for RCCS is to have an operational
correspondence with CCS.

Criterion 5 (Soundness). The forward rules in the reversible LTS correspond to the LTS of the natural
semantics.

First, a CCS process is retrieved from an RCCS one by erasing the memories from the later in the
definition below. Then the correspondence is established in Lemma 4.

Definition 35 (Map from RCCS to CCS).

ε(m B P ) = P ε(R|S) = ε(R)|ε(S) ε(R\a) = (ε(R))\a ε(R + S) = ε(R) + ε(S)

Lemma 4 (Strong bisimulation between R and ε(R)). P α−→ Q iff R i:α−−→ S, for some i, R and S such
that P = ε(R) and Q = ε(S).

Causality and concurrency Similarly to Boudol and Castellani’s causal semantics (subsection 2.2.5),
one can define a causality relation on transitions.

Definition 36 (Structural causality). Let t1 : R i1:α1−−−→ S1 and t2 : S1
i2:α2−−−→ S2 two consecutive

transitions. t1 is a cause of t2, denoted t1 < t2 iff there existsm ∈ S2, P2 and P1, such that

m = 〈i2, α2, P2〉.〈i1, α1, P1〉.m′

As expected, concurrency on transitions is the opposite of causality: t1^t2 iff t1 � t2 and t2 � t1.

Correctness criteria

Criterion 6 (Symmetric LTS). The forward and backward LTS are symmetric.

The criterion ensures that the backward and forward LTS are one the reverse of the other. The
following lemma adapts the criterion to RCCS.

Lemma 5 (Loop lemma). For any R coherent and any forward transition R i:α−−→ S there exists a

backward transition S
i:α

R and conversely.

Secondly, concurrent transitions are allowed to permute in a trace, that is to verify that the diamond
property of Definition 31 holds in RCCS (Criterion 7). This is stated by the following criterion formally
expressed in the lemma below.

Criterion 7 (The diamond property). Concurrent transitions permute in a trace.
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Lemma 6 (Square Lemma). Two consecutive transitions t1 : R i1:α1−−−→ S1 and t2 : S1
i2:α2−−−→ S2 are

concurrent if there exists transitions t′1 : R j2:α2−−−→ S′1 and t′2 : S′1
j1:α1−−−→ S2.

Lastly, a criterion for causal consistent backtracking is introduced below.

Criterion 8 (Causal consistency). Causal transitions do not permute.

To show that it holds, let us introduce a causal equivalence on traces and show in Theorem 7 that
backtracking can only follow traces that are causal equivalent to the forward execution.

Definition 37 (Causal equivalence on traces). Let ∼ be the least equivalence relation between traces
closed under composition and such that

t1; t2/t1 ∼ t2; t1/t2 t; t? ∼ ε t?; t ∼ ε

where t? denotes the reverse of t.

Causal equivalence is an equivalence by permutation (Definition 32) that additionally erases from a
trace transitions triggered in both directions. Traces can only be rewritten up to causal equivalence, thus
ensuring causal consistency.

Theorem 7 (Correct backtracking). Let s1 and s2 be coinitial, then s1 ∼ s2 iff they are cofinal.

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, these criteria come from an intuitive understanding
of what reversibility is in concurrency. One can imagine a reversible mechanism that does not satisfy all
criteria above, as long as there is a computational setting justifying it.

Lastly, we recall a result that will be mostly useful in proofs. It says that every reversible trace can
be rearranged as a sequence of only-backward moves followed by a sequence of only-forward moves.

Lemma 7 (Parabolic traces). Let R � · · · � S a trace. One can rewrite the trace to the following,
causal equivalent one:

R ? R′ −→? S.

2.4 Reversibility and causality in CCS

As the correctness criteria of subsection 2.3.1 suggest, if one adds reversibility to a interleaving model
ones gets, as a by-product, a causal semantics. Conversely, adding reversibility in a causal model consists
in defining backward transitions that respect the causality relation.

One can easily derive a causal semantics from RCCS using the causality relation on transitions
of Definition 36. It is equivalent to the causality of Boudol and Castellani from subsection 2.2.5.

Stable families (subsection 2.2.1) are a causal model for CCS in which the computational states
are the configurations and the forward executions are dictated by set inclusion. In order to show
the correspondence with CCS (Lemma 3) one defines an operational semantics on stable families
(Definition 30) that erases the part of the structure that is not needed in future computations. In order to
define a reversible semantics on stable families a second LTS is introduced, that instead of being defined
on stable families is defined on the configurations of a stable family. Thus forward and backward moves
are simply the set inclusion relation and its opposite, respectively.

Definition 38 (A reversible LTS on stable families). Consider (E,C, `) a stable family. For x ∈ C,
e ∈ E define x e−→ x′ iff x′ = x ∪ {e} and x α−→ x′ if additionally, `(e) = α. The backward moves are
defined as x

e
x′ and x

α
x′ if x = x′ ∪ {e} and `(e) = α.

The correctness criteria of subsection 2.3.1 trivially hold for such an LTS. In fact, once the symmetric
LTS criterion (Criterion 6) is fixed, backward moves have a natural definition in configuration structures.
The rest of the correctness criteria (Criterion 7, Criterion 8, Criterion 5) can then be derived from the
definition of reversibility in a causal model.
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Equivalences on reversible processes Importantly, the connection between reversibility and causal
models can help in understandingwhat is ameaningful equivalence on reversible processes. Equivalences
on configuration structures have been extensively studied [55, 5, 4, 67] in their own. Consequently, one
can apply them in the operational setting. Phillips and Ulidowski showed that the hereditary history
preserving bisimulation from Definition 20 corresponds to the bisimulation defined on RCCS [54].

Definition 39 (Back and forth bisimulation). A back and forth bisimulation R is a symmetric relation
on processes such that, whenever P R Q then

• if P i:α−−→ P ′ then there exists Q′ and j ∈ I such that Q j:α−−→ Q′ and P ′ R Q′;

• if P
i:α

P ′ then there exists Q′ and j ∈ I such that Q
j:α

Q′ and P ′ R Q′;

We state their result in an informal manner in order to avoid introducing new notations.

Theorem 8. There exists a back and forth bisimulation between two reversible processes iff there exists
an HHPB between their encoding in stable families.

Let us make a few remarks on the theorem above to which we come back in future chapters. First,
the result holds for a restricted class of processes (see Remark 5). Secondly, the encoding used by the
authors is the one proposed by Nielsen, Sassone and Winskel [60] which derives an event structure from
the LTS of a process, and not from its syntax as in subsection 2.2.5 (see Remark 6).
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Chapter 3

Contextual equivalences in reversible
models

Contextual equivalences equate terms that have the same observables in any context. In CCS equivalences
are defined only on forward transitions and are therefore inappropriate for reversible processes. The
reversible bisimulation proposed by Lanese, Mezzina and Stefani [41] is more adapted but it is not
contextual. We introduce a contextual equivalence on RCCS by adapting the notions of contexts and
barbs to the reversible setting. The resulting relation, called barbed back-and-forth congruence is defined
similarly to the barbed congruence of CCS except that the backward reductions are also observed.

The stable families introduced in subsection 2.2.1 provide a causal semantics for CCS. Equivalences
on stable families are more discriminating than the ones on the operational setting. It is possible to
move up and down in the lattice, whereas in the operational semantics, only forward transitions have
to be simulated. As an example, consider the processes a|b and a.b + b.a that are bisimilar in CCS
but whose causal relations between events differ. In particular we are interested in hereditary history
preserving bisimulation (HHPB) in Definition 20, which equates stable families that can simulate each
others’ forward and backward moves.

Phillips and Ulidowski [55] showed that the back-and-forth bisimulation corresponds to HHPB, that
can be defined in an operational setting thanks to reversibility. Allowing both forward and backward
transitions gives to the operational world the discriminating power of causal models. We show that HHPB
also corresponds to a congruence on RCCS, the barbed back-and-forth congruence. It is a contextual
characterisation of HHPB which implies a contextual equivalence in stable families.

Outline. In section 3.1 we define the barbed back-and-forth congruence on RCCS, along with a
disscusion on reversible contexts and barbs. We introduce an encoding of reversible processes in
stable families in section 3.2. The encoding follows closely the one proposed by Winskel for CCS
(subsection 2.2.1). We then show an operational correspondence between reversible processes and their
interpretations. In section 3.3, we introduce a notion of context for stable families (subsection 3.3.1) and
study the relation induced on stable families by the barbed back-and-forth congruence (subsection 3.3.2).
In subsection 3.3.3 we define the hereditary history preserving bisimilarity and characterise it with
the aid of some inductive relations. Lastly, we show in subsection 3.3.4 that HHPB is a congruence
(Proposition 10) and that whenever two stable families are barbed back-and-forth congruent they also are
hereditary history preserving bisimilar (Theorem 9).

Our work is restrained to processes that forbid some sort of auto-concurrency (see Remark 5).
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3.1 Contextual equivalences in RCCS

We revisit the barbed congruence of CCS from Definition 10 in the case of RCCS. The notions of context
and barbs in the reversible setting are not straightforward. We need first to fix the two notions before
introducing the backward moves in the barbed congruence.

Context. Choosing the right notion of context is subtle. A context has to become an executable process
regardless of the process instantiated with it. We say that a context has a coherent memory, if we can
backtrack up to the context with an empty memory (similar to the Definition 34 of coherent processes).
We can distinguish three types of contexts, depending on their memories:

• Contexts with an empty memory.

• Contexts with a non-empty memory but that is coherent on its own. We have two possibilities:
either we instantiate the context with a coherent process or with an incoherent one. However
we conjecture that if a process is incoherent then the term obtained after instantiation is also
incoherent. Then we only consider processes that are coherent on their own. Then it is possible
to backtrack the memory of the context up to the empty memory. Hence w.l.o.g. we can consider
contexts without memory and contexts with coherent memories to be equivalent. These are the
types of contexts that we use throughout the chapter.

• Contexts that have a non-coherent memory. There exists incoherent terms whose instantiation with
an incoherent context is coherent. For instance,C = 〈1, a, 0〉.g B P | [·] andR = 〈1, a, 0〉.g B P ′
are incoherent individually, but C[R] is coherent and can backtrack. We leave this case as future
work.

Let us now restrict the grammar of contexts. InCCS the only interesting context for barbed congruence
is the parallel composition. To show this, consider ·∼

τ
the barbed bisimulation of Definition 9. Then

the following proposition says that the context closure for prefix, restriction and sum do not change the
relation.

Proposition 1. ∀a, P,Q,C, P ·∼
τ
Q implies the following:

1. π.P ·∼
τ
π.Q;

2. P\a ·∼
τ
Q\a

3. C + P ·∼
τ
C +Q

Proof. 1. P ·∼
τ
Q =⇒ π.P

·∼
τ
π.Q. From the grammar on CCS (subsection 2.1.2) π , τ . Hence

@P ′, Q′ such that P τ−→ P ′ orQ τ−→ Q′. The relation {π.P, π.Q} is trivially a barbed bisimulation.

2. P ·∼
τ
Q =⇒ P\a ·∼

τ
Q\a. Let us denote R1 the largest barbed bisimulation for P and Q. We

show that the relation R2 = {P\a,Q\a | P R1 Q} is a barbed bisimulation. We have to show
that:

• ∀b such that P\a ↓ β then Q\a ↓ β. It follows from P\a ↓ β =⇒ P ↓ β and β , a.
• P\a τ−→ P ′ implies that Q\a τ−→ Q′ and P ′ R2 Q

′. By structural induction on the transition
P\a τ−→ P ′ we have that ∃P ′′ such that P τ−→ P ′′ and P ′′\a = P ′. As P R1 Q there exists
Q′′ such thatQ τ−→ Q′′ and is we apply the rule Hide we getQ\a τ−→ Q′′\a. Thus there exists
Q′ = Q′′\a and P ′ R2 Q

′.

It follows similarly for the barbs and reductions on Q.
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3. P ·∼
τ
Q =⇒ C + P

·∼
τ
C +Q. Let us denote R1 the largest barbed bisimulation for P and Q.

We show that the relationR2 = R1 ∪ {P, P} is a barbed bisimulation. As above, we show that:

• ∀α such that (C + P ) ↓ α then (C + Q) ↓ α. It follows from the subcases P ↓ α (hence
Q ↓ α) or C ↓ α.

• C + P τ−→ P ′. From rules SumL and SumR either C ′ τ−→ P ′ or P τ−→ P ′. In the first case we
can deduce, using rule SumL that C +Q τ−→ P ′, and therefore P ′ R2 P

′. In the second case,
we apply rule SumR and have that Q τ−→ Q′ and P ′ R1 Q

′, which concludes our proof.

It follows similarly for the barbs and reductions on Q.
�

As a consequence of Proposition 1, for the barbed congruence in CCS we can consider w.l.o.g. the
context to be a parallel composition:

C[·] ::= P | [·]

We keep this restricted version of context in RCCS as well. We cannot motivate this choice with an
RCCS variant of Proposition 1, because the prefix and the sum operator do not distribute over memories.
What is, for instance, the meaning of the term a.(m B P )?

Let us consider the parallel composition in RCCS. A process with an empty memory can compose
with an RCCS term if fork symbols are added to reflect the parallel composition. For instance, two
processes with an empty memory ∅ B P and ∅ B P ′ compose and we obtain

g.∅ B P | g.∅ B P ′ ≡ ∅ B (P | P ′)

instead of ∅ B P | ∅ B P ′, an incoherent process.
We define a rewriting function on an RCCS process, that adds a fork symbol at the beginning of a

memory. It allows a process with a non-empty memory to compose with a context.

Definition 40 (RCCS context). Define g(R) the operator that adds a fork symbol at the beginning of
each thread in R:

g(R1 | R2) =g(R1) | g(R2)

g(R\a) =(g(R))\a
g(m B P ) =m′. g .∅ B P wherem = m′.∅

g(0) =0

Define Cg[R] as follows

Cg[R] = R if C[·] = [·]
Cg[R] = g.∅ B P | g(R) if C[·] = P |[·]

Note that in an RCCS context Cg[R] we add one fork symbol to the context and one to the process
R. We verify that Cg[R] is a coherent process in the following proposition, which show that Cg[R] can
be obtained from a process with an empty memory.

Proposition 2. ∅ B C[ε(OR)] −→? Cg[R], with ε(R) the function of Definition 35, that erases the
memories from a term.

Proof. Let C[·] = P |[·]. Let us replace the context and the erase function with their definitions:

∅ B C[ε(OR)] = ∅ B
(
P | ε(OR)

)
= ∅ B

(
P | P ′

)
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where OR = ∅ B P ′. We have that OR −→? R. We apply the congruence rule and obtain that
∅ B

(
P | P ′

)
≡ (g.∅ B P ) | (g.∅ B P ′). We have from the trace OR −→? R that

(g.∅ B P ) | (g.∅ B P ′) −→? (g.∅ B P ) | g(R).

�

Example 3.1.1. Let R = g.m B P1 | g.m B P2 and C[·] = P |[·]. Let us rewind R to its origin:

R = g.m B P1 | g.m B P2 ≡ m B (P1 | P2) ? ∅ B P ′ = OR

We instantiate the context with OR and get Cg[OR] = (g.∅ B P ) | (g.∅ B P ′). Let us now redo the
execution from the origin of R up to R:

(g.∅ B P ) | (g.∅ B P ′) −→? (g.∅ B P ) | (m′. g .∅ B P1) | (m′. g .∅ B P2) = (g.∅ B P ) | g(R)

Hence we have that Cg[OR] −→? Cg[R].

Barbs. Barbs are the observations we can make on reversible processes. In CCS, one observes the
capability of a process to emit on a channel. Let us then extend Definition 8 to the reversible LTS, to
define forward barbs:

Definition 41 (RCCS barbs). We write R ↓α if there exists i ∈ I and R′ such that R i:α−−→ R′.

We extend the barbed congruence of Definition 10 to RCCS.

Definition 42 (Back-and-forth barbed congruence). A back-and-forth barbed bisimulation is a symmetric
relation on coherent processesR such that if R R S, then

R
i:τ

R′ =⇒ ∃S′ s.t. S
i:τ

S′ and R′ R S′ (Back)

R
i:τ−→ R′ =⇒ ∃S′ s.t. S i:τ−→ S′ and R′ R S′ (Forth)

R ↓a =⇒ S ↓a . (Barbed)

We write R ·∼
τ
S if there exists R a back-and-forth barbed bisimulation such that R R S. The back-

and-forth barbed congruence, denoted R ∼τ S, holds if for all context Cg[·], Cg[OR] ·∼
τ
Cg[OS ].

Lemma 8. R ∼τ S =⇒ OR ∼τ OS .

Proof. It follows trivially from the definition of R ∼τ S. �

The converse does not hold asR and S can be any derivative of the sameOR. IfR and S result from
different transitions from the same origin, we may have OR = OS and R 6 ·∼

τ
S.

Example 3.1.2. Let R := 〈1, a, b.Q〉.∅ B P and S := 〈2, b, a.P 〉.∅ B Q. We have that OR ∼τ OS , as
OR = OS , but R 6∼τ S:

OR = OS

R

S

1 : a

2 : b
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Note that even if the context is defined for any reversible process, we use the process with an empty
memory in Definition 42. If instead we had defined R ∼τ S iff for all contexts, there exists R such that
Cg[R]R Cg[S], then Lemma 8 does not hold. We highlight this in the following example.

Example 3.1.3. Let us consider the processes ∅ B a.P + b and ∅ B a.P which can do a transition on a to
obtain R = 〈1, a, b〉BP and S = 〈1, a〉BP . We have that R and S are back-and-forth barbed bisimular.
As we are using contexts without memory, there is no context that can backtrack on a.

OR = ∅ B a.P + b 6 ·∼
τ
OS = ∅ B a.P

R = 〈1, a, b〉 B P S = 〈1, a〉 B P

Remark 4 (On backward barbs). Let us informally argue that backward barbs are not an interesting
addition to a contextual equivalence. One can always define ad-hoc barbs that can potentially change the
equivalence relations, however we end up with relations that have no practical meaning. We consider
below the definition of barbs from Ref. [45, Definition 2.1.3], which gives an intuitive reading of the
notion of barb and that is not syntax-specific. Let the tick (

√
< N ) be a special symbol denoting

termination. A barb is an interaction with a context that can do a tick immediately after:

P ↓α ⇐⇒ P | α.
√ τ−→ Q |

√
for some Q.

Note that the definition above implies that the barb is (i) an interaction with a context that can
terminate immediately after and (ii) the interaction blocks the termination on the context side. If we
try to apply this definition to a backward barb then the tick has to be in the memory of the context and
blocked by another action, i.e. the context is of the form C[·] ≡ 〈i, α, P 〉.〈

√
〉.m BQ | R. But in such a

context the tick does not imply termination.
Thus we argue that the backward barbs are a contrived notion. If we consider them as observables

in Definition 42, it suggests that reversible barbs are a very different concept from the usual barbs
considered in process calculi.

3.2 Stable families for RCCS

In this subsection we show the interpretation of an RCCS term. The stable family of a process without
memory depicts all its possible future behaviours. A reversible process can do backward transitions but
only up to a point: until it reaches the empty memory. We encode then an RCCS terms as a configuration
in the stable family obtained by encoding its origin. This allows us to encode both the past and the future
of a process in the same stable family. Lastly we show an operational correspondence for RCCS terms
and their encoding.

Encoding an RCCS term The encoding of an RCCS term corresponds to a configuration in the stable
family of its origin. We define in Definition 43 the encoding [[R]] = (C, x), where

• C is the stable family corresponding to ε(OR) as defined in subsection 2.2.5;

• x is a unique configuration in C that corresponds to the computational state of R. Concretely, x
and R share the same past and the same future executions.

To determine which configuration corresponds to the term we need to uniquely identify a process
from its past and future in the LTS of its origin. However this is not always possible as we show in the
following example.
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∅

{e1} {e′′1}

{e1, e
′
1}

`(e1) = `(e′′1) = a,
`(e′1) = b

∅

{e2} {e′′2}

{e2, e
′
2} {e′′2, e′′′2 }

`(e2) = `(e′′2) = a,
`(e′2) = `(e′′′2 ) = b

∅

{e3} {e′′′3 }

{e3, e
′
3} {e3, e

′′
3}

{e3, e
′
3, e
′′
3}

`(e3) = a, `(e′3) = a, `(e′′3) = c,
`(e′′′3 ) = b

Figure 3.1: Encoding RCCS in stable families

Example 3.2.1. 1. The process P = a.b+a is interpreted as the stable family in the left of Figure 3.1.
Let us consider the execution ∅ B P a−→ R. To determine which of the configurations labelled a
correspond to R we have to consider the future of R as well.

2. Hence we choose a configuration that respects the past and the future ofR, but such a configuration
might not be unique. Let Q = a.b + a.b be a process whose stable family is in the middle
of Figure 3.1. For the trace P a−→ b there is no way to choose between the two configurations
labelled a.

The situation of Example 3.2.1 can be generalised to processes of the form a.P +a.P and a.P | a.P .
We consider then a restricted class of processes, as discussed in the following remark.

Remark 5 (On auto-concurrency and others limitations). In the proofs that follow we need to uniquely
identify configurations based solely on the labels and orders of the open (i.e. non synchronized) events.
As we have seen in Example 3.2.1, this is not possible in processes of the form a.P | a.Q or a.P + a.Q.

The first kind of process is characterised by an auto-concurrency condition, defined by van Glabbeek
and Goltz [64, Definition 9.5]. We need a stronger condition, a sort of auto-conflict, to forbid the second
type of process a.P + a.Q.
C is without auto-concurrency and auto-conflict iff ∀x ∈ C and ∀e, e′ < x we have that

(
x

e−→ y, x
e′
−→ y′ and `(e) = `(e′)

)
=⇒ e = e′.

Hence in the following we do not consider processes that exhibit auto-concurrency or auto-conflict.

Let R an RCCS process. The encoding of its origin in stable families is given by [[ε(OR)]]. We
use the encoding of a CCS process in stable families defined in subsection 2.2.5. The encoding takes a
process without memory, hence we need to apply the function ε to retrieve a CCS process from an RCCS
one (Definition 35). We define the encoding of R by induction on the trace σ : OR −→? R, where σ
denotes a trace (Definition 2).

Definition 43 (Encoding RCCS processes in stable families).

[[R]]σ = (C, adC (∅, ∅, σ)) where C = [[ε(OR)]], σ : OR −→? R and
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adC (x, f,R1
i:α−−→ R2 −→? R3) = adC (x ∪ {e}, f ∪ {e↔ i}, R2 −→? R3)

where e such that


`(e) = α
x ∪ {e} ∈ C
j <R2 i ⇐⇒ f (j) <x∪{e} e
and [[ε(R2)]] =

(
C \ (x ∪ {e})

)
adC (x, f,R2 −→? R3) = x if R2 = R3

We show in Proposition 3 that the function is well defined, that is for every coherent process R and
for every trace σ : OR −→? R there exists a unique configuration in [[ε(OR)]] defined as above.

Example 3.2.2. A first simple example is the encoding of a process with an empty memory. Let
R = ∅ B P . Then [[R]]ε = (C, ∅), where C = [[P ]].

Let us show how to compute the encoding of the process

R = 〈2, a, 0〉. g .〈1, a, b〉 B 0 | g.〈1, a, b〉 B a.

We backtrack to its origin and obtain OR = ∅B a.(a | a) + b. The term is encoded in the stable family in
the right of Figure 3.1. We apply the function adC (∅, OR −→? R) on the trace

∅ B a.(a|c) + b 1:a−−→ 〈1, a, b〉 B (a | c)
≡ (g.〈1, a, b〉 B a) | (g.〈1, a, b〉 B c)

2:a−−→ 〈2, a, 0〉. g .〈1, a, b〉 B 0 | g.〈1, a, b〉 B c = R′

The configuration corresponding to R is then {e3, e
′
3}.

Let us show that the encoding is correct, and in particular that the function adC is well defined.

Proposition 3 (Soundness of the RCCS encoding). Let P a process and let C = [[P ]] its encoding. Then
for any R reachable from ∅ B P there exists a unique x ∈ C such that adC (∅, ∅, ∅ B P −→? R) = x.

Proof. From Lemma 7, we can consider the trace OR −→? R to be only forward. We proceed by
induction on the trace OR −→? R. For the inductive case we have the trace OR −→? Rn and
adC (∅, fn, OR −→? Rn) = xn, for xn ∈ C, fn a label and order preserving bijection between xn and
Rn, and such that [[ε(Rn)]] = C \ xn. We have to show that for the trace OR −→? Rn

i:a−→ Rn+1 there
exists a unique configuration xn+1 ∈ C such that

adC (∅, ∅, OR −→? Rn
i:α−−→ Rn+1) = xn+1 and

[[ε(Rn+1)]] = C \ xn+1.

We have that
adC (∅, ∅, OR −→? Rn

i:α−−→ Rn+1) = adC (xn, fn, Rn
i:α−−→ Rn+1)

Hence we have that xn+1 = x∪{e}, fn+1 = fn ∪{e↔ i} and we have to show that there exists a unique
e ∈ C such that `(e) = α and

[[ε(Rn+1)]] = C \ (xn ∪ {e}).

However, if such an e exists then e ∈ [[ε(Rn)]] and

C \ (xn ∪ {e}) = [[ε(Rn)]] \ e.
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Hence we can reason on the transition Rn
i:α−−→ Rn+1 to show that there exists a unique {e} ∈ [[ε(Rn)]]

such that [[ε(Rn+1)]] = [[ε(Rn)]] \ e. We consider only the case α = a, the rest being similar. Using
structural congruence it is possible to rewrite Rn and Rn+1 as follows

Rn ≡ (m1 B a.P1 | R2)\(b1 . . . bn) Rn+1 ≡ (m1 B P1 | R2)\(b1 . . . bn)

and hence
ε(Rn) = (a.P1 | P2)\(b1 . . . bn) ε(Rn+1) = (P1 | P2)\(b1 . . . bn)

for ε(R2) = P2. We have then to show that

[[(P1 | P2)\(b1 . . . bn)]] = [[(a.P1 | P2)\(b1 . . . bn)]] \ e.

From Lemma 3 such an event exists. To show it is unique let us consider Rn ≡ (g.m1 B a.P1 | g .m2 B
a.P2 | R2). Either m1 = m2 in which case the process exhibits auto-concurrency, or m1 , m2 and in
this case the condition j <Rn+1 i ⇐⇒ f (j) <xn∪{e} e from the definition of the encoding, points to
eitherm1 orm2.

Let us prove that ∀x ∈ [[(P1 | P2)\(b1 . . . bn)]], x ∈ [[(a.P1 | P2)\(b1 . . . bn)]] \ e. The other direction
is similar. Let us unfold the definition of the encoding from subsection 2.2.5 using the operations on
stable families in Definition 14.

[[(P1 | P2)\(b1 . . . bn)]] = ([[P1]]× [[P2]]) � Xb1...bn

[[(a.P1 | P2)\(b1 . . . bn)]] = ([[a.P1]]× [[P2]]) � Xb1...bn

If x ∈ ([[P1]]× [[P2]]) � Xb1...bn then

∀e ∈ x, `(e) < {bi, bi, 0}. (3.1)

Hence x ∈ ([[P1]]× [[P2]]). Let π1, π2 be the two projections defined by the product. Then

π1(x) ∈ [[P1]] and π2(x) ∈ [[P2]]. (3.2)

As π1(x) ∈ [[P1]], and from the definition of [[a.P1]] we have that ∃e1, `(e1) = a and such that {e1} ∪
π1(x) ∈ a.[[P1]]. From Equation 3.2 we have that ∃x2 ∈ a.[[P1]]× [[P2]] such that π1(x2) = {e1}∪π1(x)
and π2(x2) = π2(x). Hence ∃!e such that π1(e) = e1, π2(e) = ? and x2 = {e} ∪ x. From Equation 3.1
we have that x2 ∈ (a.[[P1]]× [[P2]]) � Xb1...bn . We infer that if x∪{e} ∈ (b1 . . . bn)(a.[[P1]]× [[P2]]) then
x ∈ [[(b1 . . . bn)(a.P1 | P2)]] \ e.

From [[ε(R)]] = C \ xn, we have that ∀y ∈ [[ε(R)]], y ∪ xn ∈ C. In particular xn ∪ {e} ∈ C.
Let us denote xn+1 = xn ∪ {e}. Remains to show that j <Rn+1 i ⇐⇒ f (j) <xn+1 e. We show the

implication j <Rn+1 i =⇒ f (j) <xn+1 e and consider the immediate order for <Rn+1 , as the order is
transitive. From j <Rn+1 i, we have that 〈i, a〉.〈j, b〉 ∈ Rn+1, hence we can retrieve a process Rk where
b.a.P ′ ∈ Rk. Hence the events f (j) and f (i) are causaly dependent in the configuration structure of
[[ε(Rk)]], and therefore causally dependent in C. For the other direction f (j) <xn+1 e =⇒ j <Rn+1 i
we show that `(f (j)) and `(e) are causal in the origin process P , hence they are causally dependent in
the memory of Rn+1.

Hence adC (∅, OR −→? Rn
a−→ Rn+1) = xn ∪ {e} with [[ε(Rn+1)]] = [[ORn ]] \ (xn ∪ {e}). �

Remark 6 (On encoding RCSS). We could have used the encoding proposed in Ref.[55]. However
the encoding is not compositional: we don’t have [[P1|P2]] defined as an operation on [[P1]] and [[P2]].
Compositionality is important for the definition of contexts in stable families, in particular for the
definition of congruence (Definition 47).
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Operational correspondence Let us now define a transition relation on stable families, useful in
showing the operational correspondence between terms of RCCS and their encoding.

Definition 44 (Reversible LTS in stable families). Define ([[P ]], x) `(e)−−→ ([[P ]], x∪{e}) for x∪{e} ∈ [[P ]].

Similarly to subsection 2.3.1 we define ([[P ]], x)
`(e)

([[P ]], x \ e), for some e such that x \ e ∈ [[P ]].

In Definition 43 the encoding of a process is parametric on a trace. In the following proposition we
show that in fact, for a process R any trace from the origin of R up to R leads to the same encoding.

Proposition 4. For R a coherent process there exists x a configuration in [[ε(OR)]] such that

∀σ : OR −→? R =⇒ [[R]]σ = x.

Proof. Denote C = [[ε(OR)]] and C = (E,C, `,P). From the definition of [[R]]σ it suffices to show that
for any configurations x, y ∈ [[P ]] such that there exists a label and order preserving bijection between
the two and such that C \ x = C \ y it implies that x = y. It follows from the property below. �

We can change the function of Definition 43 with a more cumbersome definition that only looks at
the memory of a process. We use the trace instead because synchronisation events appear only once in
the trace, while they are split in two memories. Also in the memory, events are duplicated in case of a
fork. The temporal ordering induced by the trace is not essential. This is what Proposition 4 says. And
this is crucial in order to show the correspondance between a process and its encoding.

Property 1. Let C = [[P ]] for a process P without auto-concurrency and auto-conflict and C =
(E,C, `,P). If for x, y ∈ C two configurations such that there exists a label and order preserving
function f : x↔ y between the two and such that both configurations have the same future C \x = C \y,
then x = y.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of the configurations. Let us then suppose that for x
a configuration in [[P ]] there exists two events e, e′ such that y = x ∪ {e} and z = x ∪ {e′} are
configurations as well, with f : y ↔ z. From the no auto-concurrency and auto-conflict restriction, if
`(e) = `(e′) =⇒ e = e′. �

Example 3.2.3. Consider the stable family at the rightmost of Figure 3.1, encoding the process P =
a.(a|c) + b. The process

S = 〈2, a, 0〉. g .〈1, a, b.0〉 B 0 | 〈3, c, 0〉. g .〈1, a, b.0〉 B 0.

can be reached on the trace σ1 : ∅ B P 1:a−−→ 2:a−−→ 3:c−→ S or σ1 : ∅ B P 1:a−−→ 3:c−→ 2:a−−→ S. However both traces
lead to the same encoding of S.

Hence we can denote [[R]] instead of [[R]]σ. It is an essential property for the showing that there exists
a bisimulation relation between a process and its encoding in the Lemma 9.

Lemma 9 (Operational correspondence between a monitored process R and [[R]]). Let R a process and
[[R]] = (C, x) its interpretation.

1. ∀α, S and i ∈ I such that R i:α−−→ S then [[R]] α−→ [[S]];

2. ∀α, S and i ∈ I such that R i:α
S then [[R]] α [[S]];

3. ∀e ∈ E, (C, x) `(e)−−→ (C, x∪{e}) then∃S, such that for some i ∈ I,R i:α−−→ S and [[S]] = (C, x∪{e}).
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4. ∀e ∈ E, (C, x)
`(e)

(C, x \ e) then ∃S, such that for some i ∈ I, R i:α
S and [[S]] = (C, x \ e).

Proof. 1. As R i:α−−→ S, OR = OS and we are in the following situation:

OR = OS

R S

We have that [[S]] = (C, xs), where xs = adC (∅, OR −→? S) = adC (∅, OR −→? R
α−→ S) =

xR ∪ {e} by Proposition 3. As [[R]] = (C, xR) it follows that (C, xR) α−→ (C, xS ).

2. The proof for the backward direction is similar except that it uses the trace up to R. It uses Propo-
sition 4, which allows us to backtrack on any path from the emptyset and leading to xR.

3. From (C, x) `(e)−−→ (C, x ∪ {e}) we have that x ∪ {e} ∈ C. Then {e} ∈ C \ x. From [[R]] = (C, x)
we have that C \ x = [[ε(R)]], hence {e} ∈ [[ε(R)]]. We use Lemma 3 and obtain that ∃P
such that ε(R) `(e)−−→ P . Then due to the strong bisimulation between an RCCS term and its
corresponding CCS term in Lemma 4, we have that, for some i, R i:α−−→ S, where ε(S) = P . That
[[S]] = (C, x ∪ {e}) follows from a similar argument to above and from Proposition 4. �

4. It is similar to the case above.

3.3 Contextual equivalence on stable families

In this section we introduce a notion of context for the stable families and then adapt the back-and-
forth barbed bisimulation to stable families (Definition 42). We define hereditary history preserving
bisimulation and use two families of relations, denoted Fi and Bi, to inductively approximate the
bisimulation (Lemma 11). We use these relations to show that two processes are barbed congruent
whenever their denotations are in the HHPB relation (Theorem 9). One direction is straightforward
(Proposition 10), whereas the other is more technical and, as in CCS [48], follows by contradiction. It
uses the relations Fi and Bi (??) to build contexts that discriminate processes that are not bisimilar.

3.3.1 Contexts for stable families

Contexts for stable families have never been defined as it is not clear what would be a stable family with
a hole. However, if a structure C has an operational meaning, i.e. there exists P a process such that
C = [[P ]], we can use an CCS context C[·] that we instantiate with P .

When analysing the reductions of a process in context, we need to know the contribution the process
and the context have in the reduction. To this aim we associate to the context C[·] instantiated by a
process P a projection morphism πC,P : [[C[P ]]]→ [[P ]] that can retrieve the parts of a configuration in
[[C[P ]]] that belong to [[P ]].

Definition 45. Let C[·] a context, and P a process. The projection πC,P : [[C[P ]]]→ [[P ]] is defined on
the structure of C as follows:

• if C[·] = π.C ′[·] then πC,P : [[π.C ′[P ]]]→ [[P ]] is defined as πC,P (e) = πC′,P (e) for e ∈ [[C ′[P ]]]
and undefined otherwise;

• if C[·] = C ′[·] | P ′ then πC,P : [[C ′[P ] | P ′]]→ [[P ]] is defined as πC,P (e) = πC′,P (π1(e)), where
π1 : [[C ′[P ] | P ′]]→ [[C ′[P ]]] is the projection morphism defined by the product in Definition 14;
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• if C[·] = C ′[·]\a then πC,P : [[C ′[P ]\a]] → [[P ]] defined as πC,P (e) = πC′,P (e) for all e ∈
[[C ′[P ]\a]];

• if C[·] = C ′[·] + P ′ then πC′,P : [[C ′[P ] + P ′]] → [[P ]] is defined as πC,P (e) = πC′,P (e1) if
ζ1(e1) = e, where ζ1 : [[C ′[P ]]]→ C ′[P ]+P ′ is the projection morphism defined by the coproduct
in Definition 14;

• if C[·] = [·] then πC,P : [[C[P ]]]→ [[P ]] is the identity.

We naturally extend πC,P to configurations.

Proposition 5. πC,P : [[C[P ]]]→ [[P ]] is a morphism.

Proof. By case analysis on C[·]. �

Immediate causality Morphisms do not preserve causality in general. In the case of a product we
can show that all immediate causalities are due to one of the two stable families. A context can add but
cannot remove causality in the process.

Definition 46 (Immediate causality). Let e, e′ two events in a configuration x for a stable family
(E,C, `,P). Denote e →x e

′ if e is an immediate cause for e′ in x, that is e <x e′ and @e′′ such
that e <x e′′ <x e′.

Note that we overload the notation e→x e
′ however as it is defined on events only, it is not ambiguous.

We have that the transitive and reflexive closure of→x coincides with<x, as for any event e in x the
causal set [e]x is finite.

Proposition 6. Let x ∈ C1×C2. Then e→x e
′ ⇐⇒ either π1(e) <π1 (x) π1(e′) or π2(e) <π2 (x) π2(e′).

Proof. We show by contradiction: let e→x e
′ but suppose that π1(e) and π1(e′) are concurrent in π1(x),

and similar for π2(e) and π2(e′). We use the following property:

Property 2. Let x a configuration in C a stable family and let e ∈ x such that ∀e′ ∈ x, e ≮x e′. Then
x \ e is a configuration in C.

Proof. ∀e′ ∈ x, e ≮x e′ implies that there exists ye′ ⊂ x such that e′ ∈ ye′ and e < ye′ . The set of
configurations

{ye′ |ye′ ⊂ x, e′ ∈ ye′ and e < ye′}
is compatible, hence the upper bound of the set is a configuration and corresponds to the set x \ e. �

The proof follows in several steps:

• Let us show that there exists such a configuration x where @e′′ ∈ x such that e′′ , e′ and e <x e′′.
Using the property above we can retrieve such a configuration by eliminiating one by one the
events that depend on e.

• Secondly, we will show that x \ e is a configuration in C1 × C2. We show that the projections are
defined, that the projections are local injective and that the axioms of finiteness and coincidence
freeness are satisfied. Except for the first condition, the rest follows from x being a configuration.
Let us then show that π1(x) \ π1(e′) ∈ C1 and in a similar manner, that π2(x) \ π2(e′) ∈ C2.
Suppose that π1(e) and π1(e′) are both defined.
From the reflection of causality there is no e′′1 ∈ π1(x) such that π1(e) <π(x) e

′′
1 and for which

∃e′′ ∈ x, π1(e′′) = e′′1 . Moreover, using the property above, we can remove the events of the form e′′1
in order to obtain a configuration x1 such that π1(x) = x1 and @e′′1 ∈ x1 such that π1(e) <π(x) e

′′
1 .

Notice that even though π1(e′) ∈ x1 we have from the hypothesis that π1(e)^x1π1(e′). We can
apply the property on x1 and have that x1 \ π1(e) is a configuration in C1.
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Hence x \ e is a configuration in C1 × C2 such that x \ e ⊂ x and e′ ∈ x, which contradicts the
hypothesis that e →x e

′. It follows that either π1(e) and π1(e′) are not concurrent or π2(e) and π2(e′)
are not. However, from local injectivity, π1(e) , π1(e′) and as they occur in the same configuration,
they are not in conflict. It follows that they are in a causal relation, namely π1(e) <π1 (x) π1(e′) or
π2(e) <π2 (x) π2(e′). �

3.3.2 Relation induced by barbed congruence on stable families

We define a relation on stable families that have an operational meaning and we show it is the relation
induced by the barbed congruence in RCCS. We call the relation barbed back-and-forth congruence, to
highlight its meaning, though it is not strictly speaking a congruence on stable families.

Definition 47 (Back-and-forth barbed congruence on stable families). A back-and-forth barbed bisimu-
lation on stable families is a symmetric relationR ⊆ C1×C2 such that (∅, ∅) ∈ R, and if (x1, x2) ∈ R,
then

x1
e1
x′1 =⇒ ∃x′2 ∈ C2 s.t. x2

e2
x′2, with `1(e1) = `2(e2) = τ and (x′1, x

′
2) ∈ R; (Back)

x1
e1−→ x′1 =⇒ ∃x′2 ∈ C2 s.t. x2

e2−→ x′2, with `1(e1) = `2(e2) = τ and (x′1, x
′
2) ∈ R; (Forth)

if ∃e1 ∈ E1 s.t. `1(e1) , τ and x1
e1−→ x′1 then ∃x′2 ∈ C2 s.t. x2

e2−→ x′2, with `1(e1) = `2(e2).
(Barbed)

Let C1
·∼
τ
C2 if and only if there exists a back-and-forth barbed bisimulation between C1 and C2.

Define ∼τ the back-and-forth barbed congruence induced on stable families which is a symmetric
relation on stable families that have an operational meaning such that

[[P1]] ∼τ [[P2]] ⇐⇒ ∀C, [[C[P1]]] ·∼τ [[C[P2]]].

Let us now show that the relation in Definition 47 is the relation induced by the barbed congruence
of Definition 42 on the encoding of processes.

Proposition 7. ∅ B P ·∼
τ
∅ BQ ⇐⇒ [[P ]] ·∼τ [[Q]].

Proof. • ∅ B P ·∼
τ
∅ B Q =⇒ [[P ]] ·∼τ [[Q]]. Let RCCS be a back-and-forth barbed bisimulation

between P and Q. We show that the following relation

R = {(x1, x2) | x1 ∈ [[P ]], x2 ∈ [[Q]]
∃R,S such that OR = P,OS = Q,R RCCS S and [[R]] = ([[P ]], x1), [[S]] = ([[Q]], x2)}

is a back-and-forth barbed bisimulation between [[P ]] and [[Q]].
We have that (∅, ∅) ∈ R. Let (x1, x2) ∈ R. We have to show that the conditions in Definition 47
hold. Therefore suppose that x1

e1−→ x′1 = x1 ∪ {e1}, for `(e1) = τ .

x1
e1−→ x′1 =⇒ ([[P ]], x1) `(e1)−−−→ ([[P ]], x′1) from Definition 44

=⇒ R
i:`(e1)−−−−→ R′ s.t. [[R′]] = ([[P ]], x′1) from Lemma 9

=⇒ S
i′:τ−−→ S′ from R RCCS S

=⇒ ([[Q]], x2) `(e2)−−−→ ([[Q]], x′2) from Lemma 9

with `(e2) = τ . We have then (x′1, x
′
2) ∈ R.

We proceed in a similar manner to show that conditions on the backward transitions and on the
barbs hold.
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• [[P ]] ·∼τ [[Q]] =⇒ ∅ B P ·∼
τ
∅ BQ. Let Rconf be a back-and-forth barbed bisimulation between

[[P ]] and [[Q]]. We show that the following relation

R = {(R,S) | OR = P,OS = Q and [[R]] = ([[P ]], x1), [[S]] = ([[Q]], x2), with (x1, x2) ∈ Rconf}

is a back-and-forth barbed bisimulation P and Q. Let (R,S) ∈ R. Suppose that R i:τ−→ R′. We
have that the following holds:

R
i:τ−→ R′ =⇒ ([[P ]], x1) `(e1)−−−→ ([[P ]], x′1) from Lemma 9

=⇒ ([[Q]], x2) `(e2)−−−→ ([[Q]], x′2) from (x1, x2) ∈ Rconf

=⇒ S
i′:τ−−→ S′ from Lemma 9

where x′1 = x1 ∪ {e1}, x′2 = x2 ∪ {e2} and `(e1) = `(e2) = τ . We have that OR′ = P , OS′ = Q,
[[R′]] = ([[P ]], x′1), [[S′]] = ([[Q]], x′2) and (x′1, x

′
2) ∈ Rconf. Hence (R′, S′) ∈ R.

Similar to show that the remaining conditions on the pair (R,S) holds as well.
�

Lemma 10. OR ∼τ OS ⇐⇒ [[ε(OR)]] ∼τ [[ε(OS )]].

Proof.

OR ∼τ OS ⇐⇒ ∀C[·], Cg[OR] ·∼τ Cg[OS ] from Definition 42

⇐⇒ ∀C[·], ∅ B C[ε(OR)] ·∼τ ∅ B C[ε(OS )] from Definition 40

⇐⇒ ∀C[·], [[C[ε(OR)]]] ·∼τ [[C[ε(OS )]]] from Proposition 7
⇐⇒ [[ε(OR)]] ∼τ [[ε(OS )]] from Definition 47

�

3.3.3 Inductive characterisation of HHPB

Similarly to the proof in CCS, the correspondence between a contextual equivalence and a non-contextual
one necessits to approximate HHPB with (a family of) inductive relations defined on stable families.
We define the two types of relations in Definition 50 and Definition 51. These relations are of major
importance to prove our main theorem (Theorem 9), as they re-introduce the possibility of an inductive
reasoning on HHPB.

Definition 48 (Hereditary history preserving bisimilarity). The hereditary history preserving bisimilarity,
denoted ∼, is the union of all HHPB relations.

Example 3.3.1. In the stable families of Figure 3.2 we have two possible bisimulations: one that maps
e1 ↔ e2 and e′1 ↔ e′2 and another one with the opposite mapping e1 ↔ e′2 and e′1 ↔ e2. The bisimilarity
is then the union of the two and it is also a bisimulation.

Definition 49 (Maximal and top configurations). We say that a configuration x ∈ C is maximal if there
is no configuration y ∈ C such that x ( y. We say that a configuration is a top configuration if it is
maximal and has a maximum cardinality: if x ∈ C maximal and ∀y ∈ C, Card(y) ≤ Card(x) then x is
a top configuration.
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∅

{e1} {e′1}

`1(e1) = `1(e′1) = a

∅

{e2} {e′2}

`2(e2) = `2(e′2) = a

Figure 3.2: Two possible bisimilarity relations

We use two families of relations, denoted Fi, for the forward transitions and Bi for the backward
ones. The relations are parametrized by the cardinality of the configurations, that is Fi (or Bi) relates
configurations of cardinality i, and only of cardinality i. Intuitively, it relates processes that have
performed i computation steps. But Fi relates processes using their future actions, while the relations
Bi checks the backwards steps.

Definition 50 (The forward relations Fi). Given C1, C2 two stable families define, for all x1 ∈ C1,
x2 ∈ C2, the following family of relations :

(x1, x2, f ) ∈ Fi ⇐⇒
Card(x1) = Card(x2) = i, if x1 and x2 are maximal and f is a label-preserving bijection
∀x′1,∀e1.x1

e1−→ x′1, ∃x′2,∃e2.x2
e2−→ x′2 and f = f ′ � x1 such that

`1(e1) = `2(e2) and (x′1, x
′
2, f
′) ∈ Fi+1, otherwise

The family of relations Fi, starts by pairing configurations that are maximal, that is configurations
that cannot do a forward transition. It then moves downward in the structure and relates configurations
of cardinality i using the relations defined on configurations of cardinality i + 1. Two configurations are
in the relation Fi if after one forward transition they end up in the relation above, that is Fi+1.

Note that the condition of having a label preserving bijection on the maximal configurations, already
imposes a form of consistent past on the configurations. For any triple (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Fi one has that f is
a label preserving bijection, as it is obtained as a restriction on a label preserving bijection. It suffices
therefore to impose the condition of label preserving on the relations Fn, for n maximal.

We can reason informally on these relations using CCS processes. Suppose that [[R1]] = (C1, x1) and
[[R2]] = (C2, x2) and that C1 and C2 are in the relation ∪nFn. If (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Fi for some f and i, then
intuitively there are i events in the tracesOR1 −→? R1 and inOR2 −→? R2, respectively. Moreover the
two traces have the same labels. Any future action ofR1 can be mimicked byR2 and their continuations
are in the relation Fi+1.

Definition 51 (The backward relations Bi). Given C1, C2 two stable families define, for all x1 ∈ C1,
x2 ∈ C2, the following family of relations :

(x1, x2, f ) ∈ Bi ⇐⇒
(x1, x2, f ) ∈ Fi and

∀x′1,∀e1.x1
e1
x′1, ∃x′2,∃e2.x2

e2
x′2 and f ′ = f � x1 such that

`1(e1) = `2(e2) and (x′1, x
′
2, f
′) ∈ Bi−1

The relation Bi is built on top of Fi: it tests that all pairs of configurations that are in a forward
bisimulation are also backward bisimilar. Mirroring Fi, one builds the families of relations Bi starting
with the empty sets. It then moves up in the structure with Bi built using Bi−1. Two configurations
are related by Bi if, after one backward step they both end up in Bi−1. The relations are also using a
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C1

∅

{e1} {e′1}

{e1, e
′
1}

`1(e1) = a,
`1(e′1) = b

C2

∅

{e2} {e′′2}

{e2, e
′
2} {e′′2, e′′′2 }

`2(e2) = `2(e′′′2 ) = a,
`2(e′2) = `2(e′′2) = b

Figure 3.3: Encoding a | b and a.b + b.a in stable families

mapping between the events. AsBi uses Fi the mapping is indeed a label preserving bijection. Moreover
the bijection is also order preserving, as the following proposition shows.

Proposition 8. Let C1, C2 two stable families and Bi the family of relations defined on them. If for all i,
Bi , ∅ then for all (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Bi, f is a order preserving bijection.

Proof. We proceed by induction on i. The base case, for i = 1, is trivial. Let us consider the inductive
case.

Let (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Bi. Then for any backward step of x1, x1
e1
x′1 there exists x′2 such that x2

e2
x′2

and (x′1, x
′
2, f
′) ∈ Bi. Suppose by contradiction that f is not an order preserving. However, by the

induction hypothesis f ′ is an order preserving bijection. Hence the only possible case for f not to be
order preserving if is there exists e′1 ∈ x′1 and e′2 ∈ x′2, f ′(e′1) = e′2 and e′1 <x1 e1 while e′2 ≮x2 e2.

Then x2 can backtrack on e′2 and as (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Bi, x1 has to bactrack as well on the event
corresponding to e′2, that is on e′1. However, that contradicts e′1 <x1 e1. �

Example 3.3.2. Consider the left and middle stable families in Figure 3.1, the relations Fn are enough
to discriminate them:

F2 =
(
{e1, e

′
1}, {e2, e

′
2}
)
;
(
{e1, e

′
1}, {e′′2, e′′′2 }

)
F1 =

(
{e1}, {e2}

)
;
(
{e1}, {e′′2}

)
F0 =∅

This intuitively is due to the fact that forward transitions are enough to discriminate a + a.b and
a.b + a.b. However for comparing the processes a | b and a.b + b.a whose configurations are C1 and C2
of Figure 3.3, we need the backward moves as well. Let us first build the Fn relations:

F2 =
(
{e1, e

′
1}, {e2, e

′
2}
)
;
(
{e1, e

′
1}; {e′′2, e′′′2 }

)
F1 =

(
{e1}, {e2}

)
;
(
{e′1}; {e′′2}

)
F0 =

(
∅, ∅
)

We first construct the B0 relation and then move up in the structures. In our example, the B2 relation
that breaks the HHPB.

B2 =∅ B1 =
(
{e1}, {e2}

)
;
(
{e′1}; {e′′2}

)
B0 =F0 =

(
∅, ∅
)

The following proposition states that pairs of configurations are in a bisimulation relation if they have
the same cardinality. It follows from the fact that any configuration is reachable from the empty set and
that they have to mimick each other’s step in the backward direction.

Proposition 9. Let C1 and C2 be two stable family in a hereditary history preserving bisimulation R,
and let x1 ∈ C1, x2 ∈ C2 be two configurations. If there exists f such that (x1, x2, f ) ∈ R then
Card(x1) = Card(x2).
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We conjecture that ∪nBn is the hereditary history preserving bisimularity. However, for our main
result (Theorem 9) we only need the following weaker lemma:

Lemma 11. For all C1, C2, if there exists a hereditary history preserving bisimulation R such that
C1 R C2, then ∀x1 ∈ C1(∃x2 ∈ C2, ∃f, (x1, x2, f ) ∈ ∪nBn) ⇐⇒ (∃x2 ∈ C2, ∃f, (x1, x2, f ) ∈ R),
where Card(x1) = Card(x2) = n.

Proof. One should first remark that C1 R C2 implies that ∀x1 ∈ C1,∃x2 ∈ C2, and ∃f such that
(x1, x2, f ) ∈ R, as (∅, ∅, ∅) ∈ R and all configurations are reachable from the empty set. The reader
should notice that the x2 ∈ C2 and f on both sides of the ⇐⇒ symbols may be different.

We prove that statement by induction on the cardinal of x1.

Card(x1) = 0

⇒ x2 ∈ C2 s.t. (∅, x2, f ) ∈ R follows by the definition of the bisimulation from x2 = ∅ and f = ∅.

⇐ By definition, F0∩B0 = F0. Since there exists x2 ∈ C2 such that (∅, x2, f ) ∈ R, we know that any
forward transitionmade by ∅ can be simulated by a forward transition fromx2, and that the elements
obtained are in the relation R. By an iterated use of this notion, we can find top configurations
xm1 ∈ C1 and xm2 ∈ C2 (that is, elements of maximum cardinality, k) such that (xm1 , x

m
2 , f

m) ∈ R.
By Proposition 9, xm1 and xm2 have the same cardinality, and (xm1 , x

m
2 , f

m) ∈ Fk. By just reversing
the trace, we can go backward and stay in relation Fi until i = 0, hence we found the x2 and f we
were looking for.

Card(x1) = k + 1 As Card(x1) > 0, we know there exists x′1 such that x1
e1
x′1.

⇒ Let x2 and f such that (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Fk+1 ∩Bk+1. We know that

∀x′1, ∃x′2 and f ′, x1
e1
x′1, x2

e1
x′2 and (x′1, x

′
2, f
′) ∈ Bk (By Definition of Bk)

∃x′′2, f ′′, (x′1, x
′′
2, f
′′) ∈ R (By Induction Hypothesis)

And as x′1
e1−→ x1, there exists x′′′2 and f ′′′ such that (x1, x

′′′
2 , f

′′′) ∈ R.

⇐ Suppose that ∃x2, f such that (x1, x2, f ) ∈ R, we prove that ∀x2, (x1, x2, f ) < Fk+1∩Bk+1 leads
to a contradiction.

As (x1, x2, f ) ∈ R, ∃x′1, x′2, f ′ such that x1
e1
x′1, x2

e1
x′2 and (x′1, x

′
2, f
′) ∈ R. By induction

hypothesis, ∃x′′2 and ∃f ′′ such that (x′1, x
′′
2, f
′′) ∈ Fk ∩Bk. As x′1

e1−→ x1, ∃x′′′2 and ∃f ′′′ such that
x′′2

e1−→ x′′′2 and (x1, x
′′′
2 , f

′′′) ∈ Fk+1, by definition of Fk.

So (x1, x
′′′
2 , f

′′′) < Bk+1, but as x1
e1
x′1 and x′′′2

e1
x′′2 , and as moreover (x′1, x

′′
2, f
′′) ∈ Fk∩Bk,

we have that (x1, x
′′′
2 , f

′′′) ∈ Bk+1.
From this contradiction we know that we found the right element (x′′′2 ) that is in relation with x1
according to Fk+1 ∩Bk+1. �

Remark 7 (On the stratification of bisimulation byMilner and Sangiorgi [48]). Milner and Sangiorgi [48]
characterised the (strong) bisimulation on CCS using a family of relations defined by induction:

P ∼i Q ⇐⇒ ∀α,∀P ′ s.t. P α−→ P ′∃Q′ s.t. Q α−→ Q′ and P ′ ∼i−1 Q
′.

The family of relations ∼i distinguishes processes if it can do so in i steps. For instance, one has that
∼ 0 is the univeral relation on processes.
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[[P1]] = 〈E1, C1, `1〉

x1
•

•

e′′1

[[P1|Q]] = 〈E′1, C ′1, `′1〉 = ([[P1]]× [[Q]]) � X1

y1
•

y′1•

e′′ = (e′′1, e
′′
q )

[[P2]] = 〈E2, C2, `2〉

x2
•

x′′2•

e′′2

[[P2|Q]] = 〈E′2, C ′2, `′2〉 = ([[P2]]× [[Q]]) � X2

y2
•

y′2•

e′2

fcf

π2

π1

π1

e = e1, eq
6 6 π1 6 π2

e′ = e′1, e′q

Figure 3.4: Configuration structures by the end of the proof of Proposition 10

Though we have a similar approach, that is we use inductively defined relations to characterise
bisimularity, there are several differences with the work of Milner and Sangiorgi. We point them out
here in hopes of clarifying the relations Fi and Bi.

First, the relations Fi and Bi are defined on configurations of stable families:

Fi, Bi ⊆ C1 × C2 × x1 × x2 × (x1 → x2), where x1 ∈ C1, x2 ∈ C2.

The tuples (C, x) stand for the encoding of reversible processes, so informally, the relations can be defined
on reversible processes. In contrast, ∼i are defined on "simple" processes.

Another important difference is that the index in ∼i stands for future computations, whereas in Fi,
Bi, it relates the past computations of two processes.

A more subtle difference is that the relations Fi, Bi are not incremental. We have that ∼i−1⊆∼i, we
cannot however make such a claim for Fi or Bi. The objects on which Fk is defined, for k fixed, cannot
be used to define relations Fi, for i , k.

3.3.4 Contextual characterisation of HHPB

Proposition 10 (Hereditary history preserving bisimulation is a congruence). [[P1]] ∼ [[P2]] =⇒
∀C, [[C[P1]]] ∼ [[C[P2]]].

Proof. The proof amounts to carefully build a relation between [[C[P1]]] and [[C[P2]]] that reflects the
known bisimulation between [[P1]] and [[P2]]. Its uses that causality in a product is the result of the
entanglement of the causality of its elements (Proposition 6).

We only consider the following case:

∀P1, P2, [[P1]] ∼ [[P2]] =⇒ ∀Q, [[P1|Q]] ∼ [[P2|Q]]
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As [[P1]] ∼ [[P2]], there exists S a hereditary history preserving bisimulation (HHPB) between [[P1]]
and [[P2]]. Figure 3.4 introduces the variables names and types.

DefineRc ⊆ C ′1 × C ′2 × P (E′1 × E′2) as follows:

(y1, y2, fc) ∈ Rc ⇐⇒
{

(π1(y1), π2(y2), π1 ◦ f ) ∈ R
fc(e) = (π1 ◦ f (e)), π2(e)) ∈ y2 for all e ∈ y1

Informally (y1, y2, fc) is in the relation Rc if there is (x1, x2, f ) in R such that xi is the first
projection of yi and such that fc satisfies the property: for (e1, eq) ∈ E′1, fc(e1, eq) = (f (e1), eq) and
(f (e1), eq) ∈ E′2.

Let us show thatRc is a HHPB between 〈E′1, C ′1, `′1〉 and 〈E′2, C ′2, `′2〉.

• (∅, ∅, ∅) ∈ Rc;

• For (y1, y2, fc) ∈ R we show that fc is label and order preserving bijection. We have that fc is
defined as fc(e) = (π1 ◦ f (e)), π2(e)), for some f label and order preserving bijection such that
(π1(y1), π2(y2), π1 ◦ f ) ∈ R.
That fc is a bijection follows from f being a bijection.
Let e ∈ y1 withπ1(e) = e1,π2(e) = eq, then fc(e) = (f (e1), eq) for some fc s.t. (π(y1), π2(y2), f ) ∈
R. We have that `′1(e) = (`1(e1), `Q(eq)) and

`′2(fc(e)) = `′2(f (e1), eq) =
(
`2(f (e1)), `Q(eq)

)
As f is label preserving we get `′2(fc(e)) = (`1(e1), `Q(eq)), hence `′1(e) = `′2(fc(e)).
Let us now show that for e, e′ ∈ y1, if e →y1 e

′ then fc(e) ≤y2 fc(e
′). We denote π1(e) = e1,

π2(e) = eq and π1(e′) = e′1, π2(e′) = e′q. Then from Proposition 6

e→y1 e
′ =⇒ e1 ≤π1 (y1) e

′
1 or eq ≤π2 (y1) e

′
q

We consider the case where e1 ≤π1 (y1) e
′
1. As f is order preserving we have that f (e1) ≤π1 (y2)

f (e′1). Then (f (e1), eq) ≤x2 (f (e′1), e′q), as the projections are order reflecting.

• Let (y1, y2, fc) ∈ Rc and y1
e′′
−→ y′1, y′1 = y1 ∪ {e′′}. We consider only the case when π1(e′′) =

e′′1 , ?, π2(e′′) = e′′q , ? as the rest is similar. From the definition of the projections π1(y1),
π1(y′1) ∈ C ′1 and as π1(e′′) = e′′1 , ?, we have that π1(y′1) = π1(y1) ∪ {e′′1}. We reason similarly
on π2(y1) and get

π1(y1)
e′′

1−→ π1(y′1) and π2(y1)
e′′

q−→ π2(y′1). (3.3)

From Equation 3.3 and as (π1(y1), π2(y2), f ) ∈ R, by definition ofRc, we have that

∃x′2 s.t. π1(y2)
e′′

2−→ x′2 = x2 ∪ {e′′2} (3.4)

and
f ′ = f ∪ {e′′1 ↔ e′′2} (3.5)

such that (x′1, x
′
2, f
′) ∈ R.

Let us show that ∃y′2 ∈ ([[P2]] × [[PQ]]) with y′2 = y2 ∪ {e′2} and π1(e′2) = e′′2 , π2(e′2) = e′′q .
From Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4 we have that the projections are defines with π1(y′2) = x′2,
π2(y′2) = π2(y′1). The axioms of finiteness and coincidence freeness on y′2 follows from y2 being
a configuration in ([[P2]]× [[PQ]]).
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For i ∈ {1, 2}, we have:

[[Pi]]

xi
•

x′i•

[[C[Pi]]]

yi
•

y′i•

[[C ′[Pi]]]

z′i•

πC,Pi

πC′,C[Pi]πC,Pi

We start with y1 ∼τ y2, then prove that z′1 ∼τ z′2, to end up with (x′1, x
′
2, f ) ∈ Fn ∩Bn.

Figure 3.5: Configurations Structures by the end of the proof of Theorem 9

Let us show that y′2 < X2. We have that y′1 < X1. As `(e′′1) and `(e′′q ) are compatible, then so are
`(e′′2) and `(e′′q ), hence y2 ∪ {(e′′2, e′′q )} < X2.
Remains to show (y′1, y

′
2, f
′
c) ∈ R, where f ′c = fc∪{e′′1 ↔ e′′2}. Wehave that (π1(y′1), π1(y′2), f ′) ∈

Rc and from Equation 3.5 that π1 ◦ f ′c = f ′. �

Theorem 9. [[P1]] ∼ [[P2]] ⇐⇒ [[P1]] ∼τ [[P2]]

Proof. The left-to-right direction follows from the definition of ∼ (Definition 20) and from Proposi-
tion 10.

We prove the other direction by contraposition: let us suppose that [[P1]] ∼τ [[P2]] and [[P1]] 6∼ [[P2]],
we will find a contradiction. Figure 3.5 presents the general shape of the configurations at the end of the
proof.

As [[P1]] 6∼ [[P2]], by Lemma 11, there exists x1 ∈ [[P1]] such that ∀x2 ∈ [[P2]], (x1, x2, f ) < Fn ∩Bn
holds. Let us consider the largest such x1. Note that we can only consider x2 such that Card(x1) =
Card(x2) = n, and that we use the projections πC,P (Definition 45) to separate the events of the process
P from the events of the context C.

Let us show that for any x1 we can define C[·] :=
∏
ei∈xi

(`(ei) + cei )|[·] where cei < Names(P1) ∪
Names(P2), such that the following holds

• ∃y1 ∈ [[C[P1]]] such that y1 is closed, πC,P1 (y1) = x1 and y1 8 cei
for all ei ∈ x1;

• We supposed that [[P1]] ∼τ [[P2]], so [[C[P1]]] ·∼τ [[C[P2]]]. Hence ∃R a back-and-forth barbed
bisimulation and ∃y2 ∈ [[C[P2]]] such that (y1, y2) ∈ R and y2 8 cei

for all ei ∈ x1.

We proceed as follows:

• we show that there exists f a label and order preserving bijection between x1 and πC,P1 (y2);

• then we show that (x1, πC,P1 (y2), f ) ∈ Fn for f defined above;

• similarly we can show that (x1, πC,P1 (y2), f ) ∈ Bn.

We denote πC,P1 (y2) with x2. We have by induction on the trace ∅ −→? y1 that if y1 is closed then
y2 is closed as well. Moreover we can define a bijection g : y1 → y2 that is order and label preserving.
It follows again from an induction on the trace ∅ −→? y1 and from y2 8 cei

for all ei ∈ x1.
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We have that ∀e1, e
′
1 ∈ x1, and e2 ∈ x2,

e2 ∈ x2 ⇐⇒ e1 ∈ x2 and `(e1) = `(e2) (3.6)

e1 <x1 e
′
1 =⇒ π−1

C,P1
(e1) <y1 π

−1
C,P1

(e′1) (3.7)

=⇒ g(π−1
C,P1

(e1)) <y2 g(π−1
C,P1

(e′1)) (3.8)

Remark that (3.6) follows from y2 8 cei
and from the fact that if y1 is closed we can show by

contradiction that y2 is closed as well. Secondly, (3.7) follows from the morphisms reflecting causality.
Lastly, (3.8) follows from g being an order preserving bijection between y1 and y2.

For every events in e′′1, e′′2 ∈ y2 such that e′′1 →y2 e
′′
2 from Proposition 6, either πC,P2 (e′′1) ≤πC,P2 (y2)

πC,P2 (e′′2) or the projection of the two events are causal dependent in the context. However, the context
does not induce any causality between the events. As πC,P2 (e′′1) ≤πC,P2 (y2) πC,P2 (e′′2), we have that there
exists f a label and order preserving bijection between x1 and πC,P1 (y2).

Let us now prove that (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Fn+1. There are two cases:

@x′1, x1
e1−→ x′1, ∃x′2, x2

e2−→ x′2 (3.9)

∃x′1, x1
e1−→ x′1,∀x′2, x2

e2−→ x′2 and (x′1, x
′
2, f
′) < Fk (3.10)

The implication (3.9) is easier: if ∃x′2, x2
e2−→ x′2, then, as a context cannot remove transitions

from the original process, ∃y′2, y2
(e2,?)−−−→ y′2. As [[C[P2]]] ·∼τ [[C[P1]]], ∃y′1, y1

(e1,?)−−−→ y′1, and a similar
argument on the context shows that ∃x′1, x1

e1−→ x′1. Hence a contradiction.
To prove (3.10) requires more work. First, let C ′[·] := C[·]|(`(e1) + ce1 ). By induction hypothesis,

there exists z′1 ∈ [[C ′[P1]]] such that z′1 is closed, πC′,C[P1](z′1) = y′1 and z′1 8 cei
and z′1 8 ce1

for all
ei ∈ x1.

By hypothesis, [[P1]] ∼τ [[P2]], hence there exists R′ a back-and-forth barbed bisimulation between
[[C ′[P1]]] and [[C ′[P2]]]. It implies that ∃z′2 such that z2 ∈ [[C ′[P2]]] and z′2 8 cei

and z′2 8 ce1
for all ei ∈ x1.

Using a similar argument to above we have that z′2 is closed and that there exists a bijection h between
z′1 and z′2.

Let us denote the projection πC′,P2 (z′2) as x′2. We can infer using the fact that z′2 is closed and that
z′2 8 ce1

that ∃e′2 ∈ x′2 such that `(e′2) = `(e1).
As there exists a label and order preserving bijection h′ between z′1 and z′2, and as we forbid auto

concurrency and ambiguous nondeterministic sum (Remark 5), we conclude that x′2 \ {e′2} = x2, for
πC′,P2 (z′2) = x′2.

Then we have πC′,P1 (z′1) = x′1, πC′,P2 (z′2) = x′2 and f ∪ {e′1 ↔ e′2} a bijection between the
two. As we supposed that x1 is the largest configuration for which the HHPB breaks we get that ∃x′′2
such that (x′1, x

′′
2, f
′′) ∈ Fn+1. But such an x′′2 is unique using our constraints on auto-conflict and

auto-concurrence (Remark 5). Thus we conclude that (x′1, x
′
2, f ∪ {e′1 ↔ e′2}) ∈ Fn+1.

The proof of (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Bn goes along the line of (and uses) the proof that (x1, x2, f ) ∈ Fn. �

Remark 8 (On Theorem 9). Note that Theorem 9 is a result on RCCS processes that have an empty
memory. It is a consequence of HHPB and the relation in Definition 47 being defined on stable families,
and not on the tuples of stable families and configurations. However, we need the reversible setting to
simulate the back-and-forth behaviour that we acquire when moving to stable families. The result above
then should be read as: reversible process with an empty memory are barbed congurent if and only if
their encodings in stable families are in a HHPB relation.

To make the result more general and include any reversible process we need to reformulate it as
follows: if R ∼τ S such that [[R]] = (CR, xR) and [[S]] = (CS , xS ) then there exists R a HHPB between
CR and CS with (xR, xS , f ) ∈ R, for some f . We leave this as future work.
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3.4 Conclusions and future work

We showed that, for a restricted class of RCCS processes (without recursion, auto-concurrency or auto-
conflict) hereditary history preserving bisimilation has a contextual characterisation in CCS. We used
the barbed congruence defined on RCCS as the congruence of reference, adapted it to stable families
and then showed a correspondence with HHPB. As a proof tool, we defined two inductive relations that
approximate HHPB. Consequently we have that adding reversibility into the syntax helps in retrieving
some of the discriminating power of stable families.

Note that one can then prove the main result of the chapter by showing that the bisimulation defined
on the LTS of RCCS and the barbed congruence (Definition 42) equate the same terms. We chose to
use stable families instead, as we plan to investigate other equivalences on reversible process algebra and
their interpretations in stable families can give interesting insights.

Weak equivalences This work follows notable efforts [54, 41] to understand equivalences for reversible
processes. There are many interesting continuations. A first one is to move to weak equivalences, which
ignores silent moves τ and focus on the observable part of a process. This is arguably a more interesting
relation than the strong one, in which processes have to mimick exactly each other’s silent moves. Even
if such a relation on stable families exists [67] one still has to show that this is indeed the relation we
expect.

In configuration structures1, the adjective weak has sometimes [55, 63] a different meaning: it stands
for the ability to change the label and order preserving bijection as the relation grows, to modify choices
that were made before this step. It would be interesting to understand what "weak" relations in this sense
represent.

Insensitiveness to the direction of the transitions and irreversibility The relations defined so far
simulate forward (resp. backward) transitions only with forward (resp. backward) transitions, and only
consider forward barb. Ignoring the direction of the transitions could introduce some fruitful liberality
in the way processes can simulate each other. Depending on the answer, a + τ.b and a + b would be
weakly bisimilar or not. A weak bisimulation that ignores the direction of transitions was first proposed
in Ref. [41]. However it is a relation that equates a reversible process to all its derivatives. Irreversible
moves could play an important role in such equivalences and would help to understand what are the
meaningful equivalences in the setting of transactions [21].

Removing the limitations Context—which plays a key role in these equivalences—raise questions on
the memory handling of RCCS: what about a context that could fix the memory of an incoherent process?

Maybe of less interest but important for the generality of these results, one should include infinite
processes as well. This needs a rework of the relations in ?? used to approximate the HHPB. In stable
families however one usually handles the recursive case by unfolding the process up to a finite level
(see section 5.5). If we want to retrieve the class of processes with auto-conflict and auto-concurrence
we need to define bisimulations that tags take into account. Are such relations more discriminating than
the traditional bisimulations?

Lastly, we conjecture that HHPB is equivalent to a congruence relation (Definition 5) on terms that
do not exhibit auto-conflict.

1We say configuration structures and not stable families to highlight the generality of the HHPB relation.
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Chapter 4

The reversible π-calculus (Rπ)

We adapt the labelled transition system of the π-calculus, a calculus with name mobility that we
introduced in subsection 2.1.3, to a reversible setting. In the purely forward direction, our semantics
is just a decoration over the classical π-calculus: by forgetting additional annotations, we retrieve the
LTS of the standard π-calculus. Our semantics is not only compositional but also structural. That is,
the semantics of a process is obtained by structural rules from the semantics of its direct subprocesses.
Compositionality requires in particular rules for the scope extrusion. Making these rules reversible is
one of the main technical challenges of the present work.

We use the same mechanism as in RCCS to record the information we need in order to backtrack.
Rπ satisfies the correctness criteria in subsection 2.3.1 for a reversible LTS: backtracking is causal
consistent and it is the most "liberal" w.r.t. the notion of causal equivalence on traces that we propose.

The difficulties that we encounter when trying to adapt concepts for CCS to the π-calculus are due to
name substitution and to scope extrusion, two mechanisms specific to the π-calculus. In the following
transition

b〈a〉 | b(c).(c | a) τ−→ (a | a)

the synchronisation on channel b leads to the substitution {a/c} in the continuation process. If we want
to backtrack the transition we have to remember that the substitution was not applied on all labels. We
use a form of explicit substitutions inspired by λ-calculus, which consists in recording the substitution
instead of applying it on the term. The substitution is applied but only when needed and only on the
label we need.

The treatment of private names in the LTS of the π-calculus (Figure 2.3) is subtle. In the following
derivation

νa(b〈a〉 | P )
b〈νa〉−−−→ P b(c).Q b(c)−−→ Q

νa(b〈a〉 | P ) | b(c).Q τ−→ νa(P | Q[a/c])
the private name a is sent out to the environment and consequently, it is a free name in the continuation
process. However, a is still private to a subpart of the system. Concretely, it is a private name shared
between the sender and the receiver process. This dual nature of names (free in a subpart, but private to
the whole system) is captured by the rules Open and Close in the LTS of the π-calculus. The extruder
of the private name but also the instantiator of a name become central concepts in our formalism. We
invite the reader to refer to subsection 2.1.3 for the definition of these notions in the π-calculus. Their
intuitive meaning remains unchanged in Rπ, tough syntactic changes are necessary in their definitions.

The notion of causality that is induced by our semantics is stable: every event carries with itself its
unambiguous causal history. This is in contrast with the causal semantics of the π-calculus proposed
in Refs. [17, 25]. We will see in section 4.3 and in the following chapters, that though it is a technical
condition, stability impacts the correctness of a reversible model.
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As in previous causal models for the π-calculus, we define two types of causality. The structural
causality arises from the nesting of prefixes and is propagated by synchronisations. A second type
of causality is due to the restriction operator and we call it contextual. Intuitively, it is a structural
precedence observed not in the (open) process but in the context. The restriction on the private name
guarantees that a structural causality is induced by a reduction context. For instance, in the trace below

νa(b〈a〉 | a)
b〈a〉−−→ a−→ 0

the transition on b〈a〉 is a contextual cause for the transition on a. A possible reduction context is
C[·] = b(c).cwhere the prefix induces a structural causality on the transitions on b(c) and c. Consequently,
the reductions in the trace

νa(b〈a〉 | a) | b(c).c τ−→ τ−→ νa(0)

are structurally causal. Notably, the synchronisation on channel b leads to a substitution that enables the
second synchronisation. Thus the restriction on a induces an information flow from the extruder of a to
the synchronisation that uses a as a communication channel.

Outline. This chapter is organized as follows: in section 4.1 we introduce the syntax and the semantics
for the reversible π-calculus and we show its main properties in section 4.2. In subsection 4.2.4, we then
define the notion of equivalence up-to permutation that is induced by the semantics of our calculus. We
then show that backtracking is done according to any path that is equivalent to the forward computation.
In section 4.3 we discuss the notion of causality induced by our semantics and show that it is maximally
liberal with respect to the structural causality of the reduction semantics. For the present work we only
consider the reachable terms, i.e. the set of terms that contains the obviously sound process ∅ B P
and that is closed under the operational semantics of Rπ. The graphical representation of Rπ terms
in section 4.4 can potentially lead to a syntactic characterisation of the reachable terms. In section 4.5
we conclude with some perspectives that our work suggests.

4.1 The labelled transition system of Rπ

In this sectionwe present the compositional semantics of the reversibleπ-calculus (Rπ). In order to define
the reversible operational semantics (subsection 4.1.4), we need first to introduce our meta variables and
go through a few definitions. We introduce the syntax of terms (subsection 4.1.1), the mechanism for
name substitution (subsection 4.1.2) and the syntax of the memories (subsection 4.1.3).

4.1.1 Terms

We restrict the grammar of processes (from subsection 2.1.3) to the following:

P,Q ::= 0 | π.P | (P | Q) | νa(P )

where π ::= b(c) | b〈a〉 | τ denotes traditional π prefixes. We introduce neither choice nor replication.
This restriction of expressivity is only in order to simplify the presentation as their treatment in RCCS [20]
adapts to Rπ in a straightforward manner. As in RCCS, Rπ processes are built upon simple π processes
to which we add a memory that will keep track of past actions. Every entry in a memory, called a
(memory) event, can be used to trigger backward moves. In this chapter the term process will refer to
Rπ processes.

We use the conventions introduced in Notations 4. Denote I the set of event identifiers, with a
distinguished symbol ∗ ∈ I for partial synchronisation. Let i, j, k range over elements of I and ∆, Γ range
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over subsets of I. Terms are built according to the following grammar:

α ::= b〈a〉 ‖ b[?/c] ‖ b[a/c] (event labels)
e ::= 〈i, k, α〉 (memory events)
m ::= ∅ ‖ g .m ‖ e.m (memory stacks)

R,S ::= 0 ‖m B P ‖ (R | S) ‖ νaΓ (R) (Rπ processes)

In the style of RCCS, Rπ memories are structured as stacks, the top element being on the left and the
empty stack being denoted by ∅. There are two types of information that can be pushed on a memory:
either a fork symbol g, which distributes memory stacks whenever processes are forking, or events which
are triplets of the form 〈i, k, α〉. For any event e = 〈i, k, α〉, we say that i is the identifier of e, k is the
identifier of its contextual cause and α its label. The label of an event is used to record the prefix that
was consumed during a transition, but also acts as an explicit substitution that allows one not to lose
information about variable scope. We will come back to this important point in subsection 4.1.4.

Notice that Rπ events have a different form than the RCCS ones (subsection 2.3.2). In Rπ, we do
not use the nondeterministic sum, hence there is no need to allocate space in the memory for it. On the
other hand, we add the contextual cause, specific to Rπ.

Notations 5. The notations id(e), c(e) and `(e) give access to the identifier, the contextual cause and
the label of e respectively.

Definition 52 (Structural congruence). Define structural congruence on Rπ processes as in Definition 33
with the updated rule for restriction:

P ≡ Q
m B P ≡ m BQ

(π congruence)

m B (P |Q) ≡ (g.m B P | g .m B Q) (distribution memory)
m B νa(P ) ≡m νa∅(m B P ) with a < m (scope of restriction)

The rule above pushes classical π calculus restrictions at the level of processes. Note that an
Rπ restriction is indexed by a set Γ ⊂ I (initially empty) and behaves as a classical restriction only when
Γ = ∅. It will be used to keep track of past variable scope whenever Γ , ∅.

Definition 53 (Rπ context). A context is an Rπ process defined by the grammar:

C[·] ::= [·] ‖ νaΓC[·] ‖ R|C[·]

Coherent or reachable processes As noted in Definition 34, not all syntactically correct processes are
semantically meaningful. Indeed processes contain a computation history composed of past interactions,
stored in the memories, and past variable scope, recorded by the νaΓ constructs. It is possible to
characterize well-formedness as a set of properties that insures that processes (i) have at most one
synchronisation partner in their past and (ii) that Γ-restrictions are consistent with a possible past scope.
The former would be similar to the coherence on memories for RCCS [20]. The later can be expressed
as a graphical representations in section 4.4. In both cases, history consistency cannot be easily enforced
statically. Hence we only consider the coherent or reachable terms, that is terms that are reachable from
a process with an empty memory.
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4.1.2 Names, scope and substitutions

In a process R, a channel a can be bound (a ∈ bn(R)), free (a ∈ fn(R)) or liberated (a ∈ lib(R)).
While free and bound names are as usual, one may think of liberated names as channels that used to be
under the scope of a restriction that is no longer there because of an extrusion. They are the names that
fall under the scope of the construct νaΓ,∅(R), which then behaves as the "ghost" of a restriction in R
with the set Γ containing the identifiers of all the events that have extruded the name a out of R.

Free and liberated names are defined inductively on the structure of processes (∪ and − denote
classical operations on sets, f (a) denotes either fn(a) or lib(a) whenever the distinction is irrelevant):

f (νa∅R) = f (R) − {a}
(Γ , ∅) f (νaΓR) = f (R) ∪ {a}

f (R | S) = f (R) ∪ f (S)
fn(b〈a〉.P ) = fn(P ) ∪ {a, b}
fn(m B P ) = nm(m) ∪ fn(P )
lib(m B P ) = ∅
fn(b(a).P ) = {b} ∪ (fn(P ) − {a})

with nm(m) being all the names occurring in the memory m. It is obvious from the above definition
that all liberated names are free. As usual, names which are not free in R are called bound.

The operational semantics of Rπ is built on top of the so called "late" semantics of the π-calculus
(Figure 2.3), where substitutions on variables occur upon synchronisation. Since substitutions are
forgetful operations that cannot always be reversed correctly, we replace them with explicit substitutions
that are logged in the event labels. We will also see that a process communicating on a liberated channel,
has to make an assumption on the identity of the event that made the channel public (via an extrusion),
called its contextual cause. Since the initial assumption can be made more precise while more structure
of the process is revealed by the LTS, the contextual cause may also be updated in a "late" fashion. We
thus need to define the following special substitutions on processes:

Definition 54. The synchronisation update, denoted by R[a/c]@i, replaces the partial substitution [?/c]
with the complete substitution [a/c] at the event identified by i ∈ I − {∗}, it is defined as:

(R | S)[a/c]@i = R[a/c]@i | S[a/c]@i
(νa′ΓR)[a/c]@i = νa′Γ (R[a/c]@i)
(〈i, _, b[?/c]〉.m B P )[a/c]@i = 〈i, _, b[a/c]〉.m B P
(m B P )[a/c]@i = m B P otherwise

The contextual cause update, denoted by R[k/k′]@i proceeds similarly but substitutes the old cause k′ for
a new one:

(R | S)[k/k′]@i = R[k/k′]@i | S[k/k′]@i
(νaΓR)[k/k′]@i = νaΓ (R[k/k′]@i)
(〈i, k′, _〉.m B P )[k/k′]@i = 〈i, k, _〉.m B P
(m B P )[k/k′]@i = m B P otherwise

Note that the definitions above would apply to all events occurring inR and identified by i. However
such operation will apply on exactly one event in R as an invariant of the operational semantics defined
in subsection 4.1.4.

4.1.3 Memories and events

Notations 6. We will use the following intuitive notations: we write m ∈ R if there exists a context
C[•] such that R = C[m B P ]. Similarly we write e ∈ R when there ism ∈ R such thatm = m1.e.m0
for some (possibly empty)m1 andm0. Finally for all i ∈ I we write i ∈ R if there exists e ∈ R such that
id(e) = i or c(e) = i.
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There are three relations between events that we need to consider.

Definition 55 (Relations on events). Let R be a process, we define the following relations on events of
R.

• Structural causal relation: e′ @R e if there existsm ∈ R such thatm = m2.e.m1.e
′.m0 for some

(possibly empty)m2,m1,m0. Structural causality is propagated by synchronisations, thus we use
@?R to denote the transitive closure of @R.

• Contextual causal relation: e′ �R e if c(e) = id(e′).

• Instantiation relation: e′ {R e if e′ @R e and `(e′) = b[a/c], for some name a, b, c and c is in
subject position in `(e). Furthermore for all memories m, we write instm(c) = i if there is an
event of the form 〈i, k, b[a/c]〉 inm that instantiates c. Note that there is at most one such event in
m. If no such event exists inm we write instm(c) = ∗.

For any events e ∈ R and e′ ∈ R such that id(e) = i and id(e′) = j, we use the overloaded notations
i @R j or i �R j, if e and e′ are in the corresponding relation. Define in a similar manner i {R j iff
e {R e

′ for id(e) = i, id(e′) = j and ? {R j, for any j ∈ I.
Example 4.1.1. In the process
νa{i2}(νa{i1}(〈i1, ∗, b〈a〉〉.m1 B P1 | 〈i3, i1, a〉.m2 B P2) |〈i3, ∗, c〉.〈i2, ∗, d〈c〉〉.〈i1, ∗, b[a/c]〉.m3 B P3)

we have:

〈i1, ∗, b[a/c]〉 @ 〈i2, ∗, c〉 〈i1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 � 〈i2, i1, a〉
〈i1, ∗, b[a/c]〉 { 〈i2, ∗, d〈c〉〉 inst〈i2,∗,c〉.〈i1,∗,b[a/c]〉.m3 (c) = i1

Although event identifiersmay have several occurrences in a term (two occurrences are created during
synchronisations and identifiers can be duplicated by the application of structural rules on memories), we
will see that for any consistent termR, the transitive closure of @R ∪ �R defines a strict partial order on
identifiers. Intuitively, the collection of events in the memories of a term corresponds to a configuration
in an event structure equipped with various forms of causal relations.

4.1.4 The LTS

The label ζ of a transition t : R ζ−→ S is a quadruple of the form (i, j, k) : α where i ∈ I − {∗} is the
identifier of t, j ∈ I is the instantiator of i and k ∈ I is the contextual cause of i.

The labels α are built on the following grammar:

α ::= b(c) | b〈a〉 | b(νaΓ)

where b(νaΓ) corresponds to the bound output of the π-calculus, whenever Γ = ∅, and otherwise
corresponds to a free output, decorated with a set of event identifiers. Note that using α in the labels is
an abuse of notation, as α is also used in the grammar of a memory event in subsection 4.1.1.

We extend the subj and obj functions from subsection 2.1.3 to include labels b(νaΓ):

subj(b(νaΓ)) = {b} subj(b〈a〉) = {b} subj(b(c)) = {b}
obj(b(νaΓ)) = {a} obj(b〈a〉) = {a} obj(b(c)) = {c}

We also define the set of bound names on labels with bn(α) = {a} whenever α = b〈νa∅〉 for some b and
bn(α) = ∅, otherwise.

As we already hinted at, Rπ substitutions are not executed directly but simply logged in event labels.
As a consequence, processes need to search in their memories for the public name of a channel in order
to check that a synchronisation is possible. Such operation is performed only on demand, when a process
is trying to reduce its prefix (see In+ and Out+ axioms in Figure 4.1).
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Definition 56 (Public label). For all process of the form m B π.P let m[π] be the public label of π. It
is defined by lexicographical induction on the pair (π,m):

∅[a] = a
m[b(c)] = m[b](c)
m[b〈a〉] = m[b]〈m[a]〉

(〈i, k, b[c/a]〉.m)[a] = c
(〈i, k, b[?/a]〉.m)[a] = a

(g.m)[a] = m[a]
(e.m)[a] = m[a] otherwise

The labelled transition system of Rπ can be divided into positive (forward) and negative (backward)
rules. The negative ones are derived from the positive ones by inversion (in Definition 57). The positive
rules are presented in Figure 4.1, where for i, j ∈ I , i =∗ j means ∗ ∈ {i, j} or i = j.

In+
i < m j = instm(b)

m B b(c).P
(i,j,∗):m[b(c)]−−−−−−−−−→ 〈i, ∗, b[?/c]〉.m B P

Out+
i < m j = instm(b)

m B b〈a〉.P (i,j,∗):m[b〈a〉]−−−−−−−−−→ 〈i, ∗, b〈a〉〉.m B P

Open+
R

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R′ α = b〈a〉 ∨ α = b〈νaΓ′〉

νaΓR
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+iR′

New+
R

ζ−→ R′

νaΓR
ζ−→ νaΓR′

a < ζ

Cause ref+
R

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R′ a ∈ subj(α)

νaΓR
(i,j,k′):α−−−−−−→ νaΓR′[k′/k]@i

eitherk = k′
or∃k′ ∈ Γ, k {R k′

Com+
R

(i,j,k):b〈a〉−−−−−−−→ R′ S
(i,j′,k′):b(c)−−−−−−−−→ S′

R | S (i,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′ | S′[a/c]@i

k =∗ j
′

k′ =∗ j

Close+
R

(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ R′ S
(i,j′,k′):b(c)−−−−−−−−→ S′

R | S (i,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ νaΓ (R′ | S′[a/c]@i)

k =∗ j
′

k′ =∗ j
with a < fn(S) whenever Γ = ∅

Par+
R

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R′

R | S (i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R′ | S
bn(α) ∩ fn(S) = ∅, i < S Mem+

R ≡m S
ζ−→ S′ ≡m R′

R
ζ−→ R′

Figure 4.1: The positive rules of the LTS

Note that the complete positive LTS contains also the symmetrical rules for the Com+, Close+ and
Par+ rules with respect to the | operator.

The backward rules are derived according to the following definition.

Definition 57 (Inverting operation). Let opp be the operation defined in a functorial manner on labelled
transition systems:

opp(R
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S) = S

(i,j,k):α
R opp(R

(i,j,k):α
S) = S

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R
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and on derivation rules:

opp

 R
ζ−→ S

R′
ζ′
−→ S′

 = opp(R
ζ−→ S)

opp(R′
ζ′
−→ S′)

opp

R1
ζ1−→ S1 R2

ζ2−→ S2

T
ζ′
−→ T ′

 = opp(R1
ζ1−→ S1) opp(R2

ζ2−→ S2)

opp(T
ζ′
−→ T ′)

Side conditions are invariant. For all processes R, let L+(R) = (R,→) be the positive LTS of R and
L−(R) = (R, opp(→)) its negative version. The reversible operational semantics of R is defined as
L(R) = L+(R) ∪ L−(R).

Axioms In+ and Out+ add an event e into the memory and apply the necessary substitutions on the
transition label. The event identifier is locally fresh, as ensured by the side condition i < m.

Name extrusion In Rπ, the role of the Γ-restriction νaΓ (R) is to act as a boundary that delimitates
the past and present scope of a in R. Intuitively any partial synchronisation (either input or output) on
channel a emanating from R needs to pick inside Γ an event identifier which will act as a proof that
some process in the context knows a. As a consequence, if Γ = ∅ no partial synchronisation on a may
cross this boundary and νa∅ behaves as a classical π-calculus restriction. The role of the Open+ rule is
to update Γ each time a process in R is sending a to the context. Conversely, Open- will decrease the
number of identifiers in Γ in order to take into account the fact that there is one less extruder for a (see
also Example 4.1.2).

Importantly, because of possible successive extrusions, Γ-restrictionsmay be nested inside each others
(see Proposition 12). Each time a partial synchronisation on a liberated name crosses such boundary, the
LTS updates the contextual cause (i.e. the proof that a complete synchronisation may eventually occur)
that was chosen so far. The role of the Cause ref+ rule is to make sure a partial synchronisation on
a chooses a correct contextual cause. Critically for the unicity of derivations (see Proposition 14), the
way a cause is updated is not arbitrary, as indicated by the side condition of the Cause ref+ rule (see
also Example 4.1.3). In a nutshell, when passing a Γ-restriction, a contextual cause k may either be
preserved if k ∈ Γ or replaced by any k′ ∈ Γ such that k {R k′. We will see that there always exists
at least a k′ ∈ Γ such that k {R k′ (see Proposition 11 and Proposition 13) so the Cause ref+ rule is
never blocking if Γ , ∅.

Synchronisations Two partial synchronisations may compose only if they agree on the public channel
name in subject position (in the rule com+ and close+ rules this is channel b). Such public name is
deduced in the LTS at the level of the axiom applications. The side conditions of both synchronisation
rules proceed with the following intuition: if the left premise of transition i learned the name b thanks
to an earlier communication j, then j , ∗ in the transition label. There are then two cases for the right
premise of transition i: either k′ = ∗, in which case no assumption was made on the contextual cause of
this transition and the synchronisation may occur (since j =∗ ∗), or k′ , ∗. In the latter case, the leftmost
sub-derivation had to cross a Γ-restriction and one must make sure that the chosen contextual cause k′
coincides with the instantiator of the left derivation, i.e. k′ = j. The argument is symmetric if one starts
with the instantiator of the leftmost derivation.

Example 4.1.2. Consider the process (empty memory stacks and empty π-processes are omitted):

R = νa∅
(

(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉) | a
)
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The following trace is derivable (we use integers for identifiers and (i, j, k) : α is written i : α whenever
j = k = ∗):

R
1:b〈νa∅〉−−−−−→ νa1

(
(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | c〈a〉) | a

)
2:c〈νa1〉−−−−−→ νa{1,2}

(
(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | 〈2, ∗, c〈a〉〉) | a

)
= R′

There are now two possibilities to reduce the rightmost prefix a ofR′: the first one assuming that event 1
is the reason why a is "known" in the context, and the other one making the complementary assumption,
namely that event 2 is the culprit. This yields the following two derivable transitions from R′:

R′
(3,∗,1):a−−−−−→ νa{1,2}

(
(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | 〈2, ∗, c〈a〉〉) | 〈3, 1, a〉

)
= T1

R′
(3,∗,2):a−−−−−→ νa{1,2}

(
(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | 〈2, ∗, c〈a〉〉) | 〈3, 2, a〉

)
= T2

Notice here that T1 (resp. T2) may rollback event 2 (resp. event 1) while event 1 (resp. event 2)

is backward blocked: indeed it is impossible to derive T1
1:b〈a〉

since the Par- rule would require
1 < 〈2, ∗, c〈a〉〉) | 〈3, 1, a〉. In fact, we will see in section 4.2 that backtracking respects both contextual
and structural causes.

In order to illustrate how synchronisation is compositionally defined, let us consider the above
derivations in a context where R is in parallel with S = b(d).d. From S one may derive the following
transition, that complements event 1:

S
1:b(d)−−−→ 〈1, ∗, b[?/d]〉 B d

Using the Close+ rule, one may now compose both transitions identified by 1 (since ∗ =∗ ∗) and one
gets:

(R | S) 1:τ−−→ νa∅
(
νa1

(
〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | c〈a〉 | a

)
| 〈1, ∗, b[a/d]〉 B d

)
2:c〈νa1〉−−−−−→
νa2

(
νa{1,2}

(
〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | 〈2, ∗, c〈a〉〉 | a

)
| 〈1, ∗, b[a/d]〉 B d

)
using the Par+ rule for the second transition. Now recall that there are two possible derivations from
S in order to reduce the a prefix at the center of the above term. However only the first one can be
composed with a transition on the d prefix on the right, since d is instantiated to a at event 1. Thus
the only possibility1 is to use the first derivation (with target T1) in the com+ rule composed with the
derivation:

〈1, ∗, b[a/d]〉 B d (3,1,∗):a−−−−−→ 〈3, ∗, d〉.〈1, ∗, b[a/d]〉

the side condition of the Com+ rule being satisfied. Notice as well, that due to the substitution [a/d], the
label of the transition (3,1,∗):a−−−−−→ is updated to its public name.

Example 4.1.3. Consider the process

R = νa∅(b〈a〉 | a) | b(c).d〈c〉

and the following transitions

R
1:τ−−→ νa∅

(
νa1(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | a) | 〈1, ∗, b[a/c]〉 B d〈c〉

)
2:d〈νa∅〉−−−−−→ νa2

(
νa1(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | a) | 〈2, ∗, d〈c〉〉.〈1, ∗, b[a/c]〉

)
= R′.

1The second derivation from R′ is still applicable but can only be used for a synchronisation occurring later in the context
of the process.
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We show how rule Cause ref+ works by deriving the transition on a in R′. First we decompose R′ in
its subterms. Let

R1 = νa1(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | a) R2 = 〈2, ∗, d〈c〉〉.〈1, ∗, b[a/c]〉

such that R′ = νa2
(
R1 | R2

)
.

We apply rule Cause ref+ on R1 with k = ∗ and k′ = 1. For the second application of the rule, in
R2 we have k = 1, k′ = 2 and k {R2 k

′ is verified.

Other rules The rule Par+ ensures freshness for the bound names and for the identifier i. In the Par-
rule, the side condition i < S prevents a part of a synchronisation to backtrack by itself. Rule Mem+-
rewrites the process in a form in which it can trigger a transition. Importantly only theMem- rule allows
one to pop the g symbol out of a memory. This ensures that a child process cannot backtrack below its
spawning point, without reuniting first with its sibling. Lastly, in rule New+ if Γ = ∅ the process cannot
do a transition that has the bound name a in its subject. If Γ , ∅ then the side conditions forces the usage
of rules open+-, cause ref+-.

Not all side conditions are necessary for the backward transitions, as most of them are in fact invariant
of the history consistency of processes. For simplifying the presentation however we keep them in both
directions.

4.2 Correctness criteria for a reversible LTS

We present some interesting properties of the LTS in subsection 4.2.1, that may shed light on some subtle
points of its behaviour. We then move on to show that the correctness criteria proposed for a reversible
semantics in subsection 2.3.2 hold in Rπ. Criterion 6 on the symmetry of the forward and backward LTS
trivially holds for Rπ, as we show in Lemma 12. We show that Criterion 5 is satisfied as well, by proving
in subsection 4.2.2 that the forward interpretation of an Rπ process is strongly bisimilar to its projection
in the π-calculus. The proof requires an intermediate calculus between the π-calculus and Rπ that uses
explicit substitutions introduced in subsection 4.2.3. We then proceed in subsection 4.2.4, with the
proof that the backtracking of Rπ is sound with respect to a notion of trace equivalence. Correctness of
backtracking implies that the rest of the criteria hold in Rπ.

4.2.1 Basic properties

A first property states that every transition can be undone. It is a trivial consequence of the symmetries
of the rules in Figure 4.1 and Definition 57. Note that the result does not imply that the rewriting rules
are symmetric. However, if the rules are symmetric it easily follows that the forward and backward LTS
of a process is symmetric.

The loop lemma below is enough to show that Criterion 6 holds in Rπ.

Lemma 12 (Criterion 6). For R reachable and for every forward transition t : R ζ−→ R′ there exists a

backward transition t′ : R′
ζ
R, and conversely.

Proof. By induction on derivation tree of the transition t : R ζ−→ R′ in one direction, and on t : R′
ζ
R

for the converse. Trivial since the rules are symmetric for the forward and backward direction. �

Let us now state some trivial properties of the LTS of Rπ. These will be helpful for the proofs that
follow but can also help to give an insight on the LTS of Figure 4.1.

Property 3. Let R (i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S. ∀m ∈ R
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• eitherm ∈ S

• or ∃e, e.m ∈ S with id(e) = i.

Property 4. Let R
(i,j,k):α

S. ∀m ∈ S

• eitherm ∈ R

• or ∃e, e.m ∈ R with id(e) = i.

Property 5. In R (i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ S, ∃C such that R = C[νaΓR′]. Similarly, in R
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉

S, ∃C such
that S = C[νaΓS′].

Property 6. Let R
(i,j,k):α
−−−−−−−� S and subj(α) = a.

1. if the transition is forward then ∃C[·], Γ′, R′, R = C[νaΓ′R′] ⇐⇒ α = b(νaΓ), for some b;

2. if the transition is backward then ∃C[·], Γ′, R′, S = C[νaΓ′R′] ⇐⇒ α = b(νaΓ)−, for some b.

Property 7. Let R
(i,j,k):α
−−−−−−−� S and subj(α) = a.

1. if the transition is forward then ∃C[·], Γ, R′, R = C[νaΓR′] ⇐⇒ k , ∗;

2. if the transition is backward then ∃C[·], Γ, S′, S = C[νaΓS′] ⇐⇒ k , ∗.

The following propositions emphasize some important properties of well-formed terms, concerning
Γ-restrictions within processes. Notice that in any T = C[νaΓR], event identifiers in Γ correspond
exactly to extruders of a that occur in the memory of R.

Proposition 11. If C[νaΓR] is reachable then i ∈ Γ if and only if m1.〈i, _, b〈c〉〉.m2 ∈ R such that
m2[c] = a, and 〈i, _, d[a/e]〉 < R.

Proof. Suppose that i ∈ Γ. We reason by induction on the trace (∅ B P ) −→? T .

• the base case: in ∅ B P the property is true.

• the inductive case: consider the trace

∅ B P −→ ... −→ T ′ −→ T

where the property is true for T ′. We have to show that it is preserved for ∀a, Γ, R such that
T = C[νaΓR].
We reason by induction on the derivation tree of T ′ −→ T :

– rule Par+:
R0

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R1

R0 | S0
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R1 | S0

The property is true for R0 | S0 hence it is also true for R0, S0 and by induction for R1.
Therefore it is true for R1 | S0.
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– rule Open+:
R0

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R1 α = b〈a〉 ∨ α = b〈νaΓ′〉

νaΓR0
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+iR1

The property is true in νaΓR0. Then it is true also in R0: if R0 = C[νaΓ′R′0] then
νaΓR0 = C

′[νaΓ′R′0].
By induction, we have that R1 respects the property. It remains to show that the property
is preserved for νaΓ+iR1 (with C = [•]). For all i′ ∈ Γ the property is satisfied by
induction. Due to transition on α and by Property 3 we have that 〈i, _, f〈c〉〉.m ∈ R1,
m(f ) = b,m(c) = a which satisfies the property for i.

– rule Close+:
R0

(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ R1 S0
(i,j′,k′):b(u)−−−−−−−→ S1

R0 | S0
(i,?,?):τ−−−−−→ νaΓ (R1 | S1[a/u]@i)

The property is true for R0 | S0, hence for R0 and S0 as well. By induction it is true for
R1 and S1. Moreover, because of the transition on b〈νaΓ〉 and from Property 5, we have
that ∃C ′ such that R0 = C

′[νaΓR′0]. Hence ∀i ∈ Γ there is a corresponding extruder in the
memory of R0. The transition is forward and therefore none of these extruders are removed
from the memory.
We can the conclude that in νaΓ (R1 | S1) the property is true.

– rule Open-:

R0
(i,j,k)

αR1 α = b〈a〉 ∨ α = b〈νaΓ′〉

νaΓ+iR0
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉

νaΓR1

By induction, the property is true for νaΓ+iR0. The transition removes the memory entry
corresponding to i (according to Property 4), hence the property is true for νaΓR1.

Similar for the rest of the rules.

We still have to show that, in T = C[νaΓR], if m1.〈i, _, f〈c〉〉.m2 ∈ R such that m2(c) = a, and
〈i, _, d[a/e]〉 < R then i ∈ Γ. As above, we reason by induction on the trace (∅ B P ) −→? T . For
∅ B P , there is nothing to prove since the memory is empty. For the inductive case, we have the trace:
∅ B P −→ ... −→ T ′ −→ T and we consider the transition T ′ −→ T = C[νaΓR], on which we reason
by induction.

• rule Open+:
R0

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R1 α = b〈a〉 ∨ α = b〈νaΓ′〉

νaΓR0
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+iR1

which adds 〈i, _, f〈c〉〉(from proposition 3) into the memory and we have that i ∈ Γ + i.

• rule Open-:

R0
(i,j,k):α

R1 α = b〈a〉 ∨ α = b〈νaΓ′〉

νaΓ+iR0
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉

νaΓR1

We have to ensure that for all extruders in the memory of R1, there is a corresponding identifier
in Γ. It follows from Property 4 that the backward transition on α removes the memory entry
corresponding to i. For the rest of the extruders in R1 the property follows from induction.
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• rule Close+ is not possible because of the constraint 〈i, _, d[a/e]〉 < R.

For the rest of the rules, the result follows from induction. �

Then we show that, in a reachable process, all νaΓ’s on the same name a are nested.

Proposition 12. Let Γ,∆ , ∅. If T = C[νaΓ (R) | S] is reachable then νa∆ < S.

Proof. We reason by induction on the trace that leads to T : ∅ B P −→ ... −→ T ′ −→ T . The base
case is trivial since ∀νaΓ ∈ P , Γ = ∅. For the inductive case, we have that, in T ′ −→ T , the property is
true for T ′. We have to show that it is preserved in T . We reason by induction on the derivation tree of
the transition:

• rule Par+:
R0

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R1

R0 | S0
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R1 | S0

where the property is satisfied in R0 | S0. We distinguish the following cases:

– νaΓ < R0, S0 we have nothing to prove;
– νaΓ ∈ R0, then by induction νa∆ < S0. The property is preserved inR1, hence it is true also

in R1 | S0.
– νaΓ ∈ S0 and νa∆ < R0. Remember that Γ,∆ , ∅. For the property to be satisfied in
R1 | S0, we have to show that νa∆ < R1.
Suppose that νa∆ ∈ R1. Then necessarily νa∅ ∈ R0 and the transition is on γ = b〈νa∅〉.
But the side condition of the rule Par+: bn(γ) ∩ fn(S0) = ∅ is then not satisfied, and we
reach a contradiction.
Therefore νa∆ < R1 and the property is satisfied for R1 | S0.

• rule Com+:
R0

(i,j,k):(i,j,k):b〈d〉−−−−−−−−−−→ R1 S0
(i,j′,k′):b(c)−−−−−−−→ S1

R0 | S0
(i,?,?):τ−−−−−→ R1 | S1[d/c]@i

As above, we distinguish on the process which contains νaΓ:

– νaΓ < R0, S0 we have nothing to prove;
– νaΓ ∈ R0, hence νa∆ < S0, with Γ,∆ , ∅. If d = a then the transition on R0 is not correct

(from Property 5), hence the rule cannot be applied. Therefore d , a. But then νa∆ < S1
since the transition does not have a as object. Therefore the process T = R1 | S1 satisfies
the property.

– νaΓ ∈ S0, similar to above.

Straightforward for the rest of the rules.

�

A liberated name a occurs in a process or in its memory if the process was within the scope of the
original νa∅ or if a was received through a synchronisation. This is formally stated in the following
proposition.

Proposition 13. In T = C1[C2[νaΓR] | S] reachable and Γ , ∅, if a ∈ fn(S) then 〈i, _, d[a/c]〉 ∈ S,
for some i ∈ Γ.
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Proof. We reason by induction on the trace (∅ B P ) −→? T . For ∅ B P , the property follows from the
fact that ∀νaΓ ∈ P , Γ = ∅. For the inductive case, we have the trace: ∅ B P −→ ... −→ T ′ −→ T and
we consider the transition T ′ −→ T = C1[C2[νaΓR] | S], on which we reason by induction. The only
interesting case corresponds to rule Close+:

R0
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ R1 S0

(i,j′,k′):b(c)−−−−−−−→ S1

R0 | S0
(i,?,?):τ−−−−−→ νaΓ (R1 | S1[a/c]@i)

a < S0

The transition adds the entry 〈i, _, d[a/c]〉 to the memory of S1 with m(d) = b. Using Property 5 we
have that νaΓ′ ∈ R1. Hence the property holds for νaΓ (R1 | S1).

For the rest of the cases the result follows from induction. �

An interesting property of proof systems, is that each transition has a unique derivation. Given the
complexity of our rules, in particular the choice of the contextual cause (rule Cause ref), it is not trivial
that our system enjoys such a property. Not only it does, but it does in a stronger sense for backward
transitions.

Proposition 14. Two derivation trees have the same conclusion:
π1

R
ζ−→ S

π2

R
ζ−→ S

if and only if π1 = π2.

Proof. If π1 = π2 then it is trivial to show that both derivations reach the same conclusion. For the other
direction, we proceed by induction on the derivation tree of a transition R ζ−→ S. We show that for each
rule, there is only one premise possible.

• rule Open+:
πq

νaΓR
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ S

, q ∈ {1, 2}

For the transition on b(νaΓ) from νaΓR only rule Open+ applies and we have that S = νaΓ+iS′ .
Then the rules become:

R
(i,j,k):αq−−−−−→ S′ αq = b〈a〉 ∨ αq = b〈νaΓ′〉

νaΓR
(i,j,k):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+iS′

It remains to show that α1 = α2. Let us suppose that α1 = b〈a〉. Then from Property 6 @C[•]
such that R = C[νaΓ′R′], hence α2 = b〈a〉. Similarly, if α1 = b〈νaΓ′〉. Then α1 = α2 and the two
premises coincide.

• rule Cause ref+:
πq

νaΓR
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S

a ∈ subj(α), q ∈ {1, 2}

Notice that indeed for such a transition only rule Cause ref+ applies. Then S = νaΓS′@k/k1@i =

νaΓS
′
@k/k2@i with

R
(i,j,kq ):α−−−−−→ S′

νaΓR
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ νaΓS′@k/kq@i

a ∈ subj(α), k ∈ Γ, kq = k ∨ kq {R k

with q ∈ {1, 2}. We have to show that k1 = k2.
We have that k ∈ Γ and, by Proposition 11, that ∃m1.〈k, _, f〈c〉〉.m2 ∈ R with m2(c) = a. We
distinguish the cases:
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– if there does not exists a context C[•] such that R = C[νa∆R′], then by Property 7, k1 =
k2 = ?.

– otherwise, let R = C[νa∆R′] such that C[•] does not contain any restrictions on a.
∗ if k ∈ ∆ then, by Proposition 11, @k′ ∈ ∆ such that k′ {R k. Hence k1 = k2 = k.
∗ if k < ∆ and, from ∃m1.〈k, _, f〈c〉〉.m2 ∈ R, 〈i, _, d[a/e]〉 < R with m2(c) = a,

we deduce that m1.〈k, _, f〈c〉〉.m2 < R′. Then m1.〈k, _, f〈c〉〉.m2 ∈ C[•]. Since
C[•] is a parallel composition of processes, we apply Proposition 13 and obtain that
∃〈k′, _, d[a/c]〉 ∈ C[•], for some k′ ∈ ∆. Then k′ {R k. Such a k′ is unique since
there is only one substitution per name. Hence k1 = k2 = k

′.

• rules Com+, Close+ are similar:
πq

R | S (i,?,?):τ−−−−−→ T
q ∈ {1, 2}

If ∃νaΓ′ ∈ R, by Property 6 the output has as object νaΓ and only rule Close+ applies. If
@νaΓ′ ∈ R, then it follows that only rule Com+ applies. Let us study the latter. We have that
T = R′ | S′[a/c]@i in

R
(i,j,kq ):b〈a〉−−−−−−−→ R′ S

(i,j′,k′
q ):b(c)

−−−−−−−→ S′

R | S (i,?,?):τ−−−−−→ R′ | S′[a/c]@i
kq =∗ j

′, k′q =∗ j

It remains to show that k1 = k2. We have the cases:

– If b is a free name then, by Property 7, k1 = k
′
1 = ? and k2 = k

′
2 = ?.

– If b is a liberated name then, from Proposition 12 we have that inR | S, eitherR = C[νaΓR1]
or S = C[νaΓS1] for some context C[•] but not both. Suppose that R = C[νaΓR1]. Then,
from Property 7 k1 , ? and k′1 = ?. Similarly, k2 , ? and k′2 = ?. In order to satisfy the side
condition, then necessarily k1 = k2 = j

′.

Similar for the rest of the rules.

�

Proposition 15. Suppose we have two negative transitions R
ζ
S1 and R

ζ
S2. Then S1 = S2.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the derivation tree of a transition R
ζ
S. We show that given R

and ζ backwards there is only rule that applies and that there is only one target process S derivable. �

The forward transitions do not have this property due to the nondeterminism in the choice of the
synchronisation partners. In the backward case, however, this form of nondeterminism disappears.

4.2.2 Correspondence with the π-calculus

We have defined the reversible semantics of an Rπ process R as the LTS engendered by the union of
L+(R), the positive LTS of R, and L−(R) its negative version. In order to claim that Rπ is a reversible
extension of the π-calculus we need to prove that L+(∅ B P ), the positive interpretation of a π process
P in Rπ, is bisimilar to P .

We define a forgetful operation which maps Rπ terms to π processes, similar to the map in Defini-
tion 35. To do so one simply needs to:
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• erase memories and νaΓ annotations, whenever Γ , ∅;

• apply the substitutions stored in the memories before erasing them.

Definition 58 (Map from Rπ to π). Let ε be the forgetful map sending an Rπ process R into the
π-calculus, defined inductively on the structure of R as:

ε(∅ B P ) = P
ε(R | S) = ε(R) | ε(S)
ε(νa∅R) = νa (ε(R))
ε(νaΓ,∅R) = ε(R)
ε(〈i, k, b[a/c]〉.m B P ) = ε(m B P [a/c])
ε(g.m B P ) = ε(m B P )
ε(e.m B P ) = ε(m B P ) otherwise

The map ε naturally extends to transition labels with ε(i, j, k : γ) = ε(γ) and:

ε(b〈νaΓ,∅〉) = b〈a〉
ε(b〈νa∅〉) = b〈νa〉
ε(α) = α otherwise

For the π-calculus, consider the late transition semantics, as presented in Figure 2.3.

Theorem 10. (Strong bisimulation between forward Rπ and its π-image) For all reachable process R,
the pair (R, ε(R)) is a (strong) bisimulation, i.e. we have:

1. If R ζ−→ S then ε(R)
ε(ζ)−−→ ε(S).

2. If P α−→ Q for all reachable R such that ε(R) = P , then R ζ−→ S for some S such that ε(S) = Q
and with ε(ζ) = α.

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 10 one has that the pair (∅ B P, P ) is in bisimilarity. Note
that this theorem shows that Criterion 5 holds in Rπ.

4.2.3 A π-calculus with explicit substitutions

Although relatively straightforward the complete proof of Theorem 10 is quite lengthy and in practice,
to better carry it out, the translation is split into two parts: first removing the tagged restrictions and
the memories, obtaining a π-calculus with explicit substitution. Then a second translation applies the
substitutions.

In order to clarify the proofs, we introduce an intermediate calculus, similar to Rπ, but that attaches
to a process a list of substitutions (instead of a memory), called an environment. As in Rπ, an input
does not modify the process itself but adds the substitutions to the list. Only when a name is used in
a transition label that the substitutions are retrieved from the list and applied. Other transitions do not
modify the environment. We call the calculus πl and say that this type of substitution is a late one.

The intermediate calculus Denote by T,U processes of πl and preserve the rest of the notations from
the previous sections.

ξ ::= [a/c] :: ξ | [∗/c] :: ξ | ε (environments)
T,U ::= (ξ · P | T ) | νaT | ∅ (πl processes)
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As in Rπ, the following congruence rules holds:

ξ · (P | Q) ≡l ξ · P | ξ · Q

ξ · νaP ≡l νa(ξ · P )
if a < ξ

There is no rule that allows a rearrangement (up to congruence) of the environment. In this manner the
order in which the substitutions occurred in the process is preserved.

Similarly to Rπ, we define the functions that apply the substitution on the transition labels and update
the environment after a synchronisation:

Definition 59. Let T[a/b] be the synchronisation update on the process T :

(T | U )[a/c] = T[a/c] | U[a/c]
(νbT )[a/c] = νb(T[a/c])
([?/b] :: ξ · P )[a/c] = [a/b] :: ξ · P , if b = c
(ξ · P )[a/c] = ξ · P , otherwise

Let ξ be a function on the labels of a transition for a thread, defined inductively on the environment:

ε[a] = a ξ[b(c)] = ξ[b](c) ξ[b〈a〉] = ξ[b]〈ξ[a]〉
([a/c] :: ξ)[c] = a (_ :: ξ)[a] = ξ[a], otherwise

Proposition 16. If φ(T ) = P then φ(T[a/c]) = P [a/c].

The transition rules in Figure 4.2 are similar to the ones of π-calculus, except that the environment
is updated.

inl
ξ · b(c).P +Q ξ[b(c)]−−−→ [∗/c] :: ξ · P

outl
ξ · b〈a〉.P +Q ξ[b〈a〉]−−−−→ ξ · P

coml
T

b〈a〉−−→ T ′ U
b(c)−−→ U ′

T | U τ−→ T ′ | U ′[a/c]
closel

T
b〈νa〉−−−→ T ′ U

b(c)−−→ U ′

T | U τ−→ T ′ | U ′[a/c]
if a < fn(U )/{c}

parl
T

α−→ T ′

T | U α−→ T ′ | U
if bn(α) ∩ fn(U ) = ∅ meml

T ≡l U
α−→ U ′ ≡l T ′

T
α−→ T ′

openl
T

b〈a〉−−→ T ′

νaT
b〈νa〉−−−→ T ′

newl
T

α−→ T ′

νaT
α−→ νaT ′

if a < α

Figure 4.2: LTS of the πl-calculus

Definition 60. Let φ be a function that translates πl processes into π, by applying all the substitutions:

φ(T | U ) = φ(T ) | φ(U )
φ(νaT ) = νaφ(T )
φ([a/c] :: ξ · P ) = φ(ξ · P [a/c])
φ([∗/c] :: ξ · P ) = φ(ξ · P )
φ(ε · P ) = P

Proposition 17. (Strong bisimulation between πl and its π-image)
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1. If T α−→ U and φ(T ) = P then there exists Q such that P α−→ Q and φ(U ) = Q.

2. If P α−→ Q then for all T such that φ(T ) = P there exists U with T α−→ U and φ(U ) = Q.

Proof. 1. By induction on the derivation tree of the transition T α−→ U :

• ξ · (b(c).P )
ξ[b(c)]−−−→ [?/c] :: ξ · P . Let φ(ξ · (b(c).P )) = b′(c).P ′, with ξ(b) = b′ and

φ(ξ · P ) = P ′. We have that b′(c).P ′ b
′ (c)−−→ P ′ and we want to show that φ([?/c] :: ξ · P ) =

P ′. This follows from the definition of φ as φ([?/c] :: ξ · P ) = φ(ξ · P ) = P ′. Similar for
the rule out.

• T α−→ T ′ with T ≡l U
α−→ U ′ ≡l T ′. From T ≡l U we deduce φ(T ) = φ(U ), and similarly

for U ′ ≡l T ′. By induction, we have that φ(U ) α−→ φ(U ′).

• T | U τ−→ T ′ | U ′[a/c]. By induction, for T b〈a〉−−→ T ′, U b(c)−−→ U ′ we have that φ(T ) =

P
b〈a〉−−→ P ′ = φ(T ′) and φ(U ) = Q

b(c)−−→ Q′ = φ(U ′), from Proposition 16. Then
φ(T | U ) = φ(T ) | φ(U ) = P | Q which has the transition P | Q τ−→ P ′ | Q′[a/c]. We have
that φ(T ′ | U ′[a/c]) = P

′ | Q′[a/c], as φ(U ′[a/c]) = Q
′[a/c].

• νaT α−→ νaU with T α−→ U . Then by induction φ(T ) = P α−→ Q = φ(U ). We then have
νaP

α−→ νaQ, with φ(νaU ) = νaQ.
Similar for the rest of the rules.

2. By induction on the derivation tree of the transition P α−→ Q:

• b(c).P b(c)−−→ P . As φ(T ) = b(c).P , we have T = ξ · b′(c).P ′ with ξ(b′) = b and φ(ξ · P ′) =
P . The transition on T is ξ · b′(c).P ′ b(c)−−→ [?/c] :: ξ · P ′, derived using rule inl. We still
have to show that φ([?/c] :: ξ · P ′) = P , which results from φ([?/c] :: ξ · P ′) = φ(ξ · P ′).

• P | Q τ−→ P ′ | Q′[a/c]. From P
b〈a〉−−→ P ′, Q b(c)−−→ Q′, by the induction hypothesis, it

follows that ∀T,U ∃U,U ′ such that T b〈a〉−−→ T ′, U b(c)−−→ U ′, with φ(T ) = P , φ(U ) = Q
and φ(T ′) = P ′, φ(U ′) = Q′. Hence φ(T | U ) = φ(T ) | φ(U ) = P | Q, φ(T ′ | U ′[a/c]) =
φ(T ′) | φ(U ′[a/c]) = P ′ | Q′[a/c], from Proposition 16. Using the rule coml we have
T | U τ−→ T ′ | U ′[a/c], which concludes our proof. Similar for the rest of the cases.

�

As a remark, the πl-calculus bears a close resemblance to a π calculus with explicit substitution.
The latter is a calculus in which the substitution are handled explicitly, similarly to the λ-calculus with
explicit substitution.

There are several variants of π-calculus with explicit substitution that have been proposed. Examples
of such calculi are given in Refs.[34], [30], [29]. From the latter, we borrowed the idea of an environment.
However a difference in our approach is that the substitutions are never applied on the terms but only on
the labels. This is a consequence of the fact that we are interested in a framework for reversibility. In
this sense, the aforementioned calculi are closer to the explicit substitution of λ-calculus than the late
substitution employed here.
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Correspondence between πl and Rπ

Definition 61. Let ε be a function that translates Rπ processes into πl, by recording all the substitutions
into the environment and erasing all νΓ,∅ from the process.

ε(∅ B P ) = ε · P
ε(R | S) = ε(R) | ε(S)
ε(νa∅R) = νaε(R)
ε(νaΓ,∅R) = ε(R)
ε(〈i, k, b[a/c]〉.m B P ) = [a/c] :: ε(m B P )
ε(〈i, k, b[?/c]〉.m B P ) = [?/c] :: ε(m B P )
ε(e.m B P ) = ε(m B P )otherwise

The map ε naturally extends to transition labels with ε(i, j, k : γ) = ε(γ) with:

ε(b〈νaΓ,∅〉) = b〈a〉
ε(b〈νa∅〉) = b〈νa〉
ε(α) = α otherwise

Remark 9. From Definition 61 of ε one can remark that the conversion function only transforms the
memory of a process into an environment and leaves the process itself unmodified. One can then define
an auxiliary conversion function φm such that ε(m B P ) = φm(m) · P .

Proposition 18. (Strong bisimulation between forward Rπ and its πl-image) For all reachable process
R, the pair (R, ε(R)) is a strong bisimulation:

1. If R ζ−→ S then ε(R)
ε(ζ)−−→ ε(S).

2. If T α−→ U then R ζ−→ S for all reachable R such that ε(R) = T , for some S such that ε(S) = U
and with ε(ζ) = α.

Proof. 1. By induction on the transition R ζ−→ S:

• m B b(c).P
(i,j,∗)−−−→ m[b(c)]〈i, ∗, b[?/c]〉.m B P . Using Remark 9 ε(m B b(c).P ) =

φm(m) · b(c).P = ξ · b(c).P that can do a transition ξ · b(c).P ξ[b(c)]−−−→ [?/c] :: ξ · P ,
using rule in. As φm(m) = ξ and, due to the definition of the functions m and ξ, we have
m(b) = ξ(b). We still have to show that ε(〈i, ∗, b[?/c]〉.m) = [?/c] :: ξ which results from
φm(〈i, ∗, b[?/c]〉.m) = [?/c] :: φm(m) = [?/c] :: ξ.

• R | S (i,∗,∗)−−−→ τR′ | S′[a/c]@i with R
(i,j,k):b〈a〉−−−−−−→ R′ and S (i,j′,k′)−−−−→ b(c)S′ (from rule com+).

By induction on the hypothesis of the rule com+ we have that ∀T,U such that ε(R) =

T, ε(S) = U there exists T ′, U ′ such that T b〈a〉−−→ T ′ and U b(c)−−→ U ′ with ε(R′) = T ′ and
ε(S′) = U ′, respectively. From the definition of ε, we have ε(R | S) = ε(R) | ε(S) = T | U .
We apply rule coml and have the transition T | U τ−→ T ′ | U ′[a/c], where ε(S′[a/c]@i) = U

′
[a/c]

follows from the definitions of the two update functions.
Similar for the rest of the cases.

2. By induction on the transition T α−→ U :

• ξ · (b(c).P )
ξ[b(c)]−−−→ [?/c] :: ξ · P . We have to show that ∀R such that ε(R) = ξ · (b(c).P )

we can do the transition onR ζ−→ S, ε(S) = U and ε(ζ) = ξ[b(c)]. From ε(R) = ξ · (b(c).P ),
we have that R = m B b(c).P , with φm(m) = ξ (from Remark 9).
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We conjecture that ∀m in R = m B b(c).P reachable one can apply rule in to derive the
transition m B b(c).P (i,j,∗)−−−→ m[b(c)]〈i, ∗, b[?/c]〉.m B P with ξ(b) = m(b). It remains to
show that ε(〈i, ∗, b[?/c]〉.m B P ) = [?/c] :: ξ · P , which follows from ε(〈i, ∗, b[?/c]〉.m B
P ) = [?/c] :: ε(m B P ) = [?/c] :: φm(m) · P = [?/c] :: ξ · P .

• T | U τ−→ T ′ | U ′[a/c] with T
b〈a〉−−→ T ′ and U b(c)−−→ U ′. By induction we have that ∀R,S

reachable, ε(R) = T, ε(S) = U there exists T ′, U ′ such that R (i,j,k):b〈a〉−−−−−−→ R′ and S (i,j′,k′)−−−−→
b(c)S′ with ε(R′) = T ′ and ε(S′) = U ′ respectively. We know that ε(T |U ) = ε(T ) | ε(U ) =
R | S is reachable. We conjecture that for such a process one can apply rule com+ to derive
the transition R | S (i,∗,∗)−−−→ τR′ | S′[a/c]@i, where ε(S′[a/c]@i) = U

′
[a/c].

�

Proposition 17 and Proposition 18 can be extended to traces.
In order to show the correspondence between Rπ and π, we define the forgetful map, denoted with

φ, as the composition of the two translations above.

Proposition 19. If P −→? Q and φ(R) = P then there exists S such that R −→? S and ε(S) = Q.

Proof. Using the second part of the Proposition 17 and Proposition 18 we have that for each transition
of a π process there exists one for its Rπ correspondent. The result follows from induction on the length
of the trace. �

Proposition 20. If ∅ B P −→? R then P −→? φ(R).

Proof. Straightforward adaptation from the proof in [21]. For the trace ∅ B P −→? R there is an
equivalent one that is composed only of forward transitions, as we will show in Proposition 23. We
proceed by induction on the length of the forward trace and apply the first part of Proposition 18 and
Proposition 17 for each transition in the trace. �

4.2.4 Correctness of backtracking

In the introduction, we argued that we wanted our notion of reversibility to be as liberal as possible. As
was already noted in RCCS [20] and subsequent work on reversible process algebra [53, 41], backtracking
a trace should be allowed along any path that respects causality, or, said otherwise, backtracking can be
done along any path that is causally equivalent to the path that was executed.

This property was formulated first in the work of the reversible CCS as a combination of a loop
lemma (Criterion 6), stating that any forward trace can be undone step by step, and a fundamental
property (Theorem 7) that ensures that any two coinitial and cofinal traces are necessarily causally
equivalent (see Figure 4.3).[

R S +

(
R S iff σ ∼ γ

)]
=⇒ R S

σ

σ

σ

γ

σ

γ

Figure 4.3: The conjunction of a loop property (left) and the fundamental property (right) ensures that
after the forward trace σ, one may rollback to R along a causally equivalent past γ−.

We already know that the loop property holds trivially for Rπ (Lemma 12). It remains to check
that Rπ traces do exhibit the fundamental property, which depends on the equivalence on traces that is
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induced by the semantics of the language (denoted by ∼ in Figure 4.3). For instance, the least liberal
backtracking policy is obtained when the fundamental property holds only for trace equality.

This section follows closely the argument made in RCCS, in the context of Rπ. We will see
(Lemma 13) that Rπ transitions contain enough information to characterize syntactically the concurrency
and causality relations. This will let us define a notion of equivalence up-to permutation on traces
(Definition 63) and prove the fundamental property for Rπ (Theorem 11). Later, in section 4.3, we will
also argue that our notion of equivalence is, in a sense, optimal for reversing the π-calculus.

As usual, the causal equivalence class of a path is constructed by permuting the transitions that are
concurrent. We proceed by defining the concurrency relation between transitions as the complement of
causality.

Definition 62 (Causality and concurrency). Let t1 : R (i1,j1,k1):γ1−−−−−−−→ S and t2 : S (i2,j2,k2):γ2−−−−−−−→ T be two
transitions, where t1 , opp(t2). We say that t1 is:

• a structural cause of t2, written t1 @ t2, if i1 @T i2 or i2 @R i1

• a contextual cause of t2, written t1 � t2, if i1 �T i2 or i2 �R i1.

We simply say that t1 causes t2, written t1 < t2, if either t1 @ t2 or t1 � t2. Otherwise we say that they
are concurrent.

It is worth noticing that for two consecutive transitions t and t′, one may decide whether t � t′ by
looking at their respective labels only, thanks to the following proposition:

Proposition 21. Let t1 : R (i1,j1,k1):γ1−−−−−−−→ S and t2 : S (i2,j2,k2):γ2−−−−−−−→ T . We have t1 � t2 if either both
transitions are positive and k2 = i1 or both transitions are negative and k1 = i2.

Proof. We only show that the transitions are necessarily of the same sign. If t1 is backward and t2
forward, then it is straightforward that neither transition can cause the other. If t1 picks as cause t2 then
the LTS does not allow t2 to backtrack. Hence the two transitions have the same sign. �

Example 4.2.1. Consider the following trace (with the conventions of Example 4.1.2):

νa∅(b〈a〉.a)
1:b〈νa∅〉−−−−−→ (2,∗,1):a−−−−−→ νa1(〈2, 1, a〉.〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉)

where the first transition is both a structural and a contextual cause of the second; and consider the trace:

νa∅(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉)
1:b〈νa∅〉−−−−−→
2:c〈νa1〉−−−−−→ νa{1,2}(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | 〈2, ∗, c〈a〉〉)

where the two transitions are this time concurrent.

We need now to show that the above syntactic definition of concurrency indeed coincides with
commutability of transitions. We shall see that a particularity of Rπ is that commutation of concurrent
transitions may not always be strictly label preserving but only up-to the label equivalence =λ, defined
as the least equivalence relation satisfying:

(i, j, k) : b(νaΓ) =λ (i, j, k) : b(νa∆)

for all i, j, k, a, b and Γ,∆ ⊂ I. The lemma below also shows that Criterion 7 holds in Rπ.

Lemma 13 (Square). Consider two consecutive transitions t1 : R ζ1−→ S1 and t2 : S1
ζ2−→ T . If t1 and

t2 are concurrent, there exist t′2 : R
ζ′

2−→ S2 and t′1 : S2
ζ′

1−→ T , with ζi =λ ζ ′i, such that the following
diagram commutes:
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R

S1 S2

T

ζ1 ζ ′2

ζ2 ζ ′1

Following the standard notation (subsection 2.3.1), we say that t2 is the residual of t′2 after t1 and write
t2 = t

′
2/t1.

Proof. An Rπ process is written in the form R = νãΓ (S | T ). We reason by cases on whether t1 and t2
are synchronisations.

1. Suppose that neither t1 nor t2 are synchronisations. We start with the following remarks:

Remark 10. Transitions that are not structural causal involve different threads.

Remark 11. Consider a transition t that involves a single thread in a process R. Then we can
rewrite R as

R = ˜νanΓnCn[...νã0Γ0C0[m B P ]]

for some contexts C0, ..Cn that do not contain restrictions on a and for some ˜νaqΓq = νaq1Γq1 · · ·
νaqnΓqn . Let α be the label of the transition and a = obj(α).

• if t is an input or if t is an output, but a is not a liberated (or bound) name in R then

t : R ζ−→ ˜νanΓnCn[... ˜νa0Γ0C0[m′ B P ′]]

that is the transition modifies only its thread;
• if t is an extrusion of a liberated (or bound) name then the transition modifies its thread and all
the restrictions on a. Then we can rewrite the process such that we keep only the restrictions
on a. For simplicity, we also assume that the vector of names ˜νaqΓq = νaΓq1 ..νaΓqn is a
singleton, that is R = νaΓnCn[...νaΓ0C0[m B P ]]. The transition becomes

t : R ζ−→ νaΓ′
n
Cn[...νaΓ′

0
C0[m′ B P ′]].

Using note 11 above we can rewriteR as νaΓnCn[...νaΓ0C0[m B P ]], where t1 modifies the thread
m B P and is an extrusion of a. Let Ci[•] be the context that triggers transition t2. We have then

t1 : νaΓnCn[...νaΓiCi[...νaΓ0C0[m B P ]]] ζ1−→ νaΓ′
n
Cn[...νaΓ′

i
Ci[...νaΓ′

0
C0[m′ B P ′]]].

Let α2 be the label of transition t2. If a < α2 then it is trivial, since t2 does not modify anything
apart from Ci[•] and cannot be prevented by the restrictions on a. Then let a ∈ α2.
In order to simplify the reading of the proof, we rewrite R as νaΓnCn[...νaΓiCi[R1]]. Since Ci[•]
is a parallel composition, we can assume that R = νaΓnCn[...νaΓi (R1 | R2)].
We proceed by induction on the structure of the process. In the inductive case we have to show

that if R ζ1−→ S1
ζ2−→ T and R

ζ′
2−→ S1

ζ′
1−→ T then the following holds

νaΓ (R)
ζ1−→ νa∆(S1)

ζ2−→ νaΓ′ (T ) and νaΓ (R)
ζ′

2−→ νa∆′ (S2)
ζ′

1−→ νaΓ′ (T )
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Ti | R
ζ1−→ Ti | S1

ζ2−→ Ti | T and Ti | R
ζ′

2−→ Ti | S2
ζ′

1−→ Ti | T

Both subcases above are straightforward. It remains to show the base case of the induction, that is
if

νaΓ (R1 | R2)
ζ1−→ νa∆(R′1 | R2)

ζ2−→ νaΓ′ (R′1 | R′2)

then
νaΓ (R1 | R2)

ζ′
1−→ νa∆′ (R1 | R′2)

ζ′
2−→ νaΓ′ (R′1 | R′2).

Since t1 is an extrusion of a we have that t1 is derived using rules open+-. We proceed by cases
on the rules that we can apply for t2 such that a ∈ α2.

• we apply rule open+ on both t1 and t2:

νaΓ (R1 | R2)
(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i1 (R′1 | R2)

(i2,j2,k2):c〈νaΓ+i1 〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i2+i1 (R′1 | R′2).

When we swap the transitions we obtain (using again rule open+):

νaΓ (R1 | R2)
(i2,j2,k2):c〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i2 (R1 | R′2)

(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ+i2 〉−−−−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i2+i1 (R′1 | R′2).

Note that the labels of t1 and t′1 (or t2 and t′2) are not equal but are equivalent.
• we apply rule open+ on t1 and open- on t2:

νaΓ+i2 (R1 | R2)
(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ+i2〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i2+i1 (R′1 | R2)

(i2,j2,k2):c〈νaΓ+i1〉
νaΓ+i1 (R′1 | R′2)

and we have, using rules open- and open+,

νaΓ+i2 (R1 | R2)
(i2,j2,k2):c〈νaΓ〉

νaΓ (R1 | R′2)
(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i1 (R′1 | R′2).

• we apply rule open+ on t1 and rule cause ref+ on t2:

νaΓ (R1 | R2)
(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i1 (R′1 | R2)

(i2,j2,k2):α−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i1 (R′1 | R′2[k2/k]@i2 )

with R2
(i2,j2,k):α−−−−−−→ R′2 and a ∈ subj(α), k2 ∈ Γ + i1 such that k = k2 ∨ k {R2 k2.

If k2 = i1 then the first transition causes the second. If k = i1 and k2 , i1 then k {R2 k2
would imply that i1 is a synchronisation, which is not the case. Therefore k, k2 , i1 and the
two transitions can safely commute:

νaΓ (R1 | R2)
(i2,j2,k2):α−−−−−−−→ νaΓ (R1 | R′2[k2/k]@i2 )

(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−−−→ νaΓ+i1 (R′1 | R′2[k2/k]@i2 )

2. Suppose that t2 is a synchronisation, but not t1. We can make the following remark:

Remark 12. Consider the synchronisation S ζ−→ S′′. Then t : C[ν̃aΓ (S | S′)] ζ−→ C[ν̃aΓ (S′′ |
S′)] (t modifies only S and nothing else). For the transition t : C[ν̃aΓS] γ−→ C[ν̃a′ΓS′], the
synchronisations can add or remove an element of ã but not of Γ, and does not change the context
C[•].
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As in case 1), we use note 11 to rewrite R as νaΓnCn[...νaΓ0C0[m B P ]], where t1 modifies the
threadm B P and is an extrusion of a.
If t2 involves only threads in a context Ci then, from note 12, it is trivial. Let us then denote with
Ci[•] and Cj [•] the two contexts which participate in transition t2. We have then

t1 : νaΓnCn[...νaΓiCi[...νaΓjCj [...νaΓ0C0[m B P ]]]]
ζ1−→
νaΓ′

n
Cn[...νaΓ′

i
Ci[...νaΓ′

j
Cj [...νaΓ′

0
C0[m′ B P ′]]]].

If the channel used for the synchronisation t2 is b , a then it is trivial. Consider then the case
where t2 uses channel a for synchronizing. Then t2 is derived using rules close+-. From the note
12 we then have the following transitions:

νaΓnCn[...ν̃aΓiCi[...νaΓjCj [...νaΓ0C0[m B P ]]]]
ζ1−→
νaΓ′

n
Cn[...ν̃aΓ′

i
Ci[...νaΓ′

j
Cj [...νaΓ′

0
C0[m′ B P ′]]]]

ζ2−→
νaΓ′

n
Cn[...ν̃a′

Γ′′
i
C ′i[...νaΓ′′

j
C ′j [...νaΓ′

0
C0[m′ B P ′]]]].

We proceed by an induction on the structure of the process. From the note 12 it follows that
the inductive case is trivial (since only t1 modifies the context). For the base case we have
R = ν̃aΓiCi[...νaΓjCj [...νaΓ0C0[m B P ]]]. Let us rewrite R as ν̃aΓC[...νa∆D[R1]], with Γ =
Γi, C = Ci,∆ = Γj , D = Cj . We reason by cases on t2:

• if rule close+ is applied then the hypothesis becomes:

νaΓC[...νa∆D[R1]] ζ1−→ νaΓ′C[...νa∆′D[R′1]] ζ2−→ νaΓ′νaΓ′′C′[...νa∆′′D′[R′1]].

We have to reason by cases on the rules that apply for t1. We consider only the case when
rule open- is applied.

R = νaΓ+i1C[...νa∆+i1D[R1]]
(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ〉

S1 = νaΓC[...νa∆D[R′1]]
(i2,∗,∗):τ−−−−−−→ T = νaΓ (νaΓ′′C′[...νa∆′D′[R′1]])

We have that there exists a process R2, C[...νa∆D[R′1]] = C?[R2] such that

R′1
(i2,j2,k2):c〈νaΓ′′ 〉−−−−−−−−−−−→ R?.

From proposition 5 νaΓ′′ ∈ C[...νa∆D[R′1]] and therefore νaΓ′′+i1 ∈ R.
We exchange the position of the two transitions to obtain the trace:

R = νaΓ+i1C[...νa∆+i1D[R1]] (i2,∗,∗):τ−−−−−−→ S2 = νaΓ+i1 (νaΓ′′+i1C
′[...νa∆′+i1D

′[R1]]
(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ〉

T = νaΓ (νaΓ′′C′[...νa∆′D′[R′1]]).

• if rule close- is applied then we have the hypothesis:

νaΓC[...νa∆D[R1]] ζ1−→ νaΓ′C[...νa∆′D[R′1]] ζ2−→ C′[...νa∆′′D′[R′1]].
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We reason by cases on the rules applied on t1. We consider only the case when rule open+
is applied, for which we have the transitions:

R = νaΓC[...νa∆D[R1]] (i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−−−→ S1 = νaΓ+i1C[...νa∆+i1D[R′1]]
(i2,?,?):τ

T = C ′[...νa∆′+i1D
′[R′1]].

From the premise of rule close- we have that ∃R2, C[...νa∆+i1D[R′1]] = C?[R2] such

that R′2
(i2,j2,k2):c〈νaΓ+i1〉

R?. Then, from proposition 5 νaΓ+i1 ∈ C[...νa∆+i1D[R′1]] and
νaΓ+i1+i2 ∈ R. By changing the order of the transitions we obtain:

R = νaΓC[...νa∆D[R1]]
(i2,?,?):τ

S2 = C
′[...νa∆′D′[R1]]

(i1,j1,k1):b〈νaΓ〉−−−−−−−−−−→ T = C ′[...νa∆′+i1D
′[R′1]].

3. If t1 is a synchronisation, but not t2 then similar to above.

4. t1 and t2 are both synchronisations. ThenR = νaΓnCn[..νaΓiCi[..νaΓjCj [..νaΓk
Ck[..νaΓ0C0[m B

P ]]]. Suppose that t1 is a synchronisation between threadm B P and a thread in Cj , while t2 is a
synchronisation between threads in Ci and Ck (similar for other orders in which the contexts Cj ,
Ci and Ck appear inR). We also need to distinguish several cases, depending on which of the two
threads in the synchronisation does the output. Let us suppose that R1 and Ck trigger the output
in t1 and t2, respectively (similar for the other cases).
From note 12 we have that neither transitions modify the context up to νaΓi . Then we can reason
on R = νaΓiCi[...νaΓjCj [...νaΓk

Ck[R1]]].
We proceed by a case analysis on the rules used to derive transition t1. From note 11 the only
interesting case corresponds to when the output in the synchronisation t1 is an extrusion of a (rules
close+-). For the case analysis on t2 we consider only the cases when a appears in the label of
either the input or the output of the synchronisation. Let us study the remaining cases in more
detail.

• rule close+ on t1 and close- on t2, with a used as object in t2. Then the output in t2 is also
an extrusion of a.

νaΓiCi[...νaΓj+i2Cj [...νaΓk+i2Ck[R1]]] (i1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−−→ νaΓiCi[...νaΓj+i2νaΓC
′
j [...νaΓk+i1+i2Ck[R′1]]]

(i2,∗,∗):τ
C′i[...νaΓjνaΓ′C′j [...νaΓk+i1C

′
k[R′1]]].

We have that Γ = Γ′ + i2 and ∃νaΓ ∈ Cj [...νaΓk
Ck[R1]]. We can derive the transition t′2 as

follows:

νaΓiCi[...νaΓj+i2Cj [...νaΓk+i2Ck[R1]]]
(i2,∗,∗):τ

C′i[...νaΓjCj [...νaΓk
C′k[R1]]]

such that ∃νaΓ′ ∈ Cj [...νaΓk
C ′k[R1]]. Finally we derive transition t′1 as follows:

C′i[...νaΓjCj [...νaΓk
C′k[R1]]] (i1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−−→ C′i[...νaΓjνaΓ′C′j [...νaΓk+i1C

′
k[R′1]]].

• rule close+ on t1 and com+ on t2, with a used in subject in t2. We have the transition on t1
as follows

νaΓiCi[...νaΓjCj [...νaΓk
Ck[R1]]]

(i1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−−→ νaΓiCi[...νaΓjνaΓC
′
j [...νaΓk+i1Ck[R′1]]].

For the second transition, the output on channel a has to pick a cause among the ones in
Γk + i1. If it picks i1 as cause then, in order to traverse the scope of νaΓ it changes the cause
to a k ∈ Γ such that i1 {S1 k. Not possible since the two transitions are consecutive.
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• similar for the rest of the cases.

�

Example 4.2.2. Back to Example 4.2.1, swapping the two concurrent transitions one obtains:

νa∅(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉)
2:c〈νa∅〉−−−−−→
1:b〈νa1〉−−−−−→ νa{1,2}(〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 | 〈2, ∗, c〈a〉〉)

Using the square lemma we can derive a causal equivalence between transitions. It is the same
definition as in RCCS (Definition 37).

Definition 63 (Equivalence up-to permutation). The equivalence up-to permutation of concurrent tran-
sitions, written ∼, is the least equivalence relation on traces satisfying:

t1; (t2/t1) ∼ t2; (t1/t2) t; opp(t) ∼ ε

We say that two transitions t and t′ are memory equivalent, denoted by t =e t′ if they correspond to
the same memory event.

Example 4.2.3. Consider R = ∅ B a.P1 | ∅ B a.P2 and the transitions

t : R (i,∗,∗):a−−−−−→ 〈i, ∗, a〉.∅ B P1 | ∅ B a.P2

t′ : R (i,∗,∗):a−−−−−→ ∅ B a.P1 | 〈i, ∗, a〉.∅ B P2

t , t′ but t =e t′ since both transitions add the event 〈i, ∗, a〉 into the memory.

Within a trace, the LTS ensures the uniqueness of the events identifiers.

Proposition 22. In a trace, if two consecutive transitions t and t′ are memory equivalent then t = opp(t′).

Proof. From id(t) = id(t′) we have that necessarily the transitions share the same threads. Hence

t : R (i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S t′ : S
(i,j,k):α

R

Then opp(t′) = R
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S. From Proposition 14 we have that t = opp(t′). �

In the example 4.2.3 the transitions are not equal because they do not appear on the same trace, but
also because they do not share a common thread.

Corollary 1. If t =e t′ are coinitial and share a common thread then t = t′.

Every trace of Rπ can be written as a composition of two traces, the first only backward and the
second only forward. It is an adaptation of Lemma 7 to Rπ.

Lemma 14 (Parabolic traces). Let s be a trace. Then there exists two traces r, only backward, and r′,
only forward, such that s ∼ r; r′.

Proof. Similar to the proof of [20]. We proceed by induction on the length of s and the distance to the
earliest disagreement pair in s, that we denote with t′; t:

t′ : R (i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S t : S
(i′,j′,k′):α′

T

We have the following cases:
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• t, t′ are concurrent. We can apply Lemma 13 and swap them. As a result we decrease the distance
to the earliest disagreement pair.

• t, t′ are causal. We distinguish on the two possible types of causality:

– Structural causality. It implies that the transitions share a common thread. Since the memory
of a thread behaves as a stack, and that the two transitions are consecutive and of opposite
direction we have that t′ =e t. From Proposition 22 t = opp(t′). Since t; opp(t) ∼ ε we can
replace the pair t′; t in s and obtain a trace causally equivalent to s but with a smaller length,
on which we can then apply the induction hypothesis.

– Contextual causality. We have two possibilities:
∗ i = k′. This case is not allowed by the LTS: we cannot backtrack on an event that was

chosen as a contextual cause by a previous transition.
∗ i′ = k. Not allowed by the LTS: the transition opp(t) was triggered before t′ and we

cannot choose as cause a transition that has not yet fired.

�

Proposition 23. Let s1, s2 be two coinitial and cofinal traces, where s2 is only forward. Then there
exists s′1 only forward, shorter or equal to s1 such that s1 ∼ s′1.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of s1. If s1 is forward then s′1 = s1. Otherwise, using
Proposition 14, we can assume that s1 is parabolic: s1 = u; t; t′; v, where u; t is backward, t′; v forward
and t; t′ is the only pair of consecutive transitions that are in opposite direction. Since s2 is only forward
and s1, s2 are coinitial and cofinal, whatever the transition t takes out from the memory has to be put
back by some other transition in t′; v. We denote with t′′ the earliest such transition, that is t =e t′′, on
the same threads and of different signs. Then, from Proposition 22, t = opp(t′′). We can rewrite s1 as
u; t; t′; v′; t′′; v′′.

Let us now show that t is concurrent with all transitions up to t′′. Suppose ∃t? between t and t′′ such
that t and t? are causal. We have the following cases:

• t and t? are structural causal. Contradiction with the hypothesis that t′′ is the earliest transition
sharing a thread with t.

• t and t? are contextual causal. We have that:

– either c(t) = id(t?). Not possible since t? succeeds t;
– or c(t?) = id(t). Not possible either since t is backward;

Therefore all transitions between t and t′′ are concurrent to t. It follows, from Lemma 13, that
we can swap t with each transition up to t′′ and obtain s1 ∼ u; t′; v′; t; t′′; v′′. By the definition of ∼,
s1 ∼ u; t′; v′; v′′, hence the length decreases and we can apply the induction hypothesis. �

We can now state the fundamental property which proves that backtracking respects the causality
induced by Rπ.

Theorem11 (Correct backtracking). Two traces are coinitial and cofinal if and only if they are equivalent.

Proof. Let us denote with s1 and s2 the two traces. If s1 ∼ s2 then we can derive that s1, s2 are coinitial
and cofinal from the definition of ∼.

Suppose then that s1, s2 are coinitial and cofinal. Due to Proposition 14 we can suppose that they are
parabolic. We reason by induction on the lengths of s1, s2 and on the depth of the earliest disagreement
between them, denoted by the pair t1, t2. We have the following cases, depending on whether t1 and t2
are forward or not:
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1. if t1 is forward and t2 backward, then

s1 = u1; t1; v1 s2 = u2; t2; v2

where u1 ∼ u2, u1 backward and v1 forward (since s1 is parabolic). Then the traces t1; v1, t2; v2
are coinitial and cofinal, with t1; v1 only forward. We apply Proposition 23 and derive that there
exists s′2 ∼ t2; v2 shorter or equal to t2; v2. If it is equal then t2 is forward which contradicts the
hypothesis. We then proceed by induction with u2; s′2 shorter.

2. if both transitions are forward, then

s1 = u1; t1; v1 s2 = u2; t2; v2

where u1 ∼ u2, and t1; v1, t2; v2 are coinitial, cofinal and both forward.

• if t1, t2 are concurrent, then whatever t1 puts in the memory must be copied in v2. Let us
denote with t′1 the earliest such transition (ie t′1 ∈ v2, t′1 =e t1 and on the same threads) and
rewrite t2; v2 as t2;u2; t′1;u′2. We show that t′1 is concurrent with all transitions in u2:
– t′1 is the earliest transition on the same thread as t1, thus it is not structural causal with
any transition in t2;u2;

– t′1 =e t1 hence c(t′1) = c(t1). Then t1 cannot have as contextual cause a transition in
t2;u2.

Using the lemma 13, we have:

t2; v2 = t2;u2; t′1;u′2 ∼ t′1; t2;u2;u′2.

From Corollary 1 t′1 = t1. We obtain a later earliest disagreement pair, without changing the
lengths of s1 and s2, hence we can rely on the induction hypothesis.

• if t1, t2 are causal, then let us show that this case is not possible. We have the following
types of causality:
– structural causal: suppose that t1 and t2 are not memory equivalent. Then the traces
t1; v1 and t2; v2 add into the memory events in a different order, hence the traces are not
cofinal, which is a contradiction.
We have then that t1 =e t2, and by Corollary 1 t1 = t2, which contradicts the hypothesis.
Therefore t1 and t2 are not structural causal.

– contextual causal: suppose that t2 is a cause for t1 (similar if t1 is a cause for t2). In
order for t1 to choose as cause t2 then ∃t′2 ∈ u1 and hence an earlier disagreement pair,
which again contradicts the hypothesis.

3. if they are both backward, we proceed similar to above.

�

The reader aware of the work on non-interleaving semantics for the π-calculus may have noticed
that our semantics allows more transitions to commute than the standard one [9] in which the transitions
of Example 4.2.2 are not considered concurrent. This is related to the fact that we let commutation
preserve label up-to =λ. We will come back to this important point in the next section.
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4.3 Correctness criteria for a causal semantics

Following the work of Lévy, on characterizing equivalence up-to permutation in the λ-calculus [44], it
is well known that one may enrich the syntax of a calculus with concurrent redexes so as to track causal
dependencies between reductions, either by annotating transition labels or directly by annotating the
terms (see also section 2.4). In this section we wish to view Rπ as an annotated version of the π-calculus,
forgetting reversibility for a moment, and use the non-interleaving semantics it engenders in order to
revisit, and update, standard concepts for the π-calculus.

In the absence of an indisputable definition of permutation equivalence for the LTS semantics of
the π-calculus it is hard to assert the correctness of one definition over another. As we have remarked
in the introduction, in a closed system however (i.e. where only reductions are observed), there is a
canonical definition of causality: the structural one. The semantics we have designed respects this
intuition. Indeed, although contextual causality can be defined also for reductions, it is always hidden
behind structural causality.

The correctness criteria we propose for a causal model, that we formally introduce in chapter 5, hold
in the causal semantics of Rπ. In particular realisability is satisfied due to our correctness criterion on
causality. We come back to this important point in Example 4.3.2.

Proposition 24. Let t1 : R (i,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ S and t2 : S (j,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ T . Then t1 < t2 if and only if t1 @ t2.

Proof. If t1 @ t2 then t1 < t2. Let us show now that if t1 < t2 then t1 @ t2. Since the transitions are
both forward we prove that t1 @T t2.

Since t1 and t2 are consecutive we have that either t1 @T t2 or t1 �T t2. Nothing to prove for the
first case. Let us then consider the case t1 �T t2.

From t1 �T t2 and that t2 is a synchronisation it follows that

πl(t2) = S1
(i2,j2,k2):α2−−−−−−−−→ T1 πr (t2) = S2

(i2,j′
2,k

′
2):α2−−−−−−−−→ T2

with either k2 = i1 or k′2 = i1. Let us suppose that k2 = i1 (similar for k′2 = i1). We denote with a the
subject of α2.

From the definition of the projections we have that S = C[S1 | S2]. Since k2 = i1 and from
Proposition 7, νaΓ ∈ S1. By Proposition 12, νaΓ′ < S2. But a ∈ subj(α2), then, from Proposition 13
〈i, _, d @ a/c〉 ∈ S2. We have then that i @T2 i2 and j′2 = i.

We apply a synchronisation rule for transition t2 (either com+ or close+), with the side conditions
k2 =∗ j

′
2 and k′2 =∗ j2. From the first, we have that k2 = j

′
2, hence i = i1 and i1 @T i2. �

We want to justify contextual causality between labelled events as an "anticipation" of the structural
causality between the reductions these events will generate. Or, dually, that if two labelled events are
concurrent, then it is possible from them to generate two concurrent reductions. In order to formalize
this intuition, given a process and one computation trace, we need a notion of reduction context, that
provides a synchronising partner for every non-τ transition in the trace (see Definition 65).

Then the main result of this Section (Theorem 12) is that two non-τ transitions are concurrent if and
only if there exists a reduction context that preserves concurrency.

In order to formulate the Theorem, we introduce the notion of projection that is used to retrieve from
a synchronisation its two composing transitions.

In the following developments, we write R i:τ−→ S instead of R (i,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ S whenever unambiguous.

Proposition 25. If t : R i:τ−→ S then there exists at most one context C[•] such that R = C[R1 | R2] and
t : C[R1 | R2] i:τ−→ C ′[S1 | S2] with Rq , Sq, q ∈ {1, 2}.

Proof. It follows from the structure of a Rπ process R := νãΓ (S | T ). �
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The intuition of the above Proposition is that if the τ transition is generated by a prefix of the form
τ.P then no such context exists. Otherwise, one can separate the two synchronising partners using the
first parallel operator that is above them in the syntax tree.

Definition 64. The projections to the left and to the right of a transition t are defined as follows:

• if t : C1[R1 | R2] i:τ−→ C2[S1 | S2] with Rq , Sq, q ∈ {1, 2}, then considering the derivation:

R1
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S′1 R2

(i,j′,k′):α−−−−−−→ S′2

R1 | R2
i:τ−→ S1 | S2

we define:

πl(t) : R1
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S′1 πr (t) : R2

(i,j′,k′):α−−−−−−→ S′2,

• otherwise, πl(t) = πr (t) = t.

Definition 65 (Reduction contexts). Given a trace

σ : R0
ζ1−→ R1...Rn−1

ζn−→ Rn

with ζq = (iq, jq, kq) : αq, a contextC[•] is a reduction context for σ if: C[R0] i1:τ−−→ R′1...R
′
n−1

in:τ−−→ R′n
for some R′1, .., R′n and, furthermore for each q ∈ {0, .., n} we have:

• if αq , τ then there is x ∈ {l, r} such that:

πx(R′q
iq :τ−−→ R′q+1) = Rq

(iq ,jq ,kq ):αq−−−−−−−→ Rq+1

• if αq = τ then ∃C ′[•] such that R′q = C ′[Rq], R′q+1 = C
′[Rq+1].

The fact that reduction contexts always exist may be viewed as a realisability condition on the LTS
semantics: for every derivable partial reduction, there is a context that transforms the partial reduction
into a complete one. This property holds trivially for CCS and the π-calculus but is not obvious in a
more complex LTS such as the one of Rπ.

Proposition 26. In Rπ reduction contexts exist for every finite trace.

Proof. We construct the context by induction on the length of the trace. We start with the last transition
in the trace for which we provide the minimum reduction context. We then add a prefix to the context
for each transition in the trace. In order to keep track of the context built so far we prove the following
stronger induction hypothesis:

in a trace
R0

(i1,j1,k1):α1−−−−−−−→ R1...
(in,jn,kn):αn−−−−−−−−→ Rn

∃S0 such that R0 | S0 = R
′
0

(i1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′1...
(in,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′n for some R′1, .., R′n and, for q ∈ {0, .., n}:

• if αq , τ then ∃x, πx(R′q
(iq ,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′q+1) = Rq

(iq ,jq ,kq ):αq−−−−−−−→ Rq+1

• if αq = τ then ∃C ′[•] such that R′q = C ′[Rq], R′q+1 = C
′[Rq+1].

Then the context C[•] = [•] | S0 is a reduction context.

• Base case. Let Rn−1
(in,jn,kn):αn−−−−−−−−→ Rn.
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– If α1 = τ then Sn−1 = 0 trivially verifies the necessary properties.

– If α1 , τ then Sn−1 = ∅ B αn.0. We have the following transition: Rn−1 | Sn−1
(in,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→

C ′[Rn | Sn], where the projections are easily verified.

• Inductive case. Let Rp−1
(ip,jp,kp):αp−−−−−−−−→ Rp. By induction we have that ∃Sp such that

Rp | Sp
(ip+1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−−−→ R′p+1...

(ip,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′n.

We have to show that there exists Sp−1 such that Rp−1 | Sp−1
(ip,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′′p ...

(in,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′′n

with ∃x, πx(R′′q
(iq ,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′′q+1) = Rq

(iq ,jq ,kq ):αq−−−−−−−→ Rq+1 for all αq , τ and ∃C ′′[•] such that
R′′q = C

′′[Rq], R′′q+1 = C
′′[Rq+1] for αq = τ where q ∈ {0, .., n}.

We proceed by cases on αp:

– αp = τ then let Sp−1 = Sp and the hypothesis is verified.
– αp = b(a) (or b〈a〉) then αp = b〈a〉 (or b(a) respectively). Let Sp−1 = αp.Sp.

We have the following trace:

Rp−1 | Sp−1
(ip,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ Rp | Sp

(ip+1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−−−→ R′p+1...
(in,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′n

where the first synchronisation does not apply any substitution (since (Sp){a/a} = Sp). We
have that

πl(Rp−1 | Sp−1
(ip,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ Rp | Sp) = Rp−1

(ip,jp,kp):αp−−−−−−−−→ Rp

and for the rest of the transitions the properties follow from induction.
– αp = b(νaΓ) then αp = b(a). Let Sp−1 = αp.Sp and thus the trace becomes

Rp−1 | Sp−1
(ip,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ νaΓ (Rp | Sp)

(ip+1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−−−→
R′′p+1 = νaΓ (R′p+1)...

(in,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′′n = νaΓ (R′n)

since νaΓ cannot prevent the transitions with label τ . We have that

πl(Rp−1 | Sp−1
(ip,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ νaΓ (Rp | Sp)) = Rp−1

(ip,jp,kp):αp−−−−−−−−→ Rp.

We need to verify that the properties still hold for the rest of the transitions:
∗ if αq , τ then

∃x, πx(νaΓ (R′q)
(iq ,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ νaΓ (R′q+1)) =

πx(R′q
(iq ,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ R′q+1) = Rq

(iq ,jq ,kq ):αq−−−−−−−→ Rq+1

where the last equality follows from the induction hypothesis.
∗ ifαq = τ then by inductionwe have that there existsC ′[•] such thatR′q = C ′[Rq], R′q+1 =
C ′[Rq+1]. Let C ′′[•] = νaΓ (C ′[•]) which verifies that C ′′[Rq] = νaΓ (C ′[Rq]) = R′′q
and similarly for R′′q+1.

�

It is interesting to note that the Proposition 26 is important because we derive a reduction semantics
from the LTS and there is no guarantee a priori that every transition can be part of some reduction. This
should be put in contrast with the approach of Leifer and Milner which proposed a technique to derive
LTS’s from reduction semantics [43].
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Example 4.3.1. With the convention of Example 4.1.2, let us consider the process: R = νa∅(b〈a〉 | a)
with the trace emanating from it:

σ : R i1:b〈νa∅〉−−−−−→ (i2,∗,i1):a−−−−−−→ S

A reduction context for σ is C[•] = ([•] | b(u).u), and the closure of the trace is:

σ̂ : C[R] i1:τ−−→ i2:τ−−→ C ′[S]

with i1 �S i2 and i1 <C′[S] i2 as stated in Proposition 24.

We are now in position to state the theorem onwhichwe rely to claim that the permutation equivalence
induced by Rπ is optimal with respect to the reduction semantics.

Theorem 12. Let t1 and t2 be two transitions of the form:

t1 : R (i1,j1,k1):α1−−−−−−−→ S t2 : S (i2,j2,k2):α2−−−−−−−→ T.

We have that t1 and t2 are concurrent if and only if there exists a reduction context C[•] such that:

t′1 : C[R] i1:τ−−→ S′ t′2 : S′ i2:τ−−→ T ′

and t′1 is concurrent to t′2.

Proof. If the two transitions are concurrent, a reduction context preserving concurrency is C[•] = [•] |
(∅ B α1 | ∅ B α2).

We proceed by cases on α1, α2.

• α1, α2 , τ . Then letC[•] = [•]‖(∅ B α1‖∅ B α2), where ifαq = b(a) (or b〈a〉, b(νaΓ)), αq = b〈a〉
(or b(a) respectively). We obtain the following trace (in which we ignore the empty processes):

t′1 : C[R] (i1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ C ′[S‖∅ B α2] t′2 : C ′[S‖∅ B α2] (i2,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ C ′′[T ]

It is straightforward that t′1 and t′2 are concurrent and that t1 and t2 respectively, are their projections.

• If α1 = τ, α2 , τ then let C[•] = [•]‖∅ B α2 where if α2 = b(a) (or b〈a〉, b(νaΓ)), α2 = b〈a〉 (or
b(a) respectively). We have the trace, in which we ignored the empty processes:

t′1 : R‖∅ B α2
(i1,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ C ′[S‖∅ B α2] t′2 : C ′[S‖∅ B α2] (i2,∗,∗):τ−−−−−→ C ′′[T ]

t′1 and t′2 are concurrent and the necessary properties for the reduction context C[•] are verified.

• Similar for the rest of the cases.

The other direction is done by showing its contrapositive, namely that if t1 and t2 are causal, then so
are t′1 and t′2. We have that e1 = 〈i1, k1, α1〉 ∈ T and e2 = 〈i2, k2, α2〉 ∈ T . From the properties of a
reduction context we have that eq = 〈iq, kq, α′q〉 ∈ T ′ where:

α′q = b[c/a] if αq = b[∗/a];
α′q = αq otherwise

for q ∈ {1, 2} and x ∈ {l, r}. Hence if e1 @T e2 then e1 @T ′ e2 (the order in which the events are
added to the memory does not change) and if e1 �T e2 then e1 �T ′ e2 (the events do not change their
contextual cause).

�
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In particular the contrapositive of Theorem 12 implies that two transitions are causally related (either
structurally or contextually) if and only if for all reduction contexts, the corresponding reductions are.
This property is however not satisfied by the causal semantics of the π-calculus considered in earlier
works, where the first extruder of a name a is considered to be the cause of any subsequent transition
using a as a free name. In particular this prevents the transitions of Example 4.2.2 from commuting.
Indeed, there does not exists a reduction context in which the two closed transitions would commute.

While the proof of Theorem 12 is conceptually simple, some subtleties should nevertheless be pointed
out. First, the fact that the causality relation is preserved by parallel composition is a design choice of
our semantics, which is not shared by the other causal semantics in the literature. Also, even though
causality is preserved, it is not obvious that context causality between labelled events should become
structural causality after composition. But this is precisely what Proposition 24 says. We designed our
semantics so that Theorem 12 is true, and the simplicity of the proof is just a consequence of this choice.

Example 4.3.2. Consider the π-calculus process P = νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) with the trace P b〈νa〉−−−→ c〈νa〉−−−→ a−→
Q. A reduction context for P is C[•] = ([•] | b(u).u | c(v).v) and we have C[P ] τb−→ τc−→ τa−→ Q′. Remark
that the transitions τb and τc are concurrent and that we can interchange them in the trace.

The last synchronisation on channel a corresponds to two different events: one engendered by the
substitution on u and another by the substitution on v. In Rπ, the corresponding events choose as cause
the transition on b and on c respectively. We can represent all the commutative transitions for P as
follows:

∅ B P

R0 S0

RR1 S1

TS

1 : b〈νa∅〉 2 : c〈νa∅〉

2 : c〈νa1〉

1 : b〈νa2〉
3, ∗, 1 : a 3, ∗, 2 : a

2 : c〈νa1〉 1 : b〈νa2〉

3, ∗, 2 : a

3, ∗, 1 : a

Note that from process R, depending on the choice of contextual cause (either event 1 or 2) we
can reach two distinct processes, that allow different backward paths from them. Previous permutation
equivalence for the π-calculus in the literature would not allow the top diagram with source ∅ B P and
target R to commute.

An alternative approach could have been not to choose a context cause, when many are available:

∅ B P

R0 S0

RR1 S1

S′

1 : b〈νa∅〉 2 : c〈νa∅〉

2 : c〈νa1〉

1 : b〈νa2〉
3 : a 3 : a

2 : c〈νa1〉 1 : b〈νa2〉

3 : a
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However, this would be conceptually incorrect, as it would allow the trace σ : ∅ B P +−→ R0
+−→ R1

+−→
S′
−−→ S1 which would break the fact that in any reduction context of σ the first reduction is always a

cause of the second (and therefore should not be backtracked first).
The trace is thus not realisable. Notice however that the path consists of forward and backward

transitions. If we consider only the forward one, the above representation of P is realisable.

4.4 Graphical representation of the information flow

In the following we show a graphical representation of the information flow for a private name in an
Rπ process. The graphical representation can help in understanding the rules in the LTS of Figure 4.1,
but it is also a first step in developping a syntactic check on the imbricated restrictions in an Rπ process.

In this representation, annotated boxes to represent the scope of a restriction. For simplicity, we
consider that the process has one liberated name. Extrusions are represented as arrows, which are
decorated with the identifier of the transition. The transitions that are using the name in subject are
represented as fragments on which we write their contextual cause in parathensis. A first example is
given in Figure 4.4, where there is a restriction on a name with Γ the set of extruders. One of the extruders
is identified by i and another transitions chooses i as contextual cause.

In the following we show on an example how to graphically denote Rπ processes. The formal
definitions are technical and we do not present them here.

Consider the process R = νa∅(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) | b(e).(d〈e〉 | e), where empty processes and empty
memories are ignored. The process obtained after the transition

R
1:τb−−→ R′ = νa∅(νa1(S) | 〈1, ∗, b[a/e]〉 B (d〈e〉 | e)), with S = (〈1, ∗, b〈a〉〉 B 0 | c〈a〉 | a)

is depicted in Figure 4.5. There are two boxes, corresponding to the two restrictions on a: an outer box
guarded by the ∅ and an inner box, guarded by the set {1}. The synchronisation on b is represented by
the dot.

The synchronisation above engenders a substitution [a/e] in the continuation process. Thus there are
two possible extruders of the private name a in R′. One is on channel b and the second one on channel
c. The two transitions

R′
2:c〈νa∅〉−−−−−→ 3:d〈νa2〉−−−−−→ R′′ = νa2,3(νa1,2(a) | 〈1, ∗, b[a/e]〉 B e)

shown in Figure 4.6, where event 3 has as instantiator event 1. We use the dotted line to represent
instantiation of either the subject or the object in a label.

We consider several possible transitions from R′′. First, the synchronisation R′′ 4:τa−−→ T is shown
in Figure 4.7. If a transition uses a in the subject of its label, then the transition chooses a cause whenever
it exits a box. In our case, the only possible cause is (1). The transition is a synchronisation, denoted by
a point, and the synchronising partner is instantiated by event 1. The cause of a partial event is thus an
instantiator for it synchronisation partner.

Consider now the labelled transition

R′′
(4,1,3):a−−−−−→ νa2,3(νa1,2(a))
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shown in Figure 4.8. The transition has event 3 as cause and event 1 as instantiator. Event 4 is a
synchronisation occuring somewhere outside of the outer box and its synchronising partner is instantiated
by event 3.

Lastly, we consider the transition

R′′
(4,∗,3):a−−−−−→ νa2,3(νa1,2(0)‖〈1, ∗, b[a/e]〉 B e)

shown in Figure 4.9. The transition has to traverse the two boxes. It initially picks as cause event 1 in
order to traverse the smaller box. Then it is allowed to change the cause but only if between the older
cause and the new there is a dotted line. Thus it chooses event 3 as cause.

4.5 Conclusions and future work

We have presented the first labelled reversible semantics for the π-calculus that satisfies our correctness
criteria for a reversible LTS. As reversibility is linked to causality, we also provide a novel causal
semantics for the π-calculus, which guarantees that events have each a unique causal history. We have
argued that our notion of causality is canonical, being entirely sound with respect to the precedence
operator between reductions.

In our presentation, we have omitted the replication and the choice operator. We believe that including
these would be a straightforward import from the technique used in RCCS [40], to the price of a more
involved syntax for terms.

In section 4.4 we have informally introduced a graphical representation of π processes. It can help
in developping a syntactic check for coherent Rπ processes. It is also a graphical representation of the
information flow. Thus we plan to investigate the connections between our work and works on security
in concurrent computations.

Another interesting continuation of our work consists in reformulating the correctness criteria of our
permutation equivalence, in terms of a Galois connection between the (concrete) world of reductions and
the (abstract) one of labelled transitions, taking inspiration, for instance, from the approach of Feret [28].

Lastly, we are also interested in studying meaningful equivalence relations for reversible π-processes.
We plan to investigate how the results of Phillips, Ulidowski and the ones in chapter 3 can be extended
to Rπ. The causal model of Rπ, proposed in chapter 6, is a first step in this direction.
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Interlude: stability

We have seen in section 4.3 that a correct reversible model requires a stable causal relation, which holds
if each occurrence of an event has a unique causal history. In this section we show that we can interpret
this condition in configuration structures and domains. Also we argue that the causal model proposed in
Ref. [17, 25] is not stable due to the way the restriction operator is interpreted.

Crafa, Varacca and Yoshida proposed a causal model for the π-calculus in terms of permitted
configuration structures (subsection 2.2.6). Let us consider the processes P = b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a,Q = νa(P )
and their interpretations as permitted configurations in Figure 4.10. In this process a is private and it
cannot be used as a communication channel. The context has first to receive the name from one of its
extruders: on channel b or on channel c. In the top configuration the cause of a is either b〈a〉 or c〈a〉.
We have seen that this poses problems for reversible computations (see Example 4.3.2). We will show
that the underlying domains of the configuration structure at the right does not satisfy stability, and it is
thus not a stable family.

The example raises two questions. First, what type of structures are the ’unstable’ configuration
structure? Winskel [69] introduced families of configurations as a more general form of stable families
that can depict unstable structures. The underlying domains are algebraic. We briefly introduce the two
in the following section but refer the reader to Refs. [69, 70, 50] for more examples and discussions.

The structure obtained after applying the restriction at the right of Figure 4.10 is not stable and thus
cannot be used to interpret any process. Then we ask: is there a canonicalway to obtain a stable structure
from an unstable one? By canonical we mean that the operation makes sense for the interpretation of
π-calculus in stable families and for the underlying domains.

Berry [6] introduced stability as an axiom on Scott domains in order to define a new class of domains,
the dI-domains. The stable families of Winskel [69], from subsection 2.2.1, define the class of config-
uration structures that have as underlying domain, a dI-domain. We have seen in subsection 2.2.2 the
correspondence between the two. We show the correspondence we have between unstable configuration
structures and the domains. Lastly, we show that for the unstable configuration structures we considered

∅

b〈a〉 c〈a〉a

b〈a〉, c〈a〉b〈a〉, a c〈a〉, a

b〈a〉, c〈a〉, a

∅

b〈a〉 c〈a〉

b〈a〉, c〈a〉b〈a〉, a c〈a〉, a

b〈a〉, c〈a〉, a

Figure 4.10: The configuration structures of b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a (right) and νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) (left) in [17]
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⊥

e2e1

e2, e3e1, e3

Figure 4.11: A stable (but not prime) event structure

there is no canonical stabilisation.

Stability and configuration structures

Event structures were introduced in Ref. [69] as intermediate structures between the elementary event
structures (Definition 25) and the prime event structures (Definition 26). Event structures characterise
the unstable configuration structures.

Definition 66 (Event structures and families of configurations). An event structure (E,`,Con) consists
of a set of events E, a consistency predicate Con ⊆ P (E) and a enabling relation `⊆ Con × E such
that the following holds:

X ∈ Con and Y ⊂ X =⇒ Y ∈ Con
X ` e,X ⊆ Y ∈ Con =⇒ Y ` e.

The family of configurations of an event structure, denoted L(E,`,Con) = (E,C,⊆), consists of
the subsets of E that are consistent and secured:

x secured ⇐⇒ ∀e ∈ x,∃e0, ..en ∈ x, en = e such that ∅ ` e0, {e0} ` e1, ..., {e0, .., en−1} ` en.

Families of configurations can be defined independently of event structures, as the stable families
of Definition 11, except that the stability axiom is not imposed. In such structures one can represent
disjoint causality, which is not representable using the causality relation in prime event structures.

Example 4.5.1. Let e1, e2, e3 ∈ E and {e1} ` e3, {e2} ` e3, {e1, e2} ` e3. This enabling relation is
equivalent to the one depicted in the right of Figure 4.10, where e1 corresponds to b〈a〉, e2 to c〈a〉 and
e3 to a.

Definition 67 (Stability). A family of configurations (E,C,⊆) is stable iff

∀x, y ∈ C.x ∪ y ∈ C =⇒ x ∩ y ∈ C (4.1)

Similarly, an event structure is stable iff

X ` e and Y ` e and X ∪ Y ∪ {e} ∈ Con =⇒ X ∩ Y ` e. (4.2)

Correspondence between stable and prime event structures Prime event structures are always stable
but not the other way around. Consider the structure in Figure 4.11 as a counter example. In particular
in prime event structures each event has a unique history, as opposed to each event occurence as in stable
event structures. In Ref. [69] adjoint functors between stable and prime event structures are defined. The
following condition characterises the subclass of stable families for which each event e ∈ E has a unique
causal set, that is

∀x, y ∈ C, e ∈ x ∩ y =⇒ [e]x = [e]y.
called prime families.
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⊥

x2x1

x3 x4 x5

x6

⊥

•• •

•

Figure 4.12: Algebraic (but not prime algebraic) domains

Stability and domains

In Theorem 1 we have seen that event structures, stable families and prime algebraic domains are
connected through adjoint functors. Intuitively, the result says that for every prime algebraic domain
there is a corresponding prime event structures. We want to have a similar result for event structures
and the families of configurations. Winskel showed that the underlying domains of the families of
configurations are the algebraic domains [70]. However, we do not have that every algebraic domains
has a corresponding family of configurations. We come back to this point in Example 4.5.3.

Definition 68 (Algebraic domain). Let (D,≤) a domain according to Definition 21. We define the
following:

• X ⊆ D is a directed set ⇐⇒ ∀t, s ∈ X∃u ∈ X, t ≤ u and s ≤ u.

• c ∈ D is finite or compact ⇐⇒ ∀X ⊆ D directed, ∪X ∈ D and c ⊆ ∪X entails c ∈ X .

• (D,≤) is algebraic ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ D,x = ∪{c ≤ x, c compact in D}.
The difference between compact elements and the complete primes is that the "witness" set X is

directed in the definition of the compact elements. Elements that are not compact are found in some sort
of infinite chains. It is not the case for any structure we consider, as events in concurrency always have a
finite causal history.

Example 4.5.2. We consider the domain in the left of Figure 4.12. As an example of directed set consider
{x6, x4, x5}, while the set {x4, x5} is not directed. Prime elements are also compact, but not the reverse.
Only x1 and x2 are complete primes while all events in D are compact.

We show that, for instance x3 is not a complete prime, by considering the witness setX = {x4, x5}.
Then x3 < ∪X = x6, but x3 not comparable with neither x4 nor x5. Thus, the partial order above is
algebraic, but not prime algebraic.

Proposition 27. The underlying domain of a family of configurations is an algebraic domain.

Example 4.5.3. The structure at right in Figure 4.12 cannot be the underlying domain of a family of
configurations. We can decorate the domain with events, however the top configuration would consist of
three events while all its predecessors of a single event. This breaks the coincidence-freeness axiom.

The complete primes Example 4.5.2 represents the underlying domain of the structure in the right
of Figure 4.10. Note that we cannot characterise the configuration structure with its complete primes.
The only complete primes are the configurations [b〈a〉] = {b〈a〉} and [c〈a〉] = {c〈a〉}. In particular
{b〈a〉, a} is not a complete prime.

In passing, we observe that in the configuration structure of νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) | b(x).x and
νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) | c(y).y, configurations {τb, τa} and {τc, τa} are complete primes. Recall the intuition
of Theorem 1: complete primes represent occurences of events. Thus one should recognise the labelled
configurations {b〈a〉, a} and {c〈a〉, a} to be events.
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Irreducibles We are looking for a minimal set of elements that can reconstruct all the domain. Such a
set of events is called a base for the partial order (see subsection 2.2.2).

The complete primes form a base for prime algebraic domains. In domains in general, the compact
elements form the base. We are interested in a base that coincides with the complete primes in prime
algebraic domains, which is not the case for compact elements. Below, we define such elements, called
the irreducibles.

Definition 69 (Irreducibles). We define≺ the covering relation on an algebraic domain (D,≤) such that
for x, y ∈ D

y ≺ x ⇐⇒
(
∀z s.t. y ≤ z < x either z = y or z = x

)
.

The set of irreducibles, denoted I , is defined as follows

x ∈ I ⇐⇒ x ∈ D and there exists a unique y ∈ D such that y ≺ x.

Proposition 28. Let (D,≤) an algebraic domain. Then

∀x ∈ D,x = ∪{p ≤ x, p is irreducible in D}.

Definition 69 can easily be extended on families of configurations.
The set of irreducibles is thus a finer base than the compact elements but can still capture the partial

order in domains that are not prime algebraic. The following proposition shows that, as intended, the
irreducibles are the complete primes in prime algebraic domains.

Proposition 29. Let (D,≤) be a prime algebraic domain. Then x ∈ D is an irreducible iff it is a
complete prime.

Proof. Denote P (D) the set of complete primes inD. We show that I (D) ⊆ P (D) and P (D) ⊆ I (D).

• p ∈ P (D) =⇒ p ∈ I (D). We have to show that ∃!y � p. Suppose that there are y1, y2 such that
y1 ≺ p and y2 ≺ p. From the definition of ≺, y1 and y2 are not comparable.
Then y1 ∪ y2 = p and p ≤ p but neither p ≤ y1 nor p ≤ y2 is true. Hence p is not a complete
prime. Contradiction.

• p ∈ I (D) =⇒ p ∈ P (D). (D,≤) is prime algebraic =⇒ p = ∪q ∈ P (D), q ≤ p.
p ∈ I (D), we have that ∃!y � x =⇒ ∀X ⊆ D if p = ∪X then p ∈ X .
Then p ∈ q ∈ P (D), q ≤ p, hence p ∈ P (D).

�

Stabilisation

We show that we cannot define a stabilisation adjunction on families of configurations. Denote D
the category of families of configurations and C the category of stable families. Both use the same
morphisms defined in Definition 13: a partial function on the underlying sets f : E1 ⇀ E2 is a
morphism f : (E1, C1) → (E2, C2) iff it is

• configuration preserving: ∀x ∈ C1, f (x) = {f (e) | e ∈ x} ∈ C2;

• local injective: ∀x ∈ C1,∀e1, e2 ∈ x, f (e1) = f (e2) =⇒ e1 = e2.

Let us define a pair of functors between the two categories:
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∅

b〈a〉 c〈a〉

b〈a〉, c〈a〉b〈a〉, a c〈a〉, a

b〈a〉, c〈a〉, a b〈a〉, c〈a〉, a

Figure 4.13: The configuration structures of νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) after stabilisation

The forgetful functor G(E,C,⊆) = (E,C,⊆) forgets that a configuration structure is stable.

The free functor F (V,U,⊆) = (E,C,⊆) stabilises a configuration structure. It is composed of the
two following functors:

• B takes a family of configuration and builds a prime event structure (E,≤, # ) as follows

E = {x ∈ I (U )} (the events are the irreducibles of U )
x ≤ y ⇐⇒ x, y ∈ E, x ⊆ y (the order is the set inclusion)

x # y ⇐⇒ x, y ∈ E, and x ∩ y < U (conflicting sets do not have an upper bound)

• L is the functor of Theorem 2 that builds a stable family from a prime event structure by
taking all conflict-free, downward closed subsets of events.

For the structure at the right of Figure 4.10 the functor F creates the stable family depicted in Fig-
ure 4.13. Note that if we represent the traces of νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a(d)) in Rπ (Example 4.3.2), we obtain
the same structure.

Definition 70 (Adjunction). An adjunction between two categories D and C is a pair of functors

F : D → C and G : C → D

and a natural isomorphism
F (V ) −→ E

V −→ G(E)
for all objects V in D and forall objects E in C. We say that F is the left adjoint and G the right adjoint,
denoted F a G.

Let us show that for the two functors above, we cannot prove neither F a G nor G a F .
Let us show a counter example for F a G. We have to show the natural isomorphism

F (V,U,⊆) −→ (E,C,⊆)
(V,U,⊆) −→ G(E,C,⊆)

for (V,U,⊆) not stable and (E,C,⊆) stable. Suppose that f : F (V,U,⊆) → (E,C,⊆) is the morphism
defined as the identity:

F (V,U,⊆)

•
• •
•• •

• •

(E,C,⊆) = G(E,C,⊆)

•
• •
•• •

• •

(V,U,⊆)

•
• •
•• •
•

?
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(D,≤)

⊥

x3x2x1

x4

F (D,≤)

⊥

x3x2x1

x2, x3x1, x2 x1, x3

x1, x2, x3

⊥

x3x2x1

x2, x3x1, x2

⊥

x3x2x1

x2, x3x1, x3

⊥

x3x2x1

x1, x2 x1, x3

Figure 4.14: Stabilisation of algebraic domains

We cannot define amorphism g : (V,U,⊆) → G(E,C,⊆) = (E,C,⊆) such that the two are in bijection.
The problem is that the top element of U can be mapped to neither one of two top elements in C.

Let us now consider the adjunction G a F , with F the right adjoint. We have to show the natural
isomorphism

(E,C,⊆) −→ F (V,U,⊆)
G(E,C,⊆) −→ (V,U,⊆)

Suppose we have g : G(E,C,⊆) −→ (V,U,⊆) the morphism defined below, on the two structures at
the left.

(E,C,⊆) = G(E,C,⊆)

•
• •
•

• •

F (V,U,⊆)

•
• •
•• •

• •

?
?

(V,U,⊆)

•
••

• ••
•

Again, the mapping for the topmost elements is ambiguous, hence there is no morphism f : (E,C,⊆)
−→ F (V,U,⊆).

In the examples above we empoyed the domains underlying the families of configurations. A more
general result would instead use algebraic domains. However, there are algebraic domains for which
there is no unique stabilisation2. Consider the domain (D,≤) at top left in Figure 4.14 and F (D,≤) at
the top right. There exists three "smaller" prime algebraic domains that preserve the points in (D,≤)
and we have found no intuitive arguments to eliminate them.

2A stable domain is a prime algebraic one.
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Conclusion and future work

In section 4.3 we showed that causal models that are not stable are not suitable for reversible calculi.
Thus it is important to interpret processes in stable models. In this chapter we try to show that all
process algebra operations have to preserve stability, in particular the restriction. If we obtain an
unstable structure, however it seems difficult (and ad-hoc) to recover a meaningful stable structure. Thus
in chapter 5 we have a different approach for defining a causal model for the π-calculus than ones
previously used.

We believe that this chapter shows that there are many connections between configuration structures
and domains to explore. We are interested in finding the class of domains that corresponds to the
many forms of configuration structures [65]. For instance, we have a class of reachable configuration
structures where the only assumptions on the nature of computation is that the events are discrete and
have a finite causal history. What are then the class of domains that if decorated with events, leads to the
reachable configuration structures? Note that, for instance, the algebraic domain (D,≤) in Figure 4.14
is not reachable. Another interesting class of domains would be the one for which a minimal canonical
stabilisation exists.

On the other hand, one may try to import concept from domain theory into concurrency. We have
seen that complete primes are the elements in a domain that can reconstruct the domain. Other sets of
elements in the domain have this property [31]. We would like to understand if these elements have
meaning as states in a computation.
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Chapter 5

A stable causal model for the π-calculus

The causal model we introduce in this chapter is based on the rigid families of subsection 2.2.4. Unlike
configuration structures, where causality is a primitive notion, in rigid families causality and concurrency
are derived from precedence, a partial order local to each run of a process. The precedence relation can
be interpreted as temporal observations. When a process P is able to output two messages a and b on two
parallel channels, three kinds of observations are possible. The observer sees the output on a before the
output on b, or the output on b before the output on a, or she cannot tell in which order they happen, either
because they really happen at the same time, or because the observer does not have a global clock on the
two events. In the rigid family interpretation of P we would have three corresponding configurations for
the parallel emission of a and b.

Our semantics ressembles the encoding of process calculi in stable families though the structures
we obtain describe all temporal orders, not just the structural ones. For instance, in rigid families, the
process a | b is modelled by the configurations {e1 < e2}, {e2 < e1} and {e1, e2}, where e1, e2 are
labelled a and b, respectively.

We can deduce causality and concurrency from the precedence relation. A causal dependence on
two events e1, e2 can be deduced if in every configuration e1 precedes e2. Moreover the model allows
the representation of disjoint causality: an event e2 can occur after either event e1 or event e3, as long as
the cause of e2 is not ambiguous. Concretely, we have then the partial orders {e1 < e2}, {e3 < e2} and
{e1 < e2, e3 < e2} as possible configurations. On the other hand, events are considered concurrent if
there exists a configuration in which the two events are not comparable.

The causal models for the π-calculus that we have seen in subsection 2.2.6 satisfy two correctness
criteria. The first consists in defining an operational semantics on the causal model and show that the
interpretation of a process is bisimilar to the process. The second criterion asks for the definition of a
causal bisimulation that equates the terms νa(b〈a〉 | a) and νa(b〈a〉.a). The two criteria hold for the
interpretations of CCS and the π-calculus in rigid families. Some causal models are also compositional
which is considered a correctness criterion as well. We introduce two more correctness criteria, satisfied
in rigid families. We ask that the structural congruence defined in the π-calculus is preserved in the
causal model and that every trace in the interpretation of a process is realisable.

In a causal model we can easily add reversibility. In order to correctly interpret reversibility, the
realisability criterion should account for reversible traces. Indeed rigid families can encode RCCS and
Rπ, as we will see in chapter 6.

Outline. In section 5.1 we introduce the category of rigid families and rigid morphisms and compare
with event structures in subsection 5.1.1. The rigid and stable families of Winskel are equivalent to
event structures. Such a result does not hold for our category of rigid families and we discuss why
in subsection 5.1.2. In section 5.2 and section 5.3 we show how to interpret CCS and π-calculus,
respectively, such that the models are compositional and sound. We present the remaining correctness
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criteria in section 5.4. First we ask that the labelled semantics precisely represents the reductions
(subsection 5.4.1). A second criterion formulated as a structural congruence rule investigates the
concurrency relations defined globally in the model, in subsection 5.4.2. In section 5.5 we show how
to integrate recursion into our work, though we keep it apart in order to ease the syntax. We tried
several approaches in order to define a causal model for the π-calculus and we present some of them
in section 5.6. In section 5.7 we conclude the chapter with a discussion on future works.

5.1 A category of rigid families

We define a category of rigid families and rigid morphisms. Importantly, instead of the morphisms
of subsection 2.2.4 that reflect the order relation between events, we employ here rigid morphisms that
reflect and preserve the order. The rigid families with rigid morphisms generate different universal
constructions from the ones in configuration structures. Thus the order relation has a new interpretation:
it represents temporal observations.

We first introduce the unlabelled categorical setting. It results in a generic framework to represent
concurrent computations as sets of events equipped with a partial order that represents temporal prece-
dence between events. Importantly, precedence is local to a configuration whereas events can occur in
multiple configurations.

A set equipped with a partial order is denoted x, with |x| the underlying set and e ≤x e′ whenever
(e, e′) ∈ x. We recall the rigid inclusion of Definition 28 and the rigid families of Definition 29 and
then, we define a category of rigid families with rigid morphisms.

Definition 71. • Rigid inclusion of partial orders x � y is defined iff the following hold:

|x| ⊆ |y| and
{
∀e, e′ ∈ x : e ≤x e′ ⇐⇒ e ≤y e′

∀e ∈ y,∀e′ ∈ x, e ≤y e′ =⇒ e ∈ x

• A rigid family F = (E,C) is a set of events E and a non-empty family C of partial orders, called
configurations, such that ∀x ∈ C, |x| ∈ P (E) and C is downward closed w.r.t rigid inclusion:
∀y � x, y ∈ C.

• A rigid morphism on rigid families f : (E,C) → (E′, C ′) is a partial function on events
f : E ⇀ E′ that is local injective:

for all x ∈ C, e, e′ ∈ x, f (e) = f (e′) =⇒ e = e′

and that extends to a (total) function on configurations:

f (x) = x′ iff
{
|x′| = {f (e) | e ∈ x}
e ≤x e′ ⇐⇒ f (e) ≤x′ f (e′)

We write F1 � F2 whenever there is an isomorphism between F1 and F2 and we use 0 to denote
the rigid family with an empty set of events.

Proposition 30. Rigid families and their morphisms form a category.

Proof. The category of rigid families and rigid morphisms has as objects the rigid families, denoted
F1,F2 . . . , and the rigid morphisms, denoted f, f ′ : F → F .

Let us show that for every pair of morphisms f : (E,C) → (E′, C ′) and f ′ : (E′, C ′) → (E′′, C ′′)
the composition f ′ ◦ f : (E,C) → (E′′, C ′′) is a morphism. From f : (E,C) → (E′, C ′), we have that
f : E ⇀ E′ is a partial function on events. Let D ⊆ E a subset of events such that f : D → E′ is a
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total function. Similarly, defineD′ ⊆ E′′ such that f ′ : D′ → E′′ is total. Then f ◦ f ′ : D → D′ → E′′

is a composition of total functions and f ◦ f ′ : E ⊇ D → E′ ⊇ D′ → E′′ is partial function. We have
that f ◦ f ′ is defined on the set {e | e ∈ E/D′ or e ∈ D, f (e) ∈ E′/D′}. We have that f ◦ f ′ preserves
and reflects the order and is local injective from f and f ′ morphisms.

For every rigid family F there is an identity morphism idF : F → F . The morphisms satisfy the
following properties:

• composition is associative;

• identity is the unit for composition.

which follows from the underlying partial functions on sets. �

Precedence is a partial order that is local to a configuration, but one may also define a global (partial)
order as follows.

Definition 72 (Causality). Let e, e′ ∈ E for (E,C) a rigid family. Define e′ < e if there exists x ∈ C
such that e, e′ ∈ x and for every y ∈ C, if e, e′ ∈ y then e′ <y e.

Rigid families offer a natural notion of disjoint causality: i.e an event e1 is caused by either e2 or e3.
This type of dependency is a generalisation of Definition 72:

Definition 73 (Disjoint causality). Let (E,C) a rigid family and e ∈ E, X ⊂ E such that e < X . Then
X is a disjoint causal set for e, denoted X < e iff the following hold:

1. disjointness ∀e′ ∈ X , ∃x ∈ C such that e′ <x e and ∀e′′ ∈ X \ e′, e′′ ≮x e.

2. completeness ∀x ∈ C, e ∈ x =⇒ ∃e′ ∈ X such that e′ <x e;

In particular e′ < e whenever {e′} < e.

Definition 74 (Concurrency). Let (E,C) a rigid family and e, e′ ∈ E. Define e^e′ ⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ C,
e, e′ ∈ x such that e′ �x e and e �x e′.

Note that concurrency has an existential quantifier: two events are concurrent if there exists a
configuration in which they are not comparable. On the other hand, causality is universal: it has to hold
for all configurations.

Definition 75 (Operations on rigid families). Let E? = E ∪ {?}.

1. Product Let ? denote undefined for a partial function. Define (E,C) = (E1, C1) × (E2, C2)
where E = E1 ×? E2 is the product in the category of sets and partial functions with the
projections σ1 : E → E?1 , σ2 : E → E?2 . Define the projections π1 : (E,C) → (E1, C1),
π2 : (E,C) → (E2, C2) such that π1(e) = σ1(e) and π2(e) = σ2(e) and the collection of
configurations x ∈ C such that the following hold:

(a) x is a partial order with |x| ∈ P (E);
(b) π1(x) ∈ C1 and π2(x) ∈ C2;
(c) ∀e, e′ ∈ x, if π1(e) = π1(e′) , ? or π2(e) = π2(e′) , ? then e = e′.
(d) ∀e, e′ ∈ |x|, e <x e′ ⇐⇒ π1(e) <π1 (x) π1(e′) and π2(e) <π2 (x) π2(e′), where πi(e)

defined.
(e) ∀y � x we have that π1(y) ∈ C1 and π2(y) ∈ C2.
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∅

e1

e1 < e2

e2

e2 < e1e1, e2

(e1, e2)

Figure 5.1: Example of product

2. Restriction Define the restriction of an upward closed set of configurations X ⊆ C as (E,C) �
X = (∪C ′, C ′) with C ′ = C \X . We equip the operation with a projection π : (E,C) � X →
(E,C) such that π is the identity on events.

3. Prefix Define e.(E,C) = (e ∪ E,C ′ ∪ ∅), for e < E where

x′ ∈ C ′ ⇐⇒ x′ =
(
{e <x′ e′ | ∀e′ ∈ x} ∪ x

)
for some x ∈ C.

Let π : e.(E,C) → (E,C) the projection such that π(e) is undefined and π is the identity on the
rest of the events.

Example 5.1.1. The rigid family in Figure 5.1 corresponds the product of (∅ ≺ {e1}) and (∅ ≺ {e2}).

Proposition 31. The following properties hold:

1. F1 ×F2 is the cartesian product in the category of rigid families.

2. F � X is a rigid family with the projection π : F � X → F a morphism.

3. e.F is a rigid family with the projection π : e.F → F a morphism.

Proof. 1. Denote F1 = (E1, C1), F2 = (E2, C2) and F = (E,C) = F1 × F2. Also we denote with
πi the projections on rigid families and σi the projections on sets, conform item 1. We show the
following:

(a) F is a rigid family;
(b) π1 and π2 are morphisms: this is imposed by conditions (d) and (e) in the definition;
(c) F has the universal property of the product.

For the first condition suffices to show that any configuration is downward closed. We show by
induction that ∀x ∈ P (E) partial orders such that π1(x) ∈ C1, π2(x) ∈ C2 then x ∈ C and x is
downward closed. We proceed by induction on the size of the configurations. For the inductive
step, we have that the hypothesis holds ∀x ∈ P (E) with Card(x) < n. Consider then x ∈ P (E)
with Card(x) = n. We have that x ∈ C as conditions (a) − (f ) are satisfied. Let us now show
that x is downward closed. Let y � x a partial order. We show that y ∈ C by showing that the
following holds:

• y is a partial order with y ∈ P (e), which follows from y � x;
• π1(y) � π1(x) (and π2(y) � π2(x)) follows from y � x and from the rigid morphisms;
• π1(y) ∈ C1 (and π2(y) ∈ C2), as π1(x) ∈ C1 and π1(x) is downward closed;
• ∀y′ � y, π1(y′) ∈ C1, π2(y′) ∈ C2, follows from y′ ∈ C, which is deduced from the
induction hypothesis.
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Figure 5.2: Universal property of the product

Let us now show the third condition: F has the universal property, as described by the dia-
gram Figure 5.2. Let F ′ = (E′, C ′) with π′1 : (E′, C ′) → (E1, C1) and π′2 : (E′, C ′) → (E2, C2)
morphisms. We first observe that events in E are uniquely identified by their projections:

∀e, e′ ∈ E, f1(e) = f1(e′) and f2(e) = f2(e′) =⇒ e = e′. (5.1)

Moreover note that @e ∈ E such that σ1(e) = σ2(e) = ?. It follows from the product on sets and
partial functions.
In order for the diagram to commute the mapping f : (E′, C ′) → (E,C) has to respect the
projections:

f (e′) = e if (π1(e) = π′1(e′), if π′1(e′) defined) and (π2(e) = π′2(e′), if π′2(e′) defined )

= undefined, otherwise

and extend f to configurations

f (x′) = {f (e) ≤ f (e′) | f (e), f (e′) both defined and e ≤x′ e′}.

To show that f is a morphism remains to show that f is local injective: suppose ∃e′1, e′2 ∈ x′ such
that f (e′1) = f (e′2) = e1. It implies that π′1(e′1) = π′1(e′2) and π′2(e′1) = π′2(e′2), hence either π′1 or
π′2 are not local injective. Contradiction.
Lastly let us show that f is the unique morphism f : (E′, C ′) → (E,C) such that:

∀e′ ∈ E′, f (e′) = e =⇒ π1(e) = π′1(e′) and π2(e) = π′2(e′)

which follows from Equation 5.1.

2. To show that (E,C) � X and e.C are rigid families we need to show any configuration is downward
closed. Follows from the definition Definition 75 (item 2 and item 3). The projections are the
identity wherever defined, hence they are morphisms.

�

The following proposition shows that the prefix operation adds event e before any other event in the
family.

Proposition 32. Let (E,C) and e.(E,C) = (E′, C ′) be two rigid families. For all e′ ∈ E′ one has that
e ≤ e′.

Proof. From the definition of the prefix operator (Definition 75, item 3). �
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Figure 5.3: Partial injectivity allows a morphism to map {τ < a} to {a}.

5.1.1 The rigid families of Hayman and Winskel

Our category of rigid families draws inspiration from the rigid families of Hayman andWinskel, recalled
in Definition 29. Let us show in which way the two differ.

In this subsection, we call the morphisms in Definition 29, order reflecting morphisms. In contrast
our rigid morphisms of Definition 71 are order reflecting and preserving.

A first difference is that the morphisms in Definition 29 are defined on partial orders and not on the
underlying set of events, as in Definition 71. Consequently, the partial injectivity of Definition 29 does
not coincide with the local injectivity of Definition 71. The difference is ein the synchronisation events.
As an example consider a morphism between the two structures in Figure 5.3. One can map the partial
orders {a} and {τ < a} to the partial order {a}, but if the morphism is defined on events, the mapping
is no longer possible.

Morphisms with partial injectivity have been used by Hayman and Winskel for calculi without
synchonisations [33], where their condition is sufficient. We do not know how to state local injectivity
using functions defined only on partial orders and not on the underlying set of events.

Secondly, the two differ in the way they map configurations from one structure to another. As
their name suggest, order reflecting morphisms reflect (but do not necesarily preserve) the order in the
configurations. We can retrieve order preserving morphisms on partial orders by requiring the morphism
to satisfy the following property:

∀x, z ∈ F , such that f (x), f (z) defined f (z) � f (x) ⇐⇒ z � x.

5.1.2 Rigid families and event structures

Rigid families (Definition 71) and event structure (Definition 27) As we have seen in subsec-
tion 2.2.4, if morphisms are order reflecting then we can define functors between rigid families and
event structure. Let us now consider the relation between rigid families with rigid morphisms and event
structures with the classic (order-preserving) morphism.

Consider the stable families C1 and C2 in Figure 5.4wherewe replaced events with their corresponding
labels. Consider now the rigid families S (C1) and S (C2) on which one cannot define a morphism
corresponding to the one depicted in the Figure 5.4.

We conjecture that one can obtain an adjonction between rigid and stable families using a forgetful
functor that maps partial orders to their underlying set. However, the construction is not interesting as
we lose all causal informations.

Rigid families and event structures with rigid morphisms In Ref. [15] rigid morphisms are intro-
duced as morphisms on event structures. Consider the category of event structures with rigid morphisms
(i.e. morphisms that preserve and reflect the order). Let us study the connection with our category of
rigid families and rigid morphisms.
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Figure 5.4: A non-rigid morphism in stable families that cannot be mapped into a rigid one in rigid
families

Definition 76 (Rigid morphisms on event structures). A rigid morphism on prime event structures
f : (E1,≤1, # 1) → (E2,≤2, # 2) is a morphism (Definition 27) that preserves the order, i.e. it is a
partial function on the underlying sets f : E1 ⇀ E2 that is

• configuration preserving: ∀x ∈ C1, f (x) = {f (e) | e ∈ x} ∈ C2;

• local injective: ∀x ∈ C1,∀e1, e2 ∈ x, f (e1) = f (e2) =⇒ e1 = e2;

• order preserving: ∀e1, e2 ∈ E1 if e ≤ e′ then f (e) ≤ f (e′)

where C1 and C2 are the sets of configurations of E1 and E2, respectively.

We recall the constructions D : E → C and P : C → E introduced in Theorem 4 that generate
a rigid family from an event structure and the other way around, respectively. Then we show that the
constructions are functors in the new categories and moreover, D is the left adjoint to P .

Proposition 33. Let F = (E,C) be a rigid family. Define P (F ) = (P,≤P , # ) the following
construction:

• P ⊆ C is the set of complete primes in C;

• ≤P is the rigid inclusion restricted to sets in P ;

• for all p, p′ ∈ P , p # p′ iff p and p′ are not compatible.

P (F ) is a prime event structure and P : F → (P,≤P , # ) is a functor.
Conversely, define the family of partial orders of an event structure as all the conflict free, downward

closed subsets of E ordered by inclusion. The order in each configuration x is the restriction of causal
dependency ≤ to |x|. The family of partial orders of a prime event structure E = (E,≤, # ), denoted
D(E ) = (E,C), forms a rigid family and D : (E,≤, # ) → (E,C) is a functor.

Moreover D : E → F is the left adjoint to P : F → E .

Proof. Let us show D : E → F is a functor, that is we have to show that D(E ) is a rigid family, that D
maps morphisms to morphisms and that it preserves the identity and the composition laws on morphisms.
We have that D(E ) is a rigid family from Theorem 4.

Let g : E1 → E2 a morphism on event structures and define D(g) : D(E1) → D(E2) as follows:

D(g)(e) = g(e) and D(g)(x) = x′ ⇐⇒ g(|x|) = |x′|. (5.2)
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As g preserves and reflects the order and is local injective, D(g) is a rigid morphism on rigid families
(Definition 71). The identity morphisms is preserved

D(idE ) = idD(E )

which follows from the definition of D(g). The composition law is satisfied due to the composition of
partial functions on the underlying set of events.

Similarly forP : F → E , we have thatP (F ) is an event structure from Theorem 4. Let f : F1 → F2
a rigid morphism on rigid families and define P (f ) : P (F1) → P (F2) below:

P (f )(p1) = p2 ⇐⇒ f (p1) = p2.

The rest is similar to above.

Let us now prove that D : E → F is the left adjoint to P : F → E . We prove this by showing the
following natural isomorphism:

D(E ) → F
E → P (F )

that is we show that for all event structures E , and for all rigid families F , we can define a family of
bijections between hom(D(E ),F ) and hom(E ,P (F )). We denote E = (E,≤, # ), F = (F,C) and
P (F ) = (P,≤P , # P ). Whenever we write f (e) or g(e), for e ∈ E ∪ F ∪ P , we assume that the
function is defined on the event.

• Let us first define the morphism between hom(D(E ),F ) and hom(E ,P (F )). Let f : D(E ) → F .
Define g : E → P (F ) as follows:

g(e) = p ⇐⇒ f ([e]) = p, for p a complete prime in F . (5.3)

We have to make two remarks, in order for the definition above to be well defined. First, in note
that in D(E ) = (E,D(E)) the causal set of an event is unique:

∀e ∈ E,∀x, x′ ∈ D(E) s.t. e ∈ x, e ∈ x′ we have that [e]x = [e]x′ .

Hence we can write [e] for the causal set of e inD(E ). Secondly, we have to show that f ([e]) maps
to a complete prime in F . From the rigidity of f we have that f ([e]) = [f (e)]x, for some x, and
from Theorem 4, the configurations [e]x in F are the complete primes.
Let us show that g is a morphism as defined by Definition 76.

– g preserves configurations: for all x ⊆ E such that x is downward closed and conflict
free, the set g(x) = {g(e) | e ∈ x} is downward closed and conflict free. We have that
g(x) = {g(e) | e ∈ x} = {p | p ∈ P}, hence g(x) ⊆ P . We can rewrite the set g(x) using f :

g(x) = {f ([e]) | e ∈ x}.

We can apply f on the set of events x and get f (x) = {f (e) | e ∈ x}. For x a configuration
in an event structure, one has that x = ∪e∈x[e]x and hence:

f (x) = f (∪e∈x[e]x) = ∪{f ([e]) | e ∈ x}.

We can show by contradiction that if g(x) is not a configuration in E then f (x) is not one in
C.
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– g is local injective: for all configurations x ⊆ E, ∀e1, e2 ∈ x, g(e1) = g(e2) =⇒ e1 = e2.
We have that g(e1) = g(e2) implies f ([e1]) = f ([e2]), and f (e1) = f (e2). From the local
injectivity of f it follows that e1 = e2.

– g preserves the order: if e1 ≤ e2 then g(e1) ≤ g(e2), for e1, e2 ∈ E. It follows from f
preserving the order: e1 ≤ e2 =⇒ [e1] ⊆ [e2] =⇒ f ([e1]) � f ([e2]).

• Let g : E → P (F ) be a morphism on event structures. In order to define f : D(E ) → F , we use
an additional mapping h : D(P (F )) → F , defined below, from which we get that f = h ◦ D(g):

f : D(E )
D(g)−−−→ D(P (F )) h−→ F . (5.4)

Recall that P (F ) = (P,≤P , # P ) and that � is the rigid inclusion on sets. Let us denote
D(P (F )) = (P,D(P )). Define h : D(P (F )) → F as follows:

h(p) = e ⇐⇒ p = [e]p. (5.5)

We canwrite p = [e]p as p is a complete prime. Let us show thath is amorphism as inDefinition 71.

– h is local injective: ∀x ∈ D(P ), e1, e2 ∈ x, h(e1) = h(e2) =⇒ e1 = e2.
If h(e1) = h(e2) then g(e1) = g(e2), and as g is local injective, we have that e1 = e2.

– h extends to a (total) function on configurations such that the causal order on events is
preserved and reflected. For every x ∈ D(P ) we can write x = ∪p⊆xp, hence h(x) = ∪p⊆xp.
Let p1, p2 ∈ x, p1 ≤x p2. It implies that p1 ≤P p2 and hence, p1 � p2. Let p1 = [e′1]p1 and
p2 = [e′2]p2 . We can show that if p1 � p2 then ∀x′ ∈ C such that e′1, e′2 ∈ x′ we have that
e′1 ≤x′ e′2.
Then the set ∪p⊆xp is conflict free and downward closed and preserves the partial order
p1 ≤ p2. Similarly, the partial order in h(x) reflects the partial order p1 ≤ p2.

Then f is a morphism as it is a composition of two morphisms.
Note that h is the counit of the adjunction. The unit is given by the ismorphism P (D(E )) � E .

To show that the constructions above define a bijection we proceed in two steps. First, one has to show
that f = f ′ for the f and f ′ defined below:

D(E )
f−→ F =⇒ E g−→ P (F ) =⇒ D(E )

f ′
−→ F .

As rigidmorphisms preserve and reflect the order, we only have to check that the f = f ′ for the underlying
sets of events, that is f (e) = f ′(e).

First note that f (e) = e′, where e ∈ E and e′ ∈ F . Then we can derive that f ([e]) = [e′]x
for some x ∈ F . We denote [e′]x = p a complete prime of F . From Equation 5.3, we have that
g(e) = p ⇐⇒ f ([e]) = p.

Let us now derive f ′(e). From Equation 5.4 we have that f ′(e) = h
(
D(g)(e)

)
. We use Equation 5.2

and obtain f ′(e) = h
(
g(e)

)
, which from Equation 5.5, becomes f ′(e) = e′ ⇐⇒ g(e) = p and p = [e′]p.

Let us show that g(e) = g′(e) for

E g−→ P (F ) =⇒ D(E )
f−→ F =⇒ E g′

−→ P (F ).

We obtain that f (e) = h(g(e)) similar to above. Hence f (e) = e′ ⇐⇒ g(e) = p and p = [e′]p, for
p ∈ P (F ), e′ ∈ F (Equation 5.5). From Equation 5.3, we have that g′(e) = p′ ⇐⇒ f ([e]) = p′. But
f (e) = e′, f ([e]) = [e′]p′ and p = [e′]p. Hence p′ = p. �

But even if both categories use the rigid morphisms, there is no equivalence between the event
structures and the rigid families. One cannot define an isomorphism between D(P (F )) and F but only
the co-unit D(P (F )) → F . To see this, consider the example of Figure 5.5. There is no morphism
between F1 and F2 that preserves configurations.
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Figure 5.5: E = P (F1) and F2 = D(P (F1))

5.2 Rigid families for CCS

Weconceived our category of rigid families as amodel for a large class of concurrent languages, including
the π-calculus. In order to illustrate how this should work, we begin by tuning our formalism to finite
CCS. We proceed in a similar, yet more technical, manner in section 5.3 to model the π-calculus.

Criterion 9 (Compositional interpretation). The interpretation of a process should be given by composing
the interpretations of its subprocesses.

As it is standard in causal models for concurrency, product of rigid families (Definition 75, item 1)
essentially creates all possible pairs of events that respect the rigidity constraint imposed by themorphisms
of our category. One then needs to prune out the pairs of events that do not correspond to legitimate
synchronisations. We prove the correspondence with CCS and discuss the causality relation induced on
CCS terms. In order to show the correspondence we define transitions on rigid families (Definition 82).

As we have seen in subsection 2.1.2, actions in CCS are labelled using the set L of event labels
defined by the following grammar:

α, β ::= a
∣∣∣ a ∣∣∣ τ.

Definition 77 (Labelled rigid families). A labelled rigid family F = (E,C, `,P) is a rigid family
equippedwith a distinguished set of namesP (the private names ofF) and a labelling function ` : E → L.

Notations 7. For a label α, we use the notation α ∈ `(e) if `(e) = (α, α′), `(e) = (α′, α) or `(e) = α.

We use labels to determine which events cannot occur in a computation:

Definition 78 (Disallowed events). Let F = (E,C, `,P) and e ∈ E. We say that `(e) is disallowed if
one of the following properties holds:

1. [type mismatch] `(e) = (α, β) with α < N ∪N or α , β;

2. [private name] (`(e) = a ∈ N or `(e) = a ∈ N ) and a ∈ P ;
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A synchronisation event may only occur between complementary partial events (item 1) and partial
events may not use a private name (item 2).

Definition 79 (Dynamic label). Define the dynamic label of an event as ̂̀(e) = `(e) if `(e) is allowed
and ⊥ otherwise.

We extend now the operations of Definition 75 in order to take labels into account.

Definition 80 (Operations on labelled rigid families).

1. Restriction of a name Let a be a free name. Then (E,C, `,P) � a = (E,C, `,P ∪ {a}) � X ,
where x ∈ X iff ∃e ∈ x such that ̂̀(e) = ⊥.

2. Prefix Define α.(E,C, `,P) = (E′, C ′, `′,P) where, for some e < E, e.(E,C) = (E′, C ′) and
`′(e) = α and `′(e′) = `(e′) for e′ , e.

3. ProductLet (E,C) = (E1, C1)×(E2, C2) be the product andπ1, π2 the projectionsπi : (E,C) →
(Ei, Ci). Then

(E1, C1, `1,P1) × (E2, C2, `2,P2) = (E,C, `,P1 ∪ P2)

where `(e) =

{
`i(πi(e)) if π3−i(e) = ?(
`1(π1(e)), `2(π2(e2))

)
otherwise

4. Parallel composition Define

(E1, C1, `1,P1) | (E2, C2, `2,P2) =
(
(E1, C1, `1,P1) × (E2, C2, `2,P2)

)
� X

where x ∈ X iff ∃e ∈ x such that ̂̀(e) = ⊥.

Definition 81 (Sound rigid family). F is sound iff ∀x ∈ F , ∀e ∈ x, ̂̀(e) , ⊥.

Proposition 34. Let F1 = (E1, C1, `1,P1), F2 = (E2, C2, `2,P2) be two sound rigid families such that
P1 ∩ P2 = ∅ and let α ∈ {a, a} such that a < P1. Then α.F1, F1 � a and F1 | F2 are sound rigid
families.

Proof. • We have that α.F1 is a labelled rigid family which follows from Definition 80, item 2. It
is sound as a < P1 and α , τ .

• In order to show thatF1 � a is a rigid family, we have to show that the setX such that x ∈ X ⇐⇒
∃e ∈ x, ̂̀(e) = ⊥ is upward closed.
We can show the following property on ̂̀x(e): ∀y � x,∀e ∈ y, ̂̀x(e) = ̂̀y (e), for x, y ∈ C. Then
∀x ∈ X such that ∃e ∈ x, ̂̀x(e) = ⊥ we have that [e]x � x and ̂̀[e]x (e) = ⊥. Using the property
above we obtain that ∀y such that [e]x � y, ̂̀y (e) = ⊥. HenceX is an upward closed set of primes.

• F1 | F2 is a rigid family follows from Definition 80, item 4 ifX is an upward closed set of events
(as above), and from the condition P1 ∩ P2 = ∅.

�
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Operational correspondence with CCS

Criterion 3 (Sound interpretation). The interpretation of a process can be equipped with an operational
semantics that corresponds to the natural reduction semantics of the process.

To show the correspondence with the operational semantics of CCS, we need to define a notion of
transition on rigid families. Intuitively, a computation step consists in triggering a minimal event, i.e. a
singleton computation {e}, that belongs to the set of configurations. Once e is consumed, the events in
conflict with e are eliminated. The remaining configurations are those that are “above" the configuration
{e}. It is similar to the LTS on stable families of Definition 30, except that instead of set inclusion we
use the rigid inclusion.

Definition 82 (An LTS for CCS labels on rigid families). Let (E,C, `,P) be a rigid family and {e} ∈ C a
configuration. Define (E,C, `,P) \ e = (E′, C ′, `′,P) to be the rigid family obtained after the occurence
of event e and defined as follows:

• x′ ∈ C ′ ⇐⇒ x′ = x \ {e}, for {e} � x ∈ C;

• e′ ∈ E′ ⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ C, {e} � x and e′ ∈ x;

Denote (E,C, `,P) e−→ (E′, C ′, `′,P′), or (E,C, `,P) `(e)−−→ (E′, C ′, `′,P′), whenever (E,C, `,P) \ e =
(E′, C ′, `′,P).

For all rigid families F = (E,C, `,P) with {e} ∈ C, note that F \ e is also a labelled rigid family.
The interpretation of a CCS process as a rigid family is defined by induction on the structure of a

term:
[[α.P ]] = α.[[P ]] [[P |Q]] = [[P ]]|[[Q]] [[P\a]] = [[P ]] � a [[0]] = 0

Lemma 15. Let P be a process and [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) its interpretation.

1. ∀α, P ′ such that P α−→ P ′, ∃e ∈ E such that `(e) = α and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]];

2. ∀e ∈ E, {e} ∈ C, ∃P ′ such that P `(e)−−→ P ′ and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]].

Proof. 1. ∀α, P ′ such that P α−→ P ′, ∃e ∈ E such that `(e) = α and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]]. The proof
follows by induction on the derivation of the rule P α−→ P ′.

2. ∀e ∈ E, {e} ∈ C, ∃P ′ such that P `(e)−−→ P ′ and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]]. We proceed by structural
induction on P , similar to the proof in Lemma 16.

�

Adirect corollary of Lemma 15 is that a process and its encoding can simulate each other’s reductions.

Theorem 13 (Operational correspondence with CCS). Let P be a process and [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) its
encoding.

1. ∀P ′ such that P τ−→ P ′, ∃{e} ∈ C closed such that [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]];

2. ∀e ∈ E, {e} ∈ C closed, ∃P ′ such that P τ−→ P ′ and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]].
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Causality and concurrency in CCS A term in CCS can compose with a context and then exhibit more
behaviours. We will show below a property that says that precedence in the semantics of a term can be
seen as an abstraction of the causality that appears when the term is put into a context.

In the interpretation of a CCS term, if we have a configuration x and two concurrent events in x,
we also have the configuration y with the same events and the same order as x except for the concurrent
events that become ordered in y. This is stated formally in the following proposition.

Proposition 35. Let [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) be the encoding of a process. For all x ∈ C and for all e1, e2 ∈ x
such that e1^xe2, ∃y ∈ C such that |x| = |y| and

1. y preserves the order in x: ∀e, e′ ∈ x, e ≤x e′ =⇒ e ≤y e′

2. x reflects the order in y except for e1 <y e2: ∀e, e′ ∈ y such that ¬(e = e1 ∧ e′ = e2),
e ≤y e′ =⇒ e ≤x e′.

Proof. Let x ∈ C be a configuration and e1, e2 ∈ x two events such that e1^xe2. We show that there
exists a configuration y ∈ C satisfying the conditions:

1. |x| = |y|;

2. y preserves the order in x: ∀e, e′ ∈ x, e ≤x e′ =⇒ e ≤y e′;

3. x reflects the order in y except for e1 <y e2: ∀e, e′ ∈ y such that ¬(e = e1 ∧ e′ = e2),
e ≤y e′ =⇒ e ≤x e′.

We proceed by induction on the structure of [[P ]].

• [[P ]] = α.[[P ′]]. It follows by induction on [[P ′]].

• [[P ]] = [[P1]]× [[P2]]. From x ∈ [[P ]] we have that π1(x) ∈ [[P1]] and π2(x) ∈ [[P2]]. We proceed by
cases on e1, e2.

– If π1(e1) = π1(e2) = ? then π2(e1)^π2 (x)π2(e2). By induction on π2(x) ∈ [[P2]] we have
that there exists y2 ∈ [[P2]] such that

∗ |π2(x)| = |y2|;
∗ ∀e, e′ ∈ y2 such that ¬(e = π2(e1) ∧ e′ = π2(e2)), e ≤y2 e

′ =⇒ e ≤π2 (x) e
′ (the

second and third condition).
Then let y ∈ [[P1]]× [[P2]] such that

∗ |x| = |y|;
∗ π1(x) = π1(y) and π2(x) = y2;
∗ ∀e, e′ ∈ y such that ¬(e = e1 ∧ e′ = e2), e ≤y e′ ⇐⇒ e ≤x e′ which is well defined

due to the conditions on y2.
which is a partial order with projections well defined. Moreover conditions (1) to (3) are
verified.

– If π1(e1) = ? and π1(e2) , ? then let y be a configuration such that
∗ |x| = |y|;
∗ π1(x) = π1(y) and π2(x) = π2(y);
∗ ∀e, e′ ∈ y such that ¬(e = e1 ∧ e′ = e2), e ≤y e′ ⇐⇒ e ≤x e′.

which satisfies conditions above. Remains to show that such y is a configuration in [[P1]] ×
[[P2]]. It follows from being a partial order with the projections, morphisms.
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• [[P ]] = [[P ′]] � X . If x ∈ [[P ]] then x ∈ [[P ′]] and by induction, there exists y ∈ [[P ′]] such that
properties (1)-(3) hold in [[P ′]]. Remains to show that y < X , hence y ∈ [[P ]] to conclude. We have
that if e ∈ y then e ∈ x and moreover, `(e) does not change from x to y. Then, from Definition 78,
if x < X it implies that y < X neither.

�

In CCS we can guarantee simultaneity only for synchronising events. Two concurrent events (Def-
inition 74) can be observed simultaneously but also in any order. For instance the order a < b induced
by the CCS term a | b is materialized when the term composes with the context (a.b | [·])\ab. Note that
this is a property specific to CCS (and the π-calculus), but one can encode in rigid families calculi where
such a property does not hold.

On the other hand, we cannot deduce that two events are concurrent if we observe the two in any
order. Let e, e′ be two events in a rigid families and x, y two configurations such that e <x e′ and
e′ <y e. It is not true that a third configuration z exists such that e^ze′. We show a counter-example
below.

Example 5.2.1. Consider the process P = (t | t.a.t | t.b.t)\t modelling a lock between transitions on
channel a and b. In the encoding of P , there exists two configurations x and y such that a <x b or b <y a
but not a configuration z where a^zb.

The causality of Definition 72 is called structural in previous models for CCS [10, 51]. But we can
also express the disjunctive causality of Definition 73 in CCS. Consider the process a.b | a interpreted
in rigid families in Figure 5.6, where events are replaced by their corresponding labels. The disjunctive
causal set for the event labelled b consists of the events labelled a and τ : X = {a, τ} < b. Disjunctive
causal sets in CCS always consist of conflicting events, as we show in Proposition 37. However, it is not
the case for the causal sets of the π-calculus, as we will see in Definition 91.

First, we prove the following proposition, which says that parallel composition cannot add causality
between partial events.

Proposition 36. Let ([[P1]] | [[P2]]) = (E,C, `,P) be a rigid family and two events e, e′ ∈ E such that
π2(e) = ? and π1(e′) = ?. Then @X < e such that e′ ∈ X .

Proof. We have that (E,C, `,P) = ([[P1]] | [[P2]]) = ([[P1]]× [[P2]]) � Y . First note that there is no event
in E such that both projections are undefined.

Suppose that there exists a causal set X such that X < e and e′ ∈ X . The product generates all
orders, hence if there exists x a configuration such that e′ <x e then there exists y such that e^ye′.
Consider the smallest such y, which implies that if there exists an event e′′ ∈ y disallowed (according
to Definition 78), then x ∈ Y .

Hence y with e^ye′ is a configuration in ([[P1]] | [[P2]]). If there exists X < e a causal set with
e′ ∈ X we have that X , {e′}.

Therefore there exists an event e′′ such that e′′ <y e. If π1(e′′) = ? as well, then similarly to e′,
we have that there exists a configuration in which all three events are concurrent. Hence there exists an
event e′′ with e′′ <y e and such that π1(e′′) , ?. From the preservation and reflection of order by the
projections, we have that ∀z ∈ C, there exists e′′ with e′′ <z e. Thus we cannot exhibit a configuration
z such that e′ <z e and e′′ ≮z e for an event e′′ such that π1(e′′) , ?. Hence there is no causal set that
contains an event e′ with π1(e′) = ?. �

Proposition 37 (Disjunctive causality in CCS). Let [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) be the rigid family of a CCS
process P . Consider e ∈ x and the set X ⊂ E such that X < e. Then for all e′, e′′ ∈ X we have that
e′]e′′.
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a a τ

a, aa < a a < b

a < b < a

a < a τ < b

a < b, a a < a < ba < a < b

Figure 5.6: a.b | a in rigid families

Proof. Let [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) be a rigid family and let e ∈ x, X ⊂ E such that X < e. We proceed by
structural induction on P :

• P = α.Q. From Definition 80 we have that [[P ]] = α.[[Q]] with e′ ∈ [[P ]] such that `(e′) = α and
for all configurations x ∈ [[P ]] forall events e′′ ∈ x, e′ ≤ e′′. The only causal set X < e with
e′ ∈ X is the singleton X = {e′}. For the rest of causal sets of e the result follows by induction.

• P = P1 | P2. It follows [[P ]] = ([[P1]]× [[P2]]) � Y . Consider two events in e′, e′′ ∈ X , forX < e.
Denote π1(e) = e1, π2(e) = e2 and similarly for e′, e′′, where π1, π2 are the projections of the
product. From Proposition 36 e1 and e′1 (or e2 and e′2) are both defined, otherwise e′ < X . One
has the same reasoning for e′′. We study the following subcases (as the rest is similar):

– e1, e′1 and e′′1 are defined: e′1 , ?, e′′1 , ? and e1 , ?. We distinguish between two more
cases:

∗ e′2 = ? and e′′2 = ?. In this case e′1 , e′′1 and, as the projections preserve conflict and
causality, the result follows from induction.

∗ e′2 = ? and e′′2 , ? (or the reverse). If e′1 , e′′1 then as above. Otherwise, from the local
injectivity of the projections, e′ # e′′.

– only e1 defined: e′1 = ?, e′′1 = ? and e1 , ?. As @e ∈ E such that π1(e) = π2(e) = ?, we
have that e′2 , ?, e′′2 , ?. We have that e2 , ? from Proposition 36. It is then similar to the
case above.

– either e′1 or e′′1 not defined: for instance e′1 = ?, e′′1 , ? and e1 , ?. The only possibility in
this case is e′2 , ? and e2 , ?. But in this case, there is no configuration x generated by the
product such that e′ <x e and e′′ ≮x e, or the other way around. Hence e′ and e′′ cannot both
be in the causal set.

• P = νaQ. It follows trivially from the induction hypothesis.

�

As we have seen in subsection 2.2.5 all causality in CCS is structural. We define thus structural
causality in rigid families as follows:

Definition 83 (Structural causality). Let [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) be the rigid family of a CCS process P and
let e, e′ ∈ x be two events in a configuration x ∈ C. We say that e is a structural cause of e′, denoted
e @x e

′ iff e′ <x e and ∃X ⊂ E such that e′ ∈ X and ∀e′′ ∈ X , e′ , e′′ we have that e′]e′′.

It is a straightforward consequence of the definition that all causality in CCS is structural.
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5.3 Rigid families for the π-calculus

We show how definitions in section 5.2 can be adapted to the π-calculus subsection 2.1.3. The treatment
of synchronisation labels is more complicated as noted in Refs. [40, 17] since names can be substituted
during computations. Also, restriction does not necessarily delete events labelled with private names,
due to the phenomenon of scope extrusion.

However, in our novel approach, the main difficulty of the encoding resides in the definition of
disallowed labels. Given the correct definition, all operations on rigid families for the π-calculus are
straightforward extensions from CCS, including the restriction. We redefine the LTS on rigid families
for the π-calculus case in Definition 89. The main result of this section is the theorem which states that
a π-process and its interpretation in rigid families can simulate each other’s reductions.

As expected, we use the Barendregt convention throughout the chapter: a name b has at most one
binding occurrence in all event labels and this occurrence binds all bs in the other event labels.

A labelled rigid family for the π-calculus is defined as in Definition 77, except that the labelling
function ` : E → L has as codomain the set of labelsL for the π-calculus, introduced in subsection 2.1.3.

Instantiators The instantiator of a name a is an input b(a).P that binds the name in the continuation
process. We extend the notion to that of instantiator of an event: we call an event e that binds a name a
in a configuration an instantiator for a.

The subject and object instantiators of a label introduced in subsection 2.1.3 extend to labels of
events as well. For all e occurring in a configuration x, we write e′ ∈ instsx(e) and e′′ = instox(e) for,
respectively, the subject and object instantiator of e. Note that in the interpretation of a π process as a
rigid family, we can prove that the instantiator of an event e always precedes e (Proposition 40).

Substitutions As in Rπ we apply the substitutions only when needed. Let Σ be the set of all name
substitutions. Consider the function σx : x → Σ that returns a set of substitutions in x. We can then
apply the substitutions to the label of e.

Definition 84 (Substitution). We define σx by induction on the partial order in x:

σ∅ =∅
σx =σx\e if `(e) , (d(a), b〈a′〉)

σx\e ∪ {a′/a} if `(e) = (d(a), b〈a′〉) and {a′′/a′} < σx\e
σx\e ∪ {a′′/a} if `(e) = (d(a), b〈a′〉) and {a′′/a′} ∈ σx\e

Define `x(e) = `(e)σx, where(
d(a)

)
σx = d′(a) if {d′/d} ∈ σx

d(a) otherwise(
b〈a〉

)
σx = b′〈a′〉 if {b′/b}, {a′/a} ∈ σx

b〈a′〉 if {a′/a} ∈ σx
b′〈a〉 if {b′/b} ∈ σx
b〈a〉 otherwise(

(α, β)
)
σx =

(
(α)σx, (β)σx

)
The label `x(e) is the public label of an event, similar to the public label inRπ, defined inDefinition 56.

Example 5.3.1. Consider as an example the process P = νb, c(b(a).P | c(a′).b〈a′〉 | c〈a′′〉). Let x be
the configuration in the encoding of P labelled as follows:

{
(
b(a), b〈a′〉

)
;
(
c(a′), c〈a′′〉

)
}

We obtain the set of substitutions σx = {a′′/a, a′′/a′}.
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We can prove that for any configuration x in the interpretation of a π process, σx is well defined.

Proposition 38 (σx well defined). Let (E,C, `,P) be a rigid family that respects the Barendregt con-
vention and such that for x ∈ C, e ∈ E and e′ ∈ instx(e) we have that e′ <x e. Then σx is well
defined.

Proof. As we have a single instantiator for each name a used in x, there is at most one substitution on
a. Moreover the instantiator of a name (i.e. e such that b(a) ∈ `(e)) always precedes an output of that
name (i.e. for e′ such that b′〈a〉 ∈ `(e′) we have e′ < e). �

Synchronisations The synchronisations of a configuration x are events e ∈ x such that `(e) =
(b(a), c〈d〉), for some names a, c, d. We use the configuration-indexed predicate τ̃x : x → 2 to
denote events of that sort. The materialised synchronisations are synchronisation events with the label
`x(e) = (a(c), a〈d〉). The predicate τx : x→ 2 is the smallest predicate that holds for such events.

Importantly, one cannot simply screen out all τ̃x-events in a rigid family that are not also τx-events.
They might still become fully fledged synchronisations after composing the family with more contexts.
Yet some pairs of events will never satisfy the τx predicate, no matter what operations are applied to the
rigid family they belong to. Such events can be identified thanks to their disallowed label.

Example 5.3.2. Consider the process P = b(a).(a | c) and let [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) be its encoding in rigid
families. We show the encoding of a π-calculus process later on, but intuitively, events corresponds to
actions of a process, similar to the encoding of a CCS process. Let e ∈ E such that `(e) = (a, c) and
x ∈ C, such that e ∈ x. Such an event cannot be fired by P , and indeed we have that τ̃x(e) holds. Let
Q = P | b〈c〉 and let e′, x′ ∈ [[Q]] such that they project to e and x, respectively. We obtain σx′ = {c/a}
and `x′ (e′) = (a, a). Hence τx′ (e′) holds .

On the other hand, some events can never become synchronisations. A simple example is an event
labelled with a pair of inputs.

The definitions of events that have disallowed labels are quite cumbersome but essentially consist
in an exhaustive characterisation of events the label of which proves they can no longer appear in a π-
calculus computation (Definition 86 and Definition 87). Such events can only appear after applying the
product or the restriction, operations needed to represent the parallel composition and name restriction
of the π-calculus. They are therefore detected and removed on the fly (see Definition 80). The reader,
uninterested in technical details, may now safely skip to Definition 88, having in mind this informal
notion of disallowed events.

A τ̃x-event can become a materialised τx-event when the names used as subject can bematched. This
is always a possibility if the names are not private, because input prefix operations can instantiate them
to a common value. However, when only one of the names is private then a distinct event, occurring
beforehand, has to be in charge of leaking the name to the context. Such event is an extruder informally
introduced in subsection 2.1.3:

Definition 85 (Extruder). An event e ∈ x is an extruder of e′ ∈ x if e <x e′ and `x(e) = b〈a〉 for some
b where a is private and a ∈ subj(`x(e′)).

Consider a τ̃x-event e occurring in a configuration x. If a, b ∈ subj(`x(e)) we say that a can
eventually match b iff a < P and either b < P or if b ∈ P then there exists e′, e′′ ∈ x, e′ = instsx(e) and
e′′ extruder of e such that e′′ <x e′. We write U(a, b) iff a = b or if a can eventually match b or b can
eventually match a.

Definition 86 (Disallowed τ̃x-events). Let F = (E,C, `,P) and x ∈ C, e ∈ x with τ̃x(e). The label
λ = `x(e) is disallowed if one of the following properties holds:
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1. [type mismatch] λ = (α, β) and it is not the case that α is input and β output or viceversa;

2. [non unifiable labels] let a, b ∈ subj(λ) and either:

• ¬U(a, b)

• ∃e′ ∈ x such that a, b′ ∈ subj(`x(e′)) for some b′ and ¬U(b, b′).

Condition 1 is straightforward: an output can only synchronise with an input. Condition 2 says that
a τ̃x-event cannot materialise if the names used in subject position cannot eventually match.

Example 5.3.3. In the process P = νc(b(a).a | c) the synchronisation labelled (a, c) can not be
realised: we have to send the private name c on channel b, but there is no extruder of c. Similarly, in
Q = νc(b〈c〉 | a | c), we have the extruder for c but not the instantiator for a. These cases are captured
in ¬U(a, c).

To explain the last clause of Definition 86, consider the process νc, d.(b(a).(a | a | c | d)), and the
events labelled (a, c) and (a, d). Either one, but not both events can be materialised: either we instantiate
a to d or c, but we cannot do it to both. Hence ¬U(c, d).

Private names cannot be used to interact with the context. Therefore we disallows partial events that
use a private name as a communication channel (i.e. in the subject of the label). However, if the private
name a is sent to the context (by an extruder) then a synchronisation on a becomes possible. This is
formally stated by the definition below.

Definition 87 (Disallowed partial event). LetF = (E,C, `,P) and x ∈ C, e ∈ xwith ¬τ̃x(e). The label
λ = `x(e) is disallowed if a ∈ subj(λ), a ∈ P and @e′ ∈ x extruder of e.

Definition 88 (Dynamic label). Define the dynamic label of an event as ̂̀x(e) = `x(e) if `x(e) is allowed
and ⊥ otherwise.

We have the same operations as in Definition 80 but applied to the set of labels of the π-calculus and
using the dynamic labels of Definition 88.

Operational correspondencewith theπ-calculus For the sake of simplicitywe use a restricted version
of π-calculus defined by the grammar below:

P ::= (P |P ) | b〈a〉.P | d(c).P | νa(P ) | 0

We use a late LTS for the π-calculus recalled in Figure 2.3. The encoding of a process is similarly to the
one in section 5.2:

[[α.P ]] = α.[[P ]] [[P |Q]] = [[P ]]|[[Q]] [[νa(P )]] = [[P ]] � a [[0]] = 0

We revisit Definition 82 as a transition on rigid families with dynamic labels has also to apply the
substitutions dictated by e, in case where e is a synchronisation. This mirrors the substitutions that we
have when processes synchronise in the late LTS of the π-calculus.

Definition 89 (An LTS for the π-calculus labels on rigid families). Let (E,C, `,P) \ e = (E′, C ′, `′,P),
for {e} ∈ C, be the rigid family obtained after the occurence of event e and defined as follows:

• x′ ∈ C ′ ⇐⇒ x′ = x \ {e}, for {e} � x ∈ C;

• E′ = ∪|x′|, for all x′ ∈ C ′;

• if `(e) = (b〈a〉, c(d)) then `′(e) = `(e){a/d}; otherwise `′ = `.
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Note that F \ x is a labelled rigid family.
In a rigid family we have events that do not have an operational correspondence, but are necessary

for compositionality. These are the events for which the predicate τ̃x(e) holds but τx(e) does not. We
ignore them when showing the operational correspondence.

Definition 90 (Complete and closed configurations). A configuration x in a rigid family (E,C, `,P) is
complete if ∀e ∈ x, τ̃x(e) =⇒ τx(e). We say that x is closed if ∀e ∈ x, τx(e) holds.

Remark that for minimal events (i.e. e such that {e} is a configuration) `{e}(e) = `(e).

Lemma 16. Let P a process and [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) its encoding.

1. ∀α, P ′ such that P α−→ P ′, ∃e ∈ E such that `(e) = α and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]];

2. ∀e ∈ E, {e} ∈ C complete, ∃P ′ such that P `(e)−−→ P ′ and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]].

Proof. 1. We proceed by induction on the derivation of the rule P α−→ P ′ defined in Figure 2.3. We
consider the following cases:

• Rule In/Out: let [[α.P ]] = α.[[P ]] hence we have to show that

[[P ]] � (α.[[P ]]) \ e, where `(e) = α. (5.6)

If we want to be rigorous we need to define the isomorphism via the projections πα :
[[α.P ]]→ [[P ]] and πe : ([[α.P ]]) \ e→ [[α.P ]]. For the sake of simplicity we consider instead
πα and πe to be the identity on all events in [[P ]] and adopt this as a convention throughout
the proofs. Then the isomorphism is the identity on events. Let us show that if x1 ∈ [[P ]]
then x1 ∈ (α.[[P ]]) \ e and have the other direction in a similar manner. If x1 ∈ [[P ]] then
x1 ∪ {e} ∈ [[α.P ]] and x1 ∈ (α.[[P ]]) \ e.

• Rule Com: we have [[P |Q]] = ([[P ]] × [[Q]]) � X and P b〈a〉−−→ P ′, Q b〈a〉−−→ Q′. By induction
[[P ′]] � [[P ]] \ e1 where `(e1) = b〈a〉 and [[Q′]] � [[Q]] \ e2 where `(e2) = b(c). Then
{e1} ∈ [[P ]] and {e2} ∈ [[Q]] it implies that there exists {e} ∈ [[P ]] × [[Q]] such that
π1(e) = e1 and π2(e) = e2. Hence we have to show that((

[[P ]] \ e1 × [[Q]] \ e2
)
� X ′

)
{a/d} �

(
([[P ]]× [[Q]]) � X

)
\ e (5.7)

where F{a/d} replaces d with a in all labels.
Let F1 = (E1, C1, `1,P1) be the rigid family at the left in Equation 5.7 and let F2 =
(E2, C2, `2,P2) the one on the right. Denote π1,P : F1 → [[P ]] and π1,Q : F1 → [[Q]] and
similarly for π2,P , π2,Q. We obtain these morphisms similarly to Definition 45 (and formally
introduced for the rigid families in Definition 92). Consider the following function on event:

ι(e1) = e2 ⇐⇒ π1,P (e1) = π2,P (e2) and π1,Q(e1) = π2,Q(e2).

To show it is an isomorphism we show that x1 ∈ F1 ⇐⇒ x2 ∈ F2 and ι(x1) = x2
preserving and reflecting the partial order.
x1 ∈ F1 =⇒ ι(x1) ∈ F2. We proceed by induction on <x1 . Trivial for the base case. For

the inductive step, consider x1 = x
′
1 ∪ {e3} and ι(x′1) = x′2. We have that

π1,P (x1) = π1,P (x′1) ∪ {π1,P (e3), e1}
π1,Q(x1) = π1,Q(x′1) ∪ {π1,Q(e3), e2}.
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Let e′ ∈ E2 such that π1,P (e3) = π2,P (e′) and π1,Q(e3) = π2,Q(e′). Then x2 =
x′2 ∪ {e′, e} with e′2 <x2 e

′′
2 ⇐⇒ ι(e′2) <x1 ι(e

′′
2) is a partial order and is downward

closed in [[P ]]× [[Q]]. Hence x2 is a configuration in [[P ]]× [[Q]].
x2 < X ′ follows from x1 < X , hence x2 ∈ [[P ]] × [[Q]]. As e ∈ x2 we have that
x2 \ e ∈

(
([[P ]]× [[Q]]) � X ′

)
\ e.

x2 ∈ F2 =⇒ ι(x2) ∈ F1. Similarly, we proceed by induction on <x2 . Let x2 = x
′
2 ∪ {e3}

and ι(x′2) = x′1. We have that

x2 ∈
(
([[P ]]× [[Q]]) � X ′

)
\ e =⇒ x2 ∪ {e} ∈ ([[P ]]× [[Q]])

with x2 < X
′. The rest of the reasoning follows the case above.

• Rule Restr: νaP α−→ νaP ′ and by induction one has that [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]], where `(e) = α.
We have then to show that {e} ∈ [[νa(P )]] and

([[P ]] \ e) � a � ([[P ]] � a) \ e (5.8)

Let x ∈ ([[P ]] \ e) � a. Then x < Xa and x′ ∈ [[P ]] such that |x′| = |x| ∪ {e}. From x < Xa

and a < α, x′ ∈ [[P ]] � a, hence x′ \ {e} ∈ [[P ]]. We have that x′ \ {e} = x.
For the other direction, consider x ∈ ([[P ′]] � a) \e. It implies x′ ∈ [[P ]] � a, |x′| = |x|∪{e}.
We have that x′ < Xa, x′ ∈ [[P ]] and x′ \ {e} = x ∈ [[P ]] \ e. As a < α and x′ < Xa we
conclude x ∈ ([[P ]] \ e) � a.

• Rule Close: we use the same notations as in the case above. Hence we have to show that((
[[P ]] \ e1 × [[Q]] \ e2

)
� X ′

)
{a/d} � a �

(
([[P ]]× [[Q]]) � X

)
\ e

But Xa ⊆ X ′, hence it follows from equation 5.7.

• Rule Open: νaP b〈a〉−−→ P ′ and by induction we have that [[P ]] \ e = [[P ′]], where `{e}(e) =
b〈νa〉. We have then to show that {e} ∈ [[νaP ]] and

([[P ]] � a) \ e � [[P ]] \ e, where `{e}(e) = b〈νa〉. (5.9)

From Definition 80 item 2 we have that {e} ∈ [[νaP ]]. Trivial to show that for x ∈ ([[P ]] �
a) \ e, x ∈ [[P ]] \ e.
Let us consider then x ∈ [[P ]] \ e, hence x ∪ {e} ∈ [[P ]].
Suppose ∃e′ ∈ x such that a ∈ subjx(e′). We have that there exists x′, x′′ ∈ [[P ]] such that
|x′| = |x′′| = |x| ∪ {e} but e <x′ e′ and e, e′ are incomparable in x′′. We have that x′′ ∈ Xa,
x′ < Xa. However x′ \{e} = x′′ \{e}, and x′ \{e} ∈ ([[P ]] � a) \e, hence x ∈ ([[P ]] � a) \e.

2. We proceed by structural induction on P . Consider the following cases as example:

• P = α.P ′ then [[P ]] = [[α.P ′]] = α.[[P ′]]. There exists only one singleton configuration
{e} ∈ α.[[P ′]], where `(e) = α. We have that α.P ′ α−→ P ′ hence [[P ′]] � (α.[[P ′]]) \ e, which
follows from Equation 5.6.

• P = P1 | P2 then [[P1 | P2]] = ([[P1]] × [[P2]]) � X � XP with π1 : [[P1 | P2]] → [[P1]],
π1 : [[P1 | P2]]→ [[P1]] the two projections. Let {e} ∈ [[P1 | P2]] with π1(e) = e1, π2(e) = e2.
The projections preserve configurations hence if e1 , ? then {e1} ∈ [[P1]], and similar for
{e2} ∈ [[P2]].
We only consider the case where e1 , ? and e2 , ?. If e1 = ? or e2 = ? has a similar
proof. Let `{e1}(e1) = α1 and `{e2}(e2) = α2. By the induction hypothesis, P1

α1−→ P ′1 and
P2

α2−→ P ′2, where [[P ′1]] = [[P1]] \ e1 and [[P ′2]] = [[P2]] \ e2.
Supose α2 = c(d). We have the two following cases:
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– α1 = b〈a〉. Then P1|P2
τ−→ P ′1|P ′2 and we have to show(

[[P1]] \ e1 × [[P2]] \ e2
)
� X ′ � XP �

(
([[P1]]× [[P2]]) � X � XP

)
\ e

which follows from Equation 5.7.
– α1 = b〈νa〉. Then P1|P2

τ−→ νa(P ′1|P ′2) and we show the same as above.
• P = νa(P ′) then [[P ]] = [[P ′]] � a. We have that ∀{e} ∈ [[P ]], a < subj(`(e)) and {e} ∈ [[P ]].
Consider the subcases where either a < `(e) or τ̃x(e) holds.
Then νa(P ′) `(e)−−→ νa(P ′′) and P ′ `(e)−−→ P ′′. By induction [[P ′′]] � [[P ′]] \ e. Hence we have
to show that [[P ′′]] � a � ([[P ′]] � Xa) \ e that is ([[P ′]] \ e) � Xa � ([[P ′]] � Xa) \ e which
follows from Equation 5.8.

• P = νa(P ′) then [[P ]] = [[P ′]] � a. We have that ∀{e}[[P ]], a < subj{e}(e) and {e} ∈ [[P ]].

By the induction hypothesis P ′
`{e} (e)
−−−−→ P ′′ such that [[P ′′]] = [[P ′]] \ e. We have two cases:

– a < `{e}(e) or `{e}(e) = τ . Then νa(P ′)
`{e} (e)
−−−−→ νa(P ′′) and we have to show that

[[P ′′]] � a � ([[P ′]] � a) \ e that is

([[P ′]] \ e) � a � ([[P ′′]] � a) \ e

which follows from Equation 5.8.

– `{e}(e) = b〈a〉. Then νa(P ′)
b〈νa〉−−−→ P ′′ and we have to show [[P ′′]] � ([[P ′]] � a) \ e

which follows from
([[P ′]] � a) \ e = [[P ′]] \ e

in Equation 5.9.
�

A direct consequence of Lemma 16 is that, as in CCS, a process and its encoding can simulate each
others reductions.

Theorem 14 (Operational correspondence with the π calculus). Let P be a process and [[P ]] =
(E,C, `,P) be its encoding.

1. ∀P ′ such that P τ−→ P ′, ∃{e} ∈ C closed such that [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]];

2. ∀e ∈ E, {e} ∈ C closed, ∃P ′ such that P τ−→ P ′ and [[P ]] \ e � [[P ′]].

Causality and concurrency in the π-calculus The disjoint causal sets in the π-calculus capture the
causality induced by the prefix operator (as in CCS), but also the causality induced by the restriction of
private names. Consider as an example the process νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) with its encoding in rigid families
in Figure 5.7, where events are replaced by their labels. The disjoint causal set for the event labelled a
consists of the events labelled b〈a〉 and c〈a〉, that is {b〈a〉, c〈a〉} < a. Indeed the event labelled a cannot
appear by itself: either b〈a〉 or c〈a〉 precedes it. However in rigid families disjunctive causality [17] is
not ambiguous: in every configuration the order on the events is fixed.

The following definition fixes the notions of structural and contextual causality in the interpretation
of a π-process. Intuitively, structural causality is defined as in Definition 83. Contextual causality is the
one induced by causal sets where not all events are in conflict.

Definition 91 (Structural and contextual causality). Let [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) be the rigid family of an
π-process P and two events e, e′ ∈ x in a configuration x ∈ C.
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∅

b〈a〉 c〈a〉

b〈a〉
c〈a〉b〈a〉 < a c〈a〉 < ab〈a〉 < c〈a〉 c〈a〉 < b〈a〉

b〈a〉 < c〈a〉 < a c〈a〉 < b〈a〉 < a

b〈a〉 < a < c〈a〉 c〈a〉 < a < b〈a〉
c〈a〉 < a,
b〈a〉 < a

b〈a〉 < c〈a〉,
b〈a〉 < a

c〈a〉 < b〈a〉,
c〈a〉 < a

b〈a〉 < a,
c〈a〉

c〈a〉 < a,
b〈a〉

Figure 5.7: νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) in rigid families

• We say that e′ is a structural cause of e, denoted e′ @x e iff e′ <x e and ∃X ⊂ E, X < e such
that e′ ∈ X and ∀e′′ ∈ X , e′ , e′′ we have that e′]e′′.

• We say that e′ is a contextual cause of e, denoted e′ �x e iff e′ <x e and ∃X ⊂ E, X < e such
that e′ ∈ X and ∃e′′ ∈ X , e′ , e′′ with e′ 6 ]e′′.

For instance in the rigid family of Figure 5.7 we have that the events labelled b〈a〉 is contextual
causes for a in any of configurations with b〈a〉 < a, and similarly for c〈a〉. As we note in section 6.2
the contextual cause in rigid families does not correspond to the one in Rπ. A simple example is the
encoding of the process νa(b〈a〉 | a), where in the corresponding rigid family we have that b〈a〉 is a
structural cause for a.

Proposition 35 extends to the π-calculus.

Proposition 39. Let [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) be a rigid family. For all x ∈ C and for all e1, e2 ∈ x such that
e1^xe2, ∃y ∈ C such that |x| = |y| and

1. y preserves the order in x: ∀e, e′ ∈ x, e ≤x e′ =⇒ e ≤y e′

2. x reflects the order in y except for e1 <y e2: ∀e, e′ ∈ y such that ¬(e = e1 ∧ e′ = e2),
e ≤y e′ =⇒ e ≤x e′.

Proof. By induction on [[P ]]. We follow the proof of Proposition 35. The only case that is different is for
[[P ]] = [[P ′]] � X . Let x ∈ C and e1, e2 ∈ x such that e1^xe2. We have that x ∈ [[P ′]] and hence there
exists y satisfying the hypothesis in [[P ′]]. Remains to show that y < X .

From |x| = |y| and Proposition 40 we have that ∀e ∈ y, `y (e) = `x(e). We show by contradiction
that if e ∈ y does not satisfy conditions of Definition 86 and Definition 87 then e ∈ x does not satisfy
them either. Hence x ∈ X . Contradiction. �

Lastly let us show that the instantiator of an event is also among its predecessors. This is a property
that holds in π-calculus, but we can encode in rigid families a calculus for which the instantiator is not a
prefix ([71]).

Proposition 40 (Instantiator is a precedessor). Let [[P ]] = (E,C, `,P) be the encoding of a process, with
x ∈ C and e ∈ x. If ∃e′ ∈ x, such that e′ = instx(e) then e′ <x e.

Proof. By structural induction on P :

• P = α.Q. From Definition 80 we have that [[P ]] = α.[[Q]] with e ∈ [[P ]] such that `(e) = α and for
all configurations x ∈ [[P ]] forall events e′ ∈ x, e ≤ e′, which concludes the case.
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• P = P1 | P2. It follows [[P ]] = ([[P1]]× [[P2]]) � X and let a configuration x ∈ [[P ]] and e, e′ ∈ x,
such that e′ = instx(e). We have that x < X , hence x ∈ ([[P1]]× [[P2]]). Consider the two following
subcases (the rest are similar), where π1, π2 are the projections of the product:

– π1(e′) = π1(e) = ? then, as the projections preserve the labels, π2(e′) = instπ2 (x) (π2(e))
and the property follows from induction.

– π1(e′) = ? and π1(e) , ?. It implies that b(a) ∈ P1 and α ∈ P2, where a ∈ subj(α). This
case is not possible from the syntactic condition in rule Par in the LTS of the π-calculus
(Figure 2.3) which says that the intersection of bound names in P1 and of free and bound
names in P2 is the empty set.

• P = νa(Q). It follows trivially from the induction hypothesis.

�

5.4 Advanced criteria

In the previous section we have presented an interpretation that is compositional and sound both for CCS
and the π-calculus. We propose in this section a few additional notions of correctness that our semantics
enjoys. These criteria are of particular interest in the π-calculus, as previous causal models do not satisfy
them. Hence we only formally prove them for the π-calculus, but they can be shown to hold for CCS as
well.

5.4.1 Realisability

Criterion 10 (Realisable interpretation). Every labelled run should represent a possible execution.

A labelled trace of an open system can be closed if the right context composes with the open term.
In this case we say that the trace is realisable. This can be seen somehow as the dual to soundness. If
soundness means that the model has enough labelled events and runs, we also require that it has not too
many of them. In order to formalise this criterion, we need to use the notion of context from Definition 7.
However, we encounter the same problem as in subsection 3.3.1: we do not know how to define a notion
of context for rigid families in general. As in Definition 7, we only define the context for a structure F
that has an operational meaning (i.e. ∃P a process such that F = [[P ]]).

We associate to the contextC[·] instantiated by a process P a projection morphism πC,P : [[C[P ]]]→
[[P ]] that can retrieve the parts of a configuration in [[C[P ]]] that belong to [[P ]].

Definition 92. Let C[·] be a π-calculus context, and P a process. The projection πC,P : [[C[P ]]]→ [[P ]]
is inductively defined on the structure of C as follows:

• πC,P : [[α.C ′[P ]]]→ [[P ]] is defined as πC,P (e) = πC′,P (e);

• πC,P : [[C ′[P ]|P ′]] → [[P ]] is defined as πC,P (e) = πC′,P (π1(e)), where π1 : [[C ′[P ]|P ′]] →
[[C ′[P ]]] is the projection morphism defined by the product;

• πC,P : [[νa(C ′[P ])]]→ [[P ]] defined as πC,P (e) = πC′,P (e).

One can easily verify, by case analysis, that the projection πC,P : [[C[P ]]]→ [[P ]] is a morphism. We
naturally extend πC,P to configurations.

We can now prove our first criterion: every partial labelled configuration can be "closed".

Theorem 15. ∀x ∈ [[P ]], there exists C a context for [[P ]] and z ∈ [[C[P ]]] closed such that πC,P (z) = x.
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Sketch. We proceed in several steps:

1. We show that for x ∈ [[P ]] there exists a context C1 = α1 · · ·αn.[·] and x1 ∈ [[C1[P ]]] such that

• πC1,P (x1) = x and
• ∀e ∈ x1, if τ̃x1 (e) then ∀b ∈ subj(`x1 (e)) we have that b < P =⇒ ∃e1 ∈ x1, e1 ∈ instsx1 (e)
such that `(e1) = d′(b).

2. Define a precontext as a multiset of labels such that b(a) ∈ χ =⇒ @c(a) ∈ χ. For x1 ∈ [[P1]] we
define a precontext and a function f : χ→ x1 associating a label to any partial event. Intuitively
for every open or partial event e ∈ x1 we associate a label α ∈ χ that "closes" the event. Let ς be
a set of substitutions generated by x1 and χ.
We ask that given x1, the precontext χ and the total and injective function f : χ→ x1 satisfy the
following:

• ∀e ∈ x1 with `x1 (e) = (b〈a〉, c(d)) then `χ(e) = (b〈a〉, b(d));
• ∀e ∈ x1 with `x1 (e) = b〈a〉 or `x1 (e) = b(d) there exists α ∈ χ, α = b′(a′) or α = b′〈a′〉
respectively, such that f (α) = e and b′ς = b;

• ∀α1, α2 ∈ χ, such that α1 = b(a), a = subj(α2) ⇐⇒ f (α1) <x1 f (α2) and there is
a ∈ obj(`x1 (f (α1))) private.

In the above we have that `χ(e) = `(e)ς (e).

3. Let x1 be a configuration in [[P1]] with χ a precontext and let f : χ → x1 be a total function as
defined above. We construct a process P2 from the precontext χ such that

• there are no private names in P2: (νa) < P2, for any name a;
• α ∈ P2 ⇐⇒ α ∈ χ ;
• α1 · · ·αn.0 ∈ P2 ⇐⇒ ∃a ∈ obj(`x1 (e1)), a ∈ P and en <x1 ei, a ∈ subj(`x1 (ei)) for
f (α1) = e1 and f (αi) = ei, with i ∈ {2, n}.

The context required by the theorem is C = P2 | [·]. The conditions above guarantee that we
construct the context from the precontext and that the sequential operator are only used for an
extrusion from P (and the instantiation in P2) of a private name.

4. We show that ∃x2 ∈ [[P2]] and g : x2 → x1 a total, injective function such that

α ∈ P2 ⇐⇒ e ∈ x2, `(e) = α

g(e2) = e1 ⇐⇒ f (`(e2)) = e1

e2 <x2 e
′
2 ⇐⇒ g(e2) <x1 g(e1)

Intuitively, x2 is the configuration that composes with x1 in order to produce the closed config-
uration z. We have that x2 is maximal in [[P2]], hence it contains all labels in χ. The conditions
above ensure that the function g keeps the correspondence between partial events in x1 and their
’future’ synchronisation partners in x2.

5. Let x1 ∈ [[P1]] and x2 ∈ [[P2]] defined above. We have that [[P1|P2]] =
(
[[P1]]× [[P2]]

)
� X and π1,

π2 the projections. Denote [[P1|P2]] = (E,C). We show that ∃z ∈ [[P1|P2]] closed with π1(z) = x1
and such that z < X .

Finally, the last statement follows from the preservation and reflection of order by the morphisms.
�
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The complete proof, quite lenghty and technical, is in subsection 5.4.3.
Using Theorem 15 we have the following straightforward corollary, that says that any context has to

preserve and reflect the concurrency relation on events, and consequently the precedence between events.
It follows from the preservation and reflection of order by the morphisms.

Corollary 2. ∀x ∈ [[P ]] and ∀C context for [[P ]] such that z ∈ [[C[P ]]] and πC,P (z) = x we have that
e1^xe2 ⇐⇒ π−1

C,P (e1)^zπ−1
C,P (e2).

5.4.2 Scope extension

Criterion 11 (Denotational interpretation). The interpretation should be invariant for scope extension.

Corollary 2 says that the interpretation does not contain too much concurrency. We also would like
to prove that the interpretation contains enough concurrency, or, dually, that it does not have too much
causality: specifically we require that the restriction operator does not introduce too much causality.
Surprisingly this is obtained by simply requiring that the semantics preserves the scope extension rule in
the structural congruence.

Theorem 16 (Preservation of scope extension).

[[νa(P ) | Q]] � [[νa(P | Q)]] if a < fn(Q)

Proof. [[νa(P ) | Q]] � [[νa(P | Q)]] if a < fn(Q). We show that

F1 =
(
[[P ]] � X1 × [[Q]]

)
� X2 �

(
[[P ]]× [[Q]]

)
� X3 = F2.

where F1 = (E1, C1, `1,P1) and F2 = (E2, C2, `2,P2). Let us denote π1,P : F1 → [[P ]] and π1,Q :
F1 → [[Q]] and similarly for π2,P , π2,Q. Define a bijection on events as follows:

ι(e1) = e2 ⇐⇒ π1,P (e1) = π2,P (e2) and π1,Q(e1) = π2,Q(e2).

To show it is an isomorphism we show that x1 ∈ F1 ⇐⇒ x2 ∈ F2, where ι(x1) = x2.

1. x1 ∈ F1 =⇒ ι(x1) ∈ F2.
We proceed by induction on <x1 . Trivial for the base case. For the inductive step, consider
x1 = x

′
1 ∪ {e1} and ι(x′1) = x′2. We have that x1 < X2 and x1 ∈ [[P ]] � X1 × [[Q]]. Hence

π1,P (x1) < X1. Moreover

π1,P (x1) = π1,P (x′1) ∪ {π1,P (e1)} and π1,Q(x1) = π1,Q(x′1) ∪ {π1,Q(e1)}.

Let e2 ∈ E2 such that π1,P (e1) = π2,P (e2) and π1,Q(e1) = π2,Q(e2). Define

x2 = x
′
2 ∪ {e2} with e′2 <x2 e

′′
2 ⇐⇒ ι(e′2) <x1 ι(e

′′
2).

x2 is then a partial order, with projections defined as x1 and downward closed in [[P ]]× [[Q]]. Hence
x2 ∈ [[P ]] × [[Q]]. Remains to show that x2 < X3, which follows by case analysis from x1 < X1
and from the isomorphism reflecting and preserving the order and the labels.

2. x2 ∈ F2 =⇒ ι(x2) ∈ F1. We use the same reasoning as above: we proceed by induction to show
that ι(x2) ∈ [[P ]] � X1 × [[Q]]. The only difficulty resides in showing that if π2,P (x2) ∈ [[P ]] then
π2,P (x2) ∈ [[P ]] � X1. We denote π2,P (x2) with y. We show by contradiction that @e ∈ yp such
that one of the conditions of Definition 86, Definition 87 holds. Consider the following cases:
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(a) [type mismatch] Suppose ∃e ∈ y such that `y (e) = (α, β) and both α and β are outputs.
The argument follow from the fact that the isomorphism preserves the labels: let e2 ∈ x2
such that π2,P (e2) = e. Then π2,P (`x2 (e2)) = `y (e). But as `y (e) is a synchornisation we
have that `x2 (e2) = (α′, β′) where α′ and β′ are both outputs. Then x2 ∈ X3 and we reach
a contradiction.

(b) [non unifiable labels] Let e ∈ y such that `y (e) = (α, β) and c = subj(α), b = subj(β) with
c , b. Similar to above let e2 ∈ x2 such that π2,P (e2) = e and

`y (e) = (α, β) =⇒ `x2 (e2) = (α′, β′) (5.10)

We have two cases:
• ¬U(c, b). Then either b or c are in the set of private names of [[νa(P )]]. To reduce the
number of cases, suppose b is not private in νa(P ) but c is. If c , a then we have that
y < [[P ]], contradicting the hypothesis. Remains then to consider the case when c = a.
– @e′ ∈ y, e′ = instsx(e). But as π-process cannot add an instantiator of b in a parallel
composition we have that b = subj(β′) and that @e′2 ∈ x2, e′2 = instsy (e2). As
a ∈ P1 we have that a ∈ subj(α′). Hence a and b are not unifiable in x2 which
implies that x2 ∈ X3. Contradiction.

– @e′′ ∈ y, e′′ extruder of e, but ∃e′ ∈ y such that e′ = insty (b). Let e′2 ∈ x2 such
that π2,P (e′2) = e′. From Equation 5.10 it follows that a = subj(α′). If x2 < X3
then U(a, subj(β′)). We have two possibilities: either a = subj(β′) or there exists
an extruder of c in x2.
In the later case, informally, since a is private in [[νa.P ]] and x2 ∈ [[P ]] × [[Q]] we
get that an extruder of a necessarily exists in y.
Let us treat the case a = subj(β′) more formally. We have `x2 (e′2) = (d(b), d′〈a〉),
where `y (e′) = d(b). Then there exists an event eq ∈ π2,Q(x2) such that its label
is d′〈a〉. Since a is private in [[νa(P )]] we have that there exists e′′′ ∈ y such that
`y (e′′′) = b′〈a〉. Let us denote with e′′′2 ∈ x2 such that π2,P (e′′′2 ) = e′′′. Then we
can show that there exists a chain of synchronisations in x2 with the least element
e′′′2 and the greatest one e2. As the projection preserves the order we conclude that
e′′′ <y e.
Then e′′ is an extruder of e in y and e′′ <y e.

• Let us consider the case c = a and let e′ ∈ y such that b, b′ ∈ subj(`y (e′)) for some
b′ with ¬U(a, b′). Consider e′2 ∈ x2 such that π2,P (e′2) = e′. As x2 < X3, for
b′′, b′′′ ∈ subj(`x2 (e′2)), U(a, b′′) and U(a, b′′′). With a reasoning similar to above we
get to a contradiction.
The other cases are similar.

(c) [disallowed partial event] Suppose that there exists e ∈ y such that ¬τ̃y (e) with a ∈
subj(`y (e)) and @e′ ∈ x extruder of e. We have a similar reasoning as the case above. Since
∃e2 ∈ x2 such that π2,P (e2) = e, it implies that it necessarily exists an unsynchronised
extruder of a in y, smaller then e in y.

We conclude the proof by showing that if x2 ∈ F2 then x1 < X1 similar to the case (a) above.

�

To better understand the importance of this criterion, consider the causal models presented in
[9]. In those models, there is a tight correspondence with the standard transition semantics of the
π-calculus. In particular, the first output that extrudes a name has a different label than all subsequent
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∅

b〈a〉 c〈a〉

b〈a〉 < c〈a〉 c〈a〉 < b〈a〉

∅

τb τc

τb < τc τc < τb

∅

τb τc

τb, τc

Figure 5.8: νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉), νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉)| (b(x) | c(y)) and νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | b(x) | c(y)) in the
model of [9]

outputs of that name, and moreover it precedes them in the causal relation. If we had made a similar
choice here, in the process P = (b〈a〉 | c〈a〉)\a, we would have only configurations where one of the
output would precede the other. By the way parallel composition is defined, this would imply that in
P | (b(x) | c(y)) the τ transitions are causally related. However this process is structurally congruent to
(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | b(x) | c(y))\a, where the τ transitions are concurrent. Thus Theorem 16would fail. Though
the causal model of [9] is defined on transition systems one can represent the causality relation induced
in a rigid family as in Figure 5.8. We can see then that the two processes (b〈a〉 | c〈a〉)\a| (b(x) | c(y))
and (b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | b(x) | c(y))\a have different interpretations.

5.4.3 Proof of Theorem 15

Proposition 41. Let x ∈ [[P ]] and e ∈ x such that `x(e) = (b(a), c〈a〉). Then at most one of b, c are
private.
Proof. By structural induction on [[P ]]. The only interesting case is when P = νa.P ′ with a ∈ {b, c}.
Suppose a = b. We have that x ∈ [[P ]] then if for e ∈ x such that `x(e) = (b(a), c〈a〉), there exists
instantiator of c in x (second condition in Definition 86). Then we cannot add a restriction on c. �

Definition 93 (Names in a configuration). Define the set of names in a configuration x such that
a ∈ nm(x) ⇐⇒ ∃e ∈ x, a ∈ `x(e).
Theorem 15. We proceed in several steps:

1. We show that for x ∈ [[P ]] there exists a context C1 = α1 · · ·αn.[·] and x1 ∈ [[C1[P ]]] such that

• πC1,P (x1) = x and
• ∀e ∈ x1, if τ̃x1 (e) then ∀b ∈ subj(`x1 (e)) we have that

b < P =⇒ ∃e1 ∈ x1, e1 ∈ instsx1 (e) such that `(e1) = d′(b) (5.11)

2. Define precontext which is a multiset of labels such that

b(a) ∈ χ =⇒ c(a) < χ, for any c. (5.12)

Let χ a precontext and let f : χ → x1 a function. Define the set of substitutions implied by χ as
follows:

ς (∅) =∅
ς (x ∪ {e}) = {a′/a} ∪ ς (x) if `(e) = (d(a), b〈a′〉)

or if `(e) = d(a), α = b〈a′〉 (or the converse) where f (α) = e

= {a′′/a′} ∪
(
ς (x) \ {a′/a}

)
if `(e) = (d(a′), b〈a′′〉),

or if `(e) = d(a), f (e) = b〈a′〉 (or the converse),
where f (α) = e, {a′/a} ∈ ς (x)
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For x1 ∈ [[P1]] we show that there exists a precontext χ and a function f : χ → x1 such that the
following holds:

(a) ∀e ∈ x1 with `x1 (e) = (b〈a〉, c(d)) then `χ(e) = (b〈a〉, b(d));
(b) ∀e ∈ x1 with `x1 (e) = b〈a〉 or `x1 (e) = b(d) there exists α ∈ χ, α = b′(a′) or α = b′〈a′〉

respectively, such that f (α) = e and b′ς (x1) = b;
(c) if b(a) ∈ χ then a < Names(x) and ∃α ∈ χ such that a = subj(α2) iff f (α1) <x1 f (α2)

and there is c ∈ `x1 (f (α2)) private;

where `χ(e) = `x1 (e)ς (x1). Moreover f is total and injective: ∀α ∈ χ, f (α) defined and if
f (α1) = f (α2) then α1 = α2 (where α1 = α2 is not a syntactic equality).
We proceed by induction on the order <x1 . We only treat the inductive case, as the base case is
straightforward.

Let x = x′ ∪ {e}. From the induction hypothesis there exists χ′ a precontext and f : χ′ → x′

satisfying conditions above. We build the precontext χ and the function f such that χ = χ′σ∪{α}
and f = f ′σ ∪ {α 7→ e}, where σ is a list of substitutions. Both σ and α are defined below, by
cases on `x(e):

• `χ(e) = (b〈a〉, c(d)). We proceed by cases on whether b and c are private:
– b, c ∈ P. From proposition 41 this case is not possible.
– b ∈ P and c < P. Then from the hypothesis on x (Equation 5.11) we have that
c < P =⇒ ∃ec = instx(c), where the instantiator of a name is defined similarly to the
instantiator of an event.
We have that ec ∈ x′, then from the induction hypothesis on x′ there exists αc ∈ χ,
f (αc) = ec and αc = d〈c〉.
As e satisfy Definition 86 then there exists an extruder of b: let e′ ∈ x, e′ <x e and
`x(e′) = d′〈b〉. Let αb = d′(b′) where f (αb) = e′.
Then let χ = χ′{b′/c} and f = f ′{b′/c}. We have to show that:

∗ f is a total and injective function, which follows from f ′.
∗ χ is a precontext: consists in showing that it does not exists an instantiator of c in
χ′. Follows from c < P.

∗ the conditions above on χ hold. First note that `χ(e) = (b〈a〉, b(d)) as b′ς (x) =
b =⇒ cς (x) = b. Let e′ ∈ x such that `χ′ (e′) = (c〈a′〉, c(d′)). But then `χ(e′) =
(b〈a′〉, b(d′)). We have that αb is an instantiator for αc and that b ∈ subj(`x(e)) is
private. Hence the thrid condition on the precontext holds as well.

– b, c < P. Then there exists ec, eb ∈ instsx(e) (from Equation 5.11) and ec, eb ∈ x′.
From χ′ a precontext for x′ we have that there exists αb, αc ∈ χ′ such that f (αb) = eb,
f (αc) = ec, and αb = d〈b〉, αc = d〈c〉.
Then let χ = χ′{b/c} and f = f ′{b/c}. The first two conditions on the precontext hold
from a similar reasoning as above. Note that there does not exists instantiators of b or c
in χ as b, c < P. Hence third condition holds as well.

• `χ(e) = b(a). By cases on b:
– b ∈ P. From the condition on the restriction operation in definition 87 we have that there
exists an extruder e′ ∈ x, e′ <x e and `x(e′) = c′〈b〉. As e′ ∈ x′, there exists α′ ∈ χ′
such that f (α′) = e′ and hence α′ = c′(d), with d < nm(x). Moreover dς (x) = b.
Define α = d〈a′〉, a′ fresh (i.e. a′ < nm(x)) and χ = χ′ ∪ α, f = f ′ ∪ {α→ e}.
Let us show that χ verifies the conditions on the precontext and that f is total and
injective. The later follows from f (α) = e and e < x′. The first condition on χ follows
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from χ′ a precontext. The second condition is implied by dς (x) = b. The third condition
is satisfied as well as for α′ = insts(α) we have that b = subj(e) ∈ P, e′ <x e.

– b < P. Then let α = b〈a′〉, with a′ fresh and χ = χ′ ∪ α, f = f ′ ∪ {α → e}. The
conditions on χ and f follow easily.

3. We construct a process P2 from the precontext χ such that

@a, such that νa ∈ P2 (5.13)

α ∈ P2 ⇐⇒ α ∈ χ (5.14)
α1 · · ·αn.0 ∈ P2 ⇐⇒ ∃a ∈ obj(`x1 (e1)), a ∈ P and

en <x1 ei, a ∈ subj(`x1 (ei))
(5.15)

for f (α1) = e1 and f (αi) = ei, with i ∈ {2, n}. The context required by the theorem isC = P2 | [·].
Equation 5.13 guarantees that there are no private names in P2, Equation 5.14 says that the context
is build from the precontext and Equation 5.15 constructs a context that is maximal concurrent:
the only sequential computation is due to the extrusion from P (and the instantiation in P2) of a
private name.
We proceed by induction on the precontext χ such that

α1 <χ α2 iff f (α1) >x1 f (α2).

The base case is trivial. Let us consider the inductive case. Letχ = χ′∪{α} and f = f ′∪{α→ e1}.
Let P ′2 be the process generated by χ′ satisfying equations above.
Let then the following set of events:

Ee1 = {e′1 ∈ x1 | e1 <x1 e
′
1,@e

′′ ∈ x1, e
′, e1 <x1 e

′′ <x1 e
′
1 and (5.16)

`x1 (e′1) , (β, β′) and (5.17)
`x1 (e1) = b〈a〉, with a ∈ P and (5.18)
∃e′′, e1 < e′′ such that a ∈ subj(α′′), for f (α′′) = e′′}. (5.19)

We have that ∀e′ ∈ Ee1 , ∃α′ ∈ χ′ such that f (α′) = e′. This follows from Equation 5.16
and Equation 5.17. Then α′ ∈ P ′2. Equation 5.16 also guarantees that for e′ ∈ Ee1 with f (α′) = e′

we can rewrite P2 = α′.Q′ | R. Equation 5.18 says that α is an instantiator. Moreover the
name received is private. Lastly, Equation 5.19 guarantees that Equation 5.15 is satisfied for P2
constructed below. We consider the following cases:

• If Ee1 = ∅ then P2 = α | P ′2 and Equation 5.13, Equation 5.14, Equation 5.15 trivially hold.
P2 is a valid π process as α is not an instantiator of any α′ in P ′2 (from third condition on the
precontext and from Equation 5.12).

• Suppose then Ee1 , ∅. From Equation 5.15 on P ′2, we can partition P ′2 in the following way:

P ′2 =
∏

e′∈Ee1

α′.Q | R

where f (α′) = e′. We have then

P2 = α.
( ∏
e′∈Ee1

α′.Q
)
| R.

P2 is a valid process if b(a) ∈ χ =⇒ c(a) < χ, for any c, which follows from the definition
of a precontext in Equation 5.12. Equation 5.15 follows from the definition of Ee and the
rest of the conditions follow trivially.
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4. We show that ∃x2 ∈ [[P2]] and g : x2 → x1 a total, injective function such that

α ∈ P2 ⇐⇒ e ∈ x2, `x2 (e) = α (5.20)
g(e2) = e1 ⇐⇒ f (`x2 (e2)) = e1 (5.21)
e2 <x2 e

′
2 ⇐⇒ g(e2) <x1 g(e1) (5.22)

Inuitively, x2 is the configuration that composeswithx1 in order to produce the closed configuration
z. We have that x2 is maximal in [[P2]], hence it contains all labels in χ (Equation 5.20).
Equation 5.21 and Equation 5.22 ensure that the function g keeps the correspondence between
partial events in x1 and their ’future’ synchronisation partners in x2.
Due to conditions Equation 5.21 and Equation 5.22 we cannot apply an inductive reasoning on P2
to build x2 directly. Instead we start by showing that there exists y ∈ [[P2]] maximal in [[P2]] (i.e.
α ∈ P2 ⇐⇒ e ∈ y, `y (e) = α) without any synchronisation event (i.e. ∀e ∈ y, `y (e) , (α, β)).
Moreover y is the most liberal such configuration:

e <y e
′ ⇐⇒ `y (e) · · · `y (e′) ∈ P2 (5.23)

We proceed by structural induction on P2.

• Q = β.Q′. By induction there exists y′ ∈ [[Q′]]. We have that [[Q]] = [[β.Q′]] = β.[[Q′]] hence
we have y = {e}∪y′ ∈ [[P2]], where `y (e) = β. Then y ismaximal and satsifies Equation 5.23.

• Q = Q1 | Q2. By induction on Q1 and Q2 we have y1 ∈ [[Q1]] and y2 ∈ [[Q2]], respectively
satsifying the required conditions. By definition of product, we have that y ∈ [[Q1]] × [[Q2]]
if π1(y) ∈ [[Q1]] and π2(y) ∈ [[Q2]], where πi are morphisms. Then we consider y such that
– π1(y) = y1 and π2(y) = y2;
– e ∈ y iff either π1(e) ∈ y1, π2(e) = ? or π1(e) = ?, π2(e) ∈ y2;
– e <y e

′ iff either π1(e) <y1 π1(e′), both defined or π2(e) <y2 π2(e′), both defined.
Then y is maximal (from the first item), contains no synchronisation (which follows from the
second item) and satisfy Equation 5.23 (the thrid item).

Define function g : y → x1 total and injective as follows: g(e2) = e1 ⇐⇒ f (`y (e2)) = e1.
We have y ∈ [[P2]] with |y| = |x2| (follows from y and x2 maximal in [[P2]]). Moreover y is more
’liberal’ then x, that is x is an refinement of the partial order in y. We use Proposition 39 and have
that x2 ∈ [[P2]] with

e2 <x2 e
′
2 ⇐⇒ f (`y (e)) <x1 f (`y (e′))

We can then define g on x2 and have that x2 and g satisfy Equation 5.20, Equation 5.21 and Equa-
tion 5.22.

5. For x1 ∈ [[P1]], let χ, P2 and x2 ∈ [[P2]] defined above. We have that [[P1|P2]] =
(
[[P1]]× [[P2]]

)
� X

and π1, π2 the projections. Denote [[P1|P2]] = (E,C, `,P) and [[Pi]] = (Ei, Ci, `i,Pi). Let us
show that ∃z ∈ [[P1|P2]] closed with π1(z) = x1, π2(z) = x2 and such that z < X .
For e ∈ E let us denote π1(e) = e1 and π2(e) = e2. In the induction hypothesis we also need to
show that ∀e ∈ z the following hold:

e1 , ? (5.24)
`χ(e1) = `z (e) (5.25)

e2 = ? ⇐⇒ `x1 (e1) = (α, β) (5.26)
e2 , ? =⇒ g(e2) = e1 (5.27)

From Equation 5.24 the size of z is equal to the size of x1. We proceed by induction on the size
of the configurations in [[P1]].
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Base case. Let x1 = {e1} ∈ [[P1]].
• If `x1 (e1) = (b〈a〉, c(d)) then from condition (a) on the precontext we have that there
exists e ∈ x1 such that e = instsx1 (e1). Hence we cannot have such a configuration {e1}
without the instantiator of e1.

• If `x1 (e1) = (b〈a〉, b(d)) we have that there exists e ∈ E such that π1(e) = e1 and
π2(e) = ?. Straightforward to show that the conditions above hold.

• If `x1 (e1) = α with α ∈ {b〈a〉; b(d)} then have that, from condition (b) on χ, α ∈ χ.
Moreover from Equation 5.20 and Equation 5.14, ∃{e2} ∈ [[P2]] such that `{e2}(e2) = α.
It is easy to show that {e} < X , hence {e} ∈ [[P1|P2]] closed with π1(e) = e1 and
π2(e) = e2. Condition 5.27 holds from 5.21 and all the rest hold trivially.

Inductive case. Let x1 = x
′
1∪{e1} and let z′ closed such that π1(z′) = x′1. We have the following

cases on e1:
• `x1 (e1) = (b〈a〉, c(d)). Suppose b , c (similar for the other case). Let e ∈ E with
π1(e) = e1 and π2(e) = ?. Let z = z′ ∪ {e} and ∀e′ ∈ z′, e′ <z e ⇐⇒ π1(e′) <x1 e1.
It follows by induction on z′ that

e′ <z e
′′ ⇐⇒ π1(e′) <x1 π1(e′′). (5.28)

We show that z is a configuration in [[P1]] × [[P2]], show that it is not in X , that it is
closed and then that it satisfies conditions above.
z ⊆ E1 × E2 and z is a partial order (from Equation 5.28). Also we have that
π1(z) = x1. From Equation 5.28 again and by induction on z′ we obtain that e′ <z
e′′ ⇐⇒ π2(e′) <x2 π2(e′′) as π2(e) = ?. Hence π2(z) = π2(z′).
From property (a) on the precontext we have that `χ(e1) = (b〈a〉, b(d)). From Equa-
tion 5.25 on z′ we obtain that ∀e′ ∈ z′, `χ(π1(e′)) = `z (e). Then `z (e) = (b〈a〉, b(d))
hence z is closed.
We have to show that z < X . As z is closed we only need to show that all events in z
are compatible according to Definition 86. It follows from conditions (a) and (b) on the
precontext χ.
z trivially satisfies the conditions above.

• `x1 (e1) = α1 , (α, β). Using condition (b) on the precontext we have that ∃α2 ∈ χ
such that f (α2) = e1 and subj(α2)ς = subj(α1)ς .
We use then Equation 5.14 and have that α2 ∈ P2, which from Equation 5.20 implies
that ∃e2 ∈ x2 such that `x2 (e2) = α2. Also, from Equation 5.21 we get that

g(e2) = e1. (5.29)

We have that e ∈ E with π1(e) = e1, π2(e) = e2. We take z = z′ ∪ {e} with
e′ <z e ⇐⇒ π1(e′) <x1 e1. It follows by induction on z′ that

e′ <z e
′′ ⇐⇒ π1(e′) <x1 π1(e′′). (5.30)

As above, let us show that z a configuration in [[P1]]× [[P2]], that it is not in X , that it is
closed and then that it satisfies conditions above.
z ⊆ E1 × E2 and from Equation 5.30 z is a partial order with π1(z) = x1. Also,
from Equation 5.22 π2(z) = x2.
We have that

`z (e) = `χ(e) (5.31)
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which follows from Equation 5.25 on z′ and from condition (b) on χ. It implies that
z < X as well.
Equation 5.24 and Equation 5.26 trivially hold. Equation 5.25 follows from Equa-
tion 5.31, and Equation 5.27 from Equation 5.29.

�

5.5 Recursion and rigid families

One can deal with recursive definitions on rigid families in a similar manner to their treatment in [68],
[17]. Winskel [68] defines a complete partial order on configuration structures and shows that the
operations prefix, parallel composition, restriction and sum are continuous with respect to the cpo. A
recursive process is then unfolded and each unfolding is encoded in a rigid family. Its denotational
semantics is the upper bound of its unfoldings.

Crafa, Varacca, Yoshida [17] define a model for the π-calculus where a special treatement for names
is necessary. At each unfolding of a process the set of bound names have to be distinct from any other
name used in the process, in order to guarantee the Barendregt convention. Moreover the names have to
be chosen in an unambiguous manner, hence it is not enough to consider fresh names at each unfolding.
Instead the infinite set of bound names used in a process is fixed in advance and at each unfolding new
names are chosen in a consistent way.

Here we revisit the work in [68] and [17] and show that can be adapted to rigid families in a
straightforward manner.

Definition 94 (Partial order on rigid families).

(E0, C0) E (E1, C1) ⇐⇒ E0 ⊆ E1

C0 ⊆ C1

∀x ⊆ E0, x ∈ C1 =⇒ x ∈ C0

Lemma 17. • E is a partial order on rigid families with least element (∅, {∅}).

• A ω chain of rigid families (E0, C0) E · · · E (En, Cn) E · · · has a lub (E,C) defined as

E = ∪n∈ωEn
x ∈ C ⇐⇒ (x ⊆ E ∧ ∀n ∈ ω, xn ∈ Cn ∧ x = ∪n∈ωxn)

with xn ≡ ∪{z ∈ Cn | z ⊆ xn}

Definition 95 (Monotonic and continuous). Let op a binary operation on rigid families.

• Let (E0, C0) E (E1, C1) and (E,F ) rigid families. op is monotonic if

op
(
(E0, C0), (E,C)

)
C op

(
(E1, C1), (E,C)

)
.

• Let (E0, C0) E · · · E (En, Cn) and (E,F ) rigid families. op is continuous if

op
(
∪i≤n (Ei, Ci), (E,C)

)
= ∪i≤nop

(
(Ei, Ci), (E,C)

)
.

One can show if an operation is continuous it implies that it is monotonic as well. Hence we prove
the following:

Lemma 18. Prefix, product and restriction are continuous w.r.t C.
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CCS We deal with recursive processes by introducing a set of constants, ranged by A, B:

P ::= · · · | A

and imposing that each constant has a unique definitionA = PA. The rule in the LTS of CCS that handles
recursion is standard:

PA
α−→ P ′ A = PA

A
α−→ P ′

The encoding of CCS terms with recursion is now parametric on the level of unfolding:

[[α.P ]]k = α.[[P ]]k [[P |Q]]k = [[P ]]k|[[Q]]k [[νa(P )]]k = [[P ]]k � Xa [[A]]k = [[PA]]k+1

The encoding is given in terms of labelled rigid families but we can extendDefinition 94, Definition 95
and Lemma 17, Lemma 18 to the labelled case. We have that [[P ]]k C [[P ]]k+1, and that [[P ]]0 = (∅, ∅, ∅)
is the bottom element in the ω chain (∅, ∅, ∅) C · · · [[P ]]k C [[P ]]k+1. Hence the interpretation of a process
[[P ]] is given by ∪n∈ω[[P ]]n.

the π-calculus Similarly to CCS, we deal with recursive processes by introducing a set of constants,
ranged by A, B:

P ::= · · · | A(ã|z)

and imposing that each constant has a unique definitionA(ã|z) = PA where ã is the set of distinct names
and z is a mapping to an infinite set of names z : N → Names. ã are the free names in PA and z are
the (infinite) set of bound names in PA. The set z is introduced in the semantics of event structures [17]
in order to handle the creation of fresh names in the unfolding of A. The set ã is specified in order
to guarantee distinctness between bound and free names: z ∩ ã = ∅. In this manner we satisfy the
Barendregt convention which guarantees the distinctness of bound and free names. We add to the LTS
of Figure 2.3 the following rule:

PA{b̃/ã,w/z}
α−→ P ′ A(ã|z) = PA

A(b̃|w) α−→ P ′

with b ⊆ a and w ⊆ z. Moreover the bound names used at each unfolding need to be unambiguously
chosen. As an example considerA(ã|z) = A0(ã0|z′) | A1(ã1|z′′), with ã = ã0∪ã1 and z′(n) = z(2n+1),
z′′(n) = z(2n + 2).

5.6 Alternative approaches

In the Interlude we have seen that we need stable structures for representing a correct causal model
for the π-calculus. Crafa, Varacca and Yoshida first attempted to define an event structures-like model
by including contextual causality in the order of an event structure. We also have tried to integrate
contextual cause in configuration structures in several ways. We review all these attempts briefly in what
follows. The section is rather informal as we try to explain the dificulty in finding a causal model for the
π-calculus through (counter-)examples.

Attempts in event structures We encode the process P = b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a in an event structure as
follows

[[P ]] =
(
E = {e1; e2; e3},≤= ∅, # = ∅, ` = {e1 → b〈a〉; e2 → c〈a〉; e3 → a}

)
.
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e1 e2

e3 e′3

e1

e2

e3 e′3

Figure 5.9: A possible representation of νa(b〈a〉 | c〈a〉 | a) (left) and νa(b〈a〉.c〈a〉.a) (right) in event
structures

We have seen in the Interlude that, once we apply the restriction the encoding of νa(P ) is no longer
stable.

Crafa, Varacca and Yoshida proposed an encoding in event structures where both structural and
contextual causality are represented in the same causal relation [17]. So, for instance we have that P
is encoded in the structure above [[P ]] and νa(P ) in the event structure at the right of Figure 5.9. Two
copies of event e3 are generated, each with a different causality link. It is necessary to have two copies
of e3 because of the different, disjoint causal histories of the two. Note that we cannot tell from the
event structure, whether e1 is a structural or a contextual cause for e3. However, as the authors remarked,
considering a single causal relation leads to compositionality issues. To see that consider the process
Q = νa(b〈a〉.c〈a〉.a) represented in the left of Figure 5.9, where events are labelled as in the event
structure of [[P ]]. The two events e3 and e′3 are identical: we cannot distinguish them by their causality
links, due to the transitivity of the order. This leads to problems when composing the process Q with
some other process.

A different approach consists in using two different orders, one for the structural causality and another
for the contextual causality.

Definition 96. E = (E, @,�, C, λ,P) is a extended event structure where:

• (E, @, C, λ) is a labelled event structure over the set L;

• � is a binary relation over E, called contextual causality, such that if ∀e ∈ E there exists at most
one e′ ∈ E such that e′ � e.

• P is the set of private names in E .

It is however an ad-hoc definition and we cannot recover the underlying theory of event structures in
a meaningful way. For example, the product in the category of event structures does not correspond to
the intended behaviour.

Winskel toolkit Another possibility is to use the operations defined on stable families by Winskel sub-
section 2.2.1 as they have a categorical meaning and preserve stability. We still need several copies of
the same event, depending on its causal history. We use the product to generate the new events (see Def-
inition 14,item 1). Thus the events are "synchronisation" pairs but we give them a new interpretation.
For instance the event structure of νa(P ) above consists now of the following sets of events:

e′1 = ((e1, ?), ?) e′2 = ((e1, ?), ?) e′3 = ((e3, ?), e1) e′′3 = ((e3, ?), e2)

The events have now the form ((e, e′), e′′)1 where (e′, e′′) are the synchronising events and e′′ is the
contextual cause of the event. However this approach poses problems with the local injectivity property

1It is not formally correct to manipulate the structure of an event after the product. Instead of e = (e1, e2) one should write
π1(e) = e1 and π2(e) = e2. We use this notation here to clarify how these events are generated.
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of morphisms. Let us consider the event structure corresponding to the process νa(b〈a〉 | a | a) and the
following events:

((e1, ?), e3) labelled a
((e2, ?), e3) labelled a

((e3, ?), ?) labelled b〈a〉

The projections of the product are local injective and thus do not allow a configuration containing all
three events: ((e1, ?), e3) and ((e2, ?), e3) project both to e3.

We need thus a more complex operator that generates the new events and does not interfere with the
projections.

Definition 97. Let C1 = (C1, E1) and C2 = (C2, E2) be two configuration structures. Define the parallel
composition (E,C) = C1 | C2 = C1 × C2 × C1,2, where

E1,2 = (E1 × E2 + E2 × E1) ∪ {?};
C1,2 = F (E1,2).

Let e1 ∈ E1 an event that can choose a contextual cause from the set E2 ∪ {?}, and similarly for
events in E2. The parallel composition above generates events of the form

(
(e1, e

′
2), (e2, e

′
1)
)
, where e1

and e2 are the synchronising events and e′1, e′2 are contextual causes. The issue with such a construction
is that the associativity of the parallel composition does not hold.

5.7 Conclusions

We presented a novel causal semantics for concurrent computations. Importantly, we exhibit correctness
criteria that differentiate our model from others.We have stated that a correct causal model should be:

1. Compositional: we have defined a category of rigid families such that the encoding of a term is
given by a categorical operation on the encoding of its subterms.

2. Realisable: each configuration in the interpretation of a process is realisable and the precedence
in the closed system is the same as in the open one.

3. Sound: we showed an operational correspondence with the reduction semantics of CCS and the
π-calculus.

4. Denotational: the scope extrusion rules of structural congruence is preserved by the causal
semantics.

The first two correctness criteria can be seen as internal coherence results: open traces can compose
to form correct closed executions. External coherence criteria relate rigid families to other models for
concurrency. In this paper we used the model to give interpretations to CCS and π-calculus processes
that satisfy the third and fourth correctness criteria.

In the π-calculus the input prefix plays the double role of instantiator and of structural predecessor.
Calculiwithout prefix precedence [71] have causal relations less intricate. We can interpret such a calculus
in rigid families and we conjecture that the partial orders would then characterise the information flow
rather then the temporal precedence.

Equivalence relations defined on previous causal model for CCS have a correspondence in reversible
CCS as we have seen in chapter 3. We plan to show as future work that such equivalence relations can
be defined on rigid families and possibly correspond to bisimulations in the reversible π-calculus.
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The rigid families of a term have a considerable size if one compares them with other causal model.
We do not think that the size of the interpretation of a term is in itself important. However we can
imagine an operation that retrieves a more compact representation of the term. We can for instance
compile a stable family with fewer configurations, where the ordering on events stands for causality
rather for temporality, similar to Proposition 42. However once we move to a compact representation we
can no longer guarantee the compositionality.
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Chapter 6

Interpretation of reversible π-calculus in
rigid families

Reversible calculi allow actions to backtrack in a different order than how they appeared in the forward
computation. The only constraint is that the causal order between events be respected: one cannot
undo the cause before the effect. Configuration structures and rigid families are suited for reversible
calculi as the (rigid) inclusion between sets dictates the allowed forward and backward transitions. The
correctness criteria of a causal model should then hold for reversible computations as well. In particular,
it is important that in the closed term one can backtrack on any path allowed by the forward computation.
As we have seen in Example 4.3.2 the realisability criterion generalises to the reversible setting: there
exists a context that closes a configuration and that preserves all possible paths leading to it. Reversible
realisability can be defined on the domain underlying the rigid families as a stability condition. It is not a
trivial condition and as we have seen in the Interlude, some causal models for the π-calculus do not satisfy
it [17]. In the configuration structure shown in Figure 4.10 (and similarly, in the LTS of Example 4.3.2),
if a is a private name then reversible realisability does not hold. Rigid families on the other hand satisfy
the criterion and are thus a suitable model for the reversible π-calculus.

Outline. We start by encoding RCCS in section 6.1 and then in section 6.2 we show the encoding of
Rπ. The chapter concludes with section 6.3.

6.1 Encoding RCCS

In order to show a bisimulation between a reversible process and its interpretation in rigid families, one
has to define a reversible LTS on top of rigid families. It is similar to the reversible LTS defined on stable
families (Definition 44).

Definition 98 (Reversible LTS in rigid families). Define ([[P ]], x1) `(e)−−→ ([[P ]], x2) for x1 ≺ x2 and

|x1| = |x2| ∪ {e}. Similarly, ([[P ]], x2)
`(e)

([[P ]], x1). For x1, x2 above, one can write x1
e−→ x2 and

x2
e
x1.

It is straightforward that the reversible LTS above with only the forward transitions is bisimilar to the
LTS defined in Definition 82.

However, one cannot define a bisimulation between a process and its encoding in rigid families.
Intuitively, in rigid families all temporal orderings are explicit, not just the causal ones. We say that a
configuration x inF is a temporal order if for two events e, e′ ∈ x such that e <x e′, ∃y ∈ F with e^ye′.
On the other hand, it is a causal order if whenever e, e′ ∈ x such that e <x e′, @y ∈ F with e^ye′. The
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∅

{a}

{a < b}

{b}

{b < a}{a, b}

∅

{a} {b}

{a, b}

Figure 6.1: a | b in rigid families vs. the LTS of a | b in RCCS

causal configurations capture the structural causality induced by a CCS term. Thus the bisimulation is
established only on the causal configurations. An operator is applied on a rigid familiy before defining
the bisimulation, that removes the temporal configurations. In the proposition below, we detect temporal
configurations, if for any ordered pair of events e <x e′, e is not a cause of e′, i.e. e is not any causal set
for e. This step is not compositional, however.

Proposition 42 (Maximal concurrency). LetF a rigid family. {F} is obtained by removing all temporal
configurations in F:

{F} = F � X where
x ∈ X ⇐⇒ ∀e, e′ ∈ x if e <x e′ then ∀Y ⊆ E with Y < e, e′ < Y.

Proof. We show that the set X defined above is upward closed. The rest follows from the restriction
operator in item 2. X is upward closed follows from the rigid inclusion between sets. �

Example 6.1.1. Consider the process P = a | b with its encoding [[P ]] depicted in Figure 6.1, where
events are replaced by labels. The configurations {a < b} and {b < a} are temporal, while {a, b} is
causal. There is no back-and-forth bisimulation between P and [[P ]]. In a temporal configuration (for
instance {a < b}) backtracking can only follow the exact order of the forward execution.

The rigid family {F} is the maximally concurrent version of F , as any configuration that is only a
temporal ordering on events is removed. The following proposition shows that, if only forward transitions
are considered, then {F} and F are bisimilar.

Proposition 43. Using the LTS of Definition 82, {F} and F are bisimilar.

Proof. We show that the relation R = {(F , {F}) | F a rigid family} is a bisimulation. First note,
from Proposition 42 that {F} ⊆ F .

• Suppose that {F} e−→ {F} \ e, then as e is a minimal event in {F}, it is a minimal event in F ,
hence F e−→ F \ e. Remains to show that

{F} \ e � {F \ e}. (6.1)

Suffices to show that ∀x ∈ {F} \ e, x ∈ {F \ e} and the other way around. Let x a configuration
in {F} \ e. Hence there exists y ∈ {F} such that |y| = |x| ∪ {e}. From {F} ⊆ F , y ∈ F and
x ∈ F \ e. We show by contradiction that x ∈ {F \ e}: if there exists a more "concurrent" version
of x then x < {F} \ e.
Consider now a configuration x ∈ {F\e}. Hence x ∈ F\e and let y ∈ F such that |y| = |x|∪{e}.
Moreover there exists such a configuration y ∈ {F} and hence x ∈ {F} \ e.

• Suppose that F e−→ F \ e. As singleton configurations are preserved in {F} we have that
{F} e−→ {F} \ e. From Equation 6.1, we have that F \ e and {F} \ e are in the relation.
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Corollary 3. {[[P ]]} is bisimilar to P .

Remark 13 (Maximal and minimal concurrent versions of a rigid family). {[[P ]]} preserves all causal
configurations and removes all temporal ones. Let us define an opposite operation that removes causal
configurations. Denote {{[[P ]]}} the rigid family [[P ]] � X , where

x ∈ X ⇐⇒ ∃e, e′ ∈ x, e^xe′.

The rigid family {{[[P ]]}} contains all temporal configurations in [[P ]]. It follows from Proposition 35,
which states that whenever two events are concurrent in a configuration, there exists two temporal
configurations that orders the two events.

Considering only forward transitions, one can establish bisimulations between {{[[P ]]}} and either
{[[P ]]} or [[P ]]. Intuitively, the only difference between the three encodings consists in the backtracking
mechanism, and thus the three are bisimilar for the forward computations.

The encoding of an RCCS term As for the encoding of RCCS in stable families (see section 3.2)
the encoding is more cumbersome for processes that exhibit auto-conflict and auto-concurrency (defined
in Remark 5). The solution consists in adding syntax on the labels of RCCS transitions. As the encoding
is quite technical, in this chapter we consider only processes without auto-conflict and auto-concurrency.

The encoding of a reversible process R consists in a tuple (F , x), where F is a rigid family and
x ∈ F is a configuration. The encoding only works for coherent processes, i.e. processes that can
backtrack back to a process with an empty memory, called the origin (see Definition 34). The origin of
a process is encoded in a rigid family using the operations defined in section 5.2. Using the operational
correspondence between rigid families and processes, one can mimick executions of a process in the
rigid family. The encoding starts by associating the empty set to the origin of R and then follows a trace
from the origin and up to R.

For every coherent process R, there exists a trace OR −→? R comprised of only forward transitions
(from Lemma 7). The encoding works by induction on such a trace. Whenever R does a transition
R

i:α−−−−� S, the associated configuration x should mimick the transition x e−→ y, with `(e) = α.
Moreover, there should be a uniqueway to choose the new configuration y in order to have [[S]] = (F , y).

As in Definition 43, the encoding uses the label of the event e and verifies that the "future" of the
configuration y corresponds to the "future" of the process S. Moreover the encoding also uses a bijection
between events in y and event identifiers in S which ensure that the order in y is the same as in S.

Definition 99 (Encoding an RCCS process in rigid families).

[[R]]σ = ({F}, adF (∅, ∅, OR −→? R)) where F = [[ε(OR)]], σ : OR −→? R and

adF (x1, f, R1
i:α−−→ R2 −→? R3) = adF (x2, f ∪ {e↔ i}, R2 −→? R3)

where


∃x2 ∈ F , x1 ≺ x2 and |x2| = |x1| ∪ {e}
`(e) = α
[[ε(R2)]] =

(
F \ x2

)
j <R2 i ⇐⇒ f (j) <x2 e

adF (x, f,R2 −→? R3) = x if R2 = R3

Proposition 44. Let P be a CCS process with {[[P ]]} = F the rigid family. For x, y, y′ ∈ F such that
x

e−→ y and x e−→ y′ it implies that y = y′.
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exists y and y′ such that x e−→ y, x e−→ y′ and y , y′. If we
unfold x e−→ y we have that x ≺ y and |y| = |x| ∪ {e}. Thus y and y′ have the same underlying set of
events and have the same partial order on all events, with the possible exception of e. We have several
cases on the partial order on e. Notice that we cannot have e <y′ e′, for any e′ ∈ x. Hence, we have the
following cases:

• ∃e′ ∈ x such that e′ <y e and e′^y′e. However from Proposition 42, y < {[[P ]]} and we reach a
contradiction.

• ∃e′, e′′ ∈ x such that e′ <y e and e′′ <y′ e and such that e′ and e′′ are incomparable. Thus, for X
a causal set for e, there are two events e1, e2 ∈ x, e1 ≤ e′, e2 ≤ e′. However, from Proposition 37,
e1 # e2, which is again a contradiction.

�

Lemma 19 (Soundness of the RCCS encoding). LetR be a process,OR its origin and σ : OR −→? R a
trace. DenoteF = [[ε(OR)]] the encoding ofOR. There exists a uniquex ∈ F such that [[R]]σ = ({F}, x).

Proof. From Lemma 7, we can consider the trace OR −→? R to be only forward. We proceed by
induction on the trace OR −→? R. For the inductive case we have the trace OR −→? Rn and
adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? Rn) = xn, for f∅ the empty function, xn ∈ F such that [[ε(Rn)]] = F \ xn.
Moreover, for fn a bijection between xn and I(Rn), we have that ∀i, j ∈ I(Rn), i <Rn j ⇐⇒ f (i) <xn

f (j). We have to show that for the trace OR −→? Rn
i:α−−→ Rn+1 there exists a unique configuration

xn+1 ∈ F such that

adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? Rn
i:α−−→ Rn+1) = xn+1 ∈ {[[ε(ORn+1 )]]} (6.2)

[[ε(Rn+1)]] = F \ xn+1 (6.3)
∀j ∈ Rn+1, j <Rn+1 i ⇐⇒ f (j) <xn+1 e (6.4)

with f a bijection between xn and I(Rn) that extends fn to include e. We have that

adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? Rn
i:α−−→ Rn+1) = adF (xn, fn, Rn

i:α−−→ Rn+1).

From the operational correspondence between CCS and RCCS in Lemma 4 we have that

Rn
i:α−−→ Rn+1 =⇒ ε(Rn) α−→ ε(Rn+1)

and from the correspondence between CCS and rigid families in Theorem 14, there exists e ∈ [[ε(Rn)]]
such that

[[ε(Rn)]] e−→ [[ε(Rn)]] \ e � [[ε(Rn+1)]].
From Definition 82 we have that if {e} ∈ [[ε(Rn)]] = F \ xn then there exists xn+1 ∈ F such that
xn ≺ xn+1 and e ∈ xn+1, hence showing Equation 6.5. We have that [[ε(Rn+1)]] � [[ε(Rn)]] \ e implies
that [[ε(Rn+1)]] � F \ xn+1, which shows that Equation 6.7 holds.

Let us now show that Equation 6.2, that is there exists such a xn+1 with

∀j ∈ Rn+1, j <Rn+1 i ⇐⇒ f (j) <xn+1 e.

j <Rn+1 i =⇒ ∃xn+1 ∈ {F} such that f (j) <xn+1 e. Let us consider j ∈ Rn+1 immediate predeces-
sor of i: j <Rn+1 i and @j′ such that j <Rn+1 j

′ <Rn+1 i. The rest of the cases follows from the
transitivity of <Rn+1 .
We have that Rn+1 ≡ C[〈i, α〉.〈j, β〉.m B P ], for some context C[·]. Denote e′ ∈ F such that
f (j) = e′. There existsR′ ≡ C ′[mB (β.α.P ] in the traceOR −→? R′ −→? Rn. We can show by
induction on ε(R′) that ∀x ∈ [[ε(R′)]] such that e, e′ ∈ x, e′ <x e. From the induction hypothesis,
[[R′]] = (F , x′) and [[ε(R′)]] = F \ x′. Consequently, ∀x ∈ F such that x′ � x and e, e′ ∈ x then
e′ <x e. Hence for any xn+1 obtained as above we have that e′ <xn+1 e and therefore xn+1 ∈ {F}.
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for xn+1 ∈ {F}, f (j) <xn+1 e =⇒ j <Rn+1 i. We suppose that f (j) <xn+1 e, for e′ ∈ F such that
f (j) = e′ and hence e′ <xn+1 e. Since f is a bijection, we have that ∀e′′ <xn+1 e, ∃j′′ such that
f (j′′) = e′′. Hence we consider e′ as the immediate cause of e: @e′′, e′ <xn+1 e

′′ <xn+1 e.
We have that there exists a transition in the trace OR −→? Rn identified by j:

OR −→? Rk
j:β−−→ Rk+1 −→? Rn

i:α−−→ Rn+1.

From induction we have that adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? Rk) = xk for xk ∈ {F} such that [[ε(Rk)]] =
F \xk and xk ≺ xn+1. As any configuration in [[εRk]] is downward closed w.r.t. rigid inclusion we
have that {e′} and {e′ < e} are configurations in [[εRk]]. Moreover as xn+1 ∈ {F}with e′ <xn+1 e
then {e′ < e} is a configuration in {[[ε(Rk)]]}.
Let us denote ε(Rk) = P . We show the following proposition:

Proposition 45. Let P a CCS process and x = {e < e′} a configuration in {[[P ]]}. We have that
P ≡ (β.α.P ′ | P ′′)\ã and

• ∃Q such that either P β−→ Q = (α.P ′ | P ′′)\ã or P τ−→ Q = (α.P ′ | P ′′′)\ã with
[[P ]] \ {e} � [[Q]];

• ∃Q′ such that either Q α−→ Q′ = (P ′ | P ′′)\ã or Q α−→ Q′ = (P ′ | P ′′′)\ã with [[P ]] \ {e <
e′} � [[Q′]].

Proof. We first show that for an event e minimal in [[P ]] we have that P ≡ (α.P ′ | P ′′)\ã or
P ≡ (α.P ′ | α.P ′′)\ã and [[P ]] \ e � [[(P ′ | P ′′)\ã]]. It follows by structural induction on P .
For simplicity, suppose that `(e) , τ and `(e′) , τ . From the argument above, we have that
P ≡ (β.α.P ′ | P ′′)\ã or P ≡ (β.P ′ | α.P ′′)\ã.
As x = {e < e′} a configuration in {[[P ]]} and from Proposition 36 we conclude that P ≡
(β.α.P ′ | P ′′)\ã. �

From Proposition 45, if {e′ < e} is a configuration in {[[P ]]} such that α ∈ `(e) and β ∈ `(e′)
then P ≡ (β.α.P ′ | P ′′)\ã. Using the correspondence between CCS and RCCS, for P = ε(Rk),
we have that Rk

j:β−−→ · · · i:α−−→ Rn+1.
Hence we have that there existsm ∈ Rn+1 such thatm = 〈i, α〉.〈j, β〉.m′ and hence that j <Rn+1 i.

�

Lemma 19 shows that the encoding is correct: a configuration corresponding to the computational
state of a reversible process always exists. The encoding is parametric on the trace. Given a trace from
the origin of a process R that leads to R there exists a unique configuration that corresponds to R.
However, in order to define a back-and-forth bisimulation, the configuration corresponding to R should
be the same for any trace OR −→? R. This is required by the notion of backtracking used in RCCS: any
forward execution is a valid backward path.

Proposition 46. Let R a process. There exists x ∈ {[[ε(OR)]]} a configuration such that

∀σ : OR −→? R =⇒ [[R]]σ = x.

Proof. It follows from the lack of auto-concurrency and auto-conflict. Each configuration is uniquely
identified by the labels and the order on the events. �
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Theorem 17 (Operational correspondence between an RCCS process R and [[R]]). Let R a process and
[[R]] = ({F}, x) its interpretation, where F = [[ε(OR)]].

1. ∀α, S and i ∈ I such that R i:α−−→ S then [[R]] α−→ [[S]];

2. ∀α, S and i ∈ I such that R i:α
S then [[R]] α [[S]];

3. ∀e ∈ E, ({F}, x) `(e)−−→ ({F}, y) then ∃S, such that for some i ∈ I, R i:α−−→ S and [[S]] = ({F}, y);

4. ∀e ∈ E, ({F}, x)
`(e)

({F}, y) then ∃S, such that for some i ∈ I, R i:α
S and [[S]] = ({F}, y).

Proof. The proof is similar to the one in Lemma 9.

1. Denote F ′ = {F}. As R i:α−−→ S, OR = OS and there exists a trace OR −→? R
i:α−−→ S. We have

that [[S]] = (F ′, xs), where

xs = adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? S) = adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? R
i:α−−→ S)

and xR ≺ xs, xR \ xs = {e}, `(e) = α by Lemma 19. As [[R]] = (F ′, xR) it follows that
(F ′, xR) α−→ (F ′, xS ).

2. The proof for the backward direction is similar except that it uses the trace up to R. From Propo-
sition 46 we can choose any forward trace leading to R and end up on the same configuration x.
Hence we choose the trace OR −→? S

i:α−−→ R.

3. From ({F}, x) `(e)−−→ ({F}, y) we have that y ∈ F , |y| = |x| ∪ {e} and x ≺ y. Proposition 44
implies that such a configuration y is unique in {F}.
We have that [[ε(R)]] = F \ x and {e} is a configuration in [[ε(R)]]. Then

[[ε(R)]] e−→ [[ε(R)]] \ {e}

=⇒ ε(R) `(e)−−→ P and [[P ]] � [[ε(R)]] \ {e} from Lemma 15

=⇒ ∃i.R i:`(e)−−−→ S and ε(S) = P from Lemma 4

Thus
[[ε(S)]] � [[ε(R)]] \ {e} � (F \ x) \ {e}.

From y ∈ {F} we have that y ∈ F and since x ≺ y, |y| = |x| ∪ {e}, we have that [[ε(S)]] � F \ y.
Let fR a bijection between I(R) and x that we obtain from the encoding of R. We extend the
bijection to include event e as follows f = fR ∪ {e ↔ i}. Remains to show that for j ∈ I(R),
j <S i ⇐⇒ f (j) <y′′ e. It follows in a similar manner to the proof in Lemma 19.

4. That [[S]] = (F , x ∪ {e}) follows from a similar argument to above and from Proposition 46. �

6.2 Encoding Rπ

We have seen that the causal configurations in the interpretation of a CCS process correspond to the
structural causality in RCCS. In the case of the reversible π-calculus, however, rigid families cannot
capture the causal relations that appear in Rπ processes. In particular contextual causes in rigid families
(Definition 91) are by definition disjoint: each event is caused by at most one extruder. This does not
hold in Rπ.
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b〈a〉 c〈a〉

b〈a〉, c〈a〉b〈a〉 < ab〈a〉 < c〈a〉 c〈a〉 < b〈a〉

b〈a〉 < a

c〈a〉
b〈a〉 < a < c〈a〉

c〈a〉 < a,

b〈a〉 < a
b〈a〉 < c〈a〉 < a c〈a〉 < b〈a〉 < a

Figure 6.2: [[νa(b〈a〉.a | c〈a〉)]] � [[(b〈a〉.a | c〈a〉)]]

∅

b〈a〉 c〈a〉

b〈a〉, c〈a〉b〈a〉 < a

b〈a〉 < a

c〈a〉
c〈a〉 < a,

b〈a〉 < a

∅

b〈a〉 c〈a〉

b〈a〉, c〈a〉b〈a〉 < a

b〈a〉 < a

c〈a〉

Figure 6.3: The LTS in Rπ of νa(b〈a〉.a | c〈a〉) and {[[νa(b〈a〉.a | c〈a〉)]]}

Example 6.2.1. ConsiderP = νa(b〈a〉.a | c〈a〉) a process with a private name a. The event labelled b〈a〉
is both a contextual and a structural cause for the input on a. The encoding of P is shown in Figure 6.2,
where events are replaced by labels. Denote with e, e′, e′′ three events such that `(e) = b〈a〉, `(e′) = c〈a〉
and `(e′′) = a. The only causal set for event e′′ is the singleton X = {e} < e′′. The set Y = {e, e′}
is not disjoint and it is not a causal set for e′′. Proposition 42 applied on this structure yields the rigid
family at the right in Figure 6.3.

In Rπ however, there exists a trace where e′′ chooses e′ as contextual cause. In such a trace it is not
possible then to reverse neither e nor e′′ before e. The LTS of P is depicted in the left of Figure 6.3 and
indeed, it contains an additional configuration corresponding to the case where e′ is a contextual cause.
A possibility is to adapt Proposition 42 in order to obtain the rigid family at the left in Figure 6.3.

Note that the encoding of νa(b〈a〉.a | c〈a〉) is isomorphic to the encoding of b〈a〉.a | c〈a〉. It suggest
that in order to capture the causality in Rπ, one needs an ad-hoc condition on rigid families that takes
into account labels and private names.

Rπ and rigid families both induce causal semantics for the π-calculus. Both satisfy our correctness
criteria and account for a contextual cause in the case of scope extrusion. Which one is better?

The causal relation in rigid families is coarser than the one in Rπ but it is sufficient for the correctness
criteria to hold. Reversible realisability does not require to explicitly choose a contextual cause when
a structural one is available. Indeed for the rigid families in Example 6.2.1, any path is realisable. In
rigid families, as all temporal orders are explicit, there are configurations where an event is preceded by
several contextual causes. It is however not a global relation and it is up to the context to materialise it
(i.e. to transform precedence into structural causality).

The contextual causality induced in Rπ satisfies reversible realisability as well. Moreover it also
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captures the information flow. The contextual cause of an event always precedes the event due to a
structural link in the context. It is the scope extrusion mechanism that guarantees that such a structural
causality exists in the context. In the process P = νa(b〈a〉.a | c〈a〉) of Example 6.2.1 if the contextual
cause of a is c〈a〉, then a possible reduction context is C[·] = c(d).d. Thus the synchronisation on
channel c structurally precedes the one on channel a. This type of causality requires one to inspect the
labels and track the information flow of a name, which is possible in the syntactic setting of Rπ but it is
a contrived relation in rigid families.

Remark 14 (Recovering the bisimulation). We conjecture that in Rπ one can obtain the same causal
relation as in the rigid families by changing the side conditions in rule Cause ref. In the new rule, the
event has to choose a structural extruder as cause if such an extruder exists. Otherwise, it can pick a new
cause in the set of causes Γ.

Cause ref+
R

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R′ a ∈ subj(α)

νaΓR
(i,j,k′):α−−−−−→ νaΓR′[k′/k]@i

either k = k′
or k′ @?R′ i
or ∃k′ ∈ Γ, k {R k

′ and @k′′ @?R′ i.

The encoding of an Rπ process is similar to the encoding of RCCS in Definition 99, except that the
{F} operation is not used.

Definition 100 (Encoding an Rπ process in rigid families).

[[R]]σ = (F , adF (∅, ∅, OR −→? R)) where F = [[ε(OR)]], σ : OR −→? R and

adF (x1, f, R1
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ R2 −→? R3) = adF (x2, f ∪ {e↔ i}, R2 −→? R3)

where



∃x2 ∈ F , x1 ≺ x2 and |x2| = |x1| ∪ {e}
`x2 (e) = α
[[ε(R2)]] =

(
F \ x2

)
∀l ∈ I(Rn+1), l <R2 i and l , k ⇐⇒ f (l) <x2 e

f (k) <x2 e

adF (x, f,R2 −→? R3) = x if R2 = R3

Lemma 20 (Soundness of the encoding). Let R be an Rπ process, OR its origin and σ : OR −→? R a
trace. Denote F = [[ε(OR)]] the encoding of OR. There exists a unique x ∈ F such that [[R]]σ = (F , x).

Proof. The proof follows closely the one in Lemma19. We proceed by induction on the traceOR −→? R.
For the inductive case we have the trace OR −→? Rn and

adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? Rn) = xn
[[ε(Rn)]] � F \ xn

for f∅ the empty function and xn ∈ F = [[OR]]. Moreover there exists fn a bijection between xn and
I(Rn) such that for all i, j ∈ I(Rn) c(i) <xn i and if j <Rn i and j , c(i) then f (j) <xn f (i).

We have to show that for the trace OR −→? Rn
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ Rn+1 there exists a unique configuration

xn+1 ∈ F such that

adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? Rn
i:α−−→ Rn+1) = xn+1 ∈ [[ε(OR)]] (6.5)

xn � xn+1, xn+1 \ xn = {e} s.t. `xn+1 (e) = α (6.6)
[[ε(Rn+1)]] = F \ xn+1 (6.7)

∀l ∈ I(Rn+1), l <Rn+1 i and l , k ⇐⇒ f (l) <xn+1 e (6.8)
f (k) <xn+1 e (6.9)
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with f a bijection between xn and I(Rn) such that f extends fn.
We have that

adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? Rn
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ Rn+1) = adF (xn, fn, Rn

(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ Rn+1).

From the operational correspondence between π and Rπ in Theorem 10 we have that

Rn
(i,j,k):α−−−−−→ Rn+1 =⇒ ε(Rn) α−→ ε(Rn+1)

and from the correspondence between π and the rigid families in Lemma 16, there exists e ∈ [[ε(Rn)]]
such that

[[ε(Rn)]] e−→ [[ε(Rn)]] \ e � [[ε(Rn+1)]].

From Definition 89 we have that if {e} ∈ [[ε(Rn)]] = F \ xn then there exists xn+1 ∈ F such that
xn ≺ xn+1 and e ∈ xn+1, hence showing Equation 6.5 and Equation 6.6. We have that [[ε(Rn+1)]] �
[[ε(Rn)]] \ e implies that [[ε(Rn+1)]] � F \ xn+1, which shows that Equation 6.7 holds.

We have to show that ∃xn+1 and f a bijection between xn and I(Rn) such that for all l ∈ I(Rn+1)
with l , k, l <Rn+1 i ⇐⇒ f (j) <xn+1 e () and f (k) <xn+1 e (). That f is a bijection follows from the
two constraints and .

Let us then show the double implication: for all l ∈ I(Rn+1) with l , k, l <Rn+1 i ⇐⇒ f (j) <xn+1

e.

• Let l ∈ I(Rn+1) with l , k and l <Rn+1 i. Let us consider l the immediate predecessor of i:
l <Rn+1 i and @l′ such that l <Rn+1 l

′ <Rn+1 i. The rest of the cases follows from the transitivity
of <Rn+1 .
We have that Rn+1 ≡ C[〈i, k, α〉.〈l, k′, β〉.m B P ], for some context C[·]. Denote e′ ∈ F such
that f (l) = e′. There exists R′ ≡ C ′[m B (β.α.P )] in the trace OR −→? R′ −→? Rn. We can
show by structural induction on ε(R′) that ∀x ∈ [[ε(R′)]] such that e, e′ ∈ x, e′ <x e. From the
induction hypothesis, [[R′]] = (F , x′) and [[ε(R′)]] = F \ x′. Consequently, ∀x ∈ F such that
x′ � x and e, e′ ∈ x then e′ <x e. Hence for any xn+1 obtained as above we have that e′ <xn+1 e
and therefore xn+1 ∈ {F}.

• Let l ∈ I(Rn+1) with l , k and f (j) <xn+1 e and suppose that l ≮Rn+1 i. Then we have that
Rn+1 ≡ C[m1 B P1 | m2 B P2] and 〈i, k, α〉 ∈ m1, 〈j, k′, β〉 ∈ m2. Hence we have that there
exists a configuration xn+1 such that ∀j ≮Rn+1 i and j , k one has that f (j)^xn+1f (i). Then this
is the configuration xn+1 we choose.

Remains to show that f (k) <xn+1 i, for k , ?. If k <Rn+1 i then it follows as above. Suppose
then that k ≮Rn+1 i. Then one can rewrite Rn+1 ≡ C[m1 B P1 | m2 B P2] and 〈i, k, α〉 ∈ m1 and
〈k, k′, β〉 ∈ m2. Hence there exists Rk such that OR −→? Rk and ε(Rk) ≡ C ′[b〈a〉.P ′ | a.P ′′].
Moreover in the encoding of Rk in rigid families, a is private. Therefore there exists a configuration
{f (k) < e} ∈ [[ε(Rk)]], hence there exists a configuration xn+1 with f (k) <xn+1 i.

�

Lemma 21. Let R a process. There exists x ∈ {[[ε(OR)]]} a configuration such that

∀σ : OR −→? R =⇒ [[R]]σ = x.

Proof. It follows from configurations being uniquely identified by the order on the events and by their
labels. �
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We have seen in the example above that we do not have a bisimulation between R and [[R]]. Instead
we show the following theorem where we only consider transitions on rigid families where both the
source and the target of the transitions are interpretations of processes. It is thus a weaker result than the
one in Theorem 17.

Theorem 18 (Operational correspondence between an Rπ process R and its image in rigid families).
Let R a process and [[R]] = (F , x) its interpretation.

1. ∀α, S and i, j, k ∈ I such that R (i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S then [[R]] α−→ [[S]];

2. ∀α, S and i, j, k ∈ I such that R
(i,j,k):α

S then [[R]] α [[S]];

3. ∀e ∈ E, (F , x) `(e)−−→ (F , y) such that ∃S with (F , y) = [[S]] then for some i, j, k ∈ I,R (i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S;

4. ∀e ∈ E, (F , x)
`(e)

(F , y) such that ∃S with (F , y) = [[S]] then for some i, j, k ∈ I, R
(i,j,k):α

S
and [[S]] = (F , y).

Proof. The first two cases follow similarly to Theorem 17.
The last two cases are similar. Consider the transition (F , x) e−→ (F , y) we have that y ∈ F ,

|y| = |x| ∪ {e} and x ≺ y. We have that [[ε(R)]] = F \ x and {e} is a configuration in [[ε(R)]]. Then

[[ε(R)]] e−→ [[ε(R)]] \ {e}

=⇒ ε(R) `(e)−−→ P and [[P ]] � [[ε(R)]] \ {e} from Lemma 16

=⇒ ∃i, j, k.R (i,j,k):`(e)−−−−−−→ S and ε(S) = P from Theorem 10

From Definition 100, the encoding of R in rigid families uses a bijection fR : I(R) ↔ x. We extend the
bijection to f = fR ∪ {e↔ i}.

We have that there exists S and i, j, k ∈ I(S) such that R (i,j,k):`(e)−−−−−−→ S. First we show that

∀i′ ∈ I(R), f (i′) @ e =⇒ either i′ <s i or i′ = k. (6.10)

Secondly we show that we can derive R (i,j,k):`(e)−−−−−−→ S for k such that if ∃e′ ∈ y, e′ <y e and e′ 6@ e then
f (k) = e′. Lastly we show that for such an S we have that [[S]] = (F , y).

1. As f is a bijection, one can consider f (i′) the immediate predecessor of e. Denote f (i′) = e′.
Then @e′′ such that e′ <y e′′ <y e.

There exists R′ such that OR −→? R′
(i′,j′,k′):β−−−−−−→ R. From the encoding of R′ we have then that

[[R′]] = (F , x′) and [[ε(R′)]] = F \ x′. Hence {e′ @ e} ∈ [[ε(R′)]].
For simplifying the presentation assume that α , τ and β , τ .
We use the following proposition:

Proposition 47. Let P a π-process and {e @ e′} ∈ [[P ]] a configuration. We have two possible
cases

(a) P ≡ νc̃(β.α.P ′ | P ′′) and

• ∃Q such that either P β−→ Q = νc̃(α.P ′ | P ′′) or P τ−→ Q = νc̃(α.P ′ | P ′′′) with
[[P ]] \ {e} � [[Q]];

• ∃Q′ such that either Q α−→ Q′ = νc̃(P ′ | P ′′) or Q α−→ Q′ = νc̃(P ′ | P ′′′) with
[[P ]] \ {e < e′} � [[Q′]].
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(b) P ≡ νc̃νa(b〈a〉.P ′ | α.P ′′ | P ′′′) with a ∈ subj(α) and

• ∃Q such that P b〈a〉−−→ Q = νc̃(P ′ | α.P ′′ | P ′′′) with [[P ]] \ {e} � [[Q]];
• ∃Q′ such that Q α−→ Q′ = νc̃(P ′ | P ′′ | P ′′′) with [[P ]] \ {e < e′} � [[Q′]].

Proof. We show by structural induction on P that if e is a minimal event in P then P ≡ νc̃(α.P ′ |
P ′′). We have that e′ is minimal in [[P ]] \ e and from Lemma 16 if [[P ]] e−→ [[P ]] \ e then there exists
Q such that [[Q]] � [[P ]] \ {e}. e′ is minimal in [[Q]] implies that Q ≡ νc̃(α.P ′ | P ′′).
e is minimal in [[P ]] as the set {e @ e′} is downward closed. Then P has two possible forms:

(a) P ≡ νc̃(β.α.P ′ | P ′′) and hence [[P ]] e−→ [[P ]] \ {e} � [[Q]]. This case corresponds to the first
case in the hypothesis.

(b) P ≡ νc̃νa(b〈a〉.P ′ | α.P ′′ | P ′′′). From {e @ e′} ∈ [[P ]] we have that e′ is not minimal in
[[P ]]. In particular [[P ]] cannot do a transition on e′ and therefore P cannot do a transition on
α. It implies that subj(α) is private. Moreover as e′ is minimal in [[P ]] \ {e} we have that e
is an extruder of e′.

�

From Proposition 47 we have that

ε(R′) ≡ νc̃(β.α.P ′ | P ′′) =⇒ R′ ≡ C[m B β.α.P ′] or
ε(R′) ≡ νc̃νa(b〈a〉.P ′ | α.P ′′ | P ′′′) =⇒ R′ ≡ C[νa∅(m B b〈a〉.P ′ | m′ B α.P ′′ | R′′)]

We have the transitions R′ (i′,j′,k′):β−−−−−−→ R
(i,j,k):`(e)−−−−−−→ S derived above. Hence we have two of the

following forms for S:

S ≡ C ′[〈i, k, α〉.〈i′, k′, β〉.m B P ′] or
S ≡ C ′[νai′ (〈k, k′, b〈a〉〉.m B P ′ | 〈i, k, α〉.m′ B P ′′ | R′′)]

We obtain that either i′ <S i or i′ = k.

2. There are several transitions from R that corresponds to event e. We have shown above that
any target process S satisfy the structural causality in y. Let us now show that there exists
R

(i,j,k):`(e)−−−−−−→ S such that if ∃e′ ∈ y, e′ <y e and e′ 6@ e then f (k) = e′.
We use the fact that there exists S′ such that [[S′]] = (F , y). From the encoding of S′ we have the
transition R′ (i′,j′,k′):α′

−−−−−−−→ S′ and f ′ : I(S′) ↔ y. There exists at most one event e′ ∈ y such that
e′ <y e and e′ 6@ e: e′ <y e ⇐⇒ f ′(e′) <S′ f ′(e) or f (e′) = k′. Moreover e′ is an extruder of e.

From the transition R′ (i′,j′,k′):α′
−−−−−−−→ S′ we can deduce the following order in y:

en @ en−1 @ · · · @ e1 <y e, for ei ∈ y (6.11)

and where ei+1 is an object instantiator of ei. We have that R′ ≡ νaΓ1 (R1) | R′1 with k′ ∈ Γ1. If
@νaΓ2 in R′ then en = e1. Otherwise R1 ≡ νaΓ2 (R2) | R′2 and ∃k2 ∈ Γ1 such that k2 {S′ k′.
Hence there exists e2 ∈ y such that e@e1 and e2 object instantiator of e1.
Consider then e′ ∈ y, e′ <y e and e′ 6@ e. We have that e′ ∈ x, hence f (e′) = k ∈ I(R). We use
the order deduced in Equation 6.11 to derive the transition R (i,j,k):`(e)−−−−−−→ S.
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3. Let us now show that [[S]] = (F , y). We have that

adF (∅, f∅, OR −→? S) = adF (x, fR ∪ {e↔ i}, R (i,j,k):α−−−−−→ S)

and that |y| = |x| ∪ {e} and x ≺ y. Moreover `(e) = α, and

[[ε(S)]] � [[ε(R)]] \ {e} � (F \ x) \ {e} = F \ y.

Lastly, we have to show that the conditions on the order verify as well: f (i′) <y e implies i′ <S i
for i′ , k and f (k) <y e follows from Equation 6.10. Remains to show that if i′ <S i for
i′ , k then f (i′) <y e. Consider the immediate cause i′ <S i, i.e. there is no event i′′ such that
i′ <S i

′′ <S i. Then S ≡ νãΓ (〈i, α〉.〈i′, β〉.m B P | T ) and we can backtrack up to a process Rk
such that ε(Rk) ≡ νã(β.α.P ′ | P ′′). We have then that all configurations in z ∈ [[ε(Rk)]] have
the order f (i′) <z f (i). Hence all configurations in z ∈ F have f (i′) <z f (i).

�

6.3 Conclusions and future work

We have established an operational correspondence between reversible calculi and rigid families. The
correspondence is more cumbersome than the one with stable families (Lemma 3). All temporal orders
are explicit in the interpretation of a term in rigid families. Hence one has to choose the "most concurrent"
configuration to correspond to the computational state of a reversible process. In the case of CCS, an
operation performed on the rigid family keeps only the configurations that are helpful for the operational
correspondence. Such an operation is not possible in Rπ, due to the syntactic nature of causality in Rπ.

One cannot implement the precedence relation of rigid families in Rπ: it requires an analysis of
the whole term to determine all possible temporal orders. As we have discussed above, the causality in
Rπ cannot be captured in the rigid families either. Thus if one wants a stronger result than Theorem 18
then one needs to use a different LTS for Rπ, possibly using the rule proposed in Remark 14.
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residual of a transition
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